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ABSTRACT OF THESIS

It is the purpose of this thesis to examine Virginia

Woolf's views about art, and in particular her views about

painting, as these views are revealed in her novels and in
her art criticism. Two themes guide this discussion: first,

the attitude of the artist to life determines the kind of

work of art he is likely to create; and second, the attitude

of the spectator to life determines the kind of work of art

to which he is likely to respond as well as the manner in

which he is likely to respond to it. The conclusion to be

drawn from this investigation is twofold: life cannot be

retained except that it be carried into art; and conversely,

art cannot be retained except that it be carried into life.

The inquiry is divided into three parts. Part I

fixes Virginia Woolf's place in the aesthetic and artistic

climate of her day. To this end, the theory devised by

Roger Fry and Clive Bell and known as Significant Form is

studied in some detail as ere those painters, i.e. those

Bloomsbury painters, who came under its influence. Part II

establishes, by means of an analysis of her definition of

life and a comprehensive account of the artists who people

her novels, Virginia Woolf's concept of the ideal work of art.
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pert III tekes a look at the novelist as spectator. In

writing about painting as & critic, Mrs# «oolf attempts
to come to practical terms with Significant Form. A

balanced evaluation of her views about art and her

relationship with Fry and Bell must therefore include

evaluation of the few essays and reviews that comprise her

art criticism. In the past, critics have elected to

ignore these pieces; the purpose of Part III is to adjust

the perspective. For Virginia Woolf diverges from her

associates on several important points. She can no more

conceive of or look at a painting from a purely formalist

point of view than she can write a novel in which form

supersedes rather than complements content. The key to

Virginia woolf's attitude to life and to art rests in her

knowledge and acceptance of the duality that characterizes

each.

The title of this thesis derives from Roger Fry.

"Art," he once explained, "is significant deformity."

That is to say, a work of art is en interpretation of life.

Similarly, art criticism is an interpretation of a painting -

a verbal deformation of a 3ilent phenomenon.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

It is the purpose of this the3is to examine Virginia

Woolf's views about art, and in particular her views about

painting, as these views are revealed in her novels and in

her art criticism. Two themes guide this discussion:

first, the attitude of the artist to life determines the kind

of work of art he is likely to create; and second, the

attitude of the spectator to life determines the kind of

work of art to which he is likely to respond as well as the

manner in which he is likely to respond to it. The

conclusion to be drawn from this investigation is, accordingly,

twofold: life cannot be retained except that it be carried

into art; and conversely, art cannot be retained except that

it be carried into life.

Ltiuch has already been written about the theme of art

end life in Virginia yoolf• s work; therefore, some

justification for yet another study is called for.

Critics usually take one of two roads when discussing

Virginia Woolf and art. They attempt either to liken her

prose, its style and its content, to contemporary movements

in paint, or to link her aesthetic philosophy to the

aesthetic philosophy of Roger Fry end Clive Bell. Neither
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approach is wholly successful. The first fails because all

artists, while they aim for the some goal - an interpretation
of life, in practice, attain that goal by varying and
distinct aeons. It is only too obvious that a painted

line cannot be equated with a written sentence. The

visual artist does not primarily record ideas and facts as

does his literary counterpart; rather he expresses his

emotional reaction to ideas and facts. As for the second,

it deserves closer attention, for, of the two, it causes

the greater difficulty.

Post-Impressionism, the movement spearheaded by

Cezanne and introduced to this country by Roger Fry, evolved

a visual dialectic that concentrated upon the architectonic

form 83 opoosed to the representational content of a

picture. Consequently, a new lingo hod to be evolved with

which to discuss this phenomenon and the emotions which it

provoked. Hence, for better or worse, Significant Form

took its place as the leading aesthetic theory of its day.

To assume initially, as so many do, that Virginia

nVoolf's close association with Roger Fry and Clive Bell in

the so-named Bloomsbury Group presupposes a binding sympathy

with this, the aesthetic theory devised by them, or with

their manner of art criticism, is a premise that cannot be

accepted. Mrs. ,joolf neither preached nor practised an

aesthetic theory, least of all Significant Form. She could
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no more look at a picture from a strictly formalist point

of view than she could write a novel in which the form

superseded the content. Even the most radical formalism
of Clive Dell cannot argue convincingly against the fact

that form and content are inseparable and therefore of equal

importance. Roger Fry himself realized the absurdity of

such an untenable position when he wrote in "Retrospect":

"even the slightest suggestion of the third dimension in a

picture must be due to some element of representation"."*"
Forcover, their theory, while it would appear to sanction

pure abstraction, is not applied to that category of

painting about which it would be the most illuminating:

Fry and Dell rarely discuss extreme examples of non-figurative

painting. In fact, Bloomsbury aestheticians and artists are,

according to Professor Quentin Dell, "intensely interested in
2

content", whether they admit it or not.

Part One of this thesis appraises Bloomsbury

aesthetics and visual art. It begins by casting a critical

eye at the former and ends by warmly appreciating the latter.

Chapter I examines the merits as well as the limitations of
Suggests

Significant Form, and pooito for a redefinition of some of

its aims - for example, the recognition of a response,

^Roger Fry, "Retrospect," Vision and Design (London:
Chatto and ,<indus, 1920), p. 195.

2quentin Dell, Dlooasbury (London: <Veidenfeld and
Nicolson, 19C8) , p. 114.
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aesthetic perception, which precedes but which does not

preclude the mainstay of the philosophy - aesthetic emotion.

Chapter II evaluates the painting of two members of the

Group: that of Roger fry whose creativity was hampered by

his aesthetic theory, and that of Vanessa Dell whose work

eluded the theoretical stranglehold and benefitted
v)is-a-vt4

accordingly. Virginia ,voolf's own opinions, -vie-, these

two artists, constitute the basis for our own evaluation.

Another of the principal issues upon which Virginia

hoolf diverges from her colleagues is the place the emotions

of life take in the creation and in the appreciation of

a work of art. The formalists insist that the emotions

of life neither influence the artist nor regulate the

spectator. The configuration of the abstract elements in

the design - for example, rhythm of line, mass, space, light

and shade, and colour - alone elicits emotion, end that

emotion is exclusively aesthetic. Associated images and

emotions which surface in the consciousness of the artist

and/or spectator ere worse than immaterial: they are

injurious to the creation and to the contemplation of the

structural composition which is the true subject and

raison d'etre of the artefact. lience art is kept separate

from life. Mrs. »Voolf, on the other hand, canxiot apportion

the state of mind of either the artist or the spectator quite

so neatly. To her way of thinking, art and life are as
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inseparable as form and content.

Part Two examines this duality from the point of view

of the artists who people Virginia .Voolf's novels. Chapter III

establishes, at the outset, what Mrs. woolf means by life:

life is flux - "the flying waters, the winds dissipating and

dissolving"; but life is also order - "the recollection from

chaos, the return of security, the earth firm, supex^b and

brilliant in the sun". These images and the definition they

comprise derive from bight and Day, one of the most important,

and least appreciated, of Virginia .Voclf's early works. The

chapter then proceeds to offer a comprehensive study of one

group of her fictional artists - masculine writers - and how

they interpret life in their writings. because these

writers, bar none, do not conceive life as a mixture of

flux and order, but conceive it solely as a stable continuum,

they do not create what will be referred to as the ideal

work of art. That is to say, they do not create a work of

art that is modelled upon and expressive of duality.

Consequently, their works are egocentx^ic; they give neither

a full picture nor a true feeling of life as it is experienced;

they moke no universal statements. Only one artist in

Virginia rfoolf*s canon, Lily Briscoe - a woman and a painter,

creates an ideal work of art. In her portrait of this

painter at work, analysed in Chapter IV, Mrs. hoolf

demonstrates that life and the emotions of life, far from
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being divorced from the creative process, are, in fact,

the impetus behind and the natural accompaniment to design
and the aesthetic emotions. To the Lighthouse, the novel

in which this pen portrait appears, is a mirror image of

the ideal work of art it delineates and will be discussed as

such.

This thesis grew (in part) from the conviction that

no one has as yet struck at the heart of Virginia Woolf's

relationship with Roger fry and Clive Dell. For, if one

is going to discuss not only the relationship but al3o what

influence her friends might have had upon her attitude to art

in general and painting in particular, then one is justified

in doing so only if one has found a common denominator from

which to proceed. It has already been pointed out that

Virginia A'oolf neither formulated nor followed sn aesthetic

theory; but she did write art criticism, albeit on a very

small scale. The common denominator that links Virginia

A'oolf to Roger Fry and Clive Bell is art criticism. And it

is this common denominator that critics have hitherto ignored.

Part Three intends to correct this.

Virginia .voolf acknowledges formalism; admires it;
end somehow knows that it is the one way to look at e work

of art objectively. let when it comes to implementing these

sentiments in her art criticism, she cannot narrow her

subjective impressions and force them into the formalist
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streitjacket. Formalism demands a repression of self and

a denial of life - neither of which Mrs. sVoolf can accept.

Furthermore, Fry and Dell are professionals in this field;
she is not. That she is a master in her chosen craft of

writing is not in question here. »Yhat is, is her amateur

status when it comes to discussing painting. In a gallery,

she is an interested spectator who also happens to record

her impressions in catalogue introductions and exhibition

reviews. It is in this spectstoriol role that she best

fulfils the attributes she accords to the "common reader".

It is in this spectatorial role that she comes to terms with

Significant Form, and consolidates her own views about the

relationship between art and life.

The sources relevant to an inquiry of this nature

derive, with the rare exception, from hitherto published works

by and about /irginia tfoolf. The reason for this

concentration is easily explained: as with all unpublished

material of an autobiographical nature, there is on embargo

placed upon direct quotation. The prospect of the imminent

publication of Mrs. woolf's diaries and letters imposes

this restraint; and it is understandable that the Hogarth

Press and the editors of the forthcoming volumes do not

wish to be forestalled. In the meantime, however, a general

perspective and a few impressions have been culled from the

manuscripts consulted in the research for this thesi3, and
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these ere now offered.

Virginia .voolf's letters to her sister, Vanessa Dell,

provide, es would be expected, a particularly fruitful

hunting-ground, for they reveal a woman who is intensely
and profoundly interested in and intrigued by pointing.1
Mrs. Voolf discusses pictures with more than passing

knowledge, is well-versed in the vocabulary of art criticism,

and, what is more, employs it with a dexterity that will

delight those who are familiar only with that part of her
art commentary which has been published and which is

characterized by a too vehement denial of critical expertise.

In this correspondence, she gives herself full rein: she

prattles, but also asks serious questions about her sister's

art; gives opinions, but demands opinions in return;

scratches the surface, but also probes deep into the nature

of the artist'3 state of mind and his technique. She

writes amusingly about the differences between literature

and painting, and on several occasions proclaims, gooa-

humouredly, the superiority of her own art to that of her

sister. She also recounts innumerable visits to galleries

and exhibitions. One in particular, a sojourn in the

National Gallery, stands out from the rest because of the

insight it affords into her personal taste in pictures. for,

3-Forty-nine of these letters, spanning the period
191C-193L, are lodged in the Berg Collection, New York. Public
Library; and it is from this selection of the. correspondence
that i draw my impressions.
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within those hallowed rooms, the preponderance of masculine

art, typified by the Italians end the Dutch, leads her to

dismay, while the genre paintings and the still lifes
of the French give her tremendous pleasure - an appeal

which, given the nature of her own artistic subjects, comes

as no surprise. But two artists whose works ere not to be

found in the National Gallery give Virginia A'oolf the

greatest pleasure of all. They are Vanessa Bell and

Duncan Grant.

One of the most delightful and revealing aspects of

this correspondence is the way in which Virginia .Voolf

relates art to everyday, domestic life. her efforts to

build up her environment possess, in the telling, the skill,

the concentration, and the sensitivity of the master

decorator. For example, she describes with infectious

enthusiasm how there are pictures to be bought, borrowed, and

re-arranged. She describes how a chair covering grates and

therefore must be replaced, but only on condition that the

new covering harmonize with a painting by Vanessa Bell which

now provides the focal point in the room. This arranging

and selecting was, according to Mrs. Voolf's niece - Angelica

Garnett, different to the eclectic flavour of her own home -

Charleston, that masterpiece of interior decoration in

Sussex - but the result was "original, tasteful, restful,

and un-forced"."*"

Ifrs. Angelica Garnett, personal letter.



Another possible source of information to this

inquiry, personal reminiscences of Virginia woolf' s talk
about art with her family and her friends, has, unfortunatel

yielded nothing positive. Talk is ephemeral; and

Bloomsbury talk, it would appear, was no exception. As

Professor Bell observes, if in it3 heyday the talk was

"candid and vivacious", it was not "brilliant in the way of

Wilde and Beerbohm"• Of Virginia Woolf's talk about art,

nothing survives. Duncan Crant informs me that she seldom

spoke about painting in conversation, but that she no doubt
2

had many views about the subject. Nor does Mrs. Gernett

remember her aunt ever discussing her painting with her.

And as interesting as Dora Cerrington's summary of an

excursion to the Leicester Galleries with Mrs. ,,'oolf

undoubtedly is -

Virginia of course was amazingly witty, creating a
great uproar in the heads of the elegant ladies by
her observations. -

the observations themselves are irretrievable. One can

imagine what was said; but one dare not articulate those

l^uentin Bell quoted by Janet Watts in "Dear ^uentin
The Guardian (June 14, 1972), p. 10.

^Duncan Grant, personal letter.

^Letter from Dora Carrington to Lytton Strachey,
November 21st, 1919, quoted in Dora Carxungton, Letters and
Extracts from her Diaries, ed. David Gernett (London:
Jonathan Gape, 1970), p. 145.



speculations. Therefore, suspended between publisher's

restraint and counterfeit hypotheses, we turn to the

security of the published sources which are not without

either interest or importance in determining the significance

of the theme of art and life to Virginia wooIf.

The title of this thesis, Significant Deformity, is

a play on words. "Art," Roger Fry once explained, "is

significant deformity."1 That is to say, art is an

interpretation of life. Similarly, art criticism is en

interpretation of a painting - a verbal deformation of a

silent phenomenon.

■^Roger Fry quoted in Virginia Woolf, Roger Fry. A
Biography (London: The Hogarth Press, 1940), p. 195.



PART I

BLOGMSBURY AESTIIETICIANS AND ARTIBTo
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FOREWORD

In the history of British art, 1310 will be remembered

as a momentous year. Roger Fry and Glive Bell met in January

for the first time while travelling by train from Cambridge

to London. Not surprisingly, they talked about art. Fry

had written "An Essay in Aesthetics" the previous year; in

Bell's opinion, "it was the most helpful contribution to the

science that had been made since the days of Kant".1 The

friendship struck that day was to be a fruitful, if at times
2

a discordant relationship. Through the efforts of these two

lClive Bell, ^rt (London: Ghatto and Hindus, 1914),
p. ix.

^For one thing, Fry's ideas were more flexible, more
amenable to change than those of Dell. As Bell reminisced
in Old Friends (London: Chatto and Hindus, 195G), p. 72,
Roger Fry

"never quite swallowed my impetuous doctrine - Significant
Form first and last, alone and all the time; he knew too
much and such raw morsels stuck in his scientific throat".

_ Bell for his part was open to allegations of snobbism
Z~see Letters of Roger Fry, ed. Lenys outton (2 vols.; London:
Ghatto and windus, 1972),11, p. 519 7, even plagiarism
/-see Ibid., p. 079 7.

f.or did friendship blind Roger Fry to Bell's short¬
comings as s critic as the following extract from a letter to
the painter Jean Marchand indicates:

"what one would precisely reproach Glive Bell with is
that he has not this solicitude for art, that he does
not make a serious effort to understand it but collects
hearsay ana remarks from other artists, etc. Le has no
rudder; he simply floats in the currents of avant-garde
opinion, and unfortunately he is not negligible; he



men, British aesthetics and art criticism shook from their

shoulders the weighty Victorian mantle of Ruskin and Pater

and entered the twentieth century."*"
On November the 8th, 1910, one of those events

whose importance is such that it marks the end of one epoch

and the beginning of another occurred in London. hanet and
2

the. Post-Impressionist3 opened at the Grafton Galleries.

This exhibition was the inspiration of Roger Fry. On his

head, brickbats and bouquets fell for months, even years,

afterwords. 3ut if it put him in the centre of a

storm of controversy, it put him also in the centre of young

British artists who looked to him for leadership. whatever

the effect of this association on his own painting - Glive

writes with such assurance that the world of snobs
listens to him eagerly;" see Ibid., p. 520.

lOn the difference between Ruskin and Roger Fry,
Professor Quentin Bell has this to say:

Fry_7 had a fer bolder spirit than Ruskin. Ruskin
discovered very little; he summarizes the aesthetic
discoveries of his time and gives them nobler expression.
Fry was to a greater extent an innovator, a pioneer.
His temperate and sceptical attitude makes Fry a less
overwhelming writer than Ruskin;" see ^uentin Bell,

Roger Fry: An Inaugural Lecture (Leeds University Press,
1964), pp. 5-C.

2For a first hand account of the inception and the
organization of this exhibition, see Desmond MacGarthy, "Roger
Fry and the Post-Impressionist Exhibition of 1910," Memories
(London: MacGibbon and Kee, 1953), p. 176 et. seq. Virginia
.Voolf also provides an intelligent and an interesting
discussion of the show and its repercussions in her biography
of Roger Fry (London: The Hogarth Press, 1940), p. 153 et. sec
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Dell believed that it was detrimental to his creativity"3" - he

inspired others, the public not least among them. British

taste was given en electric shock that winter; it would
2

never be the same again.

But taste, according to Virginia tfoolf, was ready to

be jolted out of its rutj the exhibition could not have come

at a more propitious moment. "In or about December, 1910,"
3

Mrs. »voolf wrote, "human character changed." The date,

she confessed, was arbitrary; the conversion gradual, but

incontrovertible: "when human relations change there is at

the same time a change in religion, conduct, politics, and
4

literature"" as well as painting. It was against this

background of altering human and aesthetic relations that

Virginia ,Voolf lived and wrote.

The intention of the following two chapters is to fix

Virginia „oolf's place in the aesthetic and artistic climate

of her day. The doctrine known as Significant Form will be

studied in some detail as will those artists, i.e. those

Bloomsbury artists, who came under its influence. No

lClive Bell, Old Friends, p. 77.

2"in so far as taste can be changed by one man, it was
changed by Roger Fry", observes Kenneth Clark in his intro¬
duction to Roger Fry, Last Lectures (Cambridge: The University
Press, 1939), p. ix.

Svirginia ,/oolf, "Mr. Bennett and Mrs. Brown," The
Captain's Death Bed and other essays (London: The Hogarth
Press, 1950), p. 91.

4lbid., p. 92.



examination of Virginia I#oolf's attitude to painting would

be complete or possible without this perspective.

Previous critics"^" have emphasized the relationship

between Roger Fry and Virginia .i/'oolf; they have minimized

or ignored altogether the role which Glive Bell played in

her aesthetic awareness. Thi3 is a serious omission for

he was an early .teacher-companion of Virginia Stephen;

this association predated, by several years, her friendship

with Roger Fry.

Glive Bell's name is synonymous with that of

Significant Form. lie was the theory's most loyal and

consistent exponent; as such, he acted as an effective

foil to the others.

If Clive Bell was the theorist, Roger Fry was the

practitioner. In the day-to-day task of looking at and

writing about specific pictures, it was he who had to apply

the theory. This was not always easy. Language reared its

troublesome head. If Bell took upon himself the difficult

and, on the strength of his performance, the impossible task

of articulating his own aesthetic emotion, Fry took upon

himself the equally difficult, if less impossible, task of

making technique, the cause of the aesthetic state of mind,

comprehensible to an untutored public. Many of the problems,

which confronted both Clive Bell and Roger Fry, were ones

lln particular, J.K. Johnstone, John Hawley Roberts,
and, most recently, Allen McLaurin.



which confronted Virginia Voolf in her novels and in her own

art criticism.

As for the Bloomsbury painters - in particular,

Vanessa Bell - they have not, to our knowledge, been

discussed in connection with Virginia ,»oolf; it is an

association worthy of pursuit.^

^Appendix A presents a portfolio of Vanessa Bell's
contributions to Virginia .Voolf's books.



CHAPTER I

SOME QUESTIONS ABOUT SIGNIFICANT FORM

The proper function of art in the esteemed judgement

of Leo Tolstoy is communication. artist expresses his

feelings tlirough a work of art; a spectator experiences those

same feelings when he looks at the artefact. The English

formalists, Roger Fry and Clive Bell, concur with Tolstoy:

art transmits feeling. But whereas the Russian waxes

moralistic and in the opinion of Fry hypothesizes the ultimate

blasphemy that "the value of a work of art corresponded
2

to the moral value of the emotion expressed", the formalist

precludes such qualification from the transmitted emotion.

The emotion, he says, is neither moral nor religious, neither

social nor psychological in nature; it has nothing to do

with either life or the material world. What the artist

communicates is a feeling for form in the abstract.
q

An artist, a "real artist" Clive Bell specifies,

lLeo Tolstoy, a hat is Art? and Essays on <>rt, trans.
Aylmer Maude (London: Humphrey kilford, 1929), p. 123.

2Roger Fry, "Retrospect," Vision and Design (London:
Chatto and Hindus, 1920), p. 194. "

^Clive Bell, Art (London: Chetto and .vindus, 1914),
p. 51.



experiences an object free of its linguistic label and

everyday associations,1 he next observes that liberated

object in relation to other pure forms, A coherent pattern

takes shape in his mind. Eventually the force of his

emotion compels him to externalize his vision. He creates
2

a work of art.

The artistic process achieves true distinction when

another human being, in looking at the completed artefact,

feels for himself those pure plastic forms as pure plastic

forms and nothing else. However, if the creator proceeds

by synthesis, the spectator-cum-critic can estimate only by

analysis. Hence Clive Bell means by significant form "a

combination of lines, or lines and colours, that moves me
3

aesthetically", and by art criticism an activity whose

function it is "to be continually pointing out those parts,

the sum, or rather the combination, of which unites to produce

significant form",4
All works of art express emotion; therefore all works

of art evoke emotion. However, only works of visual

art - paintings, sculpture, etc. - express and evoke aesthetic

ilbid., p. 77.

2Ibid,, pp. 51-52. Bell's account of creative genesis
is corroborated, if in greater detail and with more specialist
knowledge, by Hoger Fry in his monograph Cezanne (London:
The Hogarth Press, 1927), pp. 58-59.

3Boll, op. cit.. p. 12.

4Ibid., p. 9.



emotion. This is Bell's premise. For example, what one

feels for Manet's Le Dejeuner sur l'herbe i3 not the same

as what one feels when one reads Proust; the emotion,

however, is the same in kind as that which one experiences

when one stands in front of Michelangelo's David."*" Visual

art is autonomous. All works of visual art differ from

all works of music and literature. Furthermore, as Clive

Bell insists, a picture is complete in it3elf; it relates

to nothing outside the boundary of its frame. About this,

Bell asserts, there can be no controversy. Bveryone accepts

the premise because everyone knows from personal experience

that it is so.

Less evident is the nature of the aesthetic emotion.

Once that quality which sets works of visual art apart from

all other objects - artistic or otherwise - is found, the

emotion can be accounted for. Bell finds that absolute in

significant form.

He proposes that all works of visual art which move

him possess a common denominator - significant form. Only

visual works of art have significant form because only-

visual works of art are composed of lines and colours. Tliis

too, he says, is obvious. However, it is a conclusion

arrived at by logical shortcuts. There ere points which

Bell, confident in his conclusion, takes for granted; certain

Ifhe illustrations are our'3, not Bell's.



of his ideas about painting, inherent throughout his

argument, need consolidation. Among these is the nature
of creation itself. If we are to consider the validity

of Dell's premise as a yardstick for aesthetic value

judgements, we must first understand something of the way

in which a picture comes into being.

Significant form, though common to ell works of

visual art that move Clive Dell, does not pre-exist in

nature. Nor do the artistic materials themselves have

form. Paint has viscosity; it does not intrinsically

possess design. Consequently, form is imposed from

without. Or rather, it arises from the imagination,

insight, and skill of the artist when he is confronted

with the things of the visible world and the materials with

which to translate that imperfect reality into art.

Painting is an imagined, ideal order. Significant form is

therefore more aptly described as significant deformity.

(Roger Pry realized this when he coined the phrase

in response to an interviewer's bewilderment at the

distinctly non-realistic distortions of some painted figures.

"Art is significant deformity," the founder of the Omega

workshops said on that occasion.1 In a lecture, he explained

more fully what he meant by deformity in art:

lVirginia rt'ooIf. Roger Fry, A Biography (London:
The Hogarth Press, 1940), p. 195.



I am going to assume that you will all agree with me in
saying that the artist's business is not merely the
reproduction and literal copying of things seen: - that
he is expected in some way or other to misrepresent and
distort the visual world. If you boggle at the words
misrepresent and distort, you may substitute mentally
whenever I use them, the consoling word idealise, which
comes to exactly the same thing.1)

Lines and colours, however, prove insignificant in

themselves; they must convey something. But those pictures

whose lines and colours transmit ideas, impart information, or

depict rather than elicit emotion are not, according to Clive

Bell, works of art; they are descriptive paintings. yorks

of art express and communicate aesthetic emotion. To this

end, representation, he insists, is irrelevant. Representational

images have significance only as forms within the picture plane;

otherwise they undermine the work of art and evoke the

dreaded assoeiational emotions of life. In an artist this

"is often the sign of a flickering inspiration, /_ andJ in the

spectator a tendency to seek, behind form, the emotions of

life is a sign of defective sensibility always". (How

debatable this last point is, the ensuing analysis of Virginia

Woolf's own art criticism is intended to prove.) The fact

remains thst Bell's schema does not offer an acceptable

alternative to the more accessible emotions of life. In

defining the cause of the emotion, the disposition of forms, the

theoretician unfortunately draws no nearer to defining the

lRoger fry, "Post-Impressionism," The Fortnightly
Review. No. DXXXIII, New Series (May 1, 1911), p. 858.

2Bell, op. cit.. p. 28.



emotion itself. Aesthetic emotion is unlike anything else

in man's experience; beyond that Dell does not venture.

Dome random samplings from Artt in which he characterizes

rather than elucidates the emotion, substantiate this

fundamental flaw in his logic. Aesthetic emotion is "a

passionate apprehension of form"; "a state of extraordinary

exaltation"; "a thrill"; an "ecstasy".

The doctrine of Significant Form, propounded by

Clive Dell, does not claim to be an objective theory. The

works which inspire the nebulous aesthetic emotion differ

from person to person; "aesthetic judgments are, as the
1

saying goes, matters of taste", Bell asserts. It follows

that his theory is incapable of declaring a work of art a

masterpiece. This purely subjective determination of value,

as Dolomon Fishmen rightly suggests, generally weakens Bell's
2

aesthetics.

Bell can neither define aesthetic emotion nor account

for significant fcrm by means other than his own subjective

and intense response. Nor does he take into account the

infinite variety of human response to artistic stimuli. To
o

be moved in Clive Bell's terms is to be moved pleasurably.

llbid.. p. 9.

Solomon Pi3hman, The Interpretation of xuct (Berkeley
and Los Angeles; University of California iress, 1963), p. 128

3Roger Fry also preferred to write about works of art
which gave him pleasure rather than discomfort; see ^enys



His is a fool's paradise.

haynsrd Keynes rebuked his peers, Glive Bell among

theni, and himself for their youthful blindness to "the rich

variety of experience". In a memoir, he wrote that

Home of the spontaneous, irrational outbursts of
human nature can have a sort of value from which
our schematism was cut off. liven some of the
feelings associated with wickedness can have value.1

And even some of the feelings associated with representation

can have value. The rich variety of content in pictures and

of response to that content escapes Clive Bell's attention.

He ignores that fundamental, if unwritten, principle of

artistic construction which states that content determines

design. In other words, that which is to be painted

dictates the pattern which is to represent it. This holds

true for non-objective as well as realistic works of art.

furthermore, the formal elements of design attain meaning

only insofar as they relate to what it is that is being

balanced and ordered. Take, as a hypothetical example,

Picasso's Guernica, one of the most celebrated paintings

of this century and a painting which portrays wicked and

inhuman acts.

Few will dispute that this is a master work of art.

But whereas Bell might take exclusive delight in the artist's

Button, Introduction to Letters of Roger Fry (2 vols.; London
Chatto and Hindus, 1972), I, p. 2.

ljohn heynord Keynes, Two Lemoirs (London: Rupert
Hart-Davis, 1949), p. 101.
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supple handling of forms, another spectator might as easily

be repulsed, yet attracted, by the horrors of a conflict so

graphically portrayed. (The contortion of the limbs and

the agonized, almost audible screeches of man and animal are

in this respect particularly chilling.) Neither reaction,

however, is complete; neither does full justice to the

painting's merits. a formalisms glee verges on the obscene

and the obtuse, while the other's muddling of paint and

canvas with reality and personal feelings also rings hollow,

dome fusion between the two extremes is essential.

All art makes a statement about reality. Picasso,

in his role as archetypal artist, therefore finds a structural

equivalent commensurate to his abstract theme, namely his

emotions at a time of civil war. Everything in the large

canvas works to that end. For example, the stark colour

scheme of black, white, and grey intensifies the desolation

and the inhumanity of the battle. This may be described as

its symbolic function. ^t the same time Picasso's choice

of colour establishes the picture as art not life. The

non-realistic monochrome distances us from the actual event

where the colour of blood, red, would predominate and sets

up a new event, the creative event where the colour becomes

plastic and indicates depth, recession, etc. in the

composition. The artist by interpreting rather than

reproducing explicitly arranges this two-fold response.

The formalist approach advanced by Clive Bell is a



one-sided quest for simplicity. To the question "what is

being balanced and ordered?" the formalist replies "lines
and colours". No ammount of argument would deter Bell from

his blatant rejection of pictorial content."'" He reviles

"Descriptive Tainting" to which class Guernica belongs.

It has historical value; it tells a story; it suggests a

situation; it is propaganda. It also moves us aesthetically.

If Picasso's only intention were to comment upon lines and

colours, then why choose to paint horses and men in stress

and not apples and pears in repose? The conclusion to be

drawn is this: an uncompromising formalism such as that of

Glive Bell best serves formal art. Primitive works of art

in particular appeal to him, for the obvious reason. "In

primitive art you will find no accurate representation," he

lln the case of Raphael's Slstlne Madonna, he relents.
A human relationship exists between mother and child, but it
is a relationship which is distinctly visual. Bell's argu¬
ment is neither sound nor convincing. It is quite simply
preposterous;

"There is something which is not, as I formerly supposed,
purely a matter of lines and colours. It is something,
however, which can be expressed in lines and colours alone.
It cannot be expressed in any other way; and all attempts
to express it otherwise, in words for instance, end always
in pure nonsense. It is of these sentiments which,
though felt in the heart, can be externalized only in
forms, recognized only by the eyt, and recorded only by
an appeal to the eye, which are, therefore, the peculiar
property of the graphic and plastic arts. attempts to
render in these arts relations that can be expressed in
words end as badly as end all attempts to express in
words relations specifically visual;" see Clive Bell,

Unjoying Pictures (London: Chatto and ./Indus, 1934), p. 80.



writes; "you will only find significant form. Yet no other

art moves us so profoundly."^" A'orks cf primitive art,

whether sumerian, Egyptian, Chinese, or Byzantine in origin,
2

are "the finest works of art that we possess". That praise

apart, Bell concerns himself throughout his career with

representational painting of later periods. Hence the

unsatisfactory nature of his approach. The glove is on the

wrong hand.

The aesthetic emotion of the spectator, however it

finally manifests itself and by whatever name it goes, is

not the some a3 the aesthetic emotion of the artist. The

spectator's aesthetic emotion need only be contemplative,

whereas the artist's emotion is of necessity creative and

therefore active. The first response is on end in itself,

a good state of mind; the second is a means to definite

action, the painting of the picture. In this respect, the

artist's aesthetic emotion for pure forms resembles an

emotion of life. Given the nature cf painting, the creation

of an ideal order, the artist seeks to establish in microcosm

a better world. Gn this important point, Clive Bell is not

forthcoming. His theory inquires into the spectatorial
lintutoe.

(passive) not the creative (active) process. uny i-aoitornoat

to join the republican cause in the Spanish Civil <»ar would

^-Bell, ^rt, p. 22

2ibid., p. 25.



therefore be a wrong response to Guernica; to paint the

picture with the intention of eliciting such a response

would be even more heinous.^
Bell cares little for the artist's intentions or

the act of creation. "The important thing about any

picture," he writes, "is not how it is painted, but whether
2

it pi'ovokes aesthetic emotion." Intentions in any case

are invisible. The effective not the intended meaning
3

interests him. Bell therefore assumes that all artists

whose works move him perceive in the same manner and feel

with the same ecstasy. That is to say, such artists

register objects as pure forms and only as pure forms.

lVirginia ,«oolf has something to say about contempla¬
tive and active emotion in her pamphlet ^r. Bennett and ^rs.
Drown, reprinted in The Captain's Death Bed and ether essays
(London; The Hogarth press, 1950), pp. 99-100. her views
about the autonomy of literature parallel Clive Bell's views
about the autonomy of visual art;

"Tristram Ohendy or iride and Prejudice is complete in
itself; it is self-contained; it leaves one with no
desire to do anything, except indeed to read the book
again, and to understand it better. The difference
perhaps is that both Btex^ne and Jane Austen were
interested in things in themselves; in character in
itself; in the book in itself. Therefore everything
was inside the book, nothing outside. But the Ldwardians
were never interested in character in itself; or the
book in itself. They were interested in something out¬
side. Their bocks, then, were incomplete as books, and
required that the reader should finish them, actively and
practically, for himself."

2Bell, i.rt, p. 45.

2Ibid., p. 58 and p. 02.



Moreover, they consciously set out to produce significant
form. This is a daring generalization, but Bell does not

back it up. On the contrary, even he has to ask, "but can

I be sure that it is always by form that an artist's

emotion is provoked?""1" To find out would entail collaboration

on the part of the artists themselves. He would have to

know what transpires in their minds as they paint. But

this is uncalled for; we need know nothing about the artist's

state of mind, Bell asserts. Nor do we need know anything

about how paint is laid on canvas. There are "certain
2

unknown and mysterious laws" ' whereby the artist affects

the combinations of lines and colours which excite the

formalist. A system of aesthetics should not inquire into

either of these mysteries. The self-imposed limitations of

Bell's pure aesthetics multiply.

Glive Bell concedes that "there is a great deal more

to be said about the mind of the artist and the nature of the

artistic problem"; however, such discussion requires a

person of exceptional and diverse talents, someone like

Virginia ,,oolf:

It remains for someone who is an artist, a psychologist,
and an expert in human limitations to tell us how far
the unessential is a necessary meens to the essential -
to tell us whether it is easy or difficult or impossible
for the artist to destroy every rung in the ladder by

ljbid., p. 55.

Slbid., p. 11.



which he has climbed to the stars."1"
In To the Lighthouse. Mrs. Woolf undertakes the task which

Dell bequeaths to her (see Chapter IV of this thesis).

The uniformity of vision and execution among

artists is one of the more audacious principles inherent in

Clive Dell's aesthetics. Artists, that is to say, only

artists whose works move him, have a common outlook; they

observe the first commandment of art, Thou shalt create
2

significant form. Spectators, on the other hand, share

no such community of feeling. As a group, they cry out

for guidance.

Someone once asked Matisse if the tomato he eats

looks the same to him as the tomato he paints. "No," he
3

answered, "when I eat it I see it like everybody else."

A tomato, Matisse intimates, is one thing in life and quite

another in art. In art, a tomato is an end in itself;

in life, it is a means - a means to satiating appetite, let

us say. An artist like Matisse is therefore able to

grasp the essential difference between art and life which

Clive Dell prescribes. Furthermore, by articulating the

difference, he lends credence to Bell's bold assertion that

llbid., p. vii.

2lbid., p. 44.

3rhe anecdote is attributed to Gertrude Jtein and is
quoted by Rudolf Arnheim in his book Art and Visual Perception
(London: Feber arid Faber, 1969), p. 163.
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ell artists whose pictures attract him see in the moment of

aesthetic vision exactly as he imagines them to see. Not

surprisingly, Matisse found favour among Bloomsbury

connoisseurs."^
On another level, Matisse's statement is symptomatic

of the ever-widening gap between the modern artist and the

ordinary spectator. Both Olive Bell and Roger Fry are

quick to apprehend this qualitative difference. Modern art,

Fry observes, "appeals only to the aesthetic sensibility,
2

and that in most men is comparatively weak". English

spectators, in particular, are not sensitive to form:

"The difficulty with an English audience," Fry complains
to Gertrude Stein, "is that they haven't got the sensi¬
bility to form. They'll take one's ideas as pure
ideas, but they can't fit them on to the pictures at
all."3

They possess what Virginia ic/oolf characterizes as "the

English unaesthetic eye"; an Englishman's eye is a practical

eye, she writes,

a simple mechanism which takes care that the body does
not fall down coal holes, provides the brain with toys

lClive Bell in his article, "Post Impressionism and
Aesthetics," The Burlington Magazine. No. 118, Vol. XXII
(January 1913), p. 227, bestowed his highest accolade when he
attributed significant form to Matisse; Roger Fry wrote a
highly complimentary monograph, Matisse (London: Ewemmer, 1930);
and the influence of this artist upon Vanessa Bell and Duncan
Grant is self-evident.

Spry, "Art and Life," Vision and Design, p. 10.

^Letters of Roger Fry, I, p. 365.
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and sweetmeats to keep it quiet, and can be trusted to
go on behaving like a competent nursemaid until the
brain comes to the conclusion that it is time to wake
up.l

«<hen the brain awakes it is to a world turned upside down,

iihat the e,ye sees on the canvas, the tomato for instance,

is not the same as what the brain knows it ought to see, the

form. The eye visually identifies the object as 'tomato'

in much the same way as it identifies that object in life.

In truth the eye identifies not 'tomato' but the illusion

of 'tomato'. And, strictly speaking, the illusion is itself

an illusion; one sees only paint. Kow then is the

dilemma of the modern spectator to be resolved?

If the spectator endeavours to aspire to the
ft

artist1s pre-eminece, that is to say, where he too makes
A

the distinction between art and everyday reality, then he

must cultivate the ability to disassociate the tomato on

the canvas from the tomato on the kitchen table. Like

Matisse, he must perceive it solely as abstract pictorial

form. In other words, what matters is not how the object

on the canvas relates to or was derived from the real world

but how that object relates to the fictionel and plastic

world of the picture. And that artistic context, more often

than not, bears little resemblance to reality. "The usual

assumption of a direct and decisive connection between art

l,«oolf, "The Cinema," The Captain's Death Bed and
other essays, pp. 106-167.
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and life," Roger Fry contends, "is by no mean3 correct ...

the two rhythms are distinct, end as often as not play

against each other.

Formalism insists that the spectator be on a par

with the artist, 3ee with his eyes, and feel with his

emotions. To this end, Roger Fry's approach to art and

its criticism, unlike that of Clive Bell, is educative.

Ahat comes naturally to the artist must be taught to the
2

average spectator; it follows that the spectator must

know something about how a picture is composed. Ae

interpret Fry's aesthetics, then, as an attempt to bridge

the gulf between arti3t and audience by drawing the attention

of the latter to the language and the grammar of painting

and artistic perception. If one know3 how the painter

speaks - that is, how he formulates visual sentences of lines

and colours - then one is able to understand better what it

is that he communicates. "An Essay in Aesthetics" lays the

groundwork for this admirable and ambitious task when it

delineates the six emotional elements of design. Rhythm

of the line, mass, space, light and shade, colour, inclination

to the eye of a plane - these are the structural features of

3-Fry, "Art and Life," Vision and Design, pp. 17-18.

2in matters of aesthetics, as in matters of dress,
"people have to be educated," Roger Fry proclaimed; see
><oolf, Roger Fry, ^ Biography. p. 195.



1

design. But, as the passage from Roger Fry's letter to

Gertrude Stein, which we quote above, implies, there is a

world of difference between knowing the rules of design and

making practical, as well as spontaneous, use of them. The

difference between pure aesthetics on the one hand and

applied aesthetics on the other plays an important part in

Fry's writing. For example, he draws the distinction in

the introduction to his annotated edition of Sir Joshua

Reynolds'3 Discourses when he praises the first president of

the Royal Academy for his critical application of aesthetic
2

principles. Like Reynolds before him, Roger Fry used his

artist's point of view to enrich his writing and hi3

lecturing. Of Glive Bell this cannot be said.

There follows a typical account of a work of art

by Glive Bell. The formalist finds himself in the National

Gallery, his attention arrested by Lorenzo Monaco's Legends

of S. Benedict;

what strikes me first and most agreeably in this
charming little predella piece is the composition.
There are no less than seven figures in the tiny
space, yet there is no sense of crowding. Though
an early primitive - fourteenth century - the drawing
is perfectly adequate, reminiscent of Giotto: look
at the crouching figure of the rescuer, look at that
of the kneeling saint, or the movement of the reader.
In detail the painting is beautiful, to assure your¬
self of that you need go no further than the tablecloth.

iFry, "An Essay in Aesthetics," Vision and Design, p. 22.

2sir Joshua Reynolds, Discourses Delivered to the Stu¬
dents of the Ro.yal Academy, with introductions and notes by-
Roger Fry (London: Seeley and Co., Limited, 1905), p. x.
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And though the picture is almost monochrome, the
colour is not only adequate to the expression but
in itself profoundly moving. Note how incoherent
i3 the 3toi'y - I question whether one reader out of
ten will have got it straight - and how lucid the
statement of the painter's vision.!

Bell describes the picture's composition; he does not

analyse it. He employs the vaguest of terms - this is

beautiful, that adequate, and that moving; as to how

the artist's technique ensures a lucid visual statement

he does not inform us. For instance, how does Monaco

relate one mass, the rescuer, with another moss, the saint?

How does his colour scheme enhance the form? These

questions are left unanswered.

As for the content, the legends of Baint Benedict,

Bell allows that Lorenzo Monaco was trying to tell a story.

However, the critic hypothesizes that the artist was

attempting - "subconsciously maybe" - to create a significant

design above all else. For himself, he can say with

authority that the design appeals to him more than the

story-line, which is incomprehensible. He can even say, with

some justification, that this expressive design "is quite

unsuited to the purpose of stating a series of historically
2

connected legends". what he as modern man cannot presume

to do is to speak on behalf of Monaco and his contemporary

audience. Because Glive Bell is not, as he himself admits,

lBell, Hnjoying Pictures, p. 20.

2lbid.



an art historian,"5" he does not take into critical account

the states of mind, both creative and spectstorial, of
2

other ages. Aie sees everything through his own limited

perspective. uence he fails to ascertain that the

message of the altarpiece was, in its own time,devotional

and demotic, and that this would inevitably affect the

composition. Much of what Adey Horton has to say about

mediaeval art therefore holds true for early Renaissance

art, the period of Lorenzo Monaco:

For the purpose of mediaeval art was didactic, its
decorative function was ancillary, and it had nothing to
do with 'aesthetics', which is a quite modern concept.
It was never created as an intellectual exercise, or as
an exercise in colour or composition. Every mediaeval
'work of art' was made to order, by artisans, and
mediaeval artefacts were the guide books and posters of
an illiterate age whose purpose was to remind men of an
intricate Christian story, and to invite them to
reflection and prayer and repentance.3

Bell's prejudice against representation weakens

his evaluation of this altarpiece. It is ironic that in

commending certain elements of design - mass, line, and

colour - he has recourse to the very descriptive labels

which he so despises. Lines snd colours apparently do not

move him, whereas tablecloths, saints, and readers do. Bell

lBell, Art, p. 99.
O

Nor, in his opinion, should he: "A critic, I submit,
should judge a work of art, not in relation to the age and
circumstances in which it was produced, but by an absolute
standard based on the whole corpus of that art to which the
particular work belongs;" see Clive Bell, Pot-Boilers
(London: Chatto and Windus, 1918), p. 12.

^Adey Iiorton, "The Unauthorised Version," The Sunday
Times magazine (December 16, 1973), p. 56.



steers clear of the technical language which his pure

aesthetics demands.

A good critic, in Bell's argument, does not tell
his readers that something is a work of art; he exhorts

them to look at it for themselves. He points out those

constituents which conspire to move him; it is to be

hoped that these 3ame elements and their combination will

also move others. However, since aesthetic judgements are

matters of taste, there can be no certainty that this will

in fact happen. Solomon Fishman's censure holds true:

Bell devised the theory known as Significant Form, elevated

it to "an article of faith, but on the whole he never

actually shaped it into a critical instrument for the

elucidation of individual works".1 Lorenzo Monaco's

altarpiece eludes his grasp.

Clive Bell does not fulfill one of the teacher* s

responsibilities which is to instruct, by example, ordinary

men in how to employ aesthetics for themselves. One of

the earliest of Bell's pupils was his sister-in-law, Virginia

Stephen (later »voolf).

In September 1908, Clive and Vanessa Bell holidayed

in northern Italy; they were accompanied by the young Miss

Stephen who recorded her impressions in a notebook. She

did not write a great deal about pictures or buildings;

Irishman, op. cit., p. 77.



the changing landscape and the sundry characters to be met
and observed in hotels provided more congenial food for the

thoughts of a young novelist. Those comments about art,
which do come down to us by way of Quentin Bell's biography

of his aunt, betray the influence of the elder Bell's

aesthetics, as the following extroct clearly demonstrates:

I look at a fresco by Perugino. I conceive that he
saw things grouped, contained in certain and invariable
forms; expressed in faces, actions - / ?which_7 did
not exist; all beauty was contained in the momentary
appearance of human beings. He saw it sealed as it
were; all its worth in it; not a hint of fear or
future. Kis frescouseems to me infinitely silent;
as though beauty had swum up to the top and stayed
there, above everything else, speech, paths leading
on, relation of brain to brain, don't exist.

^ach part has a dependence upon the others; they
compose one idea in his mind. That idea has nothing
to do with anything that can be put into words. A
group stands without relation to the figure of God.
They have come together then because their lines and
colours are related, and express some view of beuuty
in his brain.1

/irginia Stephen parrots several of Glive Bell's

favourite axioms; painting is a visual art and visual art

is autonomous; a painting is self-contained, completely

detached from life and from literature; eppearance can be

rendered only in tex*ms of appearance, that i3, through lines

and colours, not words; the combination of lines and

colours is organically unified, no one part having greater

merit than the ensemble; the mimetic image is of value only

as form. Her stance is even more formalistic than that of

lQuentin Bell, '/irginia ,<oolf, Biography (2 vols.;
London: The Hogarth Press, 1972), I, p. 138.
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her mentor; however, her distinct personality and sensibility
set her apart even at this early date.

One notices in this fragment intimations of her later

obssession with the sea and with marine images. Painting,

the silent art, Igrs. Woolf characterized in later life as

"your strange fish art";1 the beauty of Perugino's fresco,

beauty in this case being synonymous with form, is fishlike.

Expressions of swimming, plunging, and bathing and images of

aquariums and mackerel occur consistently in her art essays.

They may be said to unify these pieces as they unify her

response to pictures.

however, does this particular fresco move Iviiss otephen

and thereby pass Glive Bell's supreme test? That is the

question which her generalized and circumspect remarks leave

unanswered. On evidence, she admires but is little moved.

Jhe talks about what she sees, but about her emotions she

says nothing.

Abstract formal relationships are the province of

painting; they are not what she as a writer wants to express.

Human relationships - "speech, paths leading on, relation of

brain to brain" - that is the stuff of which her art is made:

fis for writing - I want to express beauty too - but
beauty (symmetry?) of life and the world in action.
Conflict? - is that it? If there is action in painting

^Virginia woolf quoted by ^uentin Bell in Janet ,«etts,
"Dear ^uentin," The Guardian (dune 14, 1972), p. 10.



it is only to exhibit lines; but with the end of beauty
in view. ' Isn't there a different kind of beauty? No
conflict.

I attain a different kind of beauty, achieve a
symmetry by means of infinite discords, showing all
the traces'" of the mind's passage through the world;
achieve in the end, some kind of whole made of shivering
fragments; to me this seems the natural process; the
flight of the mind. Dc they really reach the same
thing?!

Not surprisingly, Perugino's creative state of mind interests

her as much, if not more, than the actual achievement of his

fresco. In this she differs from her travelling companion,

who is only interested in his own state of mind. The seeds

of the future novelist take root in this passage.

A critic who is not himself a creator, Virginia

rt'oolf says apropos Edmund Gosse, tends to forget "the risk

and agony of childbirth"; consequently he offers "a criticism

of the finished article, and not of the article in the making".

Glive Dell is such a critic. .ie have seen how he shies

away from the commitment to technical and abstract terminology

which hi3 thesis prescribes; as contemplative spectator he

relies upon commonplace labels and therefore verbally repeats

the forms he sees in terms of those labels. Virginia Stephen

in her remarks on Ierugino strikes a more positive perspective

since she contrives to segregate lines and colours from the

figures which they depict. In fact, hers could easily be

fluentin Dell, loc. cit.

2Virginia «oclf, "Edmund Gosse," The moment and other
essays (London: The Hogarth Press, 1947)7 p! 73.
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taken for the orthodox formalist critique of a work of art.

however, her personality in the guise of her choice of
expression differentiates her from Bell as does her singular
lack of involvement: the fresco possesses an admirable

significant form, but she does not leap with joy at the

sight of it.

Roger Fry stands at the opposite extreme to Glive

Bell and somewhere left of Virginia Stephen. He

contemplates a picture, but he traces as well the flight of
the artist's brush. Mrs. <yoclf repeats her observation

about the critic-creator when, on the occasion of the

Roger Fry Memorial exhibition, she praises Fry's criticism

because

he knew from experience what labours, joys, despairs,
go to the making of pictures. A picture was to him
net merely the finished canvas but the canvas in the
making.1

To achieve this end, he employs a language that is, on

occasion, highly technical, a language which runs the risk

of being unintelligible to the uninitiated. An example

of Fry's procedure, his analysis of Renoir, serves to

illustrate this point.

Renoir is a man of the people; he shares and
2

enjoys "all the common good things of life". But he is

also an arti3t, a man who must keep his appetite at bay.

oolf, "Roger Fry," The moment and other essays, p. 8b.

2Fry, "Renoir," Vision and Resign, p. 17C.



This duality intrigues Roger Fry. He admires the artist's

instinct as much as he does the detachment which enables him

to replace the appetite by the aesthetic emotion. neverthe¬

less, this duality poses a problem. It is easy to mistake
Renoir's pictures of kissable girls for pictures of kissable

girls. However, as Fry warns, "All his simplicity is on

the surface only".1 Renoir follows a plastic formula which,

though "simple" and "more natural" when compared to Cezanne's
2

celebrated dictum on spheres, cones, and cylinders,

opens itself to the following intensive analysis;

The figure presents itself to his eye as an arrangement
of more or less hemispherical bosses, and cylinders, and
he appears generally to arrange the light so that the
most prominent part of each boss receives the highest
light. From this the planes recede by insensible
gradations towards the contour, which generally remains
the vaguest, least ascertained part of the modelling,
whatever lies immediately behind the contour tends to
become drawn into its sphere of influence, to form
one undefined recession enveloping and receiving the
receding planes. as the eye passes away from the
contour, new but less marked bosses form themselves
and fill the background with repetitions of the general
theme. The picture tends to take the form of a
bas-relief in which the recessions are not into the
profound distances of pictorial space, but only back,
as it were to the block out of which the bossed reliefs
emerge, though, of course, by means of atmospheric colour
the eye may interpret these recessions as distance.
This is clearly in marked contrast to Cezanne's method
of suggesting endless recessions of planes with the
most complicated interwoven texture.^

llbid.. p. 177.

2"Tout dans la nature se modele selon la sphere, le
cone et le cylindre; il faut s'apprendre a peindre sur ces
figures simples, on pourrs ensuite faire ce qu'on voudra."

Spry, "Renoir," Vision and Design, pp. 178-179.



waiter Jickert remarked of Roger Fry that he seemed

"to drop occasionally into Double-Dutch, only to be

understood by persons having a Duper—University .education".
The passage quoted above is never less than comprehensible,
but it is difficult. however, the difficulty is caused by

reasons other than scholasticism.

Fry asks his readers to see bosses and cylinders

where they normally and spontaneously see elbows and arms,

he distorts the image on the canvas in order to draw

attention to the distortion which the painter himself has

brought to bear upon his model - the human figure. These

are the terms by which Roger Fry invariably, and honestly,

experiences works of art; these are the terms which he

wants to pass on to the ordinary spectator. Furthermore,

his means of conveying aesthetic data takes the form of a

Journey through the picture; his eye accompanies the

artist's e„ e and his brush. No matter how inadequate or

dehumanizing the above description might seem, it success¬

fully delineates the coming into being of the art object.

One would expect a new critical vocabulary to evolve

from thi3 radical perspective. For it is true that,

while old and traditional forms 3uch as the tomato and the

human figure are called upon to embody ideas and concepts

1,,'alter Richard bickert, „ Free House! or The /artist
as Craftsman, ed. usbert bitwell (.London: Uiacmillan & do.,—
Ltd., 1947), d. 176.



for removed from mere naturalistic representation, language

has not advanced to the point where a satisfactory

equivalent has been found for that which is a tomato and

paradoxically not a tomato. Language in the early part

of the twentieth century was not prepared for the advent

of non-objective, non-representational art; moreover,

language was not prepared to discuss representational

pictures in non-representational terms. The camera had

freed pictorial representation from the constraint to be

exact; it also put a strain upon the existing modes of

discussion. Obsolete words were called upon to describe

new things. It i3 doubtful whether even today language

has kept in step. By no 3tretch of the imagination can

old words be expected to approximate what is being 3aid

visually. In this instance, visual art has outstripped

language as a means of expression and asserted its

independence from the word.

The relation between word and object is arbitrary

and conventional. There is no resemblance between the

linguistic 3ign or practical label "tomato" and the

fruit, only the artificial reference which man establishes

for convenience. Life depends upon comprehensible

communication. The word "tomato", therefore, bears no

relation to the physical world; but it does have relation

within the prescribed linguistic system. The painter of a

representational picture sets up an alternative to this



verbal relationship. He constructs an iconic link to the

real world. The image on the canvas is 'like' its tangible

model. However, it is no more a tomato than the label.

To understand the image we understand not the real world

but the aesthetic system in which it appears.

There are no more pertinent illustrations of the

relationship between word, image, and reality than the

1320 paintings of the Belgian surrealist, Hene Magritte.

tie ere thinking in particular of The Use of words, I

(Plate I).

It has been said that at this stage in his

development Magritte chose to satirize certain styles of

popular art; this picture, then, parodied shop and inn

signs."'" tie do not dispute this fact; however, the

two-dimensional scene of an oversize and realistically

rendered pipe set afloat in a flat and neutral monochrome

space conveys a message far more subtle than mere parody.

Beneath the image lies the legend, written in an elegant

script, Geci n*est pas une pipe.

In this canvas, Magritte analyses pictorial and

linguistic representation and comes to several conclusions.

The illusory image of an object is distinct from the tangible

iDavid Jylvester, Introduction to ^ene Magritte.
catalogue of an exhibition of paintings by Ben§ Magritte
(1898-1967), organized by the ^rts Council at the Tate
Gallery, London, third (corrected) edition, March 1969,
pp. 9-10.



Rene Magritte: The Use of ,<ords, I (1928-1929)



object. Nor is the object, whether real or depicted, so

attached to its label that that label cannot be denied.

The word pipe no more renders a pipe than does the image of
a pipe. The linguistic tag is therefore expendable in
art as in life. An object can be identified by any or by

no name and remain the same, its practical or aesthetic

properties intact. A pipe by any other name can still be
smoked or painted.

Magritte eluded the critical attention of Roger Fry

end Clive Bell. But, in sending up the issue of pictorial

semantics (or semiology) as he did, his point of view

corresponded to that of the two Englishmen. Beneath the

delightful humour of his canvasses from this period lay a

profound seriousness and concern for the relationships

between word and image, appearance and reality, form and

content, life and art. Ko less than Fry and Bell, he

involved himself in the struggle to free art from the

confusions and abuses of en illogical use of language.

But what they glimpsed, he made bold to paint.^
The language of art criticism is, to a large

extent, dependent upon the language of life, that is to say,

upon labels. This is certainly true in the writing of

Clive Bell. His description of The Legends of J. Benedict

Imsgritte also published his findings in an article
entitled "Le3 Mots et les images," La revolution surrealiste.
Vol. 5, Ho. 12 (December 15, 1929).
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illustrates the paradox confronting him. On the one hand,

he disdains pictorial representation; on the other, he

resorts to linguistic representation in his critique. Of
the reality beneath the labels which he conveniently employs
he says little. Roger fry warns against the invidious
nature of labels when he writes:

In actual life the normal person really only reads the
labels as it were on the objects around him and troubles
no further. iilmost all the things which are useful
in any way put on more or less this cap of invisibility.
It is only when an object exists in our lives for no
other purpose than to be seen that we really look at it.l

To get beyond the everyday tags is his intention. He there¬

fore eschews verbal imitation in his criticism.

Roger Fry realizes that verbal resemblance tn a

picture does not elucidate that picture. Kor does a

description of the individual aesthetic state of mind.

The relationship between description and that which is to

be described must be a symbolic relationship. For a verbal

account to represent a picture it must belong to a system of

aesthetics, not to a system of life or language. Fry's

system of aesthetics is derived from science.

To this end, he classifies images as geometric signs.

A boss stands for an elbow, a cylinder for a leg, etc. The

signs themselves, hoy/ever, attain meaning only if there is

agreement about their use. The ordinary spectator sees

Ifry, "An Essay in Aesthetics," Vision and Design.
p. 16.



elbows end legs; he has been conditioned to do so from an

early age# Pry's aim is the enlargement of man's experience;

he seeks to awake the eye of the ordinary individual to

architectonic form. »»'here that eye registers skin, Fry

wants it to penetrate to bone. iie therefore re-conditions

spectators by means of a language of pure form. If the

geometric labels do not always appeal to the imaginations

of his readers or listeners, that is because they are aids

to understanding, not explanations in themselves. with their

assistance, the uninitiated attains to the contemplation of

pure plastic form.

Lest it be assumed, however, that all of Fry's

criticism reads as if taken from a scientific journal, some

mention of the evolution of his theory and that of its

practical application must be made.

In an unpublished letter to Leonard woolf, Roger Fry

outlines his early position:

I think you pointed out a mistake in language that we
have fallen into - representation there must be if a
flat surface is to be interpreted as not fist but there
is of course a further sense of representation namely
representation of objects by illusion which I think we
had in mind. Frankly I'm in e/great muddle about it
all. I can't accept Olive's statement as the whole
explanation yet I think it's nearer the truth than any
that has been made. It is to me quite thinkable that
there shd. be an art of pure forms. I don't think
it's been done except perhaps by Picasso. But what
we want to insist on is that the form3 of life should
be completely reinterpreted so that nothing survives
as mere statement. Nothing should be in the work of
art which is not determined by the work of art. iilso
I am clear of this that whatever reference back to life
a picture may afford there must be a moment when the
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spectator realises it as pure form it is only a
condition of his doing this that it can^bring any
new interpretation into his experience.1

,,hile he never deviates from this essential belief in the

autonomy of a work of art and in the precedence of formal
values above all others, his theory, unlike that of Glive

Bell, develops with the years. Plastic values and the

language of plastic values make way for a limited acceptance

of psychological values. Roger Fry becomes more interested

in and tolerant of representation. In 192C he writes to

his friend Charles Mauron:

I have begun to think one must admit the possibility
of psychological volumes in the visual arts, as for
example in the art of caricature, to say nothing of
Rembrandt, Daumier, etc. I find that the art I call
illustration is rather a branch of literature and that
paintings concerned with psychological volumes are
cases of mixed arts like songs and opera. I am trying
to establish the limits and the possibilities of such
mixtures. All that explains a let of questions and
resolves many quarrels about the value of pictures.2

The essay, "Some Questions in Esthetics", presents this

enlarged point of view to his public. In this essay, Fry

writes:

The art of caricature, then, forces us to admit that
drawing can envisage directly and by a specific mode
psychological phenomena - it can, that is to say, from
its own angle, with its specific aptitudes and

^Letter from Roger Fry to Leonard Woclf, February 10,
1913 (in the berg Collection, New York Public Library).

2
Letters of Roger Fry, II, p. 594.



limitations, handle the same stuff as literature:
it can, to use Li. Neuron's simile, model the
psychological volumes.1

Fry, being an empiricist, tests his discovery on specific
pictures. He finds that co-operation between plasticity
and psychology is by no means inevitable, that one or the

A

other usually predominates, but that co-operation can occur

as in Rembrandt's pen drawing, the Parable of the Hidden

Talent:

In the "Parable of the Hidden Talent" the psychological
complex formed by the clash of these two characters
seems to me to be vividly realised. The types which
give this its significance are chosen with ^embrandt' s
unfailing psychological insight. The dignified, grave
and austere men of business one guesses to be a man of
conscious rectitude, just but inflexible, and the other
exactly such a type of slovenly incapacity as would not
be able to restrain his ready, pot-house eloquence even
at the risk of still further outraging his master by his
self-justification. It will be noticed that the full
value of the representational element almost always
depends on a reference to something outside the actual
work of art, to what is brought in by the title and
such knowledge as the title implies to the spectator,
whereas plastic values inhere in the work itself.

Mow in this drawing the plastic and spatial elements
are such as to give us a keen satisfaction. The volumes
of the two figures are made vivid to the imagination by
the amazing evocative power of Rembrandt's few hasty
indications; we accept with delight the interplay of
their movements. Mo less clear and significant is
the relation, of these volumes to the enclosing space,
though this too is given rather by a few vivid suggestions
than with any full realisation. So that here, far
more definitely, I think, than in any picture, that
co-operation which we have been seeking for seems
realised. This may, perhaps, give us a hint as to the
nature of such combinations of two arts, namely, that
co-operation is most possible where neither of them are

^Roger Fry, "Some Questions in Esthetics," Trans'
formations (London; Chatto ana Hindus, 192G), p. 14.



pushed to the fullest possibilities of expression,
where in both a certain freedom is left to the
imagination, where we are moved rather by suggestion
than statement.1

This passage indicates the flexibility and changeability of
2

Fry's mind; he is not the prisoner of a rigid system.

Leonard «oolf, to whom the initial apologia had been

offered, welcomes the advancement. "I have never been able
to accept," he writes,in his review of Transformations,

"the position that the plastic aspects in a picture are

the only ones which need be taken into account because they

alone rouse the aesthetic emotion, and therefore alone can
3

make the picture a work of art." The new theory, in his

opinion, relates the plastic work of art to the literary work

of art; it also makes sense of the role of representation

in pictures. But there is room for further improvement.

Leonard ,,'oolf suggests that "the excessive sharpness with

which Mr. Fry divides the psychological from the plastic

and other formal relations" should be modified. As is

apparent in the summary of Rembrandt's drawing, Roger Fry

llbid., pp. 23-24.

2a fact upon which he prides himself. In 1921, Fry
wrote the following to karie Lauron:

"Above all, I do not reject anything on account of my
theory. I know it is too imperfect and I always trust
my direct sensitivity before a work of art;" see Letters

of Roger Fry, II, p. 502.

», ^. ^Leonard Aoolf. "The ,.orld pf Books; ,Mr. Rpger_Fry, "The Nation ana the Athenaeum, vol. aL, No. S (LovemDCr 27,
1926), p. 304.



has yet to analyse fully the interplay between the composition

and the psychology of the figures; he acknowledges but does

not explain how the form elucidates the psychology and

vice-versa. (Virginia tfoolf, on the other hand, successfully

evokes the tension between the two in her description of

.Valter Bickert's Ennui, which will be discussed in Chapter VIII.)

If the description of images proves a complex

business, how much more difficult is it to convey in words

an intangible state of mind. A cry of 'words, words, words',

of the inadequacy of words, of the scarcity of words which

communicate what one wants to communicate, reverberates from

one end of Bloomsbury to the other. One hears it in Bell:

"there is no vocabulary of art-criticism ... the art-critic

must create his own vocabulary";^" one hears it in Fry: "I
2

want so many words that don't exist"; one hears it

repeatedly in Virginia iVoolf so that the cry becomes a litany
3

and the litany a leit-motif. In view of this common

lClive Bell, Old Friends, p. 75.

2Letters of Roger Fry, II, p. 071.

^From the many passages in which Virginia yoolf voices
her dissatisfaction and frustration with words, the three which
follow seem particularly appropriate:

"The urgency of the moment always missed its mark. sVords
fluttered sideways and struck the object inches too low.
Then one gave it up; then the idea sunk back again; then
one became like most middle-aged people, cautious, furtive,
with wrinkles between the eyes and a look of perpetual
apprehension. For how could one express in words these
emotions of the body? express that emptiness there?
l_ Lily Briscoe_7" was looking at the drawing-room steps;



concern for the expedience of a new vocabulary, why then

were these word-masters not word-spinners.

It was Bpinoza who put forward the notion that an

emotion ceases to be an emotion the moment a clear idea of

that emotion takes shape in the mind. Since Clive Bell's

theory is founded upon an emotional, rather than a rational

apprehension of significant forms, it follows that any

attempt to put that emotion into words would automatically

change the nature of the emotion. Hence it is in Bell's

interest neither to formulate nor to impart an ordered

definition of that sensation. The hushed, reverent, and

nebulous tones of ecstasy serve him best, whereas a word

coined for the emotional state of mind would require an

explanation and the explanation would of course transform

felt experience into reasoned experience. Bell's premise

they looked extraordinarily empty). It was one's body
feeling, not one's mind." see Virginia .ioclf, To the

Lighthouse (London: The Hogarth Press, 1927), pp. 274-275.

Writing,• Miss Barrett once excleimed after a
morning's toil, 'writing, writing . . . • *fter all,
she may have thought, do words say everything? Can
words say anything? Do not words destroy the symbol
that lies beyond the reach of words?" see Virginia „oolf,

Flush (London: The Hogarth Press, 1928), p. 38.

"*<»e haven't the words - we haven?t the words,' Mrs.
Swithin protested. 'Behind the eyes: not on the lips;
that's all.'

"'Thoughts without words,' her brother mused, 'Can
that be?" see Virginia ..oolf, Between the Acts (London:

The Hogarth Press, 1941), p. 08. ~~



precludes new words.

Of the trio, noger fry invents and uses new phrases,
he lets drop from his pen, with "considerable labour and

pain" his biographer informs us,1 practical terms such as

"pastose" and "constatation". They are important, if
shortlived (they have not passed into common usage) steps

in the direction of that new aesthetic lexicon. However,

whether in the lecture hall or on the printed page, Fry's

dilemma is plain, as he himself realizes: "we are using

language to adumbrate certain states which are not exactly
2

definable in language". ..here no term exists, a term

must be found. Moreover, it must be made to be understood.

This last proves a daunting endeavour even for a man of

Roger Fry's consummate charm and powers of persuasion.

His terminology was, he admitted in 1919, incomplete.

He had been challenged publicly by D.3. MacColl in the

Burlington Magazine for not defining his terms sufficiently
4

or accurately. Some improvement, Fry conceded, was needful

In later years, his otherwise sympathetic biographer.was

also to call into question his vocabulary. Mrs. «oolf

turned a deaf ear to the significance of her subject's

l,<oolf, Roger Fry, ^ Biography, p. 257.

2Letiers of Roger Fry, II, p. 453.

3Ibid.

4see D.B. MacColl, "Mr. Fry and Drawing," Burlington
Magazine, Vol. XXXIV (May, June, July 1919).



more abstruse and therefore "hideous" words, but for reasons

different from those of jhacColl. whereas MacColl found

fault with the meanings Pry attached to existing aesthetic

phfases, e.g. representation, rhythm, and unit, Virginia

,,00If objected to certain manufactured words as English words,

that is to say, as contributions to the English language and

not as contributions to either aesthetics or art criticism,

her deep-rooted, even obssessive reverence for the sanctity

of her mother tongue constrained her from evaluating these

words on a level other than the linguistic.

The English language, she writes, is "a mixed

language, a rich language; a language unmatched for its

sound and colour; for its power of imagery and suggestion".1
2

The English language is "a sacred thing". however, the

written word is more sacred than the spoken word. ",ve

can easily make new words," Mrs. ,,oolf notes in her diary,

"Squish squash: crick crack. But we can't use them in
3

writing." Slang belongs to conversation, either written

or spoken dialogue. Further, formal writing is composed

not of single words, but of combinations of words. A new

lVirginia tfoolf, "a Letter to a Young Poet," The heath
of the Moth and other essay3 (London: The Hogarth Press,
1942) , p. 142.

2yoolf, "On Being 111," The Moment and other essa.ys,
p. 16. " " ~ "

3virginia >.oolf, n writer's Elar.v (London: The
Hogarth Iress, 1953), p. 280.



word when combined with an old word in prose, Mrs. .voolf

cautions, "is fatal to the constitution of the sentence".1
Hence the unsatisfactory nature of some of Roger Fry's

prose.

A new word, therefore, demands a new system of

language. That is the ideal, if extreme, situation as

Virginia woolf foresees it. There is evidence, she writes,

that American word-coining ability, unlike its English

counterpart, i3 producing such a language. Furthermore,

a new literature may be seen to arise from these new words.

The note which lingers when a volume of ^uaerican fiction
2

is shut and put aside might be "strident", but the force

is there to be acknowledged.

How to work within the limitations of a word-coining

power that is weak is of more immediate concern to writers

on this side of the Atlantic.

"Our business," Virginia w'oolf decrees, "is to see what
we can do with the English language as it is. How
can we combine the old words in new orders so that they
survive, so that they create beauty, so that they tell
the truth?"3

Among the old words are words taken from other languages.

This delights Mrs. wooIf:

Iwoolf, "Craftsmanship," The Death of the Moth and
other essays, p. 130.

2«oolf, "American Fiction," The Moment and other
essays, p. 104. * '

3,j/oolf, "Craftsmanship," p. 130.



English words marry French words, German words, Indian
words, Negro words, if they have a fancy. Indeed, the
less we enquire into the past of our dear Mother English
the better it will be for that lady's reputation. For
she has gone-a-roving, a-roving fair maid.l

Roger Fry's language bears the marks of this roving, witness
the infamous "pastose'and "constatstion"; but, if it is

felt that during his career he needed to compile a

glossary of terms, it would have been his intention that

this aesthetic glossary comprise in the main English words.

Towards the end of his life, he envisioned the possibility

when, in an article written for the Society of Pure

English, he set the guidelines for such a glossary.

First of all, the word art needs clarification.

Art should be used only in its general sense to denote

aesthetic creation; painting, sculpture, or words to that

effect would then designate the individual forms of creation.

Distinction must also be drawn initially between the

aesthetic act and the "merely useful or commercial action
2

of inscribing forms and colours on a flat surface".

Secondly, foreign terms require anglicization;

mere translation will not suffice. English equivalents

must be found for references such as eclat, einfall, nuance.

^ 3
oeuvre, pompier, matiere. and the like. Their pronunciations

Ubid.

2Roger Fry, "„ords wanted in connection with art,"
S.P.E. Tract No. XXI (1928), p. 330.

3ln "Art and the Etate," Transformations, p. 55, Fry
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are oftentimes difficult; their spellings cumbersome

and unfamiliar to English eyes. More profoundly, as

aesthetic awareness and taste began to develop in Britain

in this century, the public were in went of the terras with

which to discuss what their counterparts on the Continent

had been discussing for generations. There is an element

of patriotism then in Pry's discourse. It is, after all,

for the Society of lure English that he writes. however,

he only delineates the problem in this article; he does

not solve it. It would have taken a far greater effort

to create a language, define it, and then consolidate

public opinion behind it. E project like this, Logan

Pearsall Smith says in the same tract, requires "a more

liberal attitude on the part of writers of good books and

their readers". lie continues:

Good writers should experiment with language, and
their readers should try to overcome their blind hatred
of linguistic innovation, and attempt to judge these
experiments on their merits. If they are valid and
expressive terms, which supply some deficiency in our
speech, we should welcome them into our vocabulary,and
do our best, as Penelon suggested, to make them correct
and acceptable.1

But set up a Society for Pure English, 'Virginia

iVoolf warns, with some justification, and words will seek

their revenge. ,<ords live in the mind, not in the dictionaryj

writes: "If one could but find on English word for K.unst-
forscher the battle would be half won."

lLogan Pearsall Smith, "Needed ^ords," S.P.E. Tract
No. XXI (1928), p. 324.



they demand freedom, "for it is their nature to change".1
However, before semantic variation can take place, the words
themselves must first exist. Boger Pry, in discussing

the complexities he does, breaks new ground. Mrs. .«oolf * s

criticism Of him is therefore shortsighted and inconsistent

with her apparently liberal approach to language. The words

which she singles out for derision, pastose and constatation,

are poor choices; they do not represent Fry's contribution
2

to aesthetic terminology. Of uoger Fry's true innovations,

concepts of plasticity expressed in such terms as "plastic

relations", "plastic composition", "spherical voluaies",

"inner life", etc., she says nothing. Jhe denounces certain
3

anonymous phrases for their repetition in his prose. But

the repetition of any phrase, new or old, is indispensable

if the public is to know exactly to what the critic refers.

lyoolf, "Craftsmanship," p. 131.

FConstatation, unlike its partner in crime, is an
actual word. French in origin, and therefore in keeping
with Hoger Fry's unashamedly francophile nature, the verb
form passed into the English language in the late eighteenth
century, according to the U.B.D.. and means "to state". In
the context in which the noun appears in "Borne Questions in
Esthetics," Transformations, p. 14, it is correctly, if
obscurely usecTI It would be easy to interpret Mrs. <«oolf' s
rejection of this word as yet another instance of her distrust
of the new (see Chapter V of this thesis) were it not for the
fact that constatation is a legitimate, if archaic, ^nglish
word. ,»ords which, regardless of their origins, have passed
the test of time, she embraces; newer infiltrations she doeo
not. Pastose is new, but constatation is old.

3„yoolf, Boger Fry. Biography, p. 258.



In this respect, Pry is a true teacher.

• • •

Significant Form (the theory, that is) informs the

public of the proper way to look at a picture. Realizing

the futility of any attempt to deny the superficial resemblance

between a real tomato and a painted tomato, the formalist

emphasizes the irrelevance of that resemblance. Few would

dispute the roundness of a tomato, its structural features are

universally recognizable, but many would debate whether it is

fruit or vegetable, delicious or nauseating to taste. It

is precisely this type of arbitrary carping, this type of

petty thinking and relating back to life which the aesthetic

theory rightly seeks to abolish from the discussion of

visual art. The valuable lesson to be learnt is this: a

Matisse tomato may look like a real tomato, be firm and red

and shiny like a tomato fresh from the garden, but it is

not a tomato. Nor is it a depicted tomato. It is a form,

an invented form which embodies such generalities from the

world of real things as roundness, redness, and shininess.

Formalism, as practised by Clive Bell and Roger Fry,

is a revolutionary aesthetic theory. it dares to throw

doubt upon existing culture patterns; it questions

conventional modes of conditioning; it sanctions their

overthrow. There is something wrong with the way one has

been taught to relate to works of art, something wrong with



the way one confounds art with life. To correct this, their

formalism enjoins a return to the first principles of

architectonic structure. A new set of conditioned responses

will be taught by a new set of teachers, critics, who

instruct not by explaining but by arousing sensitive

responses in their pupils. To this end, Clive Dell seeks

to make us more conscious that we feel when we lock at a

work of art, while Roger Fry seeks to make us more conscious

of what we actually see when we look at that work of art.

In the formalism of Glive Dell, the emotional

state of mind takes precedence; it forms the basis of

his system of aesthetics. However, it is one thing to

feel on emotion for a pure form and quite another to

understand why that form is pure and therefore why it elicits

the emotion that it doe3. Roger Fry endeavours to raise

the level of public consciousness by establishing a well of

aesthetic references from which all men may drink.

In the non-political sense of the word, formalism

is socialistic. Significance lies in the creation of

relationships, not in the presentation of things that are

significant in themselves. All the formal elements in a

design agree with one another; together they work to a common

end, the evocation of emotion. Formalist criticism has

as its primary duty the pointing out of these relationships.

However, like all revolutions, it is idealistic; it seeks a

perfect state when in fact It can only hope to achieve a



compromise. Glive Bell has an emotion, but he cannot

explain it; Roger Fry understands forms, but he explains
them in difficult technical terms. Furthermcr e, the

revolution confines itself to one class. The theory might

illuminate visual art; it does not do likewise for

literature.

In conclusion, then, the theory known as significant

Form we shall re-name Significant deformity and the response

which Clive Bell and Roger Fry dub aesthetic emotion we

shall amplify by positing another response which we believe

to be the primary response and which we shall call aesthetic

perception.

In the first instance, we have endeavoured to

demonstrate, as Bell and Fry before us, that all art is

but a reflection a reality, not a duplication. The form

which the artist devises is not to be found in nature;

it is fabricated through selection and re-arrangement.

Similarly, art criticism, being imprisoned by words, also

distorts the objects which it discusses. Painting is the

silent art which makes a mockery of man's verbal abilities.

In the second instance, perception suggests

intellectual apprehension of forms and sensory appreciation

of these forms. Aesthetic perception, therefore, implies

conceptual end intuitive comprehension of visual data.

This is the direction in which Roger Fry himself was moving

shortly before his death, as he explained in a letter to



64.

Helen Anrep: "I think in the end all questions of

aesthetics will come down to some question of equilibrium

between intellect and instinct".^"
Ours is at best a broader base on which to use

formalist theory since perception, not emotion, recognizes

the structural properties of an object# The emotion

intuitively appreciates the truth of the relationship of

the forms, but only after the intellect has first

recognized the relationship, made sense of it, and verified

it. This is the equilibrium of which Roger fry speaks.

The inclusion of the intellect in the scheme, if

it puts spectotorial reaction in perspective, validates

as well the creative process which Glive Bell takes for

granted and which the anecdote about Matisse substantiates,

namely, the rejection on the part of the artist of on

object's everyday identity and function while painting.

This is an effort of the will, a rational choice motivated

perhaps by the emotional necessity of the artist's vision

but reliant nonetheless on the fact that to deny identity

presupposes acknowledgement of identity. In like manner,

the spectator, if he wishes to emulate the artist, must also

consciously reject when he looks at the completed artefact

the identity of a form which he accepts without question

under normal, everyday circumstances and supplant it with a

^-Letters of Roger *ry, II, p. 687.



concept. Only then,when he has intellectually recognized

the tomato on the canvas as a form and not as a fruit, will

he feel an aesthetic emotion for it. Only then will he

appreciate the artefact as a work of art and not as a mere

representational adjunct to life. (In writing this, we

are, of course, following rather than challenging that line

of formalist argument which says that a work of art

contributes to the life and to the experience of the

individual spectator when it is realized as pure form and

only as pure form.) In other words, a form becomes

significant when it is distorted and moving when it is

perceived to be that which it is not.

Glive Bell tentatively acknowledges the role of the

intellect in aesthetics when he asks, rhetorically:

"Before we feel an aesthetic emotion for a combination of

forms, do we not perceive intellectually the Tightness and

the necessity of the combination?""*" This makes splendid

sense, but Bell will have none of it. No sooner does he

ask the pertinent question then he begins to qualify his

response to it:

If this were so, it would be permissible to inquire
whether it was the forms themselves or our perception
of their Tightness and necessity that causes aesthetic
emotion. But I do not think I need linger to discuss
the matter here. I have been inquiring why certain
combinations of forms move us; I should not have
travelled by other roads had I enquired, instead, why

loell, ^rt. p. 26.



certain combinations are perceived to be right and
necessary, and why our perception of their Tightness
and necessity is moving.1

Dell assumes, wrongly, that the perception of forms

rather than the forms themselves would be moving. This

clouds the issue. To say that one would feel on emotion

for perception is tantamount to saying that one would

feel an emotion for an aspect of one's own being rather

than for something external to that being. Thi3 is,

of course, unacceptable. It is to minimize the importance

of the artefact. Quite simply, in an aesthetic situation,

one contracts an emotion for perceived form and not for

one's individual perception of form.

In itself, perception is not moving. It is a means,

the necessary means to that end, but it is neither the

cause of the emotion nor is it the emotion itself.

Intellectual perception releases emotion: it directs the

attention of emotion to the combination of forms and

informs it of the Tightness and the goodness of the

combination. It is then up to the spectator to choose

either to move on to the next picture or to follow his

perception's guide and thereby submit his emotion to the

picture before him. The complete response to a work of

art brings together both faculties: aesthetic perception

and aesthetic emotion.

There is an explanation for Bell's assumption that

llbid.



perception rather then form would elicit emotion. Clive
Bell is infetueted with his own ecstatic state of mind end

not with the forms that inspire that state of mind; he

carries this infatuation to its illogical end when he

builds an aesthetic theory with that ecstatic state of

mind as its foundation. It follows, as he himself intimates,

that he would be as infatuated with his perception of forms

and with his perception of the Tightness and the necessity

of their combinations - to be sure, a more intellectual state

of mind than the one he actually pursues, but nonetheless a

state of mind - end 03 willing to build a theory with that

state of mind as its foundation. In either instance, the

road he followed as well as the road he did not, Suzanne

Longer's censure of Bell holds true;

To dwell on one's state of mind in the presence of
a work of art does not further one'3 understanding of
the work and its value. The question of what gives
one the emotion is exactly the question of what makes
the object artistic; and that, to ray mind, is where
philosophical art theory begins.1

It is also, we would like to add, where practical art

criticism begins. But, as has been demonstrated, practical

art criticism is not Glive Bell's forte.

The process of looking at and appreciating a work

of visual art is therefore far more complicated than merely

feeling an indefinable emotion for that artefact. The true

lSuzanne Langer, Feeling and Form (London: Routledge
and Began Paul, Limited, 1953), p. 34.



aesthetic response, like the true creative response, is one

in which intellect and emotion, reason and intuition work

together and in harmony. If all art is a conjoining of
these opposites, then so too is all art criticism. Aesthetic

perception, therefore, takes it3 rightful place alongside
aesthetic emotion.

At its worst, aesthetic perception lacks the appeal

of aesthetic emotion's ambiguity. About an uncertainty,
t

an unnameable and subjective emotional quanity x> one

con be as hazy in one's reasoning as one has recourse to

be. About a perception one must be exact. As Roger

Fry puts it in Cezanne; "The intellect is bound to seek for

articulations".1 Therefore, the intellect must have the

tools at it3 disposal with which to articulate that which

it perceives. Fry supplies those tools.

Both man and artist proceed each in hi3 own way from

a shared system. In life, man makes sense of his emotions

by relating them to his common knowledge and experience of

the visible world. In art, an artist communicates his

emotions through the conventions of line and colour. True

formalism isolates these conventions, brings them to the

attention of the ordinary man, and in the case of Roger Fry

elucidates them brilliantly by an appeal to the intellectual,

that is to say, the objective part of human sensual reaction.

lFry, Cezanne, p. 40.



In the teaching of a new aesthetic awareness^ then, it is

the intellect that must be trained first of all. For,

the spectator must know and be able to recognize what it is

to which he is to reset emotionally. however, the ultimate

aim of thi3 education is, of course, to instruct the public

in such a way that the intellectual and the emotional
sensory

faculties of ggno ucrl reaction work simultaneously, so that

one reasons intuitively and inperceiving feels. This is

the ideal which Roger Fry clearly has in mind.

Clive Bell, however, neither creates nor attempts

to create a shared system of aesthetic response comparable

to the shared system of human response, the shared system

of artistic visualization, or the shared system of Roger

Fry's technical terminology. The lines and the colours

are there to be perceived and articulated by all men; but

the aesthetic response he postulates is subjective and

variable, a matter of personal taste. The ultimate

absurdity of Bell's state of mind, both in itself and more

importantly as a basis for an aesthetic theory, occurs in

1934 when he articulates what he has hitherto declared

incommunicable. Unfortunately, in achieving the impossible,

Bell achieves nothing. lie reveals his personal aesthetic

emotion to be banal, the complete antithesis to the

other-worldly experience he leads one to believe it to be.

Moreover, it is associated - to the point of inconsistency -

with the previously taboo emotions of life. This then is



Glive Bell's aesthetic emotion; and, in reading his account

of it, one cannot but think that the emotion is, as he wrote

in Art, indicative of defective sensibility:

during three-quarters of an hour my happiness came
near the happiness, not the ecstasy mark you, of
lovers, and that during five minutes it may have
approached the ecstasy itself. For the remaining
ten, I am willing to compare what the pictures could
give with the pleasures of a successful "week-end".!

In short, it is irrational as it is dishonest to found a

rational argument on something as irrational as this kind

of human emotion and then deny that it is so founded.

!Qell, Bn.joying Pictures, p. 8.



CHAPTER II

BLOOMSBURY PAINTERS

Professor G.E. Moore published in 1903 his first

and most influential work, Principia Bthica. To a

generation of Cambridge scholars it became a bible, which

supplanted even Plato in their estimation."^" Cloistered

within the ivied walls of -academe, these young men - in

particular, Clive Bell, Leonard tfoolf, Maynard Keynes, and

Lytton Strachey - worshipped at Moore's shrine; he could

neither think nor do wrong.

In time the gospel spread, though slowly, to others

within their circle. Virginia Stephen read Principia

Ethica in the summer of 19G8, "with some difficulty and great
2

admiration", her biographer tells us. She was then

writing her first novel, tentatively entitled Melyabrosia.

In the early stages of that book, published in 1915 a3 The

Voyage Out. Helen Ambrose sits on the deck of the ship which

is taking her to South America; to amuse herself, she

Ijohn Maynard Keynes, Two Memoirs (London: Rupert
Hart-Davis, 1949), p. 94.

2^uentin Bell, Virginia ,yoolft A Biography (London:
The Ilogerth Press, 1972) , I, p. 139.



alternates between reading and embroidery. The volume she

glances at now and then is an unnamed philosophical tract;
those sentences which she picks up between stitches discourse

upon either "the Reality of Matter, or the Nature of Good".1
It is reasonable to assume, a3 J.K. Johnstone does in his

study of the Bloomsbury Group, that Iielen scans Principia
p

Ethica. The role of that work, however, whether in the

novel or in Bloomsbury itself, must not be overemphasized.

For example, when set beside the consistent function

of the embroidery in The Voyage Out, the single instance of

Principia Ethica (and an intimated one at that) proves

negligible. Helen's tapestry is prophetic; it prefigures,

symbolically, the journey down the river into the heart of

the jungle, Terence Hewet's avowal of his love for Rachel

Vinrace, and the subsequent death of that heroine from a

tropical disease presumably contracted that day:

7~"Helen_7 was working at a great design of a tropical
river running through a tropical forest, where spotted
deer would eventually browse upon masses of fruit,
bananas, oranges and giant pomegranates; while a
troop of naked natives whirled darts into the air. (TVO, p

The vari-coloured threads of Helen's needlework unify the

novel in a way Principia Hthica does not.

lVirginia woolf, The Voyage Out (London: Duckworth
and Company, 1915), p. 30.
(In future, references to this edition will be made in the
text and will be signified by the notation, TVO, followed by
the appropriate page number.)

Sj.K. Johnstone. The Bloomsbury Group (London:
Decker and Warburg, 1954), p. 30.



To another sector of the so-named Bloomsbury Group,

the painters, Moore's treatise simply did not exist. Of

an older Cambridge generation, Roger Fry could not accept

Moore's ethics with the same fervour as Clive Bell;1 he

scornfully sumarized the book as "sheer nonsense".^ Vanessa
3

Bell and Duncan Grant never read Principia Ethica. let, if

the philosophy helped to create the social ambience of
4

early Bloomsbury life, it helped to shape as well the

artistic destiny of that group. The pictures of itoger Fry,

Vanessa Bell, and Duncan Grant, though arrived at independently
5

of Moore, testify as much as does the theorizing of Glive

l^uentin Bell, "Roger Fry," Vision and Design. The
Life, ..ork and Influence of Roger Fry lSCo-1934. catalogue
of an exhibition arranged by the Arts Council and the
University of Nottingham, 1966, p. 7.

2Michael Lolroyd, Lytton utrache.y; A Critical Biography
(2 vols.; London: Heinemann, 1967), I, p. 419.

3Quentin Dell, Virginia tfoolf. I, p. 139.

4vluentin Bell, Dloomsbur.y (London: «»eidenfeld and
Nicolson, 1968), p. 49,

5professor Guentin Bell insists that as far as
Bloomsbury pictures were concerned "you will search in vain
I think for the influence of G.E. Moore or Bertrand Russell,
you will find that of Cezanne and Matisse, of Velasquez and
of Duncan Grant;" see Quentin Bell, "Bloomsbury and the Arts
in the Early twentieth Century," Leeds Arts Calendar. No. 55
(1964), p. 25. It is impossible to disagree with rrofessor
Bell. The influence of other painters upon these artists
must be considered above all others. Nevertheless, Leonard
rt'oolf believes that the astringent quality which pervades
Moore pervades the artistic endeavours of Bloomsbury as well.
There is truth in what he has to say:

"Artistically the purification can, I think, be traced
in the clarity, light, absence of humbug in Virginia's



Bell to the atmosphere engendered by that "puritan and
1

precisian"•

Certain questions, Moore informs us, are fundamental
to any ethical inquiry. What is good? What things are

good and in what degree? What actions ought we to perform?

Of these, the second is, in his opinion, the most basic;

it is also the question which ethical discourses, hitherto

devoted to the practical rather than the contemplative

side of the good, have overlooked. Chapter Six of the

Principle, "The Ideal", redresses the balance. What is

good as an end in itself? the philosopher asks. States

of mind are good, and in particular the states of mind

provoked by the communication between individuals and by

the contemplation of beauty. The following, oft-quoted

passage summarizes Moore's attitude:

By far the most valuable things, which we can know
or imagine, are certain states of consciousness, which
may be roughly described as the pleasures of human
intercourse and the enjoyment of beautiful objects.
No one, probably, who hss asked himself the question,
has ever doubted that personal affection and the
appreciation of what is beautiful in Art and Nature,
are good in themselves; nor, if we consider strictly
what things are worth having purely for their own
sakes, does it appear probable that any one will think

literary style and perhaps in Vanessa's painting.
They have the quality noted by Maynard in Mocrism,
the getting rid of 'irrelevent extraneous matter.'" see

Leonard Woolf, Beginning Again. An Autobiography of the Years
1911-1918 (London: The Iiogorth Press, 1964), p. 25.

lKeynes, op. clt.. p. 81,



that any thing else has nearly so great a value as
the things which are included under these two heads,1

However, when it came time to reconcile the

philosophic sanctity of human relationships to everyday,

practical affairs, the theory proved untenable. Chapter

Five, "Ethics in Relation to Conduct", went unheeded;

Bloomsbury, in the opinion of Msynard Keynes, became
2

immoralist. They rejected the injunction to act so as

"to produce by causal connection the most probable maximum

of eventual good through the whole procession of future
3

ages"; they refused to obey general rules, preferring to

create their own lows and standards of behaviour. They

flew in the face of Benthamite tradition. How then did they

accomodate this blatantly non-altruistic, self-motivated

individualism to Moore's valuable state of consciousness - the

pleasures of human intercourse?

There would appear to be two selves, the public end

the private. It is to the private world, the world in

isolation, that the pleasures of human intercourse and of

beauty belong. It is this quality of repose, of retreat

from a life of action, which permeates much of Bloomsbury

painting. To understand this, we must first understand the

lG.E. Moore, Principle Ethica (Cambridge: The
University Press, 19u3), pp. 188-189.

2peynes, op. cit.t p. 98.

Sibid.. p. 97.
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underlying irony which exists between Bloomsbury art and

Bloomsbury aesthetics.

Bloomsbury painters are representational painters.1
Bloomsbury aesthetics by its insistence upon significant

design leads one to expect works of art from this group

which in themselves abstain from the presentation of sensual

and figurative experience. In practice this is not the

case. Bloomsbury artists revel in the physical universe;

they are, as Professor Bell writes, "intensely interested in
2

content". significant form prevails, but it is tempered

by a passion and a respect for human relationships and for

the things of the visible world - in particular, for the

things of a comfortable and insular upper middle-class

lfhis is not to imply that these artists did not
dabble in the abstract. Vanessa Bell, for example, painted
a number of non-figurative canvasses in the 191os. however,
as Richard Morphet has pointed out in his introduction, "The
Art of Vanessa Bell", to the catalogue of the most recent
exhibition of her work, Vanessa Dell. Paintings and Drawings
(London: <>nthony d'offay, 2u November to 12 December 1973;,
p. 8, she did so for a 3hort period of time only; subjects
added an interest to pictures which was inescapable.

The Omega .Vorkshops which were founded by Roger Fry in
1913 provided the necessary outlets for the purely decorative
and abstract qualities inherent in post-impressionism. Car¬
pets, textiles, dress materials, furniture, ceramics, etc. - the
paraphernalia of everyday life - seemed eminently suited to this
style. The infusion of colour and form into the home did not,
however, exclude the human figure or representation; on the
contrary, many of the finest domestic pieces re-interpret
actuality in terms of decoration and functionality. The
objects were to be used and not merely admired.

S^uentin Bell, Bloomsbury, p. 114.
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environment.

The world of Roger fry, Vanessa Bell, and Duncan

Grant is an undramatic garden world of hot, lazy summer

days; of crisp, clear winter scenes; of friends and relations.
As artists, they direct their gaze towards an existence which

is divorced from commerce and society and where only the

cycle of Nature marks the passage of time. Their inspirations

are the people, places, and things which they know intimately

and well. when they travel, it is to the south of Trance,

to Italy, Greece, and Constantinople; they commemorate these

voyages in paint. Their figures, -who comprise a visual

who's yho of early twentieth century artists and intellectuals,

paradoxically do nothing within the picture frame; or else

they engage in activities no more strenuous than those of

reading or talking. They sit, recline in hammocks, lounge

in deck-choirs, a book or pen never far from hand; they

seldom stand. They are at ease, preoccupied with their own

thoughts, caught in a moment of stasis. They inhabit

rooms - eclectic, lived-in rooms - whose walls are lined

with books and adorned with pictures, whose slightly shabby
furniture and coverings come from the Omega workshops, and

whose tables groan under the weight of bowls of fruit and

jars of freshly—cut flowers. Doors and windows lie open;

interiors end exteriors cross the sill, mix, and communicate

harmoniously. when the figures ploy, they ploy musical

instruments and chess; when they dress, it is often in



fancy-dress. The Queen of Dhebe discourses to a Solomon

unmistakably Lytton Strachey incognito; Angelica Dell sits

for her portrait as the Russian princess in Virginia Aoolf's
Orlando. There is a remoteness about tliese figures in

spite of the strong sense of intimacy. These people do

not suffer. The great emotions of life - anxiety, Jealousy,

hatred, passion - which are oftentimes the themes of great

painters escape the tranquillity and the composure which

characterizes Dloomsbury art.

In public life, the libidinous escapades of this

group might warrant the label immoralist; in its art, there

is a well-bleached chesteness at the heart of things.

Dloomsbury artists revere in their work the traditional

institutions of family, home, and friend; they are neo-classic

in outlook end neo-classic in their concern for order in

design; they communicate a feeling for beauty in the

commonplace and a respect for the inherent value in personal

relationships. The artistic process has been dubbed

significant form and the idiom post-impressionist; the

end-product is nonetheless a representational interpretation

of life, albeit the life of a talented clique in isolation.



Virginia .voolf in her address at the opening of the

Roger fry retrospective in 1935 - "that d—d speech", as

she called it1 - sought a reason for the appeal and the

continual freshness of his criticism. These qualities

she attributed to his complete involvement in life; poetry,

music, "anything that he could touch and fashion with his

fingers fascinated him". Fry had the makings of a

Renaissance man: he was scientist, artist, connoisseur,

philosopher, patron, lover, and devoted father. Yet he

wanted to divide his being into compartments; "he wanted

art to be art; literature to be literature; and life to

be life," Lrs. ,<oclf remarked on that occasion. In spite

of his determination, science and art crossed the boundaries

and related.

As a young boy, Roger Fry had shown a talent for

drawing from Nature; at Cambridge, where he read science,

this talent matured. he became increasingly drawn to the

arts: he painted in his spare time, travelled great

distances for exhibitions, and talked about pictures with

other like-minded undergraduates. Such extra-curricular

activities did not, as might be expected, prevent him from

taking a first in the Natural Science tripos. ^s a matter

1 Virginia ,Voolf, A writer's Diar.y (London: The
Hogarth Press, 1953), p. 251.

2virginia ,Voolf, "Roger Fry," The LComent and other
essays (London: The Hogarth Press, 194V), p. 85.



of course, Fry came to write his fellowship dissertation,
his first thesis, a purely scientific effort, was not a

success. For his second attempt, he compromised his

interests and produced a paper entitled, "On the Laws of

Phenomenology and their Application to Greek Painting".

This hybrid also proved a failure. Fry was at la3t compelled

to choose between science and painting. Much to his father's

disappointment, he chose the latter.however, the

scientist within him never deserted the art critic or the

painter.

Fry, the critic and theoretician, pared artistic

technique down to the fundamentals of rational relationships,

as outlined in 'h.n Essay in Aesthetics". In mother essay,

he drew a direct analogy between art and science when he

wrote that

there is the specifically aesthetic emotion by means of
which the necessity of relations is apprehended, and
which corresponds in science to the purely logical
process.^

But artistic logic is based on emotions - sensations, Fry

terms them - not facts:

If we describe the process of art as a logic of sensation,
v/e must remember that the premisses are sensations, end

lsiographical information culled from Virginia *Voolf,
Roger Fry, A Biography (London: The Hogarth Press, 1940).

2Rog er Fry, "Art and Science," Vision and Jesign
(London: Ghetto and ,/indus, 1920), p. TET57



that the conclusion can only be drawn from them by
one who is in an emotional state with regard to them.1

Fry, therefore, never thought of art in purely scientific

terms; at the same time, however, he did not allow the
emotions free rein - without a logic of construction

pictures would degenerate into series of indistinguishable
and meaningless squiggles. In his pictures then there
is a visible, unresolved pull between sensation and the
rationalization of sensation, between synthesis and analysis,

between spontaneity and premeditation, between instinct and

intelligence.

Mrs. „oolf raises the question which comes most

readily to mind; "is it a good thing that an artist

should also be a critic, or does it inhibit his creative
2

power?" She does not answer her own question but quotes in

her biography of Fry the opinions of two contemporaries,

Alfred Thornton and the anonymous critic of the Westminster

Gazette, to the effect that his critical faculty acted as
3

a deterrent to his creativity. Another contemporary, the

nameless reviewer from the Burlington Magazine, acknowledges

but at the same time accepts the limitations which Fry's

cerebral approach to art sets; he offers the following

account of the success and the failure of Roger Fry's

llbid., p. 54.

2l(oolf, "Roger Fry," The Moment and other essays, p. 87.

3,-Voolf, iioger Fry, ^ Biography. 119.



canvasses;

It is possible to criticise Mr. Fry's aims and methods,
but there can be no two opinions as to the intelligence
and vigour of his work. Even his failures are better
worth seeing than most people's successes. as his
reputation in other directions would suggest, he is one
of the most learned and intellectual of modern English
painters. He approaches his work in a spirit very
different from that of (say) Matisse, in whom temperament
and sensibility are the dominant forces. Father he
represents that type of artist in whom emotion is directed
end controlled by a conscious effort of the mind. There
is nothing left to chance in his work. one feels that
not only is everything done with a purpose, but as part
of a rational process directed towards a pre-conceived
end. This may in part account for the eclecticism
which i3 a characteristic of the present exhibition.
,.hen Mr. Fry wants to achieve a certain result he is
not afraid to imitate a master whom he considers has
found a means; and his wide knowledge tells him at once
whom to imitate. Mr. Fry's well-known views on the
true function of a painter naturally cause Cezanne to be
the dominant influence in his work, though the effect
of El Greco and Matisse is also discernible. In all the
work exhibited there is a striving after rhythmic design
based upon three dimensional form, a technique in which
line plays an important part, being adopted.!

Fry held similar views about himself and his art.

"Yes, 1 know I'm too intellectual in my art," he wrote to

Claude Phillips in 1915,

"I don't elect not to be spontaneous. I try all ways
I can to tap that side of me, I mean the instinctive
and subconscious but I have undoubtedly a damned active
mind which often 'butts in' when it isn't wanted. I
do however prevent my intellect from ever limiting the
outlets of my sensibility - hence the, to me, desolating
variety of my work.2

J- independent Gallery - nee
by Foger Fry," Burlington Magazine.
CCVIII (July 1912 Q) , p. 52.

n *
^-Letters of Foger Fry, ed. Eenys Button (2 vols.;

London: Chatto and ,,indus, 1972), II, p. 390.



But he was to question some time later the validity of

the general opinion that he was too intellectual in his

painting and criticism:

I wonder whether there is any truth in the ordinary
idee about me that I am purely intellectual in art,
that it'3 a sort of excited recognition of the aptness
of formal relations like a mathematician's recognition
of the validity of an equation. There is something of
that no doubt, but then I also like some things that
have very little of that quality.!

Kegro sculpture intrigued him; he even arranged at the

Omega workshops exhibitions of children's art, the nearest

equivalent to primitive art that can be found in a civilised

state. But the spontaneity and the vitality which he

detected and admired in other artists eluded his own

canvasses.

To his critics, D.^. MacColl in the forefront again,

he presented a stoical,good-humoured front:

I don't take it to heart when you soy that my pictures
are the utterly dismal performances of a theory-ridden
painter. I don't think that you wish me ill. You
happen to dislike my work and it's your business to
say so.

And, to his sister, he admitted in 1921 a growing fondness

for his own work: "I no longer have the feeling," he wrote,

"that I wish I'd done Duncan's pictures which I always used
3

to have." However, he could never understand why his

llbifl., p. 629.

2Ibid., p. 522.

3lbid., p. 517.



pictures, unlike those of his associates, did not sell and

why, after the closing of on exhibition, the canvasses

invariably found their way back to his studio. He unburdens
his soul to Virginia «oolf in the following letter:

It's difficult to see why the snob public doesn't
swallow me with the rest of the 'movement', why it spits
me out like the skin and the pips. I can't suppose
that I'm really very different or any more 'difficult.'
I really thought these were quite happy pleasant
pictures to have and I know they are better constructed
then most - so you see I'm really puzzled. I suppose
the public are such sheep that they all have to have
someone like Glive to tip them the wink and as no one's
ever done that for me they can't imagine that there's
anything there. But it really is rather difficult to
keep one's end up against such uniformity of dislike
or indifference or contemptuous and grudging approval
as I get. If it weren't that the French invariably
say the exact opposite of what's said in England I
don't believe I could keep up and the practical problem
of what to do! how can I go on piling pictures in my
house till it won't hold any more. You see I really
don't exaggerate; nor can I exaggerate how much help
it is to have your belief in my work.l

A year before his death, the anger at not being recognized

for his pictures was on the wane; Fry was designed, happy

in the niche which he had carved for himself:

I have to hang my show next day. I wonder what sort
of a reception that'll have. hot that I feel it much
matters to me nowadays. I shall go on whatever is
thought having arrived at an idea that I have some very
small but still quite personal note to strike.^

Low can we assess that personal note?

The disquieting aspect of Roger Fry's creative output

is not that his pictures are derivative of other artists, but

llbid., pp. 540-541.

2lbid.. p. 680.



that they appear to be derivative of an aesthetic theory,

i.s an English painter starting out in the late nineteenth

century, he passed through an almost obligatory
Alma Tadema-like phase. An example from this period (Plate

2
illustrates his biography; and it is this picture of an

Italianate poolside scene which, among others, Virginia

(ioolf says, in her unpublished impressions of Fry, is

characteristic of the young artist and the a^e in which he

lived:

His name suggested rows of people sitting soberly
listening to some 'cause' or other; and also it
suggested very discreet watercolour paintings, with
one brown cow or one white sheep precisely in the right
place; or an oil painting of a swan sailing on a lake,
while a youth stretching over dabbles his hand in the
placid waters. It seemed to be essential in these
days if you cared for art, to dislike the present;
to be per^ pe_7tually occupied in trying to get back
to a more austere and more peaceful age, when furniture
was made to hand, age when things were handmade, and
dignified and rightly placed. Roger ^ry was accepted

lH.o. Ede offers this criticism of Roger Fry's
contribution to the London artists' Association show at
the Leicester Galleries in 1926:

"Roger Fry has produced a remarkably well-organized
picture, No. 54, but it lacks that spontaneity which
a picture should possess. ^n artist does not paint
pictures for other people to see, he paints them be¬
cause expression is his life; his knowledge and his
theories only unconsciously serve him. In Roger Fry's
picture knowledge and theory seem to take too important
a position, No. 9, on the other hand, is far more
direct, and at once makes its appeal;" see K.o. Ede,

"The London artists' Association, the Leicester Galleries,"
The Nation and the athenaeum. Vol. XXXIX, No. 7 (key 22,
192G) , p. 170.

^Facing p. 82.



PLATE II

Roger Fry: An Early Painting



by that world; end it seemed that there was no reason
why that world should not go on for ever, existing side
by side with the world that cored nothing for art; each
held its own way in ignorance of the other.1

In time, Roger fry rebelled against this Victorian world.
At the height of the post-impressionist influx, he bitterly,

even cruelly attacked Alma-Tademe and his romantic world
2

of commerce, shop-finish, and "scented 3oop". The new

classicists, led by Cezanne and endorsed by fry, did not

propose to paint allegories; nor did they affix absurd

pseudo-classical titles to their pictures. They were

modern men in search of "a pictorial language appropriate
3

to the sensibilities of the modern outlook". Romantic

art arouses emotion by an association of ideas; classical

art arouses emotion by formal organization. »ith the

emphasis placed firmly upon structure in the modern age,

that is to say, upon the architecture of a picture, fry's

own pictorial themes became less grand; landscape, still

life, and portraiture became the primary modes of his

mature expression. Ilis portraits are particularly-

successful.

lVirginia tfoolf, "Roger Fry: a series of impressions,
typescript, with the author's corrections, unsigned and
undated (in the Lerg Collection, hew York Fublic Library).

2x\oger Fry, "The Cose of the Late Jir Lawrence Alma
Tademo," The Nation. Vol. XII, No. 16 (January 18, 1913),
pp. OCO-CZT.

3Pry, "The French Fost-Impressionists," Vision and
design, P. 136.



For example, a study of Edith Gitwell (Fig. A,

Plate III), painted in 1918, has something of the dignity of
Baldovinetti's Portrait of a Lady in Yellow (Fig. B,

Plate III).1 The two pictures share a half-length, profile

pose - the Renaissance lady facing left, the modern poet

right. Both figures are set in empty, shallow, undefining

spaces; even the ridges in their noses, the broad expanses

of their foreheads, and the strings of beads around their

necks correspond. However, under the influence of Cezanne

and the other post-impressionists, the posture of Fry's

figure and its execution become slightly more animate; the

oblique of the neck, for instance, and the infinitesimal
A.

turning of the body outwrds. In Baldovinetti's masterpiece,

the sitter's hand3 are unseen and her necklace is clamped tight

like a choker in the fashion of the day; in the modern

adaptation, Edith Sitwell's left hand goes to the jewellery

and pulls from her body the already loosely hanging chain.

(Surely there is psychological as well as historical symbolism

in these details.) The modelling of the twentieth century head

is freer too, the brushstroke looser, the surface less slick

and porcelain than the fifteenth century head. Compare also

the coiffures; the free-hanging, though stiff, wire-like

coil to the chignon vitalized by tonal shading. Planes of

colour define the contours of the modern portrait. However,

^Roger Fry's expertise attributed this portrait to
Alesso Baldovinetti; the picture now hangs in the Rational
Gallery, London.
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PLATE III

Fig. A: Roger Fry: Portrait of Edith Gitwell (1918)

Fig. B: Alesso Baldovinetti: Portrait of a Lad.y in Yellow
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the colour in this, as in other Fry canvasses, is the least

satisfactory element of the design. The quiet pinks and

greys add an elegant but an uninspired and anaemic touch to

Fry's characteristically solid and architectonic forms. The

critic for the Purlington Magazine puts it best when he

writes:

his colour is perhaps Mr. Fry's weakest point. It is
never cheap, but it is frequently unpleasant. It
seems as though he had become so absorbed in relating
his colour to his design as to hove lost sight of its
emotional effect.!

This is an apposite criticism.

On Roger Fry's scale of the emotional elements of
2

design, colour comes last.whereas the other elements

"are connected with the essential conditions of our physical

existence" - mass being commensurate to gravity and rhythm

"to all the sensations which accompany muscular activity",

etc. - colour is the only element "which is not of critical

or universal importance to life, and its emotional effect

!"Independent Gallery - Recent Paintings by Roger
Fry," Burlington Magazine, p. 57.

^Herbert Read in his book, The Meaning of Art (3rd
ed. rev.; London: Faber and Feber, 1951), p. 50, shares
this opinion; but where Fry speaks of emotional elements,
Read is slightly more prosaic. The five "physical elements "
of design, he says, are "rhythm of line, massing of forms,
space, light and shade, and colour, and this is in most
cases the order of their priority - not in absolute
importance, but merely as successive stages in the artist's
mind."



is neither so deep nor so clearly determined as the others".

Colour is an attribute, not a condition of physical being;

in art it therefore plays a subsidiary role. For example,

of Raphael's Galatea writes that there is "only so much

colour as shall make the form expressive and the form of
2

that is quite magnificent". ' Colour is functional, not
3

ornamental. Hence the pleasure to be derived from plastic

colour is intellectual, not sensual in nature:

There is of course an immediate sensual pleasure in
some colours, a pleasure perhaps of a direct physiologi¬
cal kind - some of Titian's reds and blues may give us
this; but this is a very small part of Titian's
effect, and some great colourists give us very little
of this direct pleasure. Our pleasure then is of
the intellectual kind. we say, why is that colour in
this place? and the answer comes, Oh, because of
that other colour in that place, and v/e feel at once
with a shock of pleasure that the answer satisfies us.4

This logic of the Tightness of colour relationships

affects Fry's own palette. There is little personal feeling

in his choice end use of colour. His colours are sober,

often sombre, nver expressionistic. mecause of this

controlled spectrum, Fry's pictures do not dazzle; they

do not immediately attract the eye in spite of their solid

lFrv, "An Essay in Aesthetics," Vision and Design,
p . 23 .

2Letters of Roger Fry, I, p. 158.

3see Roger Fry, "Plastic Colour," Transformations
(London: Chatto and Windus, 1926).

4Roger Fry, Last Lectures (Cambridge: The University
Press, 1939), p. 31.



8nd admirable construction and draughtsmanship. Landscapes,

in particular, are deadened by a non-illuminating colour

scheme; they lose little v/hen they are reproduced in
black and white (Plate IV).1 In fact, they gain. Black

and white draws the spectator's attention to the intellectual

rectitude of the forms and their placement; whereas colour

reproduction tends to show up the emotional emptiness of

the same forms. Unlike those of his idol, Cezanne, Fry's

colours do not "'sing* with a ravishing intensity and

purity".*"

One can never approach a painting by Roger Fry with

a mind swept clean; as Virginia woolf rightly perceives,

his reputation as the foremost critic of his day "gave him a
3

label which the public read before it looked at his work".

Had his pictures gone under a pseudonym, it is tempting to

speculate whether the response to them would have been

otherwise. As it stands, what he was trying to achieve

overruled what he in fact did achieve. To this day, the

label sticks. Ironically, an art so calculated to divorce

associations from the artefact arouses associations of a

different, though equally debilitating variety; science

ljee also the illustrations to Roger Fr.-y, n Biography
facing pages 236, 266, and 268 respectively.

2Roger Fry, Cezanne (London: The Hogarth Press.
1927), p. 52.

3,,oolf, Roger Fry, ^ Bio> raphy. p. 119.



Roger Fry: La Fontaine Noire, 1923



end aesthetic theory supplant life and its associative

images and emotions as the worm in the bud.

iVhen Virginia yoolf declares that memorial exhibition

open, she speaks of Fry the critic, not Fry the painter.

Life, she says, heightened his criticism; did life do

likewise for his pictures? She cannot answer this question

because she is "unable to speak of Roger Fry's pictures as a

fellow painter or as a fellow critic would speak of them".1

l.i/oolf, "Roger Fry", The ivloment end other essays.
p. 87.

Given her unfitness to write of Fry's visual work,
Virginia yoolf would have rather produced a hybrid biography,
that is to say, one that is half fact and half fiction,
something like Flush, her biography of Elizabeth Barrett
Browning's spaniel". In her unpublished sketch of Fry,
"Roger' Fry: a series of impressions", she writes:

"In writing these impressions I have not aimed at
accuracy of date or fact. I have tried to make a
portrait of Roger Fry almost as e novelist might make
a character in fiction. I have taken the course

partly through inability to deal with his work from a
critical point of view; and partly because he himself
suggested that we should collaborate in a life of him.

offered to be the subject in a biographical experi¬
ment._7 He was to talk about himself, and I was to
take notes and write a biography that was half-fiction -
the idea being that it was only by having full liberty
to invent end create that a true life could be writ ten._

a life in which fiction was to be allowed full play._/
Unhappily the sittings never took place; I have
nothing but memory to depend upon; so that the portrait
is merely an imoressionist sketch 'written in the hope
that it may serve a more serious biographer."

In the event, Virginia .voolf was herself to write
that seriLUS biography. But the decision to do away with
the fantasy elements and to stick doggedly and discreetly
to facts alone turned the writing of the book into a
"grind", Virginia <i/oolf' s own, unhappy phrase; see .<oolf,
a writer's Diary, p. 814, 315.



She is even unwilling to commit the opinion of an amateur

spectator. The implication is apparent: Fry was a

greater critic than he was a painter. Roger Fry, the writer
and the lecturer, brought her to an understanding and an

appreciation of pictures other than his own; Roger Fry, the

painter, left her cold. Compare thi3 silent attitude to her

adventurous comments about the work of her sister, /onessa
1

Dell, as presented in two catalogue forewords. utrictly

speaking, Mrs. .Voolf is no more qualified to pass judgement
on these canvasses. Yet she enters into the spirit of

Vanessa Bell's art with greet gusto. I would like to

offer as the reason for her reticence apropos noger Fry's

paintings the intimidation of his code. Behind the artist,

there is the critic, the interpreter of significant form.

Behind Vanessa Bell, the artist, there is the women who has

no theory to preach or to follow beyond the dictates of

her own individual sensibility. Virginia .Voolf responds

to that sensibility.

Mrs. uoolf hesitates on the threshold of a room full

of Vanessa Dell pictures. Mrs. Bell is a force to be

reckoned with, she ponders; Mrs. Bell has a reputation.

Sooner or later one must steel oneself, enter the gallery,

and confront the pictures on the walls. With relief, she

records her initial reaction; M«het is there here to intimidate

l3ee Appendices B & C.
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or perplex?"1 The spectator relaxes, and a catalogue
introduction of great interest and astuteness unfolds.

In speaking of a Roger Fry picture inevitable

references to the aesthetic theory arise; his pictures

are incomplete in themselves. In speaking of a Vanessa

Bell painting no such references occur because brilliance of

execution so perfectly balances statement. her pictures

are self-contained. what she sets out to do she does very

well indeed. John Pope-hennessy succinctly points the

difference between the two artists when he writes of

Mrs. Bell's works: "they are emotive rather than intellectual,

the product of a personal vision rather than of a personal
2

aesthetic concept". Or better still, listen to Fry himself

orx the subject of their individuality:

"As for my painting," he wrote to Vanessa Bell in 1916,
I'm developing a method at last. Going on doing the
same thing till something comes out of it. I'll draw
you what my still life of the pot's developed into.
It's all in flat colours and I'm sure it's rather
good. I'm at last throwing off the impressionism you
infected me with and I'm getting back to a sort of idea
of construction I've always had when I've been myself."3

l'Virginia .Ycolf, Foreword to Recent Paintings by
Vanessa Dell, catalogue of an exhibition organized by The
London Artists' Association at The Cooling Galleries, 1930.
(In future, references to this foreword will be made in the
text and will be signified by the notation, 1930 Foreword.)

2john Pope-IIennessy, "Vanessa Bell," The New States-
man and Nation, Vol. VII, No. 160 (New series) (^arch 17,
1934), p. 408.

3i,etters of Roger fry, II, p. 398.



Her critics are agreed, Vanessa Bell is one of the

most important painters of the century. She has been

variously described as "Britain's foremost and most liberated
woman artist (with not many male rivals)",^ "one of the

2
boldest innovators in British art of this century", " and

"the most important woman painter in Europe".^ To these

words of praise, Virginia »«oolf adds her own: Vanessa Bell

is "tantalizing ... original . . . satisfying" (1930 Fore¬

word). Mrs. Bell gives to familiar things a special

meaning; her sister intends to find that meaning.

The pictures of Vanessa Bell ere full of life.

Her art encompasses flowers, children, pots, and vegetables

with equal alacrity; intimate human relationships alternate

with purely formal arrangements oftentimes within the same

picture plane. If her portraits exhibit her talent to

greatest advantage, as has been suggested by A. Dunoyer
4

de Segonzac, it must be noted that the lives represented

are not the public lives of Royal Academy portraits, nor are

they the lives of active people - a servant girl lazily sweeps

lNeville ./all is, "Vanessa Bell and Bloomsbury," The
Connoisseur, Vol. 156, Ho. 630 (August 1964), p. 248.

2Richard Morphet, op. cit., p. 5.

3RRT, "The London Group," Burlington ilsgazine.
Volume XLIII, Number CCXLVIII (November 1923), p. 250.

Dunoyer de Oegonzac, Foreword to Paintings by
Vanessa Bell (1879-1961), catalogue of an exhibition at The
iidams Gallery, 1961.



a floor (Plate V), Duncan Grant reads a book (Plate VI),

etc. The "remoteness from the hurly-burly of everyday

life", which Maynard Keynes says characterizes the

"non-aggressive existence" of G.E. Moore,1 characterizes

Vanessa Bell's artistic vision as well. Life is quiescent;

there is a placidity almost beyond belief. Charleston,
2

a "Chekovian" haven (Plate VII), the home of the Clive

Bells and Duncan Grant, shuts out man's wars, his struggles

and his violence; everything that is cruel, heartless, and,

by a twist of fate, potentially ennobling, finds no welcome
3

there. what conflict there is is expressed in the forms

of their paintings and in the eclecticism of their interior

decorations. Virginia tfoolf understands this and articulates

it in her foreword to the 1934 exhibition of Vanessa Bell's

pictures when she observes that in her sister's world

colours war, not people.4

Ijohn Maynard Keynes quoted in Quentin Bell, Blooms-
bury, pp. 105-106.

2Denys Button, Introduction to Duncan Grant and liis
World, catalogue of on exhibition at .<ildenstein and Co.,
London, November 1964.

^Vanessa Bell was a pacifist during the First world
war; she opposed the Conscription Act, but she confined her
protest to addressing and stamping envelopes, and to writing
leaflets for the National Council Against Conscription; see
Holroyd, Lytton Strache.v: u Critical Biography. II, p. 167.

^Virginia woolf, Foreword to Recent Paintings by
Vanessa Bell, catalogue of an exhibition at The Lefevre
Galleries, London, 1934.
(In future, references to this foreword will be made in the
text and will be signified by the notation, 1934 Foreword.)



Vanessa Bell: Interior with Housemaid



Vanessa Bell: Interior with Duncan Grant, 1934



PLATE VII

Duncan Grant: The Hammock, 1921-1923

(This picture was painted at Charleston.)



The life represented is pacific, the life of the

representation vital and revolutionary, however, the

enjoyment of a Vanessa Bell picture derives not so much

from her technique as from the splendid dexterity with which

that technique and the mechanics of painting elucidate

standard, neo-classic themes. In keeping with the

atmosphere inspired by Moore, her themes are properly

neo-Hellenistic. They celebrate family life, hospitality,

and the civilized joys of friendship. The tone is one of

humanistic hedonism; the vision one of simple pleasures

and ordinary things. But, if the substance takes root in

the past, the expression reveals in its own way the

turmoil of early twentieth century life and culture. Hence

reality is embodied in a style which is emphatically not

self-conscious. Contrary to Bloomsbury aesthetics, Vanessa

Bell does not use style, e.g. form, as an end in itself.

3he affects an exquisite tension between what is being

said visually and how it is being said now and how it has

been said in the pa3t by other painters; she constructs

a bridge between an alive and daringly inventive manner

and a staid, predominantly conservative content.

To make one aware of the tension within the picture

plane, Mrs. woclf at the close of her 1S34 introduction

draws the attention of the spectator to Piccadilly Circus and

St. James's Square. The life of art differs from the life



out there. The latter is neither "a world of glowing

serenity and sober truth" nor the mystical London of

Mrs. Dallowsy, but the hurly-burly of which Maynerd Keynes

speaks. "The world is full of doubt and danger," Virginia

a100If wrote in a draft of this foreword, "all the more let

us enjoy the pictures on these walls.

Life and art differ in this: the one is, the other

is an idealized possibility. Art transmutes life. Vanessa

Bell's canvasses therefore intimate the reality beneath

reality, the order beneath chaos which, as a theme, unites

Virginia «voolf's novels. Mrs. .Voolf first sounds the

note in The Voyage Out; Terence Iiewet is her spokesman:

",/hat I want to do in writing novels is very much
what you want to do when you play the piano, I
expect," he began, turning and speaking over his
shoulder. "we want to find out what's behind,
things, don't we? - Look at the lights down there,"
he continued, "scattered about anyhow. Things I
feel come to me like lights. ... I want to combine
them. ... Have you ever seen fireworks that make
figures? ... I want to make figures." (TVO, p. 260)

Thenceforth, her fictitious heroes and heroines are people

who synthesize in their lives as in their art. Mrs. Bell

is a real-life heroine cut from this mould: she combines

through the medium of paint. The topics of representation

in her pictures offer alternatives to the hurly-burly

while the style affirms the indisputable and indispensable

existence of that hurly-burly.

•^Virginia iJoolf. "Vanessa Bell's exhibition," Holo¬
graph fragment, unsigned, dated Feb. 23rd 1934 (in the uerg
Collection, New York 1 ublic Library).



In discussing her sister's exhibition et the

Lefevre Galleries, Virginia doolf makes the distinction
between vibrancy of form and serenity of content; she also

discerns the necessary connection between the two. In

Vanessa cell's paintings, she observes that masses mote;

lines "grow tout or 3leck"; colours "tremble into life";

"greens, blues, reds and purples are here seen making love
and war and joining in unexpected combinations of

exquisite married bliss". The rhetoric is unmistakably
that of Mrs. hamaay and her creator. moreover, Mrs. woolf's

thoughts in 1934 are consistent with those of her younger

self when, under the influence of Clive Bell, she wrote

in 1908: "If there is action in pointing it is only to

exhibit lines".! Therefore, now as then, an active form

paradoxically defines a subject of infinite 3ilence and

purity: "not a word sounds ... nobody moves ...

everywhere life has been rid of its accidents, shown in

its essence". In short, Vanessa bell gives to art some

of the vitality of life at the same time she gives to life

some of the stability of art. Virginia Woolf recognizes

and appreciates this^/interchange. But that is as it should
be. For, as will be discussed in Chapter IV, Mrs. Woolf

creates a character, Lily briscoe, who paints a picture

based upon this interchange. Furthermore, that picture

Iquentin Bell, Virginia Woolf. I, p. 138
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comes to represent the ideal work of art.

When Virginia Woolf exhorts us to compare the world
of Vanessa Dell with Piccadilly Circus and St. James's

Square, she exhorts us to look at life from a new perspective.
In other words, the gallery and the pictures on display
within that gallery are there to tell us to look at the
real thing. They are not there to tell us how to look at
the real thing, but simply to look at it. They are there
to show us the potentiality of life, the other side of

existence, the universal in the particular. hence
Cornfields bask in the sun of man's first summer . . •

Hempstead is virginal; Ken Wood ecstatic. The onions
and the eggs perform together a solemn music. Flowers
toss their heads like proud horses in an eastern
festival. (1934 Foreword)

People too take on a new dimension when examined from this

position: "the haymakers are primeval men". Myths then

ere enshrined within the simple visuals of Vanessa Bell's

pictures. What the spectator makes of these myths, and

how he relates than to his own experimce, is, of course,

up to him. Virginia Woolf, in perceiving the myths, makes

a great deal of them.'1'

llirs. »,oolf's own myth-making faculty is very much
in evidence in her essays on literature. Anything before
her time, anything or anyone dead, is fodder to her imagination.
From a diary she constructs a life, from a history a panorama.
This same penchant for fable played an active role in her life
as well, as the following testimonies from Joan Kussell Noble,
Kecollactions of Virginia ,,oolf (London: Peter Cwen, 1972)
bear witness. The first comes from vvilliam flomer:

"sometimes her curiosity about people would lead her to
ask them a succession of questions, and even while they
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A work of art more than any other human endeavour

approaches the state of death necessary for this type of
reincarnation. A'hen we look at a picture in a gallery

we look at a dead object. The spark of life, the artist's

vision, is set in finality; the lid of the paint-box is
shut on that individual moment in time and in space. For

example, when Lily briscoe breathes at the end of To the
Lighthouse the pluperfect, "I have had my vision",1 we

know that the painting for her is dead; it is consigned

already to the attic room and to oblivion. A spectator,

were in the course of anwering she would begin to invent
a little myth about them, and make teasing, fanciful
statements about their motives and doings which they
would quickly deny or modify." (p. 101)

Later on in his recollection, Plomer remarks that
"Although she enjoyed embroidering facts ebout people in
a poetic br ironical way, she was really devoted to the
facts themselves." (p. 105)

Alix Strschey corroborates this:
"She made fun of people in public and used to weave
ideas about them. They were fantasies which she knew
to be fantasies." (p. 112)

This last is a very important point. Certainly in her essays
on literature the myth is never allowed to cloud whet must
remain clear, namely, the author or the book under scrutiny.
The myth, ironically, reveals the essence of people and of
things, but it is neither the essence nor is it the thing
itself. The relationship between myth end reality is, of
course, the principal theme of Virginia woolf's second novel,
ight and Day. In that novel, she warns against the dangers

of a life dominated by myth at the same time she warns against
the aridity of a life devoid of myth and fantasy. She resolves
in favour of a peaceful co-existence.

1Virginia Jfoolf, To the lighthouse (London: The
Hogarth Press, 1927), p. 320.
(In future, references to this edition will be made in the
text and will be signified by the notation, TOL, followed by
the appropriate page number.)
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however, has the power within him to bring any picture back

to life. furthermore, he must exercise that power if he

is to glean anything from pictures. Therefore, the world

which Vanessa Dell perpetuates - a world before and out of

time - would be meaningless if someone like Virginia .yoolf

did not perceive it. To see man as primeval is to see

him as essential man. The old myths, the old stories - the

religious analogies, the historical testimonies - are

abolished; Mrs. Dell tells no stories. She symbolically

recreates man and his environment; she restores them to

their original, pre-legendary state of innocence. from this

state of re-birth new and necessarily better myths will

evolve. This theme, which Virginia tfoolf delineates so

well in the work of her sister, she dramatizes in the last

of her novels, Between the hcts.

The pageant play, written by Miss La Trobe and

performed alfresco on a summer^ afternoon in 1939, attempts

to preserve the myth of Merry England by brandishing history

and tradition in the face of imminent war and annihilation.

Local people act out this cultural and social cavalcade

which achieves true shock value at it3 finale when - in the

moment of truth - mirrors, bits of glasss, and other reflective

surfaces are held before the none too captive audience. To

counterbalance this disorder, music blares forth and unites

momentarily what is visibly chaotic. The coup de theatre,

however, fails; the audience rejects the responsibility to



rebuild the wall of civilization. They disperse not in

unity but as "scraps, orts, and fragments". Disconsolate,
but determined to make her vision anew, Miss La Trobe has

an inspiration. This time, the setting is to be "no land
in particular":

There was the high ground at midnight; there the
rock; and two scarcely perceptible figures. Suddenly
the tree was pelted with starlings. She set down her
glass. She heard the first words.1

The full implications of this vision become apparent

when Giles and Isa Oliver prepare for bed that same evening.

Their marriage, unsteady and in danger of disintegration,

had been tested that a-fternoon; their reconciliation closes

the novel. In a splendid scene, they are cast as the

reel-life equivalents of Miss La '^robe's hero and heroine:

Isa let her sewing drop. The great hooded chairs
had become enormous. And Giles too. And Isa too
against the window. The window was all sky without
colour. The house had lost its shelter. It was night
before roads were made, or houses. It was the night
that dwellers in caves had watched from some high place
among rock3.

Then the curtain rose. They spoke. (DA, p. 256)

At the end of the novel, man is returned to his most

primitive, instinctive state. As Virginia *Voolf remarks

aprogsos a Vanessa Dell painting: "the weight of custom has

been lifted from tie earth" (1934 Foreword). Miss La Trobe

1Virginia Woolf, Between the Acts (London: The
Hogarth Press, 1941), p. 246. •
(In future, references to this edtion will be made in the
text and will be signified by the" notation, BA, followed by
the appropriate page number.)



in her pageant play had not gone far enough back in either

time or history; she had been too specific and hence the

spectacle of one particular acquisitive civilization

obscured from the eyes of her audience her universal message.

Mankind, not English man, now takes the stage. Giles and

Iso too lose their cultural identity; sex, the province of

all animals, provides the means for their rapprochement:

Left alone together for the first time that day, they
were silent. Alone, enmity was bared; also love.
Before they slept, they must fight; after they had
fought, they would embrace. From that embrace another
life might be born. But first they must fight, as the
dog fox fights with the vixen, in the heart of darkness,
in the fields of night. (DA, pp. 255-256)

There will be a struggle for the world and for the

marriage; but an embrace will follow. herein lies the

optimism which always succeeds the pessimism of disorder.

The historical examples set within the pageant demonstrate

this; they represent the intervals of calm between the wars

of England's post which the playwright had chosen not to

depict. If history ploys a larger role in this novel

than in any of the others - with the exception of the

literary pastiche, Orlando - then so too does sex. This

is the only novel in which Virginia »Voolf permits copulation

a major and, in the case of Giles and l'se Oliver, a positive

and a constructive function. The future of mankind, of

civilization itself, rests in the humanity of its members -

their regenerative powers and their ability to communicate

by means of creative sign and symbol. lience the identical



truth holds for man as human being and man as artist:

when he finds out what he is, that is, when he realizes

the potential of both his body and his mind, then he can

once again start to moke beautiful objects and myths with
himself as the model. In other words, man builds hi3

future on the pattern of his past, but with the knowledge

he gains in the present he corrects the mistakes of the

past.

Between the Acts is a novel dedicated to civilization

and its rebirth. A.D. Moody believes this to be the

moral theme of the book; as a theme it is enacted by Giles

and Ise Oliver:

In the rendering of their relationship there is a
controlling awareness of the potential wholeness of the
human person, a pressing concern, behind the exploratory
analysis of their failure to achieve it, for a
spontaneous and integrated fulfilment of their love.
The "moral sense" of the novel is centred in this
concern. Its standard of good and evil is whether
a form of living contributes or inhibits the essential
impulse and need for integrated growth, and maturity,
and fulfilment. It is a moral sense formulated not
in imperatives and absolutes, but in a positive and
committed concern for that in life and personality
which makes for a full sanity, for what we call -
aspiringly, since we have little enough that is actual
by which to define it - civilisation. J-

Is there a comparable moral sense in the painting of Vanessa

Bell? At the end of her 1930 foreword, Virginia w'oolf asks

herself this very question.

When Mrs. V/oolf opens that piece, she indulges in

lA.D. Moody, Virginia i<oolf (Edinburgh: Oliver and
Boyd, 1963), p. 8&.
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fancy. lier mind turns to the Victorians and the role of

women in their society. There morality was equated with

the amount of clothing a woman wore and the number of good

works she was able to squeeze into a life-span of

self-sacrifice and frustration. Morality in those days

meant repression and "half a dozen flower pieces done under

the shade of a white umbrella in a Surrey garden when Queen

Victoria was on the throne". This is not Vanessa Bell's

morality. She paints flower pieces, but she also paiints

nudes. She points a hospiitel, but the architecture

interests her more that the suffering and the alleviation of

that suffering within it. "Her pictures stand for something,"

Virginia iVoolf opines, but that something has nothing to do

with Victorian ethics; "there is something uncompromising

about her art," that is to say, the artist neither preaches

the good life through classical allegory nor does 3he

caricature, illustrate or produce a vast library of fiction

with her age as her subject. She paints. And if that

sounds too simple-minded an evaluation thbt is only because

Vanessa Bell's pictures, like those of Cezanne, ore content

to be nothing more than paint. This is Virginia floclf's

opinion.1
Vanessa Bell's moral sense dispenses with the

conventions of good and evil which judge all actions and which

lA'oolf, "Pictures," The Moment and other essays, p. 142.



dictate right actions. The heroic quality in the ordinary
and the simple takes precedence of the grandiose end the

socially committed. Unlike Alma-Tadema, she doe3 not

give back to her spectator a magnified mirror-image of
himself. Nor does she glorify the modern machine.

Compare the English Vorticists to Vanessa Bell: Mrs. Bell
does not give industry a single thought. To her,

civilization means neither Empire nor technology, neither

politics nor militarism, neither religion nor history itself

Governments come and go; empires are won and lost;

machines are invented one day and obsolete the next. But

some things are immutablej some things are worth preserving

more than others. A human face, a vase of flowers, an

apple, a coal scuttle - these are constant. The centre of

Mrs. Bell's universe is man and his home; that is where

civilization is to be found. It is a belief that she

shares with Roger Fry and Virginia Woolf.

"//hen any work is really significant," Roger Fry

writes, "it belongs to the timeless realm of the imagination

and it is the common household utensils or the children's

dolls of Greece and Rome that give us the true archaelogicel

thrill."1 Thi3 timeless quality in the ordinary and the

mundane is also at the heart of Virginia Woolf•s plans for

3-Roger Fry, "The Royal Academy," The Nation.
Vol. VIII, No. 19 (February 4, 1911), p. TCT.



the novel; in her essay, "Modern hovels" (reprinted es

"Modern Fiction" in The Common Reader of 1925), she implores

writers "not /~to 7 take it for granted that life exists

more fully in what is commonly thought big than in what is
commonly thought small"."'' In depicting the small, then,

Vanesss Bell depicts the eternal and the real. But she

also depicts leisure, especially leisure as it belongs to

and is enjoyed by an £lite. Clive Bell's own concept of

civilization has not a little bearing upon this.

Clive Dell's vision - as outlined in his book,

Civilization - has come under fire, and rightly so, from
2

no less a source than his son, Professor Quentin Bell.

Probably the most distasteful of the elder Bell's proposals,

and one which Professor Bell singles out for criticism, is

his insistence that a leisured class is prerequisite for

the continuance of civilization and that both civilization

and its disseminators require the existence of a slave

class which is willing, even eager, to subjugate itself to

that continuance. Civilization, Bell asserts, is built
3

upon inequality - "inequality as a means to good" (that is

to say, good states of mind) - and that the acceptance of

lVirginia ,Voolf, "Modern Fiction," The Common
Reader (London: The Hogarth Press, 1925), "pi 190.

23ee Quentin Bell, Bloomsbury, p. 88 et seq.

3ciive Bell, Civilization (London: Chatto and
Hindus, 1928), p. 209Q
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that inequality is as imperative as it is unavoidable.

Virginia tfoolf•s belief that a woman stands a better chance
of survival in a man's world if she has an unearned income

of five hundred pounds a year and a room of her own is ant

example of elitism encouraged in the name of the

continuance of civilization^ for a woman with these

advantages would be able to write. I mention these matters

because they reveal a fundamental Bloomsbury attitude; I

do not intend to pass judgement upon that attitude,

whether one believes that civilization depends upon the

states of mind of a leisured and an educated minority or

upon the accumulation of -wealth, power, and position -which

produces the climate in which the civilized state of mind

can flji^ojrioh is irrelevant. .Vhat matters, within the
scope of this study, is that Bloomsbury believed

wholeheartedly in the individual as the centre of

civilization and that, in the words of Glive Bell, "the
U I

individual mind is the font and origin of civility".

In her penultimate novel, The "Years. Virginia ,/oolf

explores the responsibility of the individual to himself and

to society. North Pargiter is newly returned from Africa

and therefore he is able to observe, objectively, the England

which has developed during his absence and which is displayed

before him at Delia's party in the final section of the book.

ljbid, p. 155.



With North as her spokesmen , Mrs. Woolf expresses her

displeasure with those members of the elite who do not
fulfil their primary responsibility:

What do they mean by Justice and Liberty? he asked,
all these nice young men with two or three hundred
a year. Something's wrong, he thought; there's
a gap, a dislocation, between the word and the
reality. If they want to reform the wcrld, he
thought, why not begin there, at the centre, with
themselves?!

In other words, to claim the responsibility for others

implies a measure of self-knowledge, self-integration, and

self-discipline. In crude terms, to be of value to the

macrocosm, one must first set one's own house in order.

Roger Fry sets the same condition for the artist

when he writes:

It is impossible that the artist 3hould work for the
plutocrat; he must work for himself, because it is
only by so doing that he can perform the function for
which he exists; it is only by working for himself
that he can work for mankind.2

Vanessa Bell meets this condition. Richard Morphet, her

most recent champion, speaks of her morality in these terms:

her pictures have at all periods a moral vitality,
as clear in less successful works as in those that
combine their component levels of experience perfectly.
Honest, serious and anti-popularising, they stand for

l'/irginie woolf, The Years (London: The Hogarth
Press, 1937), p. 437.
(In future, references to this edition will be made in the
text and will be signified by the notation, Y, followed by
the appropriate page number.)

SRoger Fry, "Art and Socialism," Vision and Design,
pp. 39-40.



the painter's need to be true to his or her self
rather than to an externally directed taste.1

Through two world wars and a civil war in which a son died,
Vanessa Bell affirmed life. her themes remained constant;

her values resolutely entrenched in pacifism. It is a

tribute to her singleness of purpose and to the values

themselves that she neither succumbed to anger nor lost her

faith in either civilization or what she wanted to say in

paint. The two were inextricably bound together.

As artist, Vanessa Bell makes sane what is

disordered; she preserves what i3 in danger of destruction.

The civilized way of life and the intercourse between

rational human beings, between painter and spectator, involve

her no less then they do Virginia .ioolf and G.S. Moore.

But Mrs. Bell is above all an individualist; when she

shares hex' emotion for life, she does so, as her sister

realizes, "always by her means, in her language, with her

susceptibility, and not ours" (1930 foreword). A picture

by Vanessa Bell partakes of life, but it stands aloof; it

hangs on the wall like a beacon, on outpost of sanity, a

model of ordered emotion:

It would never lose its lustre. It would never mix
itself up with the loquacities and trivialities of daily
life. It would go on 3aying something of its own
imperturbably. (1930 Foreword)

iVhen she writes this, Virginia Woolf has answered her own

lMorphet, op. cit., p. 12.



question: there is a strong moral fibre in the work of
Vanessa Dell. What is more, this moral fibre links her

pictures to other enduring monuments of civilisation - to
the ruins on the Acropolis, for example.

*n Jacob's Room. Mrs. Woolf praises the Parthenon

for its beauty and for its longevity. The implications
of this glorification are far-reaching. For, in praising

the Parthenon, she praises all art that partakes of

eternity:

The extreme definiteness with which they stand,
now a brilliant white, again yellow, and in some
lights red, imposes ideao of durability, of the
emergence through the earth of some spiritual energy
elsewhere dissipated in elegant trifles. But this
durability exists quite independently of our admiration.
Although the beauty is sui'fi ciently humane to weaken
us, to stir the deep deposit of mud - memories,
abandonments, regrets, sentimental devotions - the
Parthenon is separate from all that; and if you
consider how it has stood out all night, for centuries,
you begin to connect the blaze (at midday the glare is
dazzling and the frieze almost invisible) with the
idea that perhaps it is beauty alone that is immortal.

Added to this, compared with the blistered stucco,
the new love songs rasped out to the strum of guitar
and gramsphone, and the mobile yet insignificant fsces
of the street, the Parthenon is really astonishing in
its silent composure; which is so vigorous that, far
from being decayed, the Parthenon appears, on the
contrary, likely to outlast the entire world.1

Vanessa Dell inherits the vigorous silent composure of the

greeks; and she passes it on. The line of succession is

lVirginia A'oolf, oacob's Doom (London: The Hogarth
Press, 1922), pp. 242-243,
(In future, references to this edition will be made in the
text and will be signified by the notation, JR, followed by
the appropriate page number.)



assured.

But is civilization and its preservation Vanessa

Bell's primary concern? The answer must be that it is not.

Her purpose in creating visual relationships is neither

moral nor social, but formal. Listen to her own words

when, in a lecture delivered at Leighton Park School, she

speaks of the excitement of form;

Some of the greatest painters ... have often been
contented by telling us how exciting and moving to
them have been the formal relations of a few kitchen
pots and pans, fruit and vegetables . It is ... so
absorbing, this painter'3 world of form and colour,
that once you are at its mercy you are in grave danger
of forgetting all other aspects of the material world
... one is almost incapable of being bored. Even
a kitchen coal scuttle may become the most exciting
continuation of curves and hollows, deep shadows and
silver edges.1

This passage reveals that, while her art is undeniably-

evocative of the innate dignity of man and his

environment, that dignity - that monumentslity - resides

in the vision, not in the design. In her opinion and

presumably in her experience, the design is purely formal.

Virginia w'oolf respects this view. for example,

in her foreword to the 1930 exhibition, she writes of

Vanessa Bell's portraits:

they are pictures of flesh which happens from its
texture or its modelling to be aesthetically on an
equality with the China pot or the chrysanthemums.

Two points emerge from this sta tement. Firstly, Mrs. ;»oolf

lVanessa Bell, from the text of a lecture at leighton
Park School, 192C or 1927, quoted in Morphet, op. cit., p. 11.
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says in effect that these portraits hove no psychological
value; she articulates this point at the end of the
piece when she declares that "psychology is held at bay".
Secondly, she perceives a common denominator in the work
of her sister; however, that common denominator is not

significant form, but sensibility. The first is a false
and therefore a debatable point; the second is a true and

therefore a sound judgement. Both are deserving of

considered discussion.

The attitude, that in Vanessa Bell's portraits

psychology is held at bay, is not generally shared by her

critics. Even the artist's son, Quentin Bell, believes

that his mother's canvasses are "replete with psychological

interest", and this in spite of her claim that the story

which a picture might tell carries no importance."1" In

lQuentin Bell, Bloomsbury. p. 116.
A self-portrait, for example, painted in 1958 (Plate

VIII), elicited critical responses as united in their
psychological interpretation as they were in their affectionate
and sentimental praise of the painting's nobility. A. Dunoyer
de Segonzac, loc. cit., wrote of the picture in elegiac tones
shortly bof-fcee the artist's death; the portrait, he said, is
"a token of farewell . . . / &_7 masterpiece,

steeped in an emotion deep but contained and pervaded by
a moving sense of resignation, [_ which__7 could be compared
with those last portraits that Rembrandt painted of
himself - here is the same grandeur, the same beauty."

Ronald Pickvance, in his introduction to the catalogue
Vanessa Bell (1879-1961), A Sdemorial ihchlbjtion (Arts Council1964), p. V, seconded de Segonzac's judgement of the portrait,
which is to be found in the collection of Lord Clark:

"There is a withdrawn self-sufficiency, an aloof grandeur,
which makes it not merely a moving swansong, but a moment

, of self-truth apprehended and realized," „nnd, finally, hevilla „allis, loc. cit., addea his homage to



Vanessa Bell:

Self Portrait, 1958



writing of her sister's art as she does, then, Virginia

Woolf assumes an attitude that, given her knowledge of

Vanessa Dell's predilection for form, she believes the artist

herself would moot desire and most appreciate. (She employs

this 3ome tactic when she follows Walter Sickert's bidding

and writes about his paintings from a literary rather than

a formalist point of view; see Chapter VIII of this thesis.)

But, as she herself admits in this same piece, she is not a

formalist. While LIrs. Woolf perceives and duly points out

those qualities that may be said to provoke aesthetic

emotion, she neither explains nor analyses these formal

qualities, nor does she experience aesthetic emotion.

Moreover, she questions, obliquely, whether in fact the

formalist approach is the only approach to these pictures

and whether the aesthetic emotion is the only emotion

to be derived from a perusal of them, since she - an

amateur - receives emotion as well:

if it be true that they yield their full meaning
only to those who can tunnel their way behind the
canvas into masses and passages and relations and
values of which we know nothing - if it be true that
she is a painter's pointer - still her pictures claim
us and make us stop. They give us emotion. (1330
Foreword)

This emotion is a far richer emotion. 3ut, to put it

in perspective, we must probe deeper into the workings of

Vanessa Dell's "austere" self-portrait which "communicates
the mood of noble gravity, the characteristic delicacy of
feeling,of one of the most gifted women of our time."



Virginia Woolf's aesthetics with regard to Vanessa Bell.

An example of Mrs. v»oolf's aesthetic logic can be

found in her 1934 foreword. In this essay, she gives a

more balanced account of the relationship between form and

content. The pertinent passage, one of the most crucial

to a proper understanding of her attitude to visual art,

reads as follows: "Character is colour, and colour is

china, and china is music". The conclusions to be drawn

from these equations, whose absurdity is on the surface only,

are manifold.

Let us begin with the general implications of the

premisses, "character is colour, and colour is china".

The first states quite simply that physiological and

psychological subject matter has been transformed by the

artist into plastic form and thatt it is duly perceived by

the spectator to be thus. This attitude, this aesthetic

interpretation of portraits, accords with Vanessa Bell's

concept of the primacy of form and with Glive Bell's

contention that a representative form has value when it is

appreciated as form and not as representation. The second,

however, offers Virginia v/oolf's logical corollary to that

belief; it is also the case, she says, that form has

value when it represents something other than itself, in

short, when it i3 representative. If content is form, then

form is content. Therefore, all human, i.e. material,

experience may be translated into aesthetic, i.e. abstract,



experience; and conversely all aesthetic experience may

be translated into human experience. As a consequence,

such translation - such reciprocity between the values of

art and the values of life - heightens one's awareness of

the abstract in the material and the material in the

abstract. In To the Lighthouse, for example, Mrs. .»oolf

gives her beliefs unassailable validity when she puts them

into practice. In that novel, Lily Briscoe paints

Mrs. Ramsay's physical presence as a wedge-shaped form - a

purple shadow, and equates Mr. Ramsay's mind and his

philosophy to a well-scrubbed kitchen table. (That this,

the theory and the practice, is en advance upon the purely

formalist aesthetic of Roger fry and Clive Bell need not be

elaborated.) The inference is plain: all things, in art

and in life, being both abstract and material, as well as

both ordinary and grand, no one thing is more abstract and

material or more ordinary and grand than any other. All

things are equal. As Mrs. ,Voolf discerns and articulates

with unfailing exactitude, "china is music". Iience, a

decorative and a visionary harmony exists between objects as

disparate as a bottle, a ball of wool, two apples, a few

quills, and a bowl in a still life by Vanessa Bell (Plate

IX); between all pictures by Mrs. Bell in a room (as well as

between those reproduced in these pages); and between all

pictures by all artists in the world.

Critical application of Virginia <Voolf' 3



Vanessa Bell:

Still Life with Quill Pens c.1950
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double-edged aesthetic to specific works of art is

interesting; and it is rewarding. Take, for example, a

sketch of Lytton Dtrachey painted by Vanessa Dell in

September 1913 (Plate X). This picture is not discussed by
Mrs* tfoolf; but it is ideally suited to illustrate her
thesis that "character is colour, and colour is china" - that

is to say, that content is form and vice versa.

To outline her subject's nose, eyes, and spectacles

and to highlight his beard, Mrs. Bell employs pure yellow.

Two observations may be made apropos this colour as it

functions in the design. Firstly, in the depiction of

the spectacles, for instance, the colour is the line and the

line is the frame; therefore, expression and content are

one and the same. There is , of course, an obvious

explanation for the direct handling of colour to define

forms; this leads to the second of our observations.

The picture was painted out of doers. Therefore, the

pure yellow passages represent - symbolically - the glittering

effect of late summer sunshine• Colour is light. And

with an audacity bordering on the extravagant, the artist

dramatically commits that light to her board: the forms

are sunlight. Moreover, because Mrs. Bell employs a strict

economy of means throughout, there is no subtle transition

betv/een light and shade, no chiaroscuro to speak of, only
a direct opposition between colour passages - between yellow
and rust in the beard, for example. The result of this



PLATE X
127.

Vanessa Bell: Portrait of Lytton Strachey. 1913



economy is significant: the colour, like the light, is

not transient; it partakes of permanence and eternity.

Consequently, there is a logicality and a stability in

the organization and in the contrast of coloured forms;

and recognition of these intellectual qualities is undoubtedly

one of the primary delights of the design. There is

something else, however, which strikes the spectator and

which lingers in the memory long after he has seen the

picture.

The portrait was psinted out of doors; it was also

painted from life. Therefore, the colour and light that

suffuse Lytton Strachey*s face come as much from within as

they do from without. The colour is not merely reflected

light, it is the man. The eminent Georgian poses calmly

and studiously: the intellectual light that burns from

his eyes i3 blinding and intense; but the yellow also

infects him with vigour and with warmth: the sitter is

wise, but he is not suffocatingly wise. Mrs. Bell by

means of a non-naturalistic colour scheme that in itself

embodies and harmonizes stasis and vitality gives an

impression of an integrated personality.

The above analysis demonstrates the veracity of

Virginia tfoolf's 1934 logic. In the portrait of Lytton

Strechey nothing supersedes any thing else; nothing is

held at bay. Plastic values co-operate with psychological

values; and it would be wrong, as it would be impossible,



to follow Mrs. Bell's own account of artistic intentions

to the letter and interpret the one without the other.

In a draft of her second foreword, Mrs. „oolf writes that

Vanessa Bell's art i3 an art of suggestion. By this she

iaean3 that the artist, though unconcerned herself with

what she portrays - whether it be a child playing a

violin, a man talking or a man reading, "suggests to us

the situation of the mind to music, of the mind to

ideas"."1" It is therefore right that one should respond

to the suggestion as one does to the perceptible plastic

reality.
no

If there can bertque3tion about the co-operation
between decorative design and psychological suggestion,

there is nonetheless an unfinished quality to the

execution of that co-operation. The portrait of Lytton

Strachey is a rough sketch. But, we hasten to add, this

does not count against either Mrs. Bell or her picture.

On the contrary, it is an integral port of her calligraphy.

When Mrs. Woolf was about to begin the party scene

in Mrs. Dallowa.y, she wrote in her diary: "Suppose one can

keep the quality of a sketch in a finished and composed
2

work? That is my endeavour". whether she succeeded in

lVirginia .Voolf, "/anessa Bell's Exhibition,"
Holograph fragment, unsigned, dated Feb 23rd 1934 (in the
Berg Collection, New York Public Library).

2woolf, A Writer's Diary, p. 66.
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that novel Is not the concern of the moment (the point will

be taken up in Chapter IV of this thesis); what is, is

Mrs. Dell's ability to achieve in all her work that

spontaneous, sketch-like quality which her sister sought

in hers. In discussing this aspect of technique, then,

we shall be discussing the painter'3 sensibility - what

Virginia Woolf believes to be the unifying factor between a

portrait and a picture of chrysanthemums.

Hh&t exactly does sensibility mean in an artistic

context? Roger Fry gives the best account when he defines

it as the artist's "sense of the texture of his design";

this sense, he goes on the say, is revealed by "the

quality of his lines, by the relations of his tone and

colour and by the handling of his paint".These attributes

of execution are, of course, to be distinguished from the

plastic relationships of the formal elements. Sensibility

is how a thing is done.

For example, in the portrait of Lytton Strachey,

which we have just been looking at, the execution is

compelling. Immediacy pervades the texture of the work.

It is to be found in the swift hatch strokes which summarize

the sitter's outer and inner being and in the contrasting

directions of these lines - vertical and horizontal for the

iFry, Last Lectures, p. 24.



face, oblique for the book and the background; in the

broad, thinly,painted washes and in the freedom of the

abbreviated runs of rust and yellow; in the way the

ground peeps through the design end upholds it and in the

way some of the unmodulated gaps, such as the creases in

Strachey's sleeves, become positive masses with a definite

role to play in the composition. Urgency, a great

urgency, propels Vanessa Dell's brush across her board

and inspires her to put her vision down es quickly and as

economically as possible before it evaporates. The

picture breathes accordingly. It is alive.

Some of the other devices which Vanessa Bell uses

for this end are easily recognizable. For example, where

the paint is thinly applied, as in Plate XI, one outspoken

colour often shows through another outspoken colour with

the result that translucent tonalities shimmer forth.

Even those pictures with heavy impesto passages, such as

Plate XII, ore worked quickly as if water colour, not oil

were the medium. As for* the quality of Mrs. Bell's line,

one has only to look at another drawing of Lytton Strachey

(Plate XIII) to see how masterfully she handles linear

variations. Notice how the staid, elongated, vertical

strips of colour which define Strachey's cheeks degenerate

into quick, nervous touches as face becomes beard; notice

too how these short strokes veer infinitesimally to the

right and become - as they leave off being beard - longer,



PLATE XI

Vanessa Bell:

Corner of the Sitting Room
at Charleston



PLATE XII

Vanessa Bell: Portrait of the Art!at. c. 1926



PLATE XIII

Vanessa Bell: Portrait of Lytton Strachey



straighter, and defiantly oblique - they literally sweep

over his shoulder and arm. The rhythm of this diagonal

direction contrasts beautifully with the long, sinuous

line that suggests the inner edge of the sitter's jacket.

In this portrait, as in its companion piece, the ground is

not only foundation to the design, but also an integral

part of that design. And because it functions es something

other than a plain surface to be completely covered over,

the spectator is mindful of the fact that he looks at a

work of art. Take, too, the canvas or ground spots

which are not uncommon in Vanessa Bell's paintings. The

splendid vertical composition of Street Corner Conversation

(Plate XIV), for example, is liberally speckled in this

manner. The arrangement of its forms is as rigid as it

is geometrically precise; but it is softened by a hand

that is imprecise, almost slapdash. Therefore, while the

composition is carefully and logically, even mechanically

reasoned, the execution is vibrantly emotional and alive.

There is no attempt to cover up the blemishes, to fill in,

to make smooth and exact. One thinks of a child's

colouring bock. There is no shop-finish in this work by

Mrs. Bell, only a continual freshness. And the spectator

reacts accordingly: he experiences that exquisite tension

which is a hallmark of her art. In fact, Roger Fry could

well have had this canvas in mind when he observed apropos

sensibility:



Vanessa Bell:

Street Corner Conversation, c. 1913



If the general plan is more or les3 conformable to a
geometric idea the mind might be tempted to apprehend
it merely as a case of generalisation (as it
apprehends a diagram in Euclid); but the perpetual
slight variations of surface keep the mind and
attention fixed in the world of sensation.1

/anessa Bell, as is readily apparent, abides by the
Law of deformation or Distortion as laid down by waiter

Sickert in his account of the first post-impressionist

exhibition:

Deformation or distortion in drawing is a
necessary quality in hand-made art. Not only is this
deformation or distortion not a defect. It is one
of the sources of pleasure and interest. But it is
so on one condition: that it result from the effort
for accuracy of an accomplished hand, and the
inevitable degree of human error in the result.^

oickert applauds what he calls "the variation of individual

gesture"; for the reasons discussed above, /anessa Bell's

llbid.t p. 36.

2.,alter Richard Gickert, A Free house! or The Artist
as Craftsman, ed. Osbert Sitwell (London: Macmillan and Co.
Ltd., 1947), p. 102.

It is pei'haps no small coincidence that Roger Fry
published a few months after Sickert's piece and in the same
periodical, The Fortnightly Review, the text of a lecture in
which he gave his own definition of deformity in art; Supra,
chap, i, p» 22. Sickert had prefaced his law by saying that
no writer on art had to his knowledge articulated it; the
importance of this law, he went on to 3ay, cannot be overstated

"A right understanding of this Law must govern all critical
consideration of painting or sculpture, and what is still
more important, must affect teaching, for good, or for
most nonsensical ill;" see Sickert, loc. cit.

Fry, as if in response to Sickert's law of manual inability
to produce efficient, machine-made forms, added a corollary
of his own: misrepresentation is the essence of visual art's
content.



handwriting is as unique as it is pleasurable and interesting.

sensibility, then, is the life-giving quality in

a work of art. As such, it imbues the intellectual

genesis of design with a certain drive, a certain rhythm

that springs from the subconscious. sensibility, Roger

Fry has said, "corresponds to our desire for variety,

multiplicity, chance, the unforeseeable"."^ It is

significant, therefore, that Virginia iVoolf should single
2

out the texture arid the modelling of her sister. For,

in recognizing Vanessa Bell's desire for the qualities

Fry mentions, she recognizes what is in effect the same

desire in herself; her endeavour, for example, to keep the

quality of a sketch in Mrs. Dalloy/ay. Furthermore, having

acknowledged the Tightness and the necessity of vitality in

a work of art, she goes on to posit thst it is this very-

uncertainty and spontaneity that is the universal quality

in Mrs. Bell*3 painting. The human dement, rather than

the mechanical or the mathematical, is the common

denominator in art.

iFry, Last Lectures, p. 28.

2Clive Bell writes that in Mrs. Woolf's own life
"her sense of visual values revealed itself most clearly,
and characteristically, in a feeling for textures and
the relations of textures. She would pick up a feather
in the fields and set it in an appropriate wine-glass
against a piece of stuff carelessly pinned to the well,
with the taste and 'Tightness' of a Klee, if not a
Picasso;" see Clive Bell, Uld Friends (London: Chatto

and ..indus, 195C), p. 113.



But, characteristically, Virginia tfoolf leaves to
others the elucidation of the details of Vanessa Bell's

sensibility:

how blues and oranges trembled into life; how this
m8ss meted itself with that; how the line grew taut
or slack; how with an infinitude of varied touches
the finished picture came into being. (1930 Foreword)

as for herself, she does not intend to impinge upon the

duty of the professional critic. She merely indicates

that it is the how rather than the what - that is to say,

the emotional rather than the intellectual, the fluid rather

than the stable, the human rather then the mechanical

qualities of a work of art - that needs to be clarified and

made known. She sets critics a difficult task. But then

she set herself the same task in To the Lighthouse, with

happy results.

From her reactions, then, to the work of her

sister, we learn a great deal about Virginia vV'oolf. Do

we - can we - learn as much about Vanessa Bell when we look

at one of her paintings?

A picture reveals nothing about its artist whereas

a novel reveals something about its -writer. Or so Virginia

Woolf contends when she prefaces Vanessa Bell's 1930

exhibition at the Cooling Galleries:

Let us see if we can come at some idea of Mrs. Bell
herself and by thus trespassing, crock the kernel of
her art. Certs inly it would hardly be possible to
read as many novels as there are pictures here without
feeling our way psychologically over the features of
the writer; and the method, if illicit, has its value.
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But here, for a second time, we are rebuffed. One says,
Anyhow Mrs. Bell is a woman; end then halfway round the
room one says, But she may be a man. One says she is
interested in children; one has to add, But she is
equally interested in rocks. One asks, Does she show
any special knowledge of clothes? One replies, utark
nakedness seems to please her as well. Is she dainty
then, or austere? Does she like riding? Is she red
haired or brown eyed? w/as she ever at a University?
Does she prefer herrings or Brussels oprouts? Is she -
for our patience is becoming exhausted - not a woman at
all, but a mixture of Goddess and peasant, treading the
clouds with her feet and with her hands shelling peas?
Any writer so ardently questioned would have yielded
something to our curiosity. One deifes a novelist to
keep his life through twenty seven volumes of fiction
safe from our scrutiny. But Mrs. Bell says nothing.
Mrs. Bell is as silent as the grave. Her pictures do
not betray her. Their reticence is inviolable.

Again, Mrs. Aoolf manifests her willingness to follow

certain basic tenets of formalism - the autonomy of a visual

work of art, say; again, this same willingness places her

in an unacceptable position. For, if the psychology of the

sitter in a portrait by Vanessa Bell is not held at bay, then

no more is the artist's own psychology held at bay. It is

everywhere in evidence. Virginia .Voolf - end it is

difficult to ascertain in reading this passage whether she

has her tongue in her cheek - unbelievably (for her) confuses

the life of the painter's body with the life of the painter's

mind. It is a confusion easily righted.
A visual artist turns things into spirit and

conversely spirit into things. (Virginia Woolf, as has been

demonstrated, fully understands, accepts, and makes use of this

fact.) lie takes the world and experience apart and visibly
puts them back together again. <;hat is more, when the



spectator looks at a work of art, he sees for himself the
process of that creative instinct at work. Because a

painting intimates through selection rather than records
through a photographic lens, it throws into relief that
unseen part of the artist's being, that part of him which
cannot be translated visually, but which is visually

expressed. Only a self-portrait can tell what an artist
looks like (although even there the exigencies of aesthetic

form might demand a distortion of fact - for example, a

shade of brown different from the brown of the real eyes).

Only a book can tell whet a man thinks (for paintings do

not depict ideas, but emotions about ideas). But every

picture tells what its creator feels. Therefore, all

pictures - whatever their genre - are, in this sense,

autobiographical. All pictures are portraits of the

artist's mind and of his sensitivity.

In Orlando, Virginia Woolf writes that "every

secret of a writer's soul, every experience of his life,

every quality of his mind is written large in Lis works".

There is no reason to believe that this does not also hold

true for a painter. Even Roger Fry, in the final stage

of his long and distinguished development, writes:

1Virginia Woolf, Orlando (London: The Hogarth Press,
1928), pp. 189-190.
(In future, references to this edition will be made in the
text and will be signified by the notation, 0, followed by
the appropriate page number.)



the fact, which becomes more and more clear to modern
enquiries, that what the artist brings to the
particular experience is much more then his immediate
consciousness of it. his reaction is coloured by
all sorts of subconscious associations and feelings,
of which he is naturally unaware, but which affect
profoundly the form taken by the work of art and which
have the power to stir up corresponding subconscious
feelings in the spectator.!

Nor is there any reason to believe that the Virginia <s'oolf

behind the assumed mask of this foreword does not share

this opinion. For, do not the heart and soul, body and

mind of Lily Briscoe find their way on to her canvas? / nd

does this portrayal not precede by several years the

foreword?

It is therefore unimportant whether Vanessa Bell

is a man or a woman - she has, in fact, transcended gender,--

has a University degree, a fashionable clothes sense, or an

austere demeanour. These attributes ore merely the icing

on the cake. Even Flush, that most endearing and

delightfully human dog whose biography Virginia Aoolf

writes with tongue undeniably in cheek, realizes this.

One day, while preening before a looking-glass,
Flush asks himself some profound questions about reality:

"But what is 'oneself? Is it the thing people see? Or
2

is it the thing one is?" In response to these

lFry, Last Lectures, p. 13.

^Virginia A'oolf. Flush (London: The liorarth Prpss.
1933), p. 46. '



imponderables, Flush kisses his mistress, Elizabeth Barrett,

with great feeling. That kiss, he thinks, is real. For

the spontaneous action represents the real Flush - the

affectionate, good-natured, loving Flush - in a way which

a glossy brown coat does not. The coat is shorn, but the

real Flush - the unseen Flush beneath the coot - remains

constant.

Vanessa Bell's essence is also revealed by her

actions, that is to say, by her pictures. Her eclectic

choice of colours, forms, and subjects discloses a certain

affectionate relationship to the universe as a whole.

As Virginia tfoolf remarks, this painter is "somebody to

whom the visible woi'ld has given a shock of emotion every

day of the week" (1930 Foreword). Moreover, she makes the

shock visible. The emotion which her pictures record arxl

which they in turn elicit, while not morally edifying, is

uplifting. Mrs. Bell's colour, for example, can brighten

the gloomiest of days, as her sister rightly observes.

Therefore, the spectator may not learn what Mrs. Bell likes,

but he can at least determine her attitude to that which

she has chosen to paint. By drawing the attention of her

reader to this point, Virginia «Voolf has partially redeemed

herself after her earlier remarks.

iVhen at the beginning of this chapter, some

generalities as to the nature of the content of Bloomsbury

pictures were offered, Mrs. Bell's essence wa3 inadvertently
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disclosed. I would now like to put those generalities

in perspective by quoting an extract from the published
reminiscences of the artist's daughter, Mrs. Angelica Garnett.

I do not intend to use these impressions as proof that my

readings of some of Vanessa Bell's pictures were indeed

proper readings; the generalities were, in fact, made
before Mrs. Garnett's pen portrait was read and therefore

were derived from personal observation of the immense

variety of this painter's creativity. Nor do I seek to

disprove further Virginia tfoolf when she writes that a

picture reveals nothing about its maker, even though the

opposite is clearly the truth. Rather, in the light of

the following extract, I would like to offer the theory -

already substantiated by Virginia &oolf and Roger Fry - that

whatever on artist is or feels at the moment when he

translates his vision into visual terms that intangible

substance finds its way onto his canvas where it co-operates

with all other aspects of his being. ,Yhat Mrs. Garnett

tells us about her mother supports this theory. Iler

remarks reflect that extraordinary woman's personality and

that personality is in turn reflected in her art - in the

things she chooses to immortalize in paint, and' in the

way in which she carries out that immortalization:

Vanessa's strength lay in her closeness to reality,
to the everyday world. By comparison / to Virginia
«»oolf_7, she was calm, like a pool on which the coloured
leaves slowly change their pattern. She accepted,



rather than protested; was passive, rather than avid.
3he did not care deeply about abstract ideas, and was
led by her sensibilities rather than her intellect.
In theory she supported rationalism, though her own
acts were usually compulsive. 3he instinctively
limited her life to the two things she cared for most:
her painting and her family. The wider world seemed
to her to threaten these two points, and she appeared
to choose the limits of her affection and sympathies.
Love, with her, was an exclusive rather than an
inclusive emotion; there was a chosen circle round

which was planted a high palisade that cast its
shadow both on those without and those within. ...

Vanessa hod a kind of stoical warmth about her, a
monolithic quality that reminded one now of the
implacable smile of primitive Aphrodite, now of the
hollow wind-whistling statue of Erewhon. 3he sat and
sewed or painted or listened; she wes always sitting,
sometimes at the head of the table, sometimes by the
fire, sometimes under the apple tree. Even if she
said little, there emanated from her an enormous power,
a pungency like the smell of crushed sage. 3he
presided, wise yet diffident, affectionate and a little
remote, full of an unquenchable spirit. lier feelings
were strong, and words seemed to her inadequate. 3he
was content to leave them to her sister and to
continue painting.

One's attitude to life, therefore, determines the

kind of work of art one is likely to create. One's

attitude to life also determines the kind of work of art

to which one is likely to respond as well as the manner in

which one is likely to respond to it. These premisses,

which emerge from the discussion of Bloomsbury painters,
form the basis of the ensuing analysis of the novels and

the art criticism of Virginia .Voolf.

1Angelica Carnett reminisces in Nobia, recollections
of Virginia Woolf. pp. 85-8C.



PART II

ART AND LIFE IN VIRGINIA vVOOLF'S NOVELS



FOREWORD

No novel by Virginia tvoolf is without at least one

character who is a writer. No novel is without one character

who is a visual artist.1 And no novel is without pictures,

especially eighteenth-century pictures, on the walls of its

settings. The import of these statements of fact is

self-evident. Therefore, much con be learned about the

author's views about art from a study of her novels and the

fictional artists who reside therein.

The purpose of Chapters III and IV is to come to some

understanding of Virginia Woolf's concept of the ideal work

of art. The ideal work of art interprets at the same time

it reflects life - the true subject of all artistic

endeavour. The ideal work of art recognizes and reconciles

opposites, end brings them to a central point of significance

Visual artist" is here used in the broadest sense

of the phrase in order that it might encompass not only grand
pursuits, such as easel painting, but also more mundane
pursuits, such as embroidery, flower-arranging, dress-making,
sketching, etc., which occupy much of the time of Virginia
fioolf's female characters. Because of this far-reaching
spectrum, a novel like The ,/sves may be said to have a visual
artist in the person of Jinny who makes of her body a work of
applied art when she bedecks it in finery and fashion for the
purpose of provoking the human passions, if not the aesthetic
emotions of her male admirers.



and of restf it is therefore the product and the expression

of an integrated personality. And finally, the ideal work

of art makes a universal statement.



CHAPTER III

TOWARDS AN IDEAL IN ART

"Life," Virginia WooIf writes in Orlando, "is the

only fit subject for novelist or biographer" (0, p. 240).

What exactly does M:rs. Woolf mean by life?

Life, as the narrator of the short story, "The hark

on the Wall", experiences it, is comparable to

being blown through the Tube at fifty miles an
hour - landing at the other end without a single
hairpin in one's hair! Shot out at the feet of
God entirely naked! Tumbling head over heels in
the asphodel meadow3 like brown paper parcels
pitched down a shoot in the post-office! With
one's hair flying back like the tail of a race¬
horse. Ye3, that seems to express the rapidity
of life, the perpetual waste and repair; all ao
casual, all so haphazard.1

The art of the future, this same narrator believes, will

reflect this experience; that is to say, the art of the

future will reflect life as it is felt, not as it is seen:

1/irginia Woolf, "The Mark on the wall," A Haunted
House and other short stories (London: The Hogarth Press,
1943), p. 37.

In July 1917, the Hogarth Press was founded by Leonard
and Virginia Woolf. Their first publication, Two Jtories,
was written, set, and printed by them. Mrs. Woolf's
contribution to this historic and literary event, "The ±«.ark
on the Wall", was subsequently reprinted in a separate edition
(1919), in Monday or Tuesday (1921), and in the posthumous
A Haunted House collection.



those are the depths [_ novelistsJ will explore, those
the phantoms they will pursue, leaving the description
of reality more and more out of their stories, taking
a knowledge of it for granted, as the Greeks did and
Shakespeare perhaps ... 1

llbid., p. 39.
This approach was greatly derided by the contributors

to Scrutiny, F.R. Leavis in the forefront. The clash was
inevitably between positivista who believed that novels (and
by implication all art) should be about life as it is seen
and known to be, and a writer who was an anti-positivist, that
is to 3ay, a writer whose purpose, according to C.3. Cox in
his book, The Free Gpirit (London: Oxford University Pre3s,
1963), p. lo2, "is to explore whether the positivist position
is itself tenable, whether we can be in any way sure that our
analyses of life have any real correspondence with the truth".
Th& attitude of -oeevis and his followers brought about a
number of vacuous judgements and silly accusations; but this
is only to be expected from critics who, havin0 decided -
rightly or wrongly - upon s course of action, put on blinkers
and, looking neither to right nor to left, gallop blindly in
pursuit of their particular carrot - in Dr. Leavis's case
what amounts to a personal vendetta against Dloomsbury and its
values. Q.D. Leavis sums up the positivist tack when she
attempts to explain why novels 3uch as Mrs. Galloway and
To the Lighthouse might prove difficult for a reader who, if
"Ho is not common, is average:

"The reader not prepared to readjust himself to the
technique of Mrs, halloway and To the Lighthouse will
get very little return for the energy he mu3t lay out
in wrestling with these involved periods. lie is
repaid by none of the obvious satisfactions he expects
from a novel - no friendly characters, no reassuring
conviction that life is as he wants to believe it, no
glow( of companionship or stirring relation of action.All he gets i3 an impression of sensuous beauty as his
eye helplessly picks out clumps of words without clearly
following the sense; it is true this is all the average
reader of poetry or Shakespeare gets (the latter throwing
in •character1 and •action1 too), still he knows this
is the function of poetry and demands no more. But he
refuses to allow a novel to act on him as 'poetry*,
hence his annoyance. He is dimly aware of having
missed the point and feels cheated, or at best impressed
but irritated ..." gee Q.D. Leavis, Fiction and the

Reading Public (London: Ghattc and Hindus, 1932), p. 01.
Mrs. Leavis patronizes. She also projects: it is positivists
like herself who want novels to be what they think they should
be - prose, not poetry; pictures of life, and moral pictures



Two years later, Krs. Woolf wrote her celebrated

essay, Modern Novelo", in which she consolidated several
of the ideas put forward in "The Mark on the Wall". Of

the life of the mind, for example, she had this to say:

The mind, exposed to the ordinary course of life,
receives upon its surface a myriad impressions -
trivial, fantastic, evanescent, or engraved with the
sharpness of steel. From all sides they come, an
incessant shower of innumerable atoms, composing in
their sum what we might venture to call life itself;
and to figure further as the semi-transparent envelope,
a luminous halo, surrounding us from the beginning of
consciousness to the end.l

When she revived and revised the essay for inclusion in

The Common Reader. Virginia WooIf prefixed these remarks

with her now famous observation: "Life is not a series of

2
gig lamps symmetrically arranged". Life, then, is

spiritual rather then material, spherical rather then

linear, translucent rather than opaque. Consequently,

at that. Positivists refuse, literally, to take Mrs. ,,oolf
on her own terms; this is so patently untenable a critical
stance as to be unworthy of further comment.

For reference, the reader is referred to the following
positivist tracts:

M.C. Dradbrook, "Notes on the Style of Mrs. Woolf,M
Scrutiny. Vol. I, No. 1 (May 1932), pp. 33-38.

F.R. Leavis, "After To the Lighthouse." Scrutiny. Vol. X,
No. 3 (January 1942), pp. 295-293.

F.R. Leavis (ed.), Towards Standards of Criticism (London
Chatto and Windus, 1933).

W.H. Mellers, "Mrs. WoeIf and Life," Scrutiny. Vol. VI,
No. 1 (June 19370, pp. 71-75.

Ivirginia Woolf, "Modern Novels," Times Literary
Supplement (April 10, 1919), p. 189.

£Virginia Woolf, "Modern Fiction," The Common Reader
(London: The Hogarth Press, 1925), p. 189.
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the novelist's obligation, she goes on to soy in the first
version of the essay, is "to convey this incessantly

varying spirit with whatever stress or sudden deviation
it may display, and as little admixture of the alien and
external as possible". The mind has a logic of its own,

and therefore Mrs. WooIf enjoins all novelists, herself

included, to "record the atoms as they fall upon the mind
and in the order in which they fall, let us trace the pattern,

however disconnected and incoherent in appearance, which each

sight or incident scores upon the consciousness".

This, however, is neither complete as a definition

of life nor prudent as an instruction to future novelists.

The antidote to these proposals is to be found in Night

and Day, Virginia Woolf's second novel, which was published

in the same year, 1919, as "Modern Novels".

By all accounts, the form of this novel is traditional

and therefore unsuited to the exposition of life as Mrs. Woolf

defines it in her essay. Joan Bennett, for one, describes

the novel as "that rich and fascinating book, in which the

new wine of her individual vision of life is imperfectly

contained within the old bottle of the traditional form".1
James Ilafley discerns a debilitating contradiction between

the book's form and its meaning; Night and i)a.yt he writes,

"is a novel of manners which denies that manners give valid

ljoan Bennett, Virginia >.oolf. Her <mt as a Novelist
(2nd ed.; Cambridge: The University Iress, 19C4), p. 54.



expression to 'life itself'".1 David Dsiches sees the
novel as neither a social comedy nor a novel of ideas;

it is a "confusion of kinds" and therefore, in his opinion,

Virginia Woolf "had not yet discovered a technique which
would enable her to write a novel in which luminous halo and

2
actual story would be coextensive". Contrary to these

critics, I believe the form of bight and Day to be the

perfect embodiment of one of the main themes of the book:

namely, the gradual awakening of the human consciousness

to the true nature of its being and to the luminous halo -

life - that surrounds it.

The novel is a dramatization of two young

consciousnesses, Katharine liilbery and Ralph Denham, whose

situation neatly parallels that of their creator. That is

to soy, like Virginia Woolf, they arrive at certain concepts

and definitions which they believe to be accurate and real.

However, these moments of revelation come only at the end

of the novel after they have looked hard at themselves and

even harder at life, and found that what they had previously

accepted as true was in fact only partially true. for, in

order to rebel, whether against a preconception of life or

ljames Hafley, The Glass Roof. Virginia Aoolf as
Novelist (Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of
California press, 1954), p. 163.

SDavid Daiches, Virginia ,yoolf (revised edition;
Norfolk, Connecticut: New Directions, 1963), p. 22, 33.



an outmoded artistic form, one must first know and experience

what it is against which one rebels. Therefore, if
"Modern Novels" sets a theory, Night and Day amplifies

that theory and shows how it came into being and in what

direction it leads. In the final pages of the novel,

then, Virginia v/oolf establishes the thematic and the
structural guidelines for her future novels and in
particular for To the Lighthouse, the book in which she

describes the ideal work of art and which itself is an

example of that ideal.

Night and Day is the novel in which questions are

asked and answers are given. The answers are to be found

in the imagery of the closing page3. As the title of the

of the bock suggests, dualism ploys a significant role in the

narrative. Therefore, for every question asked, there is

a dual answer comprising two different though not

incompatible images.

Firstly, how does one define the world and the

people and the things that inhabit that world? And,

following on from this, how doe3 one define one's

relationship to the world and its inhabitants? This is the

problem confronting Ralph Denhara when he attempts to write

of his love for Katharine Hilbery.

Relph commits one sentence to paper and that a

crucial one: "If this golden rim were quenched," he writes,
"if life were no longer circled by an illusion (but was it an



illusion after ell?), then it would be too dismal an affair
to carry to an end."1 To reinforce his revelation, and
because word3 prove inadequate, Ralph

began to draw little figures in the blank spaces,
heads meant to resemble her head, blots fringed with
flames meant to represent - perhaps the entire
universe. (N & D, p. 51b)

He takes these half-formed ideas and images to Katharine;

and, as she peruses them, he re-states to himself what he
means by his drawing:

He was convinced that it could mean nothing to
another, although somehow to him it conveyed not
only Katharine herself but all those states of mind
which had clustered round her since he first saw her
pouring out tea on a Sunday afternoon. It
represented by its circumference of smudges
surrounding a central blot all that encircling
glow which for him surrounded, inexplicably, so
many of the objects of life, softening their sharp
outline, so that he could see certain streets, books
and situations wearing a halo almost perceptible to
the physical eye. (N & D, p. 522)

To Ralph's surprise and immense relief, Katharine readily

agrees: '"Yes, the world looks something like that to me

too'" (N & D, p. 522).

In other words, there is reality (the dot) and

there is illusion (the halo): the thing as it in itself is

end the thing as it is not, that is to say, the thing as

one makes it. The conclusion to be drawn from the visual

1Virginia .Voolf, Nif.lit and Da.y (London: Duckworth
and Company, 1919), pp. 515-516.
(In future, references to this edition will be made in the
text and will be signified by the notation, N & D, followed
by the appropriate page number.)



imagery of the dot fringed with flames is this: illusion
and reality are vital and necessary one to the other.

having articulated what the world and its duality
means to them, how do Katharine and Ralph make sense of

their involvement in that world? They recognize that

their involvement is also twofold:

They were victors, masters of life, but et the
3ame time absorbed in the flame, giving their life
to increase its brightness, to testify to their
faith. (N & D, p. 535)

That theirs is a desirable state to be in, Mrs. tfoolf

never denies. The novel ends optimistically, with great

hope expressed for the future. In fact, this state is

more than desirable: Virginia Woclf conceives it as being

the essential state of being for artist as well as for

ordinary man. Take Orlando and Miss La Trobe.

Orlando, that illustrious trans-sexual, completes

her poem, "The Oak Tree", which she has carried with her

since she was a boy in the sixteenth century, when, as a

woman in the age of Victoria, she fulfills the then public

duty of her sex - marriage and a husband - without in any

way compromising her private and real nature, that is to

say, her androgyny:

Orlando had so ordered it that she was in an extremely
happy position; she need neither fight her age, nor
submit to it; she was of it, yet remained herself.
Now, therefore, she could write, and write she did.
Ohe wrote. Jhe wrote. 3he wrote. (0, p. 240)

The positioxi for Miss La Trobe in between the Acts



is less happy then it is for Orlando, but it is no less

necessery. She too recognizes the unavoidable dual state
of being for the artist:

She was an outcast. Nature had somehow set her
apart from her kind. let she had scribbled in the
margin of her manuscript: "I am the slave of my
audience." (BA, p. 247)

This duality and its necessity to the creation of a work of
art is put to the test when Miss La Irobe, after the

frustrations and the mixed emotions brought on by the

reception of her pageant, sits alone in a crowded public
house:

The cheap clock ticked; smoke obscured the pictures.
Lmoke became tort on the roof of her mouth. Bmoke
obscured the earth-coloured jackets. She no longer
saw them, yet they upheld her, sitting arms akimbo
with her glass before her. There was the high
ground at midnight; there the rock; and two scarcely
perceptible figures. Suddenly the tree was pelted
with starlings. She set down her glass. She beard the
first words. (BA, p. 243)

The playwright accepts and makes fertile U3e ofboth her

separeteness and her involvement.

Katharine arid Lelph have defined the world and their

relationship to it. How then do they define their private

corner of that world?

Katharine, in a state of exaltation after her

engagement, feels a sense of personal completeness; she

expresses that wholeness in an image whi ch pla;, s a continuing
role in Virginia .voclf's novels:

Jhe had no wish to see any one to-night; it seemed to
her that the immense riddle was answered; the problem



hod been solved; she held in her hands for one
brief moment the globe which we spend our lives
in trying to shape, round, whole, end entire from the
confusion of chaos. (N & D, p. 533)

Several interesting points emerge from this image

of the globe; one's life, that is to say, one's experience

is curvilinear rather than straight; transitory rather than

eternal; a manufactured product of natural flux and

changeability rather than a pre-existent, stable entity,

furthermore, it is fragile; "To see Mary was to risk

the destruction of this globe" (N & D, p. 533). hnd yet,

whether Katharine sees her fiance's former romantic attachment

or not, the globe must and will be destroyed. It is in the

nature of the globe - life itself - that it be continuously

re-made and re-shaped. The fluctuation itself is order.

For example, in The Years, it is Peggy Pergiter's

experience that

directly something got together it broke. She hod
a feeling of desolation. And then ycu have to
pick up the pieces, and make something new, something
different, she thought. (Y, p. 423)

This, then, is what it means to be alive in the novels of

Virginia .voolf. One mokes sense of one's experience by

recognizing and accepting its uncertainty. Otherwise the

globe when shaped becomes solid and opaque; and like the

linear continuum - the series of gig lamps symmetrically

arranged - sterile and unreal. Life, as transmuted by the

mind, is a bubble that bursts, a straight line that curls

inwards upon itself.



How then does Virginia Woolf define life? Life

is flux and life is order. Consequently, the pattern of

life is the ceaseless alternation between the two extremes.

At the very end of Night and Day, this i3 how Katharine

and Ralph experience that pattern:

Moments, fragments, a second of vision, and then
the flying waters, the winds dissipating and
dissolving; then, too, the recollection from
chaos, the return of security, the earth firm,
superb and brilliant in the sun. (N & D, pp. 537- 538)

This empirical definition is Virginia Woolf's working

definition of life.
♦

At the beginning of this discussion, it was said

that the definition of life offered in "Modern Novels"

and its successor "Modern Fiction", is incomplete. In

fact, the theory corresponds to the practice as laid down

in Night and Day. Why claim then that it is incomplete?

The reason is simple: the theory gives the impression

that the life of the body is to be subordinated to the life

of the mind, while the novel demonstrates, unhesitatingly,

that the mind resides in the body and that it is the body

that necessarily follows a lira ar progression through time

and space. If, in that novel, the life of the body - by which

I mean, crudely, the passage from birth to death, Monday to

Tuesday, Ilighgate to Cheyne Walk - takes precedence of the

life of the mind that is because the mind has not come to

realize fully its potentiality to assimilate experience on



any level other than the sequential. Jignificantly, after
Ki&ht and Day, Mrs. ..oolf endows her characters with a

past: a pa3t as it is lived and as it is stored in the

mind. The novelist gives the life of the mind new emphasis

and new powers, and in so doing frees it of the need to

emulate the chronology of the body. This does not mean,

however, that she loses sight of the fact that without

the experiences of the body there would be nothing for the

mind to react to, nothing for it to record, to shape anew,

and to recall. On the contrary, for this very reason,

in none of her subsequent novels does Virginia Woolf

forsake the chronological sequence of external events and

circumstances as they happen in the present moment. It is

therefore wrong to assert, as David Daich.es does, that with

the completion of Night and Day "the chronological straight

line, accepted so far by Virginia «oolf from tradition, was

soon to be abandoned in favour of other techniques".''" i«lrs.

tVoolf abandons chronology as the only means by which to tell

a story; she does not abandon it altogether. Her achievement

is to work in linear and in circular motifs, that is to

say, to bring together the life of the body and the life of

the mind in a single work.

It is noteworthy, as it is curious, that the novelist

who achieves this duality should choose to create characters

lDeiches, op. cit., pp. 24-25.
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who, when they write, do not. In the novels of Virginia

„'oolf, writing is a masculine pursuit. And in en, as a

class in her world, neither recognize nor accept flux.

They seek to master it; they are less willing than women

to allow themselves to be consumed by it. Therefore, no

male character creates a work of art that "records the

atoms as they fall upon the mind". As practiced in these

books, literary art reflects both in its linear form and
in its historical, biographical, and critical content that

manly point of view which holds that life is a stable and

an ordered continuum. Mrs. »Voolf accepts neither this

incomplete and unrealistic concept of life nor its use as

either theme or structure for a work of art.

The masculine mind is a logical mind. It moves

from A to D to G. In To the Lighthouse, Mr. Hamsay

represents the quintessential masculine mind. He has advanced

in his philosophical research and in his writing as for as

Q (the alphabetical notation is his own). This is a

notable acbdmplishment. However, he sticks at Q. Of Q,

he is certain; but the meaning of R has yet to come to

him. R, of course, stands for himself. If he comes to terms

with R, then he might reach his ultimate goal, Z. Certainly,

in Part One of the novel, Mr. Ramsay understands neither

himself nor his relationship to his family. Therefore, Z

is a long way off.

Mr. Ramsay is a philosopher and a scholar of some



repute. According to Richard Delloway in The Voyage uut.

philosophers and scholars are "the people who pass the

torch, who keep the light by which we live" (TVO, p. 82).
As for himself, he is a politician, a public figure. When
he thinks of England, he naturally think3 of the masculine

conception of England - its "continuity":

A vision of English history, King following King,
Prime Minister Prime Minister and Law Law had come
over him while his wife spoke. He ran his mind
along the line of conservative policy, which went
steadily from Lord Salisbury to Alfred, and gradually
enclosed, as though it was a lasso that opened and
caught things, enormous chunks of the habitable
globe.

'It's taken a long time, but we've pretty nearly
done it,' he said; 'it remains to consolidate.'
(TVO, p. 53)

Upon his return to England, Richard emulates that continuity.

He consolidates a small part of his experience as an Empire

builder when he issues privately a journal of his trip.

The voyage itself followed no set itinerary - "The foreign

correspondents of The Times decided their route as much as

anything else" (TVO, p. 39). However, the re-telling in

words makes of the disordered events a logical and a linear

sequence. Richard moulds private experience and the flux

and the uncertainty of that experience along public lines.

But he has higher literary ambitions than this journal.

»Vhen he re-appears in Mrs, Dallowa.y. he has been

returned to Parliament. In this novel, he is a modified,
more sympathetic character who has been stripped of the

pretence and the bombast which, in The Voyage Out, msde him



somewhat risible. On the day of his wife's party, he

lunches with Lady Bruton, an aged grande dame who never

read poetry and who "had the reputation of being more

interested in politics than people; of talking like a man".

Lady Bruton is the antithesis to Clarissa Dalloway.

Nevertheless, Richard likes and admires her; he hopes

someday, whenever he could find the time, to write the

history of Lady Bruton*s military family. Such a book

would be neither creative nor artistic; it would be factual

It would conscientiously and consciously uphold, reinforce,

end adulate the masculine fabric of power and dominance.

Its form would be chronological and linear; its contents

the making of Lmpire. Richard Lalloway is temperamentally

well-suited to this task: "he liked being ruled by the

descendant of Horsa; he liked continuity; and the sense of

handing on the traditions of the pest" (ML, p. 177). In

this respect, he has not changed from his former self.

Hugh #Vhithread, a friend of the Lalloways and a

member of the Royal Household, completes the luncheon

party. lie i3 summoned there by Lady Bruton for the purpose

of drafting a letter to The Times on behalf of her pet

project - a plan for "emigrating young people of both sexes

lVirglnia Woolf, Lira. Lalloway (London: The Hogarth
Press, 1925), p. 160.
(In future, references to this edition will be made in the
text and will be signified by the notation, LD, followed by
the appropriate page number.)



born of respectable parents and setting them up with a fair

prospect of doing well in Canada" (hD, p. 164). Lady
Bruton has no aptitude for writing (she should have been a

general, a leader of men, Richard remarks to himself),
whereas Hugh possesses - "no one could doubt it - the art of

writing letters to The Times" (KD, p. 165). His masculine

intellect arranges "sentiments in alphabetical order of the

highest nobility" (MD, p. 167) and produces, in Lady Bruton'

opinion, a masterpiece.

If Lady Lruton cannot write, Ivliss La Trobe - that

other notable virago in Virginia woolf's fiction - con and

does. Hewn from rougher and more obvious stuff, she is

decidedly masculine in her appearance and in her attitude:

Outwardly she was swarthy, 3turdy, thick set; 3trode
about the fields in a smock frock; sometimes with a
cigarette in her mouth; often with a whip in her
hand; and used rather strong language - perhaps, then,
she wasn't altogether a lady? (BA, p. 72)

She is, in fact, a lesbian who has quajpelled with her actress
lover. As a consequence, she turns to drink for physical

and spiritual solace.

The form that Ivliss La Trobe's artistic vision takes

proves masculine as well. She writes a pageant history of

England which moves chronologically end laconically from

century to century, period to period. And although she

depicts neither war nor the services in her domestic pageant

(much to the annoyance of Colonel Iviayhew, since what is



history without the Army? he would like to know), she directs
her ploy in the manner of one of the stalwarts of masculine

England: "she hod the look of o commander pacing his
deck" (BA, p. 77). To underscore Miss La Trobe's

masculine aggressiveness and to brin^ her into line with

the other dominant males in her novels, Virginia A'oolf puts

a whip in her hand. It is a splendid touch. The whip

neatly parallels Richard Lalloway's metaphorical lasso end

both images accord with the masochistic intimations of

Lady Bruton's very name. Add to this arsenal two further

weapons and one gets a clear idea of the masculine character

and its relationship to life and to other people in the

fictional world of /irginia .Voolf; the weapons are Peter

.islsh's pocket knife which he opens and shuts continuously

in Mrs. Dalloway (Peter, it is said, was to have been a

writer and in the solitary confinement of his hotel room

in Bloom3bury on the night of Clarissa's party he still

envisions the joy of spending days on end cloistered in the
ti

Bodleian) and the arid scimitar of the male" - Mr. Ramsay -

"which smote mercilessly, again and again, demanding

sympathy" (TOL, p. 63).

The whip claims its victims, the most striking being

oeptimus ,<arren Cmith in Mrs. Lallowa.y. At his introduction,
he is marked as a sacrifice. "The world has raised its

whip; where will it descend?" the narrator asks (MD, p. 24).
On Septimus's back is the obvious reply.



Septimus, e poet, is one of the walking wounded,

one of the few young men of promise to survive the Great
„sr only to find that it was neither great nor good. He
had gone to the battlefields of Europe to save on England

"which consisted almost entirely of Shakespeare's plays

and Miss Isobel Pole in a green dress walking in a square"

(MD, pp. 130—131). what he had in fact saved was the

England represented by the motor car which halts traffic on

Bond Street and which blocks his way. Septimus had preserved

continuity, but at great personal sacrifice.

„hen he 3ees his officer and friend, Evans, killed

in action, Septimus feels nothing. Ear had taught him to

be indifferent to a loss even of that magnitude. However,

after congratulating himself upon his own survival, Septimus

panics:

lie could reason; he could read, Dante for example,
quite easily (ISSeptimus, do put down your book," said
Rezia, gently shutting the Inferno), he could add up
his bill; his brain was perfect; it must be the fault
of the world then - that he could not feel. (MD,
pp. 133-134)

War develops the man, but it destroys the woman in the man.

When he returns to England, poetry for him is dead;

it too has fallen victim to predatory male values:

Here he opened Shakespeare once more. That boy's
business of theintoxication of language - Antony and
Cleopatra - had shrivelled utterly. How uhakespeare
loathed humanity - the putting on of clothes, the getting
of children, the sordity of the mouth and the belly!
This was now revealed to Septimus; the message hidden in
the beauty of words. The secret signal which one



generation passes, under disguise, to the next is loathing,
hatred, despair. Dante the same. Aeschylus (translated;
the same. (MD, pp. 134-135)

The disorder within his own psyche between reason and

feeling projects disorder upon that which he once held most

dear. Unable to assimilate within the sphere of his own

experience cruelty and romance, masculinity and femininity,

he understandably fails to realize that the opposites of

beauty and sordity can and do co-exist in works of art.
In his shell-shocked state of mind, Septimus turns

for consolation not to the private vision of poetry but to

the public male institutions, the very symbols of the

continuity of the unpleasant which destroyed his love of

life. lie and his wife "went to the Tower together;

to the Victoria and Albert Museum; stood in the crowd to see

the King open Parliament" (MD, p. 135). However, he

feels nothing but an intense hatred for the system and for

human nature. lie numbers his doctors among the worst of

his peacetime enemies.

Dr. Holmes, for example, pushes Dhakespeare aside

and recommends a hobby; he also reminds his patient of

his masculine duty: "Didn't one owe perhaps a duty to one's

wife?" the good doctor unwisely intones (MD, p. 139).

Sir William Dradshew, who bears a marked grudge against ell

cultivated men because they make him acutely conscious of

his own ignorance and of his humble beginnings, wants to put



Septimus in one of his homes; he also points out that

"nobody lives for himself alone" (HD, p. 148). These two

ore the hunters. Collectively they represent human nature,

"the repulsive brute with the blood-red nostrils" (MD,

p. 140), which stalks its quarry remorselessly, applies the
rack 8nd thumbscrew, and drives the poet to throw himself

upon the railings.

Before he kills himself, ^eptimus creates a work

of art - a hat:

He began putting odd colours together - for though he
had no fingers, could not even do up a parcel, he had
a wonderful eye, and often he was right, sometimes
absurd, of course, but sometimes wonderfully right.
(MD, p. 216)

Of this, his final creation, he is well-pleased. For, it

represents the final glimmer of his femininity, his

intuitive creativity. (Sewing, the art of drawing thread

to a central point of significance, is associated throughout

Virginia woolf's fiction with women and with domesticity.)

Significantly, minutes before the brute comes to take him

away and after creating this work of art, he orders that

his drawings and writings, those products of an enforced

masculinity coming to terms with disintegration and madness,

be destroyed by his wife:

Diagrams, designs, little men and women brandishing
sticks for arms, with wings - were they? - on their
backs; circles traced round shillings and sixpences -
the suns and stars; zigzagging precipices with
mountaineers ascending roped together, exactly like
knives and forks; sea pieces with little faces
laughing out of what might perhaps be waves: the mop
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of the world. Burn then! he cried, how for his
writings; how the dead sing behind rhododendron
bushes; odes to Tine; conversations with Shakespeare;
Evans, Evans, Evans - his messages from the dead; do
not cut down trees; tell the Prime Minister, Universal
love: the meaning of the world. Burn them! he cried.
(BSD, p. 222)

Rezia, however, bundles them up and puts them aside. In

time, they and the hat - works of art diametrically opposed -

ere all that remain of her husband. Septimus never creates

an integrated work of art.

Masculine intelligence becomes egotistical if it

is not allied to feminine sensibility. Septimus is not

egotistical - his love of ordinary things sees to that

(MD, p. 106); but Charles Tansley is. In To the Lighthouse.

he is surly and uncouth, a fish out of water in the society

of the Ramsay's summer house party. Intellect he has - he

is, of course, writing his fellowship dissertation - but he

is sorely wanting in cultivation, family background, and fellow

feeling. To make up for what the others take for granted,

he challenges the very principles that would equalize him.

He wears his intellect es a shield. Mrs. Ramsay understands

his disintegrated personality and not without a little

sympathy observes him:

She could see how it was from his manner - he wanted to
assert himself and so it would always be with him
till he got^his Professorship or married his wife, and
so need notxalways saying, 'I - I - I.1 He was
thinking of himself and theimpression he was making,
as she could tell by the sound of his voice, and his
emphasis and his uneasiness. Success would be good
for him. (TOL, p. 165)



Mrs. Ramsay, perhaps too single-mindedly, thinks that

marriage cures all ills. Nevertheless, she is Virginia
Woolf' s spokesman here: an egotistical person lies not

recognized the contrasexual within him; therefore, marriage,

ij there is not sufficient self-knowledge (and in an

egotistical person there is never sufficient self-knowledge),
can lead by example to that recognition and consequently to

psychic integration. Lily Briscoe rov als late in the

novel that Tansley has married, received his fellowship,

and made a success of his public life. However, he is as

insufferable as before. Unfortur© tely, as in her prediction

for the future happiness of the Reyleys, Mrs. Ramsay proves

wrong. Marriage elone is not the answer. There must be en

answering echo v/ithin the person himself.

j<omen in Virginia Woolf's novels are never

egotistical. egotism is antithetical to their being,

uecause of this, women are adept at spotting egotism in

their male counterparts. Witness Mrs. Ramsay above.

The Years, Leggy Pargiter meets a young poet at her

Aunt Delia's party. The scene of their meeting is an

interlude; the portrait of the poet a thumb-nail sketch,

let, in its brevity, it contains a brilliant indictment

against the masculine values in art and in life. It is also

a sad reminder of the self-destructive nature of the

disintegrated personality:



L Pe£c'y.J had heard it all before, I, I, I - he
went on. It was like a vulture's beak pecking,
or a vacuum-cleaner sucking, or a telephone bell
ringing. I, I, I. but he couldn't help it,
not with that nerve-drawn egotist's face, she
thought, glancing at him. He could not free
himself, could not detach himself. lie was bound
on the wheel with tight iron hoops. he had to
expose, had to exhibit. but why let him? she
thought, as he vwent on talking. But what do I
care about his 'I, I, I'? Or his poetry? Let
me shake him off then, she said to herself, feeling
like a person 'whose blood has been sucked, leaving
all the nerve-centres pale. 3he paused. He
noted her lack of sympathy. he thought her stupid,
she supposed.

'I'm tired,' she apologized. 'I've been up
all night,' she explained. 'I'm a doctor - *

The fire went out of his face when she said
•I'. That's done it - now he'll go, she thought.
He can't be'you' - he must be *1'. She smiled.
For up he got and off he went. (Y, p. 389)

In A Room of One's Own, Virginia woolf writes that "poetry

ought to have a mother as well as a father"7 That is to

say, an integrated personality produces good work. Where

is the mother in the young man's relations to other people?

.(here would the mother be in his poenQs?
The <>avest Bernard recognizes the aaute need in

himself to maintain an androgynous balance between feelings

and reason. ,.ith the arrogance attendant upon his youth,

he conjures up a fictitious biography. naturally his

biographer praises his subject's androgyny:

1Virginia vVoolf, A Loom of One's Own (London: The
Hogarth Press, 1929), p. 155.
(In future, references to this edition will be made in the
text and will be signified by the notation, AROO, followed
by the appropriate page number.)



But 'joined to the sensibility of a woman* (I am here
quoting my own biographer) 'Bernard possessed the logical
sobriety of a man*. Now people who make a single
inrpression, and that, in the main, a good one (for there
se^s to be a virtue in simplicity), are those who
keep their equilibrium in mid-stream. . . . Underneath,
and, at the moment when I am most disparate, 1 em also
integrated. I sympathise effusively; I also sit like
a toad in a hole, receiving with perfect coldness
whatever comes. Very few of you who are now discussing
me have the double capacity to feel, to reason.*^

The real Bernard, however, is neither so finely nor so

consistently complete.

Bernard, when he is still a schoolboy, decides that
one day he will be a writer and that he will record his

impressions in a notebook:

,Vhen I am grown up I shall carry a notebook - a fat
book with many pages, methodically lettered. I shall
enter my phrases. Under B shall come 'Butterfly
powder'. If, in my novel, 1 describe the sun on the
window-sill, I shall look under B and find butterfly
powder. That will be useful. The tree 'shades the
window with green fingers'. That will be useful.
(rV, p. 38)

Like Hugh vv hi thread, he will organize emotions in strict

order of importance; like Mr. Ramsay, he will alphabetize

and therefore abstract human experience. Nothing will

come to him spontaneously; nothing will be allowed to

exist in and for itself. Everything will be made to serve

a purpose. In other words, androgynous in life, but not so

in ert.

1Virginia ,/oolf, The >taves (London: The Hogarth
Press, 1931), p. 82.
(In future, references to this edition will be made in the
text and will be signified by the notation, , followed by
the appropriate page number.)
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Bernard fulfills his youthful ambition: he becomes

a phrase-maker, "finding sequences everywhere" (.<, p. 144).
There is, however, one drawback to the fulfillment of this
ambition. As a writer, Bernard cannot bear solitude:

I need on audience. That is my downfall. That always
ruffles the edge of the final statement snd prevents it
from forming. I cannot seat myself in some sordid
eating-house and order the some glass day after day
and imbue myself entirely in one fluid - this life.
I moke my phrase and run off with it to some furnished
room where it will be lit by dozens of candles. I need
eyes on me to draw out these frills and furbelows. To
be myself (I note) I need the illumination of other
people*s eyes, and therefore cannot be entirely sure
what is my self. (W, p. 125)

His private self does not supplement his social self. He has

no inner resources. As a writer, therefore, he clings to

the outside of things. It is never said in the novel

whether Bernard is a good writer or not; on the evidence

which he himself delivers, he is probably not a good writer.

He is, when all is said and done, a materialist:

My book will certainly run to many volumes, embracing
every known variety of man and woman. I fill my
mind with whatever happens to be the contents of a
room or a railway carriage as one fills a fountain-
pen in an inkpot. I have a steady unquenchable
thirst. . . . The fact is that I have little aptitude
for reflection. I require the concrete in everything.
(»/, p. 73)

At the end of The .Vaves. Bernard confronts that inner

self - alone. He sums up his life by making a story - that

is to say, a work of art - of that life. Bvent follows

event, escapade escapade, and emotion emotion. However, the

design of logical sequences, which he had hitherto accepted



as being right, natural, and infallible, is shown to be e

sham design. It is an illusion to think that life, even

in a work of art, can be summed up logically and handed
whole and entire to another human being:

Let us again pretend that life is a solid substance,
shaped like a globe, which we turn about in our
fingers. Let us pretend that we con make out a
plain and logical story, so that when one matter
is despatched - love for instance - we go on, in
an orderly manner, to the next. (W, pp. 274-275)

In other words, the globe must emulate the halo and be like

a bubble with the potentiality and the necessity to merge

and to burst;

The crystal, the globe of life as one colls it,
far from being herd and cold to the touch, has
walls of thinnest air. If I press them all will
burst. (W, p. 280)

At first, Bernard remembers his youthful, more

confident, and egotistical self:

I went, swinging my stick, into a shop, and bought - not
that I love music - a picture of Beethoven in a silver
frame. Not that I love music, but because the whole
of life, its masters, its adventurers, then appeared
in long ranks of magnificent human beings behind me;
and I was the inheritor; I, the continuer; I, the

person miraculously appointed to carry it on. So,
swinging my stick, with my eyes filmed, not with pride,
but with humility rather, I walked down the street.
(Vi, p. 277)

Now, on the threshold of death, he questions that

rectilinear concept of life, and, as importantly, the power

of the male to stabilize by straight lines:

It is a trick of the mind - to put Kings on their
thrones, one following another, with crowns on their
heads. And we ourselves, walking six abreast, what do



we oppose, with this random flicker of light in us that
we call brain and feeling, how can we do battle against
this flood; what has permanence? (W, p. 248)

The cycle of day following day, month month, and year year

has superficial permanence; but it is a permanence over

which mortal man exercises no control:

Tuesday follows Monday; then come3 Wednesday ...
How fast the stream flows from January to December!
We are swept on by the torrent of things grown so
familiar that they cast no shadow. ,.e float, we
float ... (.<, p. 282)

Plumb the depths; examine the mind. There is chaos.

Inevitably, man must come to terms with his shadow. For

a public man that shadow is his private 3elf, his

subconscious, the female within him. Outwardly, then, the

virile organization of things is

a mistake, this extreme precision, thi3 orderly and
military progress; a convenience, a lie. There is
always deep below it, even when we arrive punctually
at the appointed time with our white waistcoats and
polite formalities, a rushing stream of broken dreams,
nursery rhymes, street cries, half-finished sentences,
and sights - the trees, willow trees, gardeners
sweeping, women writing - that rise ana sink even as
we hand a lady down to dinner. (W, pp. 279-280)

In confronting his shadow, Bernard takes a critical

attitude towards not only his concept of life but also his

literary achievements which were based upon that concept.

He has done with phrases; he lets his writer's notebook

fall to the floor:

he is dead, the man I called 'Bernard', the man who
kept a book in his pocket in which he made notes -

phrases for the moon, notes of features; how people
looked, turned, dropped their cigarette ends; under



B, butterfly powder, under D, ways of naming death.
(7/, pp. 318-319)

Ironically, at the very moment when he puts aside

masculine reason and objectivity and is ready to devote

himself to life and to spontaneous feelings, death

approaches. However, it is Bernard's triumph that he

faces death - the inevitable end of his story - alone and

without a pen in his hand.

The tragedy of the male, as presented by Virginia

'WooIf in this novel, is to know that the system he imposes

upon his life and his art is false, but that only by pursuing

that system 1 can he fulfill his misguided sense of manhood.

Bernard averts this tragedy when he recognizes the true

nature of his psyche and consequently of life itself; but

Louis, Bernard's counterpart in many ways, because he never

finds the contrasexual within himself is condemned to a

fruitless search for linear perfection.

Louis presents to the world a prosperous front.
a.

Like Bernard, he carries a wlking stick which becomes with

the whip and the knife an emblem of masculine confidence,

dominance, power, and swagger. "I beg you," Louis

entreats the world, "to notice my cane and my waistcoat"

(, p. 239). The cane represents to him his achievement:

the putting off of his unwanted Australian heritage and the

putting on of English respectability. however, the cane is

merely a rectilinear prop; in no way does it nullify the



insecurity within him. As Louis confides to himself:

"This is the arch and ironical manner in which I hope to

distract you from my shivering, my tender, and infinitely

young and unprotected soul" (*V, pp. 139-140). Deneath

the outward show, there quakes a man who seeks a continuity

more permanent than that provided by his walking-stick;

and yet he models that continuity on his crutch: "How

can I," Louis asks, "reduce these dazzling, these dancing

apparitions to one line capable of linking all in one?"

(W, p. 239) The answer given in the novel is that no

man - neither ordinary man nor artist - can. Life is

something other than the external linear progression the

male imagination perceives and depicts it to be. Life is

also flux. Reality, then, is the recognition and the

acceptance of that duality. Consequently, art, if it is

to give a just interpretation of life as it is felt and

experienced, must somehow communicate both the luminous

halo and the series of gig lamps. Significantly, no male

in the fictional world of Virginia tfoolf creates a literary

work of art that gives that just interpretation of life.

Exclusively masculine art, in all its forms,

Mrs. tfoolf finds distasteful. It follows that her ideal

work of visual art is not to be found in the Royal Academy,



that citadel of manly values on Piccadilly. In 1919,

she virulently attacks the Academy in a review of its

annual Summer Show. The article is, arguably, her most

brilliant and creative essay on art; it is, unquestionably,

her most angry and unpleasant. In it, she sounds the

death knell for the masculine concept of life as a fit

subject for visual art.

In Mrs. Woolf's opinion, the Royal Academicians err

because the content of their works is not justifiably

suggested by their medium - paint. Academicians are

idea men; they are literary painters. They brandish

their brushes like pens and produce manifestos by the

hundreds (one thousand six hundred and seventy-four to be

exact - Mrs. Woolf counted). They make, according to this

reviewer, very poor painters. They do not create form,

but photograph what they see. And what they see is

Smpire. The effect is overwhelming. A verirtable

kaleidoscope of powerful respectability unfolds before the

spectator's astonished eyes:

we look again at the Lord Chancellor and Mr. Balfour,
at the Lady B., at the Luke of P., at Mr. Lnnever of
the Pelmen Institute, at officers of ell descriptions,
architects, surgeons, peers, dentists, doctors, lawyers,
archbishops, roses, sundials, battlefields, fish and
Skye terriers.1

1/irginia .<oolf, "The Royal Academy," The Athenaeum,
No. 4660 (August 22, 1919), p. 776.
(This article is reprinted in Granite and Rainbow.)

In Three Guineas, Mrs. wooIf' gives a fuller and a less



But, if Empire is not suitable as a subject for literature,'
it is no more suitable as a subject for painting.

Academicians "overdo it".

In the public arena of Burlington House, Virginia

.joolf looks for feminine values, but finds none. For

example, there is a picture whose 3cene comes from Rudyard

Kipling. But Mr. Kipling, as she observes in A Room of

One's Own, doeo not have "a spark of the woman in him"

(AROO, p. 154). In other words, he is not androgynous.

And neither are academic painters. The atmosphere of the

Private 'View which marks the beginning of the season (in

1919 the first since the end of the war) is "charged with

manliness and womanliness", but they are two independent

currents. Therefore, Academy pictures make the spectator

acutely aware of his or her stereotyped sexual role: men

lead governments, while women sit at home awaiting their
return. Of what men and women hove in common, the Academy

hysterical impression of public life and public values as
they are seen from the point of view of a woman, that is to
say, as they are seen from the point of view of an outsider.
She lays before men "a crudely coloured photograph" of their
world - its clothes, symbols, and ceremonies; see Virginia ..oolf,
Three Guineas (London: The Hogarth Press, 1938), p. 34 et sea.

Hn "Mr. Bennett and Mrs. Brown", reprinted in The
Captain's Death Bed and other essa.y3 (London: The Hogarth
press, 1950), p. 97, Virginia yoolf writes that character,
not Empire, is the proper stuff of fiction:

"I believe that ell novels, that is to say, deal with
character, and that it i3 to express character - not
to preach doctrines, sing songs, or celebrate the glories
of the British Empire, that the form of the novels, so
clumsy, verbose, and undrsmatic, so rich, elastic, and
alive, has been evolved."



says nothing.

Virginia tfoolf scans the wall 3 for some measure of

humanity and fellow feeling, but in vain. A war (a
masculine contrivance) had been fought and won, but at an

appalling coot. The flower of English manhood either ley

sacrificed on the battlefields of Europe or impaled on the

railings like Geptimus »»arren Smith. And for what? Mrs.

Woolf demands to know. Hoom3 full of
, urchins, geese, and

delphiniums? "There must be well over ten thousand

delphiniums in the Royal Academy, and not one is other than

a perfect specimen," she harangues."*' Is that what is meant

by 1 continuity*? Even the "picture of the year", Sargent's

Gassed, cheapens rather than ennobles the human sacrifice.

Its message is wrong; and therefore its form, Virginia <ioolf

complains;

In order to emphasize his point that the soldiers
wearing bandages round their eyes cannot see, and
therefore claim our compassion, he makes one of them
raise his leg to the level of his elbow in order to
mount a step on inch or two above the ground. This
little piece of over-emphasis was the final scratch
of the surgeon's knife which is said to hurt more
than the whole operation.''

IWoolf, "The Royal Academy," p. 775.

2lbid., p. 776.
Robert Dell, -writing in The Nation. Vol. XXV, No. 6

(May 10, 1919), p. 166, also believes this picture to be
"a complete failure", but it fails for artistic rather than
humanitarian reasons;

"The painter has begun with a decorative conception
and proceeded to treat it realistically, with the
result that it is successful neither as a naturalist



Contrary to the catalogue legend for that year - "To
{or

give unto then beauty^oshes. Isaiah lxi. 3" -
Academicians do not give beauty for ashes, but Empire for

ashes. And that, given the holocaust that has Just

befallen civilization, is, according to Virginia Woolf,

a different matter entirely. The masculine virtues which

brought about that holocaust - "honour, patriotism,

chastity, wealth, success, importance, position, patronage,

power""1"- weigh heavily upon this spectator. She flees

reproduction of the horrors of war nor as a symbolical
representation. The composition shows no sense of
design and no imagination, and the picture is not even
well painted. Mr. Sargent has never been a great
artist, but he has been a brilliant and effective
painter; there is no sign of his former mastery of the
brush in this smooth painting."

bell's formalist critique offers a neat comparison to Mrs.
<.oolf's impressionist response to the subject of the picture.

however, Virginia Woolf justifies her reaction to
Academy pictures more openly and with less fuss in a
paragraph written some years later; there she observes that
"the Privete View of the Royal Academy is not an occasion for
passing aesthetic judgements". Academy pictures ore
propaganda, they are even complimentary to their public, but
they ore not to be considered as works of art. They
"inevitably recall the glories of our blood and state rather
than suggest reflections upon form in the abstract;" see
Virginia Woolf, Paragraph commencing "The Private View of
the Royal Academy ..." Nation and Athenaeum. Vol. XXV,
No. 6 (May 10, 1924), p. 176. she shares this opinion with
Roger Fry who calls this type of artistic endeavour
"illustration"; see Roger Fry, "The Royal Academy," The
Nation, Vol. VIII, No. 19 (February 4, 1911), p. 7C2.

It is perhaps no small irony that Vanessa Dell herself
studied between 1901-19Q4 at the Royal Academy Schools where
she came under the tutelage of Sargent for a time. That
she broke away from academic verisimilitude end glaze is
obvious to anyone who has ever locked at her work.

lWoolf, "The Royal Academy," p. 776.
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tn

the galleries in a panic and^s rage.
The ba3ic flaw in Virginia rfoolf's critique of

the 1919 Royal Academy Summer Show qua criticism steins

from her failure to either understand or comply with

academic intentions and aims - in other words, to take this

type of artistic endeavour on its own terms.1 As a

result, the vituperation rings hollow. For, who is to say,

least of all Virginia tfoolf, that art, especially under

public auspices such as these, does not - and indeed should

not - reflect public sentiment and frame of mind, be demotic

rather than iconoclastic, follow rather than lead? Mrs. rfoolf

is the prisoner of her rhetoric, the prisoner of her

impressionism, and, worst of all, the prisoner of her recently

articulated definition of life. Because academic art does

not conform to what she believes modern life to be, because

it does not give a feeling of the luminous halo that surrounds

the externals it depicts, she condemns it out of hand. Iier

article on the Royal Academy i3 not good criticism. For

once, she allows personal dislike for her subject to get the

better of her usual cool and fair judgement.

home years later, end in a more lighthearted and

lit is a failing that she shares with Clive Bell,
Supra,_chap, i, p. 36, and with the positivists, Supra,chap, iii, n. 1, p. 150. It should be mentioned, however,
that what is habit for Bell and the followers of F.R. Leavis
is not for Virginia ,/oolf. This article is the only
instance of its kind in her canon.
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calmer state of mind,1 Virginia rtoolf returns to the subject

of the Royal Academy and its aims. In Mrs. Dallowa.y, she

lThe Royal Academy Summer Show has always provided
fodder for bemused commentary. Oscar V.'ilde once wrote that
certain subjects, because of their very badness, inspire
critics to greater and more dizzying heights of fancy than
others. The Royal Academy, in his opinion, is one such
subject^ see Oscar .Vilde, "The Critic as Artist," Essays
by Oscar Wilde (London: Methuen and Co., 1950), p. 131.
Mrs. v/oolf's critique of the 1919 show is a case in point.
And so too is Jilly Cooper's witty account of the 1972
exhibition, an extract from which I quote below. Mrs. Cooper
exemplifies tilde's attitude and rivals - in a slightly more
scabrous way of course - Virginia t,oolf' s impressionist
technique. Once again, the subjects of academic art
command the most attention; and if some of these subjects
have necessarily changed with the dissolution of Empire, there
is still sufficient evidence to suggest that certain values
and appearances endure and re-appear with alarming regularity.
The art of Academy baiting, unlike its target, is not
fossilized. Listen to Mrs. Cooper as she carries - probably
unbeknownst to her - the torch passed on by filde and
Virginia vVoolf:

"There were the usual paintings, of course - men with
big feet sitting in gardens, smug industrialists bound
for boardroom walls, endless still live3 of fruit,
plump nudes with their legs apart, skinny society
ladies with their legs together.

"There was Laurie Lee, looking gloomy, as if he
didn't want to drink cider with anyone; Lord Goodman,
leering and wall-eyed, deer A.P. Herbert looking wryly
amused, and Princess Anne all teeth in a stetson - an
almost libellous cross between herself and Doublet.

"Some of the paintings were appallingly sentimental -
real syrup of figurative. But many of them were
marvellous. I loved ivilliam Roberts's Buddha-faced
women with their impossibly tight skirts.

"I most admired four pictures by Anthony Green, full
of dodgy-looking people (as though butter wouldn't
melt between their legs.) Chatto end Windus really
ought to commission Mr. Green to illustrate all Iris
Murdoch's novels.

"There were some incredibly soppy titles: 'Bridget
by Electric Light,' 'Iris in Stainless Steel,' and
'Jamais je ne pleure, et jamais je ne ris,' which was
a painting Ox a broody girl with a red nose, as though
she'd got raspberry jamais all over it.

"But I always love the way they say: 'Reclining Male



writes a satiric portrait in miniature of Sir harry, a

Royal Academician, Sir Harry is a practitioner - of sorts -

of what Mrs. woolf calls a "strange fish art";1 he is

therefore one of the "queer fish" (this is Peter Walsh's

phrase £MD, p, 118__7) in the atmosphere of Clarissa's

party. A few well-turned phrases crystallize the novelist's

attitude to Sir Harry's art and to masculine art in

general:

There was her old friend Sir Harry.
"Dear Sir Harry!" /~~Clarissa_7 said, going up to

the fine old fellow who had produced more bad pictures
than any other two Academicians in the whole of
St. John's Wood (they were always of cattle, standing
in sunset pools absorbing moisture, or signifying,
for he had a certain range of gesture, by the raising
of one foreleg and the toss of the antlers, "the
Approach of the Stranger" - all his activities, dining
out, racing, were founded on cattle standing absorbing
moisture in sunset pools).

"What are you laughing at?" she asked him. For
Willie Titcomb and Sir Ilarry and Herbert Ainsty were
all laughing. But no. Sir Harry could not tell
Clarissa balloway (much though he liked her; of her
type he thought her perfect, and threatened to paint
her) his stories of the music hell stage. He chaffed
her about her party. He missed his brandy. These
circles, he said, were above him. But he liked her;

Nude - Pencil and Wash.' It sounds just like a
shampoo and set.

"My best moment, however, came in the Vestibule near
Elizabeth Frink's spindly-legged bronzes. I was
enchanted to see two foreign journalists going into
raptures over a Royal Academy trolley carrying parcels
of catalogues. They were convinced the trolley was an
exhibit." See Jilly Cooper, "Jilly Cooper among the

Artists," The Sunday Times (April 30, 1372), p. 42.

lVirginia wooIf quoted by ^uentin Bell in Janet watts,
"bear Quentin, " The Guardian (June 14, 1972), p. 10.



respected her, in spite of her damnable, difficult,
upper-class refinement, which made it impossible to
ask Clarissa Dalloway to sit on his knee. (MD, pp. 263-
264)

what Cir harry docs in paint corresponds to what

the other males in Virginia ,/oolf• s novels do in words.

He depicts, by means of visual metaphor, continuity and
'home values'; by inference, his cattle are English cattle,

his sunset pools English sunset pools. In his art as in

his life, he preserves tradition, maintains the status quo.

ana perpetuates class distinction and sexual discrimination,

his world view and his artistic vision agree. Therefore,

beneath the carefully and succinctly observed, though

superficial social badinage - Sir.Harry'3 obvious lechery

and his robust sense of humour and Clarissa's evident

attraction to and her fondness for the painter as a

character, if not as an artist - Virginia Woolf makes a

serious point. To be asked to sit to Sir Harry is

tantamount to being asked to join his menagerie; it is an

invitation to imprisonment and to debasement - on a human

as well as en artistic level. Sir harry is a hunter, his

weapon a brush - yet another symbol of masculine threat.

His art, like all exclusively masculine art, menaces women.

In railing against the Royal Academy of 1919, Virginia

,voolf does not offer an alternative artistic standard, either

eternal or contemporary, against which to measure whet she

believes are the shortcomings of official art. In mrs.



Dallov/cy, the alternative to Sir Harry is Sir Joshua

Reynolds - ironically, the first president of the Royal
Academy. A painting by Sir Joshua, of a little girl with
a muff, hangs in the Dolloways's home. Significantly,
this portrait is introduced a few sentences before Sir

Harry and his bogus art. In no way, however, doe3 Virginia

Woolf link the two. Rather, the connection i3 subliminal,

though no less effective for being so. For, in the novels
of Virginia Woolf, if eighteenth-century pictures do not

represent the ideal works of art for the present age, they

represent the pursuit and the attainment of an ideal that

was suitable for that particular epoch. And this ideal

is more acceptable than the ideal of the nineteenth century

of which Sir Ilarry is a surviving practitioner. Why should

this be so?

Dloom3bury, in general, admires the eighteenth

century. They have whet Professor Quentin Bell calls a

"nostalgic affection" for the age. This attitude, he believes,
is readily explained,for the eighteenth century

was an interval between the wars of religion and of
nationalism, in which tensions between classes were
comparatively mild and for which, if one shares
Blocmsbury's delight in the cultivation of reason,
friendship and the more amiable pleasures, there is
much to be aoid.l

lQuentin Bell, Bloomsbury (London: Weidenfeld and
Hicolson, 1968), p. 88.



Glive Dell, for one, goes into fit3 of rapture

over the age, describing it as "adorable" and "charming".

The justification for his ecstasy is (to him) sound. The

eighteenth century represents the resurgence of the Greek

ideal: "extreme reasonableness ... sweetened by on

extraordinary sense of values".^" By sense of values,

Bell means urbanity, humour, end an instinctive aesthetic

sense. The eighteenth century is, accordingly, an age

of "high civility".

The eighteenth century represents to Virginia #»oolf

not so much the resurgence of a specific ideal, i.e. Greek,

as it does the coming into being and the establishment of

an ideal that would be distinctly English and that would

become intime a standard and a guideline for future ages.

The eighteenth century represents, in other words, the

emergence of an English antiquity. In The Years. Eleanor

Pargiter remarks upon the nature of this antiquity when she

pays her yearly visit to the Georgian mansion which belongs

to the mother-in-law of her brother, Morris:

She waited for a moment in the hall. Her eyes
dimmed after the glare of the road. Everything
seemed pale and frail and friendly. The rugs were
faded; the pictures were faded. Even the Admiral
in his cocked hat over the fireplace wore a curious
lock of faded urbanity. In Creece one was always
going back two thousand years. Here it was always
the eighteenth century. Like everything English,
she thought, laying down her umbrella on the refectory

Iciive Dell, Civilization (London: Chatto and .Vindus,
1928), p. 144.



table beside the china bowl, with dried rose leaves
in it, the past seemed near, domestic, friendly.
(Y, p. 210)

The key adjective is, of course, domestic.

In Virginia </oolf's novels, eighteenth-century

paintings perform several functions: they are interior

decoration, symbols for character and for class, historical

documents,and aesthetic works of art. I would like to

investigate the symbolic value of eighteenth-century

portraiture in these books.

It has been pointed out, and demonstrated, that one'

attitude to life determines the kind of work of art one is

likely to create. Two corollaries may be appended to that

inquiry* The first may be summarized as follows; one's

attitude to life determines the kind of work of art one is

likely to own.

The life of the eighteenth century, no less than

the life of every age, is composed of extremes - social

groups, for example. Quentin Bell might be right when

he soys that the tensions between classes were at low ebb

in the eighteenth century, for on the evidence of the

pictures from the age the classes would appear to hove kept

a respectful distance; on the one hand, there are elegant,

stately portraits by Gainsborough, Reynolds, and Romney; an

on the other, dramatic satires and rowdy, though eminently

didactic and moralistic slices of urban low life by Hogarth.

(Hogarth, it must be said, also painted group portraits of



the middle and upper classes in rural settings.) Therefore

future generations can, and in some ways must, choose the

image to represent their idea of their country's antiquity.

Significantly, the oftentimes unruly realism of Hogarth does

not decorate the milieux of Virginia w'oolf's novels, whereas

the refinement of Gainsborough, Reynolds, and Romney does.

The second corollary is this: one's attitude to

life determines the kind of work of art one is likely to

have created for one. The eighteenth century is the Age

of Reason; it i3 also the age of patronage.

The eighteenth century 3ees the rise of a class of

people, of neither royal nor aristocratic birth, who have

the wherewithal to acquire mimetic records of their persons

and their property. In ether words, eighteenth-century

art in England is, for the most port, bourgeois art - a

buyable and a saleable commodity. It is also narcissistic

art. That is to say, it reflects the image that one has

of oneself and the image that one wants others to have of

one. Thi3 does not mean, however, that the art is inferior

On the contrary, there is much to admire in the image. For

if English painting can be said to have a golden age, it is

the eighteenth century.

This must be due in no small measure to the

political and economic climate which fostered civilized

values. Reason, one of the narrators of I.:is3 La Trobe's

pageant, describes the atmosphere as follows*
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Time, leaning on his sickle, stands amazed. .Vhile
commerce from her Cornucopia pours the mingled tribute
of her different ores. In distant mines the savage
sweats; and from the reluctant earth the pointed pot
is shaped. At my behest, the ermed warrior lays his
shield aside; the heathen leaves the Alter steaming
with unholy sacrifice. The violet and the eglantine
over the riven earth their flowers entwine. No
longer fear3 the unwary wanderer the poisoned snake.
And in the helmet, yellow bees their honey make.
(DA, p. 147)

There is therefore a perceptible turning inwards in this

century. Art reflects this 3tate of mind and being.

for example, what may be called the truly English

genre - landscape - comes into its own. The influence of

7an Dyck end the preponderance of his italianate backgrounds,

derived in turn from Titian, have been assimilated. Artists

now go into the countryside where they paint from nature

rather than from the imagination. A home breeze ruffles

the leaves on the trees; feathery strokes dispel the ^turm

und Aran;- of foreign climes. If a storm rages, it is an

English storm; if thunder breaks, it is over English fields

of grain and not ever alien fields of bottle.

Peace abroad breeds security at home. Security
breeds prosperity. And prosperity spawns possessions and

the need, if one is sitting to one's portrait, to be, to

feel, and to show that one is part of one's environment and

at the seme time in command of that environment. A blade of

grass nestles beside the pillar that supports one; one's

dog sits at one's feet; one's family groups around one.

One wears no armour; one wears no classical garb. One has
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diocovered the world; it but remains to understand one's

self.

The eighteenth century is an age of feminine values.

For, with the abatement of manly strife, the arts arise. The

hand that once reached for tempered steel now reaches for

brush, pen, and bow. It follows that women, if not liberated,

at least play a positive role in this cultivated society.

Certainly, they ore noticed. The portraits of comely ladies,

which more than any other artefacts come to typify the epoch,

are unparalleled. Where else con one find women possessed

of such sweet expression: knowing eyes, winsome smiles, and

reasonable coyness? Where else can one find painters who

capture the civilized nature of an age in a glance, a turn

of the foot, a fleck of sea green? Gainsborough, Reynolds,

and Romney set the standard for artistic excellence; they

also set the standard for physical beauty - the image that

has become with the passing of time the stereotyped English

rose.

Clarissa Dallowoy is, as Sir Harry points out, a

type. More particularly, she is an eighteenth-century type.

In The Voyage Gut, this is how Virginia WooIf describes her;

Clarissa, indeed, was a fascinating spectacle. She
wore a white dress and a long glittering necklace.
What with her clothes, and her arch delicate face,
which showed exquisitely pink beneath hair turning
grey, she was astonishingly like an eighteenth-century
masterpiece - a Reynolds or a Romney. She mede helen
and the others look coarse and slovenly beside her.
Sitting lightly upright she seemed to be dealing with
the world as she chose; the enormous solid globe



spun round this way and that beneath her fingers.
(TVO, p. 47)

Clarissa's attitude to life, like her appearance, derives

from the eighteenth century. She is confident and

soignee, omniscient and elegant - the master of her fate

and the fate of others. She is, appropriately, the

wife of an Empire builder and a former member of Parliament.

Her world is therefore secure and well-ordered; there is

no uncertainty that her will cannot control. Accordingly,

the globe that 3he rules in this novel is solid and

opaque; it is the same globe, to use her husband's image,

that the continuous line of conservative policy - like a

lasso - has enclosed and conquered.

Clarissa's attitude to life and to her place in

that life is reflected in her attitude to painting.

Eighteenth-century portraits, for example, appeal to her -

for the obvious reasons. In "Mrs. Dalloway in Bond otreet",

a short story published in The Dial in 1923, she pauses

in front of hatchard's book shop:

What a duck, she thought, looking at the frontispiece
of some book of memoirs spread wide in the bow window,
Sir Joshua perhaps or Romney; arch, bright, demure;
the sort of girl - like her own Elizabeth - the only
real sort of girl.1

Like recognizes like. Moreover, like propagates like. The

eighteenth-century standard of beauty survives.

lVirginia Woolf, "Mrs. Dalloway in Bond Street,"
reprinted in Mrs. Ballowa.y's Party, A Short Story Sequence
(London: The Hogarth Press, 1973), p. 23.
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As Clarissa continues her morning constitutional in

this her second incarnation, she hurx^ies past shop after

shop, for

one must economise. She must go on past the picture
dealer's where one of the odd French pictures hung, as
if people had thrown confetti - pink and blue - for a
joke# If you had lived with pictures (and it's the
same with books and music) thought Clarissa, passing
the Aeolian Hall, you can't be taken in by a joke.1

True to type, Clarissa is out of patience with anything

that appears to be disordered; she likes everything,

including art, to be solid, secure, and well-glazed.

Furthermore, her derision of the new is representative of

the reaction of a certain armour-plated mentality to the

post-impressioni3t pictures brought to London by Roger Fry.

Clarissa Dalloway exemplifies the unaesthetic English race.

When she re-appears in a novel of her own,

Mrs. Dalloway's thoughts do not turn to pictures. She is too

immersed in the ebb and flow of her own experience to give

formal stasis even passing consideration. Outwardly, she

still conforms to type: she is "purely feminine; with that

extraordinary gift, that woman'3 gift, of making a world of

her own wherever she happened to be" (MD, p. 116); inwardly,

she is her anti-type - a mass of shivering uncertainty: "there

was in the depths of her heart an awful fear" (MD, p. 278).

The twentieth century has been infused into the eighteenth-

century woman.

llbid., p. 24.
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In The Years. Virginia Woolf repeats the symbols

of eighteenth-century iconography. Eleanor Fereiter iG

being shown to her room in Mrs. Chinnery*s house; with
her sister-in-low, Celia, she walks

down the broad passage, past the old yellow globe
which stood under the pleasant eighteenth-century
picture of all the little Ghinnerys in long drawers
and nankeen trousers standing round their father and
mother in the garden. (Y, p. 212)

The composite image of a portrait group surmounting a

globe - the characteristic eighteenth-century posture

would appear to be both upright and superior - symbolizes

a family-orientated society that is as sure of its

management of a subjugated, external environment as it is

of its management of its own self-made, internal

environment. It is also the case that without the

macrocosm the microcosm would not be possible. In other

words, the solid globe is the foundation of eighteenth-

century society. It is also the foundation, both literally

and figuratively, of eighteenth-century art.

But do these pictures - the portrait that

Clarissa Dalloway is said to be like and the portrait of

the Chinnerys - depict life as it is felt? Do they depict,
or if not depict,then at least intimate flux? The answer

to both of these questions is that, in the modern context

of the novels in which they appear, they do not. In each

novel, therefore, Virginia tfoolf sets up an alternative. In

The Voyage Out, the alternative is not another work of art,



but an idea for a work of art; in The Years, the alternative

is a work of art - the novel itself. It will be seen that

each alternative depends upon a concept of life different to,

but incorporated with that fostered by eighteenth-century art.

In The Voyage Out, the antithesis to the solid globe

of the Galloways is the streaky bubble of Terence hewet.

Terence is described by his friend, St. John Hirst,

as a young man with no personal continuity (TVO, p. 123).

This so-called liability is mirrored by the faintly amused

glance Terence casts at the whole idea of continuum: "What

a miracle the masculine conception of life is," he marvels

in the presence of Rachel Vinrace, "judges, civil servants,

army, navy, Houses of Parliament, lord mayors - what a

world we've made of it!" (TVO, p. 253) Unlike Ilirst,

Terence sees no circles round people's feet; people are

not prisoners of their types, he proclaims:

"I see a thing like a teetotum spinning in and out -
knocking into things - dashing from 3ide to side -

collecting numbers - more and more and more, till
the whole place is thick with them. Round and
round they go - out there, over the rim - out of
sight." (TVO, p. 124)

People are like bubbles:

"You can't see my bubble; I can't see yours; all
we see of each other is a speck, like the wick in
the middle of that flame. The flame goes about with
us everywhere; it's not ourselves exactly, but what
we feel; the world is short, of people mainly; all
kinds of people." (TVO, p. 125)

(This is, of course, the genesis of the image of the dot

surrounded by flames which comes to the fore in Right and
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Day.) Moreover, the inclination of the bubble is to merge

itself with another bubble:

"And supposing my bubble could run into some one
,else's bubble - "

"And they both burst?" put in hirst.
"Then - then - then — " pondered Hewet, as if to

himself, "it would be an e-nor-mous world," he said,
stretching his arms to their full width, as though
even 30 they could hardly clasp the billowy universe,
for when he was with Ilirst he always felt unusually
sanguine and vague. (TVO, p. 125)

The globe that Terence envisions, then, is on expanding,

translucent globe that is founded not on acquisition - the

mastering of another, but on love - the merging with another.

This idea of life is carried over into on idea for

a work of art. i'erence wants to write a novel about

silence, "the things people don't soy" (TVO, p. 262).

He explains his aims and his intentions to Rachel:

"What I want to do in writing novels is very much
what you want to do when you play the piano, I
expect," he began, turning and speaking over his
shoulder. "We want to find out what's behind things,
don't we? - Look at the lights down there," he
continued, "scattered about anyhow. Things 1 feel
come to me like lights. ... I want to combine
them. ... Have you ever seen fireworks that make
figures? ... I want to make figures." (TVO, p. 266)

To order and yet to preserve the variety of the sensation,

that is Terence's endeavour. (It is also Virginia Woolf's

endeavour, as articulated in "The Mark cn the Well" and in

"Modern Novels". One cannot but remark that her notions

about life and art are consistent from the very beginning

of her career. The Voyage Out is a seminal work.)

Unfortunately, while he possesses the right idea for a literary

%
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work of art, he does not put it into practice; or rather,
the novelist does not give him the opportunity to put it
into practice. Terence, like the other male writers in
Virginia Woolf's fictional world, never writes an integrated
book.

In The Years, the alternative to the way of life

portrayed in the portrait of the Chinnerys is Eleanor's
personal experience of life;

My life, she said to herself. That was odd, it
was the second time that evening that somebody had
talked about her life. And I haven't got one, she
thought. Oughtn't a life to be something you could
handle and produce? - a life of seventy odd years.
But I've only the present moment, she thought. here
she was alive, now, listening to the fox-trot. Then
she looked round. There was Morris; Rose; Edward
with his head thrown back talking to a man she did
not know. I'm the only person here, she thought,
who remembers how he sat on the edge of my bed that
night, crying - the night Kitty's engagement was
announced. Yes, things came back to her. A long
strip of life lay behind her. Edward crying, Mrs.
Levy talking; snow falling; a sunflower with a
crack in it; the yellow omnibus trotting along the
Bayswater Road. And I thought to myself, I'm the
youngest person in this omnibus; now I'm the
oldest. ... Millions of things came back to her.
Atoms danced apart and massed themselves. But how
did they compose what people called a life? She clenched
her hands and felt the hard little coins she was holding.
Perhaps there's "I" at the middle of it, she thought;
a knot; a centre; and again she saw herself sitting
at her table drawing on the blotting■rpaper, digging
little holes from which spokes radiated. uut and out
they went; thing followed thingj scene obliterated
scene. (Y, p. 395)

Eighteenth-century man stands on top of his globe;
modern men stands at the centre of his. Eighteenth-century
man masters life; modern men is absorbed in the flames.



Yet he too seeks to master his experience. Eleanor

pargiter, for example, wants to shape a globe:
She hollowed her hands in her lap, just as Rose had
hollowed hers round her ears. She held her hands
hollowed; she felt that she wonted to enclose the
present moment; to make it stay; to fill it fuller
and fuller, with the past, the present and the future,
until it shone, whole, bright, deep with understanding.
(Y, pp. 461-462)

But the modern globe does not form itself as it does in an

eighteenth-century painting:

It's useless, she thought, opening her hands. It
must drop. It must fall. (Y, p. 462)

Eleenor'3 participation in the novel ends, appropriately,

with a question.

It is dawn; the party is over; the guests are

dispersing. Eleanor turns to her brother, horris, and

asks, "End now?" (Y, p. 469) The future, the great

uncertainty, lies before her. The inevitable answer

to her question is this: she must submit her entire being

to that uncertainty. But Virginia woolf, knowing that

thdre is order and calm in the midst of chaos, insists

upon the final say:

The sun had risen, and the sky above the houses
wore an air of extraordinary beauty, simplicity
and peace. (Y, p. 469)

Therefore, modern life also pertekes of eighteenth-century

certainty, symbolized here by the dawn - a repetitive

phenomenon of nature.

An individual's life comprises, to use Eleanor's own



terms, "a long strip" as well a3 dancing atoms, order as well
as flux. Therefore, neither component by itself represents

experience. And since life is the only lit subject for

novels, the ideal novel must take this duality as its

subject. The Years, for example, is an ideal novel: the
narrative moveo chronologically from 1880 to 1937 while it

charts the progress of its characters' consciousnesses as

they freely 3hift perspective in time and in space,

Modern painting must also find an equivalent for

this duality. But it must do so visually; that is to

say, the nature of the art decrees that it portray life

not only as it is felt, but also as it is seen. /that, then,

ore the icons of the twentieth century, and how are they

to be conveyed by paint?

In Orlando, the heroine finds herself eventually

transported to the present day, October 11, 1923, of which

she has the following to soy:

There was something definite and distinct about the
age which reminded her of the eighteenth century,
except that there was a distraction, a desperation.
(0, p. 263)

The positive qualities of the century are to be found in

its interior decoration and in its paintings:
Curtains and covers hod been frizzled up and the
walls were bare so that new brilliantly coloured
pictures of real things like streets, umbrellas,
apples, were hung in frames, or painted upon the
wood. (0, pp. 207-268)1

Ifhis general change in interior decoration was
mirrored by a change in the interior decoration of Virginia
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There is an introspection in this century end its art

that corresponds to the introspection in the eighteenth

century and its art: a simplification which manifests
itself in a need to understand and to confirm one's

private world through the ordinary and therefore the
timeless things that constitute that level of reality.

But as Orlando also observes:

The very fabric of life now ... is magic. In
the eighteenth century, we knew how everything was
done; here I rise through the air: I listen
to voices in America; I see men flying - but how
it's done, I can't even begin to wonder. uO my
belief in magic returns. (0, p. 270)

,7here the eighteenth-century artist confidently transferred

visual data and sensation to his canvas, his twentieth-

century counterpart cannot. In this century, nothing is

to be taken for granted, not even appearance. hither one

accepts the magic, like Orlando, or one tries to find out

Stephen's own environment. ,«ith the death of Bir Leslie
Stephen in 1904, his children moved from the Victorian
stuffiness of Lyde Park Gate to the more liberated and
liberating purlieu of Bloomsbury. Vanessa Bell celebrated
the move in her decoration of the new rooms;

"her ideas of interior decoration had been very much
influenced by Charles and Katherine Parse, in whose
house she had admired big bore surfaces of white
distemper on which pictures could stand in bold, emphatic
isolation. It was part of a larger redirection in her
ideas about art, and she told Clive Bell that she had
succeeded in persuading Virginia that 'there was nothing
to be said' for that family idol, G.F. Watts. Watts
belonged to the dark Victorian past; the new generation
wonted air, simplicity and light. The move to Bloomsbury
was to be an escape from the past and ell its horrors;"

see duentin Bell, Virginia „oolf, /. Biography (2 vols.;
London: The Hogarth Press, 1972), I, p. 95.



how things are done by dissecting and re-creating what one

sees and feels. In her novels, Virginia tfoolf takes the

latter coarse; and the majority of contemporary painters
do likewise: hence the colours are new and they are

brilliant.1 In short, the modern artist advocates a

healthy scepticism. But this is not to imply that the

respect modern painters show their subjects is less profound
then the respect eighteenth-century painters showed their

subjects because it is allied to mimetic destruction, or,

if that phrase sounds too harsh, mimetic interpretation.
On the contrary, the goal remains constant in both centuries:

lone of the modern mysteries pointed out by Orlando,
flight, has inspired a number of painters. Two pictures come
Immediately to mind: liobert Eelaunay's brilliant liominage a
Bl^riot (Kunstmuseum, Basle), and Paul Nash's devastating
lotes t'eer (Tate Gallery, London). The first i3 a
celebration by means of incomparable colour harmonies of
the first flight across the English Channel (July 25, 1909)
by the celebrated French air pioneer, Louis Bl^riot. Jwirling
disco of colour, recognizable trademark of the school founded
by Delaunay - Orphism, gyrate as the propeller of the mono¬
plane must have gyrated, 3puttered, and twirled as, it followed
its trail-blazing course. If one learns nothing from this
picture about aeronautics, one experiences something perhaps
greater: the sheer joy of simulated flight. representation
is minimal; feeling i3 everything: hence new and vibrant
colours define a new experience. The Nash painting is, by
comparison, a more serious, more sombre endeavour. If
belaunay captures the ecstasy, the magic of flight, Nash
captures the agony, the hard reality of what, by 1940, had
become an acceptable, though misused, part of one's daily life.
Cerman aeroplanes^- bombers - lie ignominiously crumpled on a
3hore to which Bleriot was once triumphantly welcomed. The
picture is breathtaking because of the steely beauty and
nobility Kash bestows upon the i«/reckage of war: wave upon wave
of broken wings and fuselages wash under a tranquil, ever
watchful moon. Again, one learns nothing about how a plane
flies, but one feels in one's gut the fall from grace which
man's desire to be a godlike bird exacts.
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to find and to express stability and certainty amidst flux.

(One of the painters of the twentieth century who realizes,
in the terni3 Virginia noolf delineates, the successful

integration of the surety of much of eighteenth-century
content and the energy of modern technique is, of course,

Vanessa Bell."^)
The linkage of eighteenth and twentieth-century

values by V irginia .<00If in Orlando indicates that tlx ere is

an intervening age thet, in one way or another, needs to be

bypassed, even obliterated. This last is, in fact, the

case. It is significant that in Virginia ,,'oolf's novels

lAnother is Duncan Grant. /according to Alan
Clutton-Brock in his introduction to the catalogue of
Duncan Grant, A Aetrospective Exhibition at the Tate uallery,
London (12 Bay - 20 June 1959), Grant admired Chardin more
then any other paint.er of the eighteenth century. .Vhile a
student at uacques-Lmile Blanche's school in Paris, he lovingly
copied the Chardin3 in the Louvre. These pictures of
ordinary, everyday items so enthralled and influenced the
young British painter that one of hi3 own pictures from this
formative period, Jtill life on a table (1906) - reproduced
in the catalogue as Plate 2 - is hardly to be distinguished
from the work of his idol.

Virginia ,'Joolf mentions Chardin once, and that in
Jacob's Room when she records a scrap of conversation between
Jacob Flanders and Cruttendon, a painter. The scene is
Paris before the first .n'orld ,(Sr:

"I tell you, Flanders," said Cruttendon, "I'd as
soon have one of Ida11 inson' a little pictures as a
Chardin. And when 1 say that • . ."he squeezed
the tail of an emaciated tube ... "Chardin was a

great swell ... he sells 'em to pay his dinner
now. But wait till the dealers get hold of him.
A great swell - oh, a very great swell." (JK, pp. 2u6-207)

Very little can be read into this passage. Chardin was
obviously a name that Virginia Woolf heard her peers discuss
with much reverence and respect. For, in this context, to be
a swell is to be a first-class artist.



nineteenth-century pictures ore notable by their absence.

(Only one, the portrait of Lro. Abel Pargiter in ~'ne h&rs,

plays on important role. hut that picture is not important
because it is representative of the nineteenth century.

On the contrary, the picture is important because it is

representative of those pictures that become with the passage

of time silent pictures, that is to 3oy, pictures with

purely aesthetic as opposed to associative interest. To
this end, any picture from any age prior to contemporary
times would have served a3 well; see Chapter /I of this

thesis.) This can be explained (in part) if we look at

one school of nineteenth-century painting in England: the

school of classical escapism headed by _ir Laurence Alma-Iadema,

the doyen of Victorian Academicians."*"
After the hiatus of the eighteenth century, the

wheels of exploration and conquest began, inexorably, to

turn again. And, as the Empire swelled, so too did the

conqueror's opinion of himself. The privileged classes
k

were no longer content to see themselves as they appeared

Tit is impossible to discuss under a single umbrella
the vast network of Chinese boxes that go to make up Victorian
painting. vVhile one can readily differentiate the numerous
idioms of the period and its art: Gothic, romantic, classical,
and mythological, one finds it less easy to single out a
common denominator. Nonetheless, an opinion can be hazarded
that that which united the paintings of the era was, if not
an idiom, then a certain quality to the craftsmanship - high
finish (but even that is not universally applicable if one
thinks of Turner at one end of the century and Sickert at the
other), as well as certain qualities to the vision itself -
moral fervour, sentimentality, and materialism.
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in their own surroundings; they imagined that because their

feats abroad superficially resembled those of the ancient
Greeks and Romans their persons and their life style at

home did likewise. The Victorians, in looking at

themselves, looked outwards in space and backwards in time;
and Alma-Tadema made sure that they saw what they wanted

to see. In his anecdotal pictures, classical analogy

masquerades as contemporary reality.

Sir Laurence, when asked to explain why he produced

genre imitations of ancient Rome rather than scenes

derived from his own time replied:

You have the great question of modernity in Art,
which has been so much talked of, since Courbet began
to paint any low subject he came across, and Alfred
Stevens his advertisements for tie Parisian dress¬
makers ... These two pre-eminent apostl es of the
hollow notion that you must point your own time, have,
in reality, never tried to give U3 any feeling of our
own tirne.l

And this he, the self-appointed social historian and

chronicler of Victorian affluence and power, supposedly did

in archaeological scenes of languid women and crusading

warriors told in warm iiediterranean hues and embellished

with a plethora of minute, material detail designed to regale

the spectator's eye as it fed his vanity. To reinforce

his visual image, Alma-Tademe often affixed titles, ouch as

The Year 's at the Spring . . . All's Rl^ht with the world .

lfario Amaya, "The painter who inspired Hollywood,"
The Sunday Times hagazino (February 18, 1908), p. 36.



which match in absurdity the image they accompany, but

which were intended to reassure the public that indeed all

was well and that their'o was the best of all possible

worlds. whether one agrees with the message nowadays is

of little importance. what matters is the fact that the

message in this, as in other academic pictures of its

type, is integral to the expression and to the understanding
of the concept which, in simple terms, is a feeling of

life, and more specifically, a feeling of a particular
kind of life - umpire. Therein lies the problem: neither

the message nor the feeling is universal. Hence Sirs. .Voolf

ignores, in her novels, this phase of British painting. On

evidence, the art of the nineteenth century has nothing to

say to her,"*" whereas the art of the eighteenth century

does.

The eighteenth-century paintings that adorn the

world of Virginia Woelf neither intimate nor imitate flux;

they incarnate order, and they exude confidence amidst a

hiQ for Virginia Woolf's personal reaction to nine¬
teenth-century pictures, it would appear that by 1921 she
had ceased to regard them as serious works of art. On an
electioneering visit to Manchester with her husband in March
of that year, she visited the .art Gallery. If the city
depressed her and its socialist academics led her to despair
[_ see Bell, Virginia ■■ooIf, II, p. 11 T % the story-telling
pictures by Ford Lladox Brown, Holmen Hunt, and G.F. watts
gave, if nothing else, comic relief to what proved to be
her last electoral outing. She wrote a letter to Vanessa
Bell recounting her morning's adventure. This letter is
now in the Berg Collection, New York Public Library.



flux thst is now a matter for historical rather than aesthetic

conjecture. These pictures capture people midway between

acquisition end the greed for more. They therefore epitomize

reflection. It is significant that English landscape

painting should come to maturity in this age,"*" for the land,

unlike pseudo-antiquarian trappings, is an eternal value, as

the villagers chant in the eighteenth-century chorus of

Miss La Trobe's pageant:

Digging and delving ... for the earth is always
the same, summer and winter and spring; and spring
and winter again; ploughing and sowing; eating and
growing; time passes. . • . (BA, p. 148)

Digging and delving (they sang), hedging and
ditching, we pass. ... Summer and winter, autumn
and spring return ... All passes but we, all
changes ... but we remain forever the same ...

Palaces tumble down, Babylon, Ninevah, Troy ...
And Caesar's great house ... all fallen they lie
... Where the plover nests was the arch. ...

through which the Romans trod ... Digging and
delving we break with the share of the plough the
clod . . • Where Clytemnestra watched for her Lord
... saw the beacons blaze on the hills ... we
see only the clod ... Digging and delving we pass.
... and the ^ueen and the watch Tower fall ...
for Agamemnon has ridden away. ... Clytemnestra is
nothing but. ... (BA, p. 164)

The first step, then, towards the ideal in art is

taken when the artist, be he writer or painter, recognizes

the universal and the enduring in the particular and the

1Virginia y/oolf herself had a penchant for English
landscape painting, believing as she did that of all
nationalities the English have the best understanding of that
genre; see unpublished letter from Virginia .Voolf to
Vanessa Bell, July 16, 1918 (in the Berg Collection, New
Yprk Public Library)•



transitory, 1'he fulfilment of the ideal comes when he

realizes this duality in a work of art. '..orks of art

conceived with such standards in mind live; and in passing

the test of time, they transcend time.



CHAPTEK IV

THE IDEAL

Virginia Woolf believes that an artist's attitude to

life determines the kind of work of art he is likely to

create. for example, if one conceives life as being

composed of moments of uncertainty complemented by moments

of security, then one is likely to conceive a work of art

that mirrors that duality. Doth Mrs. .Voolf and her

fictional counterpart, Lily Briscoe, pattern their

respective works of art - a novel and a painting - on this

idea. Both make ideal works of art because both fulfil

the artist's duty which is to preserve the flavour of

experience at the same time he orders thet experience.

What does a painter like Lily Briscoe see when she

looks et nature?

First, the pul3e of colour flooded the bay with
blue, and the heart expanded with it and the body
swam, only the next instant to be checked and
chilled by the (prickly blackness on the ruffled
waves. Then, up behind the great black rock,
almost every evening spurted irregularly, so that
one had to watch for it and it was a delight when
it came, a fountain of white water; and then, while
one waited for that, one watched, on the pole
semicircular beach, wave after wave shedding again
and again smoothly a film of mother-of-pearl.
(TOL, p. 36)



several interesting points emerge from Lily's response to

noture.

Colour immediately attracts the artist's attention.

Furthermore, colour's appeal is physical; it therefore

elicits a spontaneous emotional reflex. Lily

participates, albeit from a safe distance.

Nature is unpredictable: the fountain spouts

unsystemstically; nature is also predictable: the waves

repeat their rise and fall. In flux, there is order.

Lily watches this phenomenon.

Nature is composed of complementary values: blue is

checked by block, black by white. Or, to put it another

wey, movement and brilliance (blue and white water) are

completed by stability and sobriety (black rock), and

vice-versa. Accordingly, nature promotes complementary

responses: involvement and observation.

In this 3sme scene, the mind of Lily seek3 a

correlative to the primary experience of her body. her

intellect seeks a rational order perceptible to her eyes

that is equivalent to but different from motive repetition:

then, with a natural instinct to complete_the picture,
after this swift movement, both of them /_ Lily is
accompanied by yilliam Bankes_7 looked at the dunes
far away, and instead of merriment felt come over
them some sadness - because the thing was completed
partly, and portly because distant views seem to
outlast by a million years (Lily thought) the gazer and
to be communing already with a sky which beholds an
earth entirely at rest. (TOL, pp. 36-37)



Jar til completes water; stasis completes variety and

changeability; sadness completes joy and excitement.

Shortly afterwards, Lily discovers that the appearance

and the quality of human circumstances and events correspond

to the appearance and the quality of non-human circumstances

and events. She perceives

as she saw Mr. Ramsay bearing down and retreating,
and Mrs. Ramsay sitting with dames in the window
and the cloud moving and the tree bending, how life,
from being made up of little separate incidents
which one lived one by one, became curled and whole
like a wave which bore one up with it and threw
one down with it, there, with a dash on the beach.
(TOL, P. 7C)

Life is a string of consecutive, if apparently unconnected,

happenings that come together when, in an occasional moment

of vision, they are seen to curve inwards. Significantly,

the image accorded to the process by which the mind filters

and orders sensation is an active and a visual image derived

from nature. But life, like the wave and its other

representative - the globe, is not static; it continually

breaks and is re-made. Therefore, the mind of the woman

stabilizes experience as she preserves the flavour of that

experience.

The life within reflects the life without. How then

does Lily transmute life to her canvas? She holds a mirror

to nature and to herself, and models the form of her painting

on what 3he sees and what she feels:

She saw the colour burning on a framework of ateel;
the light of a butterfly's wing lying upon the
arches of a cathedral. (TOL, p. 78)



In art, B3 in life, colour takes precedence; in art, as
in life, there is order beneath flux.

I would like to suggest, however, that the

picture as it is conceptualized and executed in Part One
of the novel is not an ideal work of art. Let us examine

why, with a form so sensitively devised end so admirably
founded on the duality of life itself, the picture is not

perfect.

Lily uriscoe is a post-impressionist. her attitude,

therefore, is much the same as the attitude of uoger Pry.

For example, when ..illiam bankes asks the artist what she

intends to make of the domestic scene before her easel, she

replies:

A light here required a shadow there. ... It
was a question, she remembered, how to connect this
mass on the right hand with that on the left. She
might do it by bringing the line of the branch across
so; or breek the vacancy of the foreground by an
object (ilomes perhaps) so. but the danger was that
by doing that the unity of the whole might be broken.
(TOL, pp. 85 & 86)

As for himself, Bankes had never considered a painting in

these scientific terms before. He relies instead upon the

associative emotions of life to be his guide;

The truth was that all his prejudices were on the
other side, he explained. The largest picture in
his drawing-room, which painters had praised, and
valued at a higher price then he had given for it,
was of the cherry trees in blossom on the banks of
the hennet. he Had spent his honeymoon on the
banks of the Kennet, he said. (TOL, p. 85)

his appreciation of the landscape is sentimental; he
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feels the human presence in the non-human scene. Lily's

appreciation of Mrs. Ramsay and James who pose in the
window is, by way of contrast, not sentimental - it is

scientific; she perceives the abstract in the human. This
is one of the problems with her scheme: for all that it

interprets its subject matter - people - as aesthetic

forms, it does not return a feeling for these forms as people.

Lily has yet to attain the hallmark of the true artist:

reciprocity between perception of the abstract in the human

and emotion for the human in the abstract. In other words,

she must learn to develop the latter faculty; one way to do
so is to associate like William.

In Part One of To the Lighthouse. Lily Briscoe

thinks rather than feels her design. Her art is an art of

contemplation and of pre-meditation; an art of the mind

end of the intellect. For example, three times at supper

she reminds herself of her picture; three times she

reminds herself of what must be done to improve the logic
of the painting's form:

She remembered, all of a sudden as if she had
a treasure, that she too had her work. In a flash
she saw her picture, and thought, Yes, I shall put
the tree further in the middle; then I shall avoid
that awkward 3pace. That's what I shall do. That's
what has been puzzling me. She took up the salt
cellar and put it down again on a flower in the pattern
in the table-cloth, so as to remind herself to move the
tree. (TGL, pp. 132-133)

There's the sprig on the table-cloth; there's my
painting; I must move the tree to the middle; that
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matters - nothing else. Could she hold fast to
that, she asked herself, end not lose her temper, and
not argue; and if she wanted a little revenge take
it by laughing at [_ Charles Tensley_/? (TOL, p. 135)

She hod done the usual trick - been nice. She would
never know / Tansley__7« he would never know her.
human relations were all like that, she thought, and
the worst (if it had not been for i.-r. Bankes) were
between men and women. Inevitably these were
extremely insincere. Then her eye caught the salt
cellar, which she had placed there to remind her,
and she remembered that next morning she would move
the tree further towards the middle, and her spirits
rose so high at the thought of painting to-morrow

that she laughed out loud at what Mr. Tansley was
3aying. Let him talk all night if he liked.
(TOL, p. 144)

As will be obvious from the quotations above,

Lily's scheme i3 not purely aesthetic. It serves as a

personal defence against life rather than as a universal

confirmation of life; more particularly, it serves as a

defence against men like Charles Tansley who sneer and

point a finger, saying "„omen can't write, women can't

paint" (TOL, p. 78). (Even Mrs. Ramsay, the object of

Lily's veneration and the recipient of her artistic tribute,

takes a dim view of that endeavour: "one could not take

her painting very seriously" /~TOL, p. 31_7«) Therefore,
in asserting her masculinity, that is to say, in consciously-

working out the logical framework of her painting, she
intends to prove to Tensley end to herself that women

possess reason and that they are just as capable of producing
a wofck of art as men. The type of visual work cf art

that Lily envisions, then, resembles the literary efforts of
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Virginia woolf's male characters. It fails for the same
reasons.

The price a woman pays for becoming like a man id

psychic disintegration. For the moving of the salt cellar
indicates an unwillingness oxi the part of Lily to exorcise

the prerogative of her sex - spontaneity. As a result,
her physical reaction to colour in nature finds no parallel
in her reaction to Tansley: her heart dees not go out. to him.

On the contrary, a fluttering web of feminine flattery that

is as dishonest as it is forced and unnatural overlays her

logical faculty and prevents it from being communicated.

There is therefore a discrepancy between this human

dishonesty and the artistic honesty upon which she prides

herself:
not

She would^have considered it honest to tamper
with the bright violet and the storing white, since
she saw them like that, fashionable though it was,
since Mr. Paunceforte's visit, to see everything pale,
elegant, semi-transparent. (TOL, p. 34)

The surface values of life (human intercourse) and the

surface values of art (colour) do not correspond.

Nor is Lily's spontaneous reaction to colour in nature

carried over onto her canvas where, by rights, it should be

paralleled by a similar spontaneous reaction to the form

itself. Instead nothing in the design must be left to chance.

If mental observation has been transposed to canvas, then

physical involvement has not. hence the ideal work of art

is an unrealized ideal at the end ox Part One because in life
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and subsequently in art Lily's mind, heart, and body ore not

united.

In Part One, Lily Briscoe ploys the militant

formalist, "subduing all her impressions as a woman

to something much more general" (TOL, p. 86). however, it

is not by this means that her pointing finds its ultimate

expression. The events of a ten year interval necessitate

a stunning reversal.

In Port Three, Lily's aesthetic concept survives

intact. The picture's surface, its visible intention,

remains unchanged:

heaven be praised for it, the problem of space
remained, she thought, taking up her brush again.
It glared at her. The whole moss of the picture
was poised upon that weight. Beautiful sand bright it
should be on the surface, feathery and evanescent, one
colour melting into another like the colours on a
butterfly's wing; but beneath the fabric must be
clamped together with bolts of iron. It was to be a
thing you could ruffle with your breath; and a thing
you could not dislodge with a team of horses. (TOL, p. 264)

But the vision has been humanized. Instead of masses

which need manipulating, Lily sees people who need ordering.

More importantly, she comes to realize that she herself

needs integration. Therefore, the emotions of life play

a significant role in her vision at the close of the novel.

In short, she experiences those selfsame associative

emotions which were anathema to her former, doctrinaire

formalist self. Bach brushstroke is charged with memory -

"as she dipped into the blue paint, she dipped into the past "

(TOL, p. 265); each brushstroke, therefore, bears a
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artist.

The revelation, however, doe3 not come easily.
The difficulty for Lily in Part Three stems from the

hyperactivity of her physical sensations. In other words,
disinterested intelligence has given way to the other

extreme: subjective involvement and the actual creation of
a work of art:

All that in idea seemed simple became in practice
immediately complex; as the waves shape themselves
symmetrically from the cliff top, but to the
swimmer among them are divided by steep gulfs,
and foaming crests. Still the risk must be run;
the mark made.

With a curious physical sensation, as if she were
urged forward and at the same tine must hold herself
back, she made her first quick decisive stroke. The
brush descended. It flickered brown over the white
canvas; it left a running mark. A second time she
did it - a third time. And so pausing and so
flickering, she attained a dancing rhythmical
movement, as if the pauses were one part of the rhythm
and the strokes another, and all were related; and so,
lightly and swiftly pausing, striking, she scored her
canvas with brown running nervous lines which had no
sooner settled there than they enclosed (she felt it
looming out at her) a space. Down in the hollow of
one wave she saw the next wave towering higher above
her. For what could be more formidable than that
space? (TOL, p. 244)

As memory bombards her from every angle, Lily finds

it increasingly difficult to cope,on the one land,with her
physical sense of agony a,t the loss of mrs. Hamsay as a woman

and as a model,esdton the other; with her need to incorporate
that agony - that human emotion - in the rational - aesthetic

scheme of her pictures



For how could one express in words these emotions
of the body? express that emptiness there? (She
was looking at the drawing-room 3teps; they looked
extraordinarily empty). It was one's body feeling,
not one's mind. The physical sensations that went
with the bore look of the steps had become suddenly
extremely unpleasant. To want and not to have,-sent
all up her body a hardness, a hollowness, a strain.
And then to want and not to have - to want and want -

how that wrung the heart, and wrung it again and
again! Oh Mrs. Ramsay! she called out silently,
to that essence which sat by the boat, that abstract
one mode of her, that woman in grey, as if to abuse
her for having gone, and then having gone, come back
again. It had seemed so safe, thinking of her.
Ghost, air, nothingness, a thing you could play with
easily and safely at any time of day or night, she
had been that, and then suddenly she put her hand
out and wrung the heart thus. Suddenly, the empty
drawing-room steps, the frill of the chair inside,
the puppy tumbling on the terrace, the whole wave and
whisper of the garden became like curves and arabesques
flourishing round a centre of complete emptiness.
(TGI, pp. 274-275)

The problem for the woman as well as the artist is how to

comprehend that emptiness which, in the terms laid down

in Right and Day, is the dot fringed with flames. The

emptiness is reality; all that surrounds it is illusion:

What was the problem then? She must get hold of
something that evaded her. It evaded her when she
thought of Mrs. Ramsay; it evaded her now when 3he
thought of her picture. Phrases came. Visions came.
Beautiful pictures. Beautiful phrases. But what
she wished to get hold of was that very jar on the
nerves, the thing itself before it has been made
anything. Get that and start afresh; get that and
sta~rt afresh; she said desperately, pitching herself
firmly egain before her easel. (TOL, pp. 296-297)

But is determination - will power— sufficient to understand

that which is no longer either human or aesthetic but

universal?

To know on object as it in itself really is is, as



we have seen, a Bloomsbury obsession. The fictional Lily
Briscoe, no less than her real-life counterpart - Vanessa

Bell, seeks "the thing itself before it has been made
anything". But Virginia „roolf demonstrates in this novel
just how difficult it can be to grasp "the very jar on the
nerves". In Part One, Lily believes that her aesthetic

plan can be calculated in advance and then be transferred

to canvas as if it were programmed by computer; in Part

Three, the artist finds that when she stands in front of
her easel pre-meditation goes by the board - in other words,

she must open herself to chance and to the realization that

some tilings are outwitli her control:

But one got nothing by soliciting urgently. One got
only a glare in the eye from looking at the line of
the wall, or from thinking - she were a grey hat.
She was astonishingly beautiful. Let it come, she
thought, if it will come. For there are moments
when one can neither think nor feel. And. if one can
neither think nor feel, she thought, where is one?
(TOL, p. 297)

In a muddle, Lily sits on the grass. Somehow her capacity

to think end her capacity to feel from being separate must

be brought together. For neither alone can solve the

problem.

The events that lead to the integration of personality
and to the fulfilment of artistic vision happen in rapid

succession. ^n accident of life precipitates the first

revelation^ someone, an unnamed someone, enters the

drawing-room and sits in Lrs. hamsay's former place:
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Suddenly the window at which she was looking was
whitened by some light stuff behind it. At last
then somebody had come into the drawing-room; somebody
was sitting in the chair. For Heaven s sake, she
prayed, let them sit still there and not come floundering
out to talk to her. Mercifully, whoever it was stayed
still inside; had settled by some stroke of luck so as
to throw an odd-shaped triangular shadow over the step.
It altered the composition of the picture a little.
It wa3 interesting. It might be useful. her mood was
coming back to her. One must keep on looking without
for a second relaxing the intensity of the emotion, the
determination not to be put off, not to be bamboozled.
One must hold the scene - so - in a vice and let nothing
come in and spoil it. One wanted, she thought, dipping
her brush deliberately, to be on a level with ordinary
experience, to feel simply that's a chair, that's a
table, and yet at the same time, It's a miracle, it's
an ecstasy. The problem might be solved after all.
(TOL, pp. 309-310)

Lily's new-found willingness to accept an alteration

to her formal composition strikes the reader immediately,

no less because it is her intellect that accepts it. But

in accepting "the odd-shaped triangular shadow" the

intellect, as of old, seeks to master it. Lily's masculinity

reasserts itself: the accident "might be useful". (This

looks ahead to Bernard and his notebook of useful phrases ana

sensations.) To this end - the mastering of spontaneous

phenomena - the determination and the deliberateness of the

artist indicate a set of formal values which when perceived

elicit an emotion of the mind, that is to say, an aesthetic

emotion. The labels that Virginia .Voolf includes in this

passage are therefore particularly telling, for the terms

"chair" and "ecstasy" derive directly from Clive Bell.

Of a pictorial choir, Bell has this to say:



The emotion that the artist felt in his moment of
inspiration he did not feel for objects seen as
means, but as objects seen as pure forms - that is,
as ends in themselves. He did not feel emotion for
a chair as a means to physical well-being, nor as an
object associated with the intimate life of a family,
nor as the place where someone sat saying things
unforgettable, nor yet as a thing bound to the lives
of hundreds of men and women, dead or alive, by a
hundred subtle ties; doubtless en artist does often
feel emotions such as these for the things he sees,
but in the moment of aesthetic vision he sees objects,
not as means shrouded in associations, but as pure
forms. It is for, or at any rate through, pure form
that he feels his inspired emotion.l

At this stage of her vision, then, Lily perceives just

such a pure form. And the ecstasy which 3he also feels

that significant form to be is synonymous with Clive Bell's

inspired emotion - an indefinable, jubilant state of mind

whose spiritual intensity i3 aroused by lines and colours

and only by lines and colours. The figurative vice sees

to it that human associations do not contaminate the

abstract reality.

On the aesthetic level, then, the solution to

Lily's problem would appear to be relatively straightforward

aesthetic perception followed by aesthetic emotion leads to

artistic creation. But it is not enough to want to feel

intellectually on a par with ordinary experience; the use

of the conditional - "The problem might be solved after all"

bears this out. Somehow the artist's physical being must

also undergo that which she wants in order to prove the

lClive Bell, Art (London: Ghatto and «indus, 1914),
p. 52.



validity of her hypothesis. Therefore, if an accident

brought about a revealing moment of stability, a second
accident brings about an equally revealing moment of

instability. For life, Lily discovers, is not controllable.

From being a master of life, she becomes a victim of life:

Ah, but what had happened? Some wave of white
went over the window pane. The air must have
stirred some flounce in the room. Her heart
leaped at her and seized her and tortured her.
(TOL, p. 310)

Lily's heart becomes engaged in the way in which it

became engaged when she looked out to sea in Part One - that

is to say, involuntarily. Furthermore, with the racing

of her pulse, her body becomes re-activated by end with

associations:

"Mrs. Ramsay! Mrs. Ramsay!" she cried, feeling
the old horror come hack - to want and want and not
to have. Gould she inflict that still? (TOL, p. 310)

Her heart and body galvanized, Lily's mind once again

intervenes. This time, however, the purpose of the

intervention, as it was ten years previously when she

turned to the dunes in the far-off distance, is to complement

rather than to master spontaneity. In the following

fragment, the "that" to which the artist refers is her

particular anguish, the other side of ecstasy; for Virginia

itoolf, unlike Glive Dell, does not conceive ecstasy as an

exclusively pleasurable sensation. And the ordinary

experience of which that manic sensation becomes a part

is universal calm; for to be ordinary in Mrs. „oolf's



parlance is to be universal:
And then, quietly, as if she refrained, that too
became port of ordinary experience, was on a level
with the chair, with the table. Mrs. itemsay - it
was part of her perfect goodness to Lily - sat there
quite simply, in the chair, flicked her needles to and
fro, knitted her reddish-brown stocking, cast her
shadow on the step. There she sat. (TOL, pp. 309-
310)

There emerges from this three-stage pattern of alternating

stability and flux a multiple realization.
On one level, Lily discovers an important connection

between her aesthetic end her human emotions: both emotions

ere composed of dual properties; both emotions are

contracted for things that are themselves composed of dual

properties. For example, Lily's feeling for Mrs. Ramsay

is objective and subjective, aesthetic end human, joyous and

agonizing; while the object of that feeling is herself a

significant form and a human being, a woman unto herself

end a woman whose shadow symbolizes the illusions - the

associations - that accrue around that still and that central

core. Furthermore, the circumstances thet produce aesthetic

emotion also produce human emotion, and vice-versa.

The equation of aesthetic end human emotion and the

equivalence of abstract with representative forms (the

chair in the above sequence is not just a pure form, it is

also the place where the unforgettable Mrs. Ramsay sat)

play as important a role in Virginia ./oolf's art criticism

as they do in the fictional painter's creative process.

In her art criticism, Mrs. »Voolf invariably responds to
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end in particular water images which, in To the Lighthouse,

characterize both life and art as well as Lily* s response to

each, are also to be found in her spectatorial comments

about paintingo. By such means, Virginia ,<oolf, like

Lily Briscoe, sees and feels in the stability of art

some of the instability of life, and conversely in the

instability of life she sees and feels some of the stability

that belongs to art. Therefore, in contrast to Glive Bell

and Roger Fry, Mrs. .Voolf believes that neither the

inspiration for aesthetic emotion nor the aesthetic emotion

itself, whether it belongs to the artist or to the spectator

is unique and hence divorced from life. In fact, the

opposite is the case: aesthetic emotion and human emotion

harmonize.

As for life itself, Lily Briscoe assiduously seeks

its meaning throughout the novel. In Part Three, she

hazards a few observations about that meaning:

What is the meaning of life? That was all - a
simple question; one that tended to close in on
one with years. The great revelation had never
come. The great revelation perhaps never did
come. Instead there were little daily miracles,
illuminations, matches struck unexpectedly in the
dark. (TOL, p. 249)

These observations are proven correct by her actual

experience, as discussed above.

But illusion, the series of matches struck

unexpectedly In the dark, cannot be retained except that it



be carried into reality. Reality, for Lily, is also

twofold.

As a woman, she wishes to communicate, immediately,
her discoveries to r. Ramsay, the man to whom she has so

inadequately responded on the human level. Therefore,
as if she had something she must share, yet could
hardly leave her easel, so full her mind was of whet
she was thinking, of whet she was seeing, Lily went
past Mr. Carmichael holding her brush to the edge of
the lawn. Where was that boat now? Mr. Ramsay?
She wanted him. (TOL, p. 310)

This transference is (to Lily) satisfactory; she feels that

at lest she, as an integrated woman, has given to him of

her entire being - heart, body, and mind:

"He must have reechedit," said Lily Driscoe aloud,
feeling suddenly completely tired out. For the
Lighthouse had become almost invisible, had melted
away into a blue haze, and the effort of looking at it
and the effort of thinking of him landing there,
which both seemed to be one and the same effort, had
stretched her body and mind to the utmost. Ah, but
she was relieved. Whatever she had wanted to give
him, when he left her that morning, she had given him
at last. (TOL, pp. 318-319)

Whether Mr. Ramsay receives this offering is another matter

entirely, one that is open to grave doubts.

On a more practical and more assured level, there is

the picture itself to be completed. Once again, the

reader cannot fail to remark the order of priority which

Virginia WooIf gives to this, the final stage in the artist's

personal voyage of discovery: with her human duty despatched,
whatever its outcome, Lily turns to her canvas. In other

words, human concern precedes aesthetic concern just as
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to that same phenomenon. In neither instance, however,

does the one supersede the other. Rather the intention in

each experience is to establish unity, where by unity one

means equilibrium. As an artist, therefore, Lily affects

that equilibrium when, in the midst of the running lines

that bear witness to the spontaneous and primary physical

act of creation, "she drew a line there, in the centre"

(TOL, p. 319). This line suggests the fulfilment by the

intellect of a form that was itself devised by the artist's

intellect when she moved the salt cellar in Part One. The

circumstances and the meaning of the line, however, are

more complex at the end of the novel.

For one thing, the line does not represent the

tree. In fact, the line defines nothing that may be said

to be figurative. It defines instead an emotional

reaction to a figure - Mrs. Ramsay. The line is the jar

on the nerves. It also symbolizes, because it is

non-figurative, the thing itself before it has been made

anything.

For another, the line, even though ft brings the

picture to a point of rest, is not the result of

pre-meditetion, but of unpreparedness: Lily commits the

line to her canvas "with a sudden intensity, as if she saw

it clear for a second" (TOL, p. 319). Like Vanessa Bell,

the fictional artist, when she points that single straight
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line, rids life of its accidents. The line therefore

stands for the order in the midst of the chaos of life.

But it is inconceivable that that line would be possible

were it not for the accidents that lead up to it.

Uncertainty invariably comes in advance of certainty.

This uncertainty, or flux of the mind, is cap^tured on

canvas by the curved lines that enclose a space that needs to

be filled by a stable, straight line. The picture, like

life itself, is composed of complementary circular and linear

motifs.

In purely painterly terms, the line is the steel

framework which upholds the feathery properties of the

picture's design. Significantly, the framework does not

come before the evanescent surface. on the contrary,

the artist tunnels her way through colour to that framework.

In other words, Lily uses colour plastically: to create

form. The visual image grows accordingly:

/iiid she began to lay on a red, a grey, and she began
to model her way into the hollow there. (TOL, p. 264)

In practice, then, order is the last thing to be achieved.

The line therefore signifies the match struck at the end of

that particular mineshaft.

The line is also the crucial central vertical axis

which Roger Fry describes as "an almost inevitable necessity

of visual art" because it serves to balance a composition.

"The forms may be quite different on either side of the
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centre line," he writes, "but they must attract the eye

equally."1 v/hat forms does Lily Briscoe balance?
2

Some critics, notably A.D. Moody and Leith LI. May,

lay stress on Lily's need to bring Mr. and Mrs. Ramsay

together in her mind and to unite them visually on her
canvas. I take a different view when I claim that the

forms the artist balances are neither literal nor

symbolic forms - neither Mr. and Mrs. Ramsay nor the masses

that serve 83 images for them: tree and hedge, table and
chair - but emotions. This interpretation would appear

to accord with the abstract speculation intrinsic to

Significant Form; however, the fact that the emotions
balanced on either side of that fulcrum are not exclusively

aesthetic emotions precludes such a one-sided interpretation.

The painting of the picture is a far richer experience than

an exercise in either formalism or its opposite number -

representation for representation's sake. for, in discovering

that human and aesthetic emotions are not different but

equal, Lily discovers the common feeling between all things

and all people that transcends, at the same time it unites,

lRoger Fry, "The Meaning of Pictures - II. The
Relations of Volume and Space," The Listener, Vol. II.
No. 40 (October 16, 1929), p. 50^^

2see A.D. Moody, Virginia .yoolf (Edinburgh and London:
Oliver and Boyd, 1966), p. 38; and Keith M. May, "The
Symbol of Painting in 'To the Lighthouse'," A Review of
English Literature, Volume Eight, Number Two Oiprii 1967),
p. 97.
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specific things end specific people. To this end, the

line embodies that common bond. It is the universel

stroke among the other associative strokes.

There is a further significance to this final

line, a more personal significance than any yet discussed.

In Part One of the novel, Lily Briscoe would like to get

to know Mrs. Kamsay better; the problem is how:

Sitting on the floor with her arms round ^rs. -Ramsay*s
knees, close as she could get, smiling to think that
Mrs. Ramsay would never know the reason of that pressure,
she imagined how in the chambers of the mind and heart
of the woman who was, physically, touching her, were
stood like treasures in the tombs of kings, tablets
bearing sacred inscriptions, which if one could spell
them out would teach one everything, but they would
never be offered openly, never made public. What art
was there, known to love or cunning, by which one
pressed through into those secret chambers? What
device for becoming, like the waters poured into one
jar, inextricably the same, one with the object one
adored? Could the body achieve it, or the mind,
subtly mingling in the intricate passages of the brain?
or the heart? Could loving, as people called it, make
her and Mrs. Ramsay one? for it was not knowledge but
unity that she desired, not inscriptions on tablets,
nothing that could be written in any language known to
men, but intimacy itself, which is knowledge, she had
thought, leaning her head on Mrs. Ramsay's knee.
(TOL, pp. 82-83)

The answer given in the closing pages of To the Lighthouse

is that only the trinity of body, mind, and heart can make

Lily one with Mrs. Ramsay. That is to say, only the

recognition of the fullness of her own capecity to think and

to feel can assure intimacy with one who is herself a

paragon of that unity. Self-knowledge precedes knowledge

of others. The line is therefore an integral component of
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the ideal: it strikes order into chaos; it makes of the

picture a complete aesthetic statement; it universalizes
a particular experience. The intuitive line also
represents the integration of Lily's being in the same way

that the third stroke of the lighthouse represents Mrs.

Ramsay's being:

hot as oneself did one find rest ever, in /_ Mrs.
Ramsey' s_7 experience (she accomplished here
something dexterous with her needles), but as a
wedge of darkness. Losing personality, one lost
the fret, the hurry, the stir; and there rose to
her lip3 always some exclamation of triumph over life
when things come together in this peace, this rest,
this eternity; and pausing there she locked out to
meet that stroke of the Lighthouse, the long steady
stroke, the last of the three which was her stroke,
for watching them in this mood always at this hour
one could not help attaching oneself to one thing
especially of the things one saw; and this thing,
the long steady stroke, was her stroke. (TOL, p. 100)

The last line on the canvas, the long steady line, is

Lily's line; her exclamation of personal triumph, "I Lave

had my vision", end3 the novel on a note of peace, rest,

and eternity.

As for the artefact itself, the ramifications of

the quest for intimacy and Lily's acceptance of her

painting's fate once it is completed -

It would be hung in the attics, she thought; it
would be destroyed. But what did that matter? she
asked herself, taking up her brush again. (TOL,
p. 320) -

indicate thot^quest is of far greater importance then the
finished product. For, to point is to discover. Therefore,
the painting is a means to an end; it is not on end in



itself. To the artist, the spiritual vision matters

more than the material object - the tangible externalization

of that vision. Virginia .Voolf emphasizes this point

when she chooses to analyse, in depth, the mental and the

physical activity of the arti3t rather than the product

of that activity. In so doing» she demonstrates, as

Clive Dell bid someone to do, that that which is

unessential to the formalist critic is of the utmost

significance to the artist: life, that bugbear of

formalism (representation being it3 partner in crime),

has a great deal to do with the creation of a work of art.

Consequently, no rung in the ladder by which Lily Briscoe

climbs to the stars can be destroyed. Bvery rung is

delineated by Mrs. tfoolf; every rung is shown to be

indispensable.

One aspect of the ideal work of art deserves further

consideration as it relates to To the Lighthouse itself.

That aspect is the necessity on the part of the artist to

incorporate duality in his work of art - stability as well

as flux. For example, Lily Briscoe accomplishes this

by means of linear rhythm: a single straight vertical

complemented by a multitude of running curves. How

dees Virginia ,/oolf achieve a similar feat through the

medium of words? To answer this, an analysis
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of the texture of To the Lighthouse, and in particular the

novelist's use of the conditional conjunction "a3 if",

proves instructive. For, to didcuss the texture of the

novel is to discuss the s ensibility of its creator., as that

sensibility was defined by Roger Fry and as that definition

was applied to the work of Vanessa oell in Chapter II of

this thesis. Sensibility, it will be remembered, is how

a thing is done.

In the essay, "On Re-reading Novels", Virginia ,»oolf

distinguishes literary form from visuM forms the latter

is form that you see; the former is emotion that you

feel. She concludes;

when we speak of form we mean that certain emotions
have been placed in the right relations to each other;
then that the novelist is able to dispense these
emotions and make them tell by methods which he
inherits, bends to his purpose, models anew, or
even invents for himself. Further, that the reader
can detect these devices, and by so doing will deepen
his understanding of the bock, while, for the re3t, it
may be expected that novels will lose their chaos and
become more and more shapely as the novelist explores
and perfects his technique.-i-

iVith Mrs. Joolf*s own words es guide, let us examine, first
of all, her handling of the literary form of .».rs« Dallowa.y .

the novel that aspires to being a sketch.

John Hawley Roberts observes that the eponymous

Clarissa Dalloway and ->eptimus barren Smith

^Virginia Woolf, "On Re-reading Novels." The Moment
and other essays (London; The Hogarth Press, 1947),
p. 134.



are not separate and'individualized characters, hut
opposite phases of an idea of life itself. This
reality consists not of themselves as persons, but
of their relationship to each other as forma.1

He goes on to say - in the manner of Clive Bell, although
he does not cite Bell - that

our 'joy' in the novel consists in our recognition
of the Tightness of thi3 basic design , that is, of
the way in which Clarissa and Beptimus complement
each other, Clarissa's elementary love of life
matching Septimus's repudiation of it.2

Roberts points out succinctly and well the devices the

author employs to achieve the alternation and the final

integration of the two; what he does not point out is

that the inevitability of the structure and the pleasure

to be derived from that inevitability derive in large

measure from the controlled coincidence of the

chronological events. For example, Mrs. Galloway happens

to meet Hugh w'hi thread, an old friend, in Green Park;

Peter .valsh happens to cross Septimus and Rezia „arren Smith's

field of vision; Sir tfilliam Bradshaw happens to be

Septimus's doctor and a guest at Clarissa's party; etc.

This stringent and artificial authorial control of external

circumstance dominates the novel and makes of it not a

sketch but a consummate work. The flux of life is

predetermined, as regular and as mechanical as the chimes

ljohn Hawley Roberts, "'Vision and Lesign' in Virginia
■voolf, ji /ol. LXl, Ho. 3 (ueptember 194C) , p. 83*7.

2Ibid.
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of Big Ben which punctuate the atmosphere every quarter hour.

Nothing is left to chance; even chance itself is

formalized. Mrs. woolf devises a method, but has yet

to infuse it with true spontaneity or to accomodate it

to character.

In her next novel, To the Lighthouse, simultaneity

again plays a decisive role. But the interpretation of

that simultaneity is not fixed. whereas there can be

little debate about the duality of Mrs. Dalloway and

Septimus Warren Smith,there is sufficient ground for

dispute over the conterminous relationship between Lily

Briscoe and Mr. Ramsay at the end of their novel. Lven a

formalist of the calibre of Roger Fry finds the ending

difficult. On the one hand, he praises the advancement of

Mrs. woolf's technique over that of her previous novel:

You're no longer bothered by the simultaneity of
things and go backwards and forwards in time with
an extraordinary enrichment of each moment of
consciousness.

On the other, he admits, in the same breath, that

there is lots I haven't understood. ... I
suspect for instance that arriving at the Lighthouse

lVirginia Woolf, in her introduction to the Modern
Library edition of Mrs. Railoway (New York: The modern
Library, 1928), p. vi, admits that the two are one:

"Of I«lr3. Dalloway then one can only bring to light at
the moment a few scraps, of little importance or more
perhaps; as that in the first version oeptimus, who
later is intended to be her double, had no existence;
and that Mrs. Dalloway was originally to kill herself,
or perhaps merely to die at the end of the party."
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lies a symbolic meaning which escapes me.1
The resolution inherent in the alternation between sea and

shore in Part Three eludes Pry.

In some way, then, either the novelist ha3 not

placed these emotions in right relationship one to the
other, or, as is the case, the conclusion is not as
facile as the pairing of Clarissa and oeptimus. Lily end

Mr. Ramsay are two separate characters; consequently, each
achieves an individual fulfilment. Even though these

fulfilments appear to be contiguous and uncontradictory, they

are not dependent as for example Mrs. Eslloway's affirmation

of life is dependent upon her knowledge of Septimus warren

Smith's rejection of life. Whereas Lily thinks of Mr.

Ramsay as she paints and as she looks out to sea, Mr. Ramsay

for his part once he is embarked upon his voyage does not

give the artist a single thought. Virginia ,»oolf sets up

resonances between the painting and the landing - the s ense

of completion that attends each: the 'hiCll done" of Mr.

Ramsay which balances the "I have had my vision" of Lily -

but she does not spell out the meaning of the one to theother.

Rather she suggests a relationship which in fact does not

exist. The novel, like Lily Briscoe's picture of Mrs.

Ramsey, is accordingly a sketch. That is to say, it contains

elements of certainty which complement elements of

lRoger Fry quoted in Quentin Bell, Virginia Woolf
(2 vols.; London: The Hogarth Press, 1072}, II, p. 1297



uncertainty. Responsibility resides with the reader
to find as best he can the meaning in the material

offered; in this novel, more than in any other by Virginia
Woolf, he must attend to the shifting angles of narration.

Of the many critics of Virginia Woolf, no one has
devised so extensive an analysis of the style of one of

1
her novels- 03 Mitchell A. Leaska. If he succeeds, and he

does where one would have thought it improbable, that is

because he relates his computerized analyses of the form of

To the Lighthouse to a valid and sensitive reeding of the

novel's content. Quantity and frequency of parts of

speech, line counts, and impossible mathematical Chi-square

calculations - which he offers in sbundence - would have

made neither good literary criticism nor interesting reading

on their own; nor would they have won the unqualified

approbation of Leonard woolf who writes in his foreword to

this book: "Mr. Leeska's analysis and interpretation of

To the Lighthouse ... are the most illuminating study of
2

Virginia v/oolf's novels which I have read".

Because To the Lighthouse is a multiple point of

view novel, it sets difficult stylistic problems for the

reader, the most fundamental being the identification of the

narrator at any given moment. As a result, the novel runs

lMitchell A. Leaska, '/ir/;inis moolf's Lighthouse. A
Study in Critical Method (London: The Hogarth Press, 197u).

2lbid, p. 9.



the risk ox being thematically obscure. Leesks's intent
is to eliminate these difficulties. no justifies his

critical method when he writes that

unless we are aware of the angle ol narration from
which the utterances are being made, we will be
unable to examine critically the content of what is
being said; we will be unable to evaluate the
significance of what is said; and most important,
we"will be unable to determine the reliability of the
narrator saying it.1

It is therefore with Leaska's approach in mind that I would

like to discuss the relationship between Lily hriscoe and

Mr. Hamsay at the close of the novel. The purpose of the

ensuing discussion is three-fold: first, to show how the
novelist conveys the stability of art and the fluctuation

of life; second, to show how she places these emotions

in right relations to each other and how the interaction

of these relations comprises the ideal work of art; and

finally, to correct certain misreading3 of these relations.

The conjunction "as if" is the hinge on which thi3

interpretation swings.

As has already been mentioned, Lily's triumph comes

in her recognition of the nature of emotion. The moment of

revelation is presented in. three successive stages from
within her consciousness. The stages have been quoted and

analysed separately; I would now like to present the

revelation in its entirety:

llbid., pp. 159-100.
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Suddenly the window at which she was locking was
whitened by some light stuff behind it. At last
then somebody had come into the drawing-room;
somebody was sitting in the chair. For heaven's sake,
she prayed, let then sit still there and not come
floundering out to talk to her. Mercifully, whoever
it was stayed still in3ide; had settled by some
stroke of luck so as to throw an odd-shaped triangular
shadow over the step. It altered the composition of
the picture a little. It was interesting. It might

be useful. lier mood was coming back to her. One
must keep on looking without for a second relaxing the
intensity of the emotion, the determination not to be
put off, not to be bamboozled. One must hold the
scene - so - in a vice and let nothing come in and
spoil it. une wanted, she thought, dipping her brush
deliberately, to be on a level with ordinary experience,
to feel simply that's a chair, that's a table, and yet
at the same time, It's a miracle, it's an ecstasy. T^e
problem might be solved after all. Ah, but what had
happened? Some wave of white went over the window
pane. The air must have stirred some flounce in the
room. Her heart leaped at her and seized her and
tortured her.

"Mrs. Kamsay! Mrs. Ramsay!" she cried, feeling the
old horror come back - to want and want and not to have.
Could she inflict that still? i>nd then, quietly, as if
she refrained, that too became part of ordinary
experience, was on a level with the chair, with the
table. Mrs. Ramsay - it was part of her perfect
goodness to Lily - sat there quite simply, in the chair,
flicked her needles to and fro, knitted her reddish-
brown stocking, cast her shadow on the step. There
3he sat. (TOL, pp. 309—310)

In the passage above, set amongst the delibereteness and

determination of the artist, there is doubt; this qualification

is conveyed by two conditional sentences and by an "as if"

clause. In the lest, a motivation is attributed to the

hallucinatory figure of the dead Mrs. Ramsay about which neither

Lily nor the omniscient narrator can be sure, but which both

gladly accept for the release it brings: Lily is free at last of
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a harrowing angui3h which is presumably put into perspective
by If.rs. .tamsay herself.

Laving captured and digested this insight, that is
to 3ay, having transformed hallucination into fact, Lily
imports it to Er. Ramsay. Or can the reader be so

positive that this is in fact her intention when she goes
tc the edge of the lawn? The second of the "as if"3
which ore to dominate the novel's closing pages arouses

this suspicion:

And as if she had something she must share, yet could
hardly leave her easel, so full her mind was of what
she was thinking, of what she was seeing, Lily went
past Mr. Carmichael holding her brush to the edge of
the lawn. Where was that boat now? «ir. uamsay?
She wanted him. (TGL, p. 310}

The omniscient narrator interjects the "as if" clause in

this passage. Of this narrator's use of conditionals,

Leaska has the following to say:

In this quality of muted dubiousness, he shares at
times with the other personae, their attempt to
approach and to fathom the mysteries of concrete
reality and, ultimately, their quest for truth.1

In the two passages quoted above, it is also evident that

the omniscient narrator attempts to approach and to

understand with the characters the mysteries of non-concrete

reality, that is to soy, psychic reality. Even when Lily

lays the final stroke on her canvas the narrator persists in

hazarding guesses (signified by two "as if" clauses) about the

llbid., p. 59.
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motivations for not only the artist's physical movement but

her mental activity as well:

Quickly, as if she were recalled by something over
there, she turned to her canvas. There it was - her
picture. Yes, with all its green and blues, its lines
running up and across, its attempt at something. It
would be hung in the attics, she thought; it would be
destroyed. But what did that matter? she asked
herself, taking up her brush again. She looked at
the steps; they were empty; she looked at her canvas;
it was blurred. ,Vith a sudden intensity, as if she saw
it clear for a second, she drew a line there, in the
centre. It was done; it was finished. Yes, she
thought, laying down her brush in extreme fatigue, I
have had my vision. (TOL, pp. 319-320)

/irginia ,/oolf, however, counterbalances the incertitude of
the omniscient narrator as he observes the artist with the

surety of the direct transcription of Lily's thoughts and

actions. The reader, because he is privy at ell times

to these recorded thoughts, because he is literally made

to see Lily paint that line, cannot doubt that the artist

understands the mysteries and find3 truth in that

understanding. But because the conditional, interpolations

take a not unimportant place in the quest they add a

certain tone that cannot be discounted: even in art there

is some measure of uncertainty. All is not known about

the artistic process.

A hen the scene shifts from the single consciousness

on the shore to the multiple points of view in the boat,
the uncertainty increases proportionately and with it the

use of the conditional conjunction.

Bection 13 of Part Three is the final section in



which the Ramsey family appears; it is sandwiched between

Lily* s going to the edge of the lawn and her placing of the
final line on her canvas. In this section, unlike its

predecessors, there is 110 direct transcription of Mr. Ramsay
consciousness, Apart from, a few snippets of reported

dialogue, he is seen only through the eyes of the omniscient
narrator and those of his children, James and Cam.

Everyone wonders what he is thinking; no one, least ox all
the reader, knows. he is described by his daughter as an

elusive bird; in the context of this section, it is an apt

description:

les, with his great forehead and his great nose,
holding his little mottled book fimly in front of
him, lie escaped. You might try to lay hands on
him, but then like a bird, he spread his wings, he
floated off to settle out of your reach somewhere
far away on some desolate stump. (TOL, pp. 312-313)

This treatment of Mr. Ramsay immediately differentiates him

from Lily end the treatment accorded to her.

The situation in the boat is rife with speculation.

Eince neither James nor Cam knows what transpires in their

father's mind, they con only surmise what he thinks and feel

and more importantly, what they expect and want him to think

and to feel. Consequently, they project. Take the

following segment from Cam's reverie, laden as it is with

doubts end uncertainties, and seeped in romantic visions and

sentimentality:

And that's the way I'd like my children to live - Cam
was sure that her father was thinking that, for he
stopped her throwing a sandwich into'the sea and told



her, as if he were thinking of the fishermen ana how
they lived, that if she did not want it she should
put it back in the parcel. Che should not waste it.
He said it so wisely, as if he knew so well all the
things that happened in the world, that she put it
back at once, and then he gave her, from his own
parcel, a gingerbread nut, as if hew ere a great
Cpanish gentleman, she thought, handing a flower to
a great lady at a window (so courteous his manner was).
(TOL, p. 315)

This interpretive tone so pervades bection 13 that when a

moment of revelation purportedly comes to Mr. Ramsay soon

after Cam's wishful thinking and he like Lily Briscoe

would appear to recognize the dual nature of experience and

emotion, the reader finds, if he examines the angle of

narration and the rhetoric, that in no way i3 nily's

revelation parallelled by a similar revelation in

mr. uamsay. Because the moment is filtered through the

consciousnesses of James and Cam, the revelation, albeit

illusory when compared to that of Lily, belongs to them and

not to their father:

"Three men were drowned where we are now," said
the old men /""l.lacalister_7. he had seen them
clinging to the mast himself. And Mr. Ramsay taking
a look at the spot was about, James and Cam were
afraid, to burst out:

But I beneath a rougher sea,
and if he did , they could not bear it; they wouldshriek aloud; they could not endure another explosionof the passion that boiled in him; but to their
surprise all he said was 'Ah' as if he thought to
himself, But why make a fuss about that? Naturally
men are drowned in a storm, but it is a perfectly
straightforward affair, and the depths of the sea (he
sprinkled the crumbs from his sandwich paper* over
them) ere only water after all. Then having lightedhis pipe he took out his watch. lie looked at it
attentively; he mede, perhaps, some mathematical
calculation. At last he said, triumphantly:
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'Veil done!" James had steered them like a born
sailor. (TOL, pp. 315-316)

Virginia ,/oolf sustains the uncertainty right up to the
landing at the Lighthouse:

Mr. Ramsay buttoned his coat, and turned up his
trousers. lie took the large, badly pecked, brown
paper parcel which Rancy had got ready and sat with
it on his knee. Thus in complete readiness to lend
he sat looking bock at the island. #ith his long¬
sighted evves perhaps he could see the dwindled leaf-like
shape standing on end on a plate of gold quite clearly,
what could he see? Cam wondered. It was all a blur
to her. //hot was he thinking now? she wondered.
What was it he sought, so fixedly, so intently, so
silently? They watched him, both of them, sitting
bare-headed with his parcel on his knee staring and
staring at the frail blue shape which seemed like the

vapour of something that had burnt itself away. ,/hat
do you want? they both wanted to ask. They both
wanted tc say, Ask us anything and we will give it
you. Dut he did not ask them anything. He set
and looked at the island and ho might be thinking, We.'. •
perished each alone, or he might be thinking, I have
reached it. I have found it, but he said nothing.

Then he put on his hat.
"Bring those parcels," he said, nodding his head

at the things Ilancy had done up for them to take to the
Lighthouse. "The parcels for the Lighthouse men," he
said. He rose and stood in the bow of the boat, very
straight and tall, for all the world, James thought, as
if hew ere saying, "There is no God," and Cam thought,
as if he were leaping into space, and they both rose
to follow him as he sprang, lightly like a young man,
holding his parcel, on to the rock. (TOL, pp. 317-318)

The only certainty in these passages is contained in the

recorded dialogue and in the observable movements of the

protagonists. But of the thought behind Mr. Ramsay's

appearance and his actions, behind his words and his silences,
the thought that would verify whether he like the artist has

contracted that day a new relationship to life, Virginia tfoolf

reveals nothing. As novelist, then, she has cunningly
found a way to give the impression that Mr. Ramsay has



reached oome manner of conclusion without in fact disclosing

what that conclusion might be, or, if it has token place,

whet it might mean to him.

No doubt some of Roger Fry's difficulty in coining

to terms with the landing stems from the sense of conditional

completion that characterizes Mr. Ramsay's final appearance
in the novel. As a reader, and as a friend of the author,

he is even unsure of what the relationship between the

autobiographical basis for the book and the translation of
that actuality into art signifies to her. He reveals his

concern in the following unpublished fragment from his letter

to Mrs. t'/oolf dated May 17. 27.:

I think the vague overtones of the actual events (I
do not know what else to call them though thank
goodness nothing happens on the stage - Ilow wise you
are to kill people such a long way behind the scene)
count in the effect without one's knowing all they may
imply or did imply to you. But this may also be a
sign of my illiteracy.1

But for from being a sign of illiteracy, Fry's reaction is

one which Virginia woolf welcomes. In responding - graciously

to her mentor's dilemma, she admits that indecisiveness of the

kind he experiences is exactly what she wants, since she

herself is unsure of the correct meaning. In short, there

is no correct meaning; there is the book, and there is the

book that each reader will make of it:

x -'-Letter from Roger Fry to Virginia „oolf, Hotel
Mediterranee, Marseille, May 17. 27. (in the Berg Collection,
New York Public Library).



I meant nothing by The Lighthouse. One has to have
a central line down the middle of the book to hold the
design together. I saw that ©11 sorts of feelings
would accrue to this, but I refused to think them out,
& trusted that people would make it the deposit for
their own emotions - which they have done, one thinking
it means one thing another another. I can't manage
oymbolism except in this vague, generalised way.
Whether it's right or wrong I don't know; but directly
I'm told what a thing means, it becomes hateful to me.1

In drawing a parallel to the pictorial central line, Virginia
„oolf has bestowed upon the definite, rational quality of

that line an indefinite, intuitive quality. To this end,

she is aided by her (subconscious?) use of the conditional

conjunction "as if".

While Virginia WooIf magnanimously allows for myriad

interpretations of the voyage and the lending at the

Lighthouse, some critics, in confusing the angle of

narration and in misreading the rhetoric, have in feet

taken advantage of that magnanimity. for example, Glenn

Pedersen, writing in publications of the Modern Language

Association, observes:

With a simplicity that is a beauty of art, Lily
Briscoe integrated the Ramsay family in vision,
in her painting. Iler vision is shared oonsciously
by Mr. Ramsay, who was unable to affect his
realization while Mrs. Ramsay was matriarch of the family
unconsciously by James and Cam, who will come eventually
to a full realization of the family relationship; and
symbolically by Mrs. Ramsay in the person of Mr.
Carmichael, identified as her shadow. Artistically,
in vision, Mr. Ramsay has come to fulfilment; he has
integrated the family; he has passed has reached A.

iLetter from Virginia Woolf to Roger fry, 27 May 1927
quoted in Bell, loe. cit.
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The conflict he3 been resolved; the blunderhas been
expiated.1

The preceding analysis of Section 13 has proven, beyond
doubt, that the levels of consciousness are the opposite of
those perceived by ledersen. The children, not mr. Lamsay

consciously share, if not -lily's vision, then at least an

intimation of that vision. (Moreover, that vision is not,

as has already been pointed out, the integration of the

family.) For example, it is James rather than his father
who consciously remarks (to himself) upon the duality of

things - in particular, the Lighthouse. There is the thing

itself, and the thing one makes of it:

Indeed they were very close to the Lighthouse now.
There it loomed up, stark and straight, glaring white
and black, and one could see the waves breaking in
white splinters like smashed glass upon the rocks.
One could see lines and creases in the rocks. One
could see the windows clearly; a dab of white on
one of them, and a little tuft of gx*een on the rock.
A men had come out and looked at them through a gloss
and gone in again. bo it was like that, James thought,
the Lighthouse one had seen across the bay all these
years; it was a stark tower on a bare rock. It
satisfied him. It confirmed some obscure feeling of
his about his own character. The old ladies, he
thought, thinking of the garden at home, went dragging
their chairs about on the lawn. Old Mrs. Beckwith,
for example, was always saying how nice it was and how
sweet it was and how they ought to be so proud 8nd they
ought to be so happy, but as a matter of fact James
thought, looking at the Lighthouse stood there on its
rock, it's like that. (TGL, pp. 311-312)

Gam too perceives duality: the reality of her father's being
and the fantasy she spins with that reality as its centre:

iGlenn Pedersen, "Vision in T_o_ thjeJLLghthouse," PMLA.
Vol. LXXIII, ho. 5 (December 1958), p. 600.
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But he was shabby, and simple, eating bread end
cheese; and yet he v/as leading them on a greet
expedition where, for all she knew, they would be
drowned. (TOL, p. 315)

And together James and Cam interpret, when they hear their
father say 'Ah' , the duel nature of emotion: disinterested
sorrow for sailors who drown as a matter of course because

it is psrt of the life they have chosen to lead, and subjective,
oftentimes self-pitying, application of that sorrow to oneself.

But as to whether Mr. namsay consciously shares any of this

with his children, Virginia woolf gives no direct indication
that he does.

Another critic, Herbert carder, rightly perceives

Mr. Ramsay's solitude which the author meticulously respects

and into which not even the omniscient narrator intrudes.

But he reads into that solitude a manifestation of unity

of being that is undocumented conjecture. he also shares

with reaersen the misconception that the Ramsay children are

mere shadows, secondary figures at the time of the landing:

Mr. Ramsay's landing on the rock is a symbol of
illumination; it stands for a unity of being that
can be attained only now and then by the rare
individual wrestling with his soul. It is an
experience that takes place in solitude, end, as
the crucial moment of To the Linnthouse approaches,
we ere reminded of Mr. Ramsay's essential loneliness,
in spite of the shadowy presence of his children. It
is a mystery and transcends the temporal order; the
solitary old man seems to be ".leaping into space."1

Then there ore those critics who believe that

1herbert harder, feminism end Art; a otud.y of Virginia
■rf'oolf (Clicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1968), p. 153.
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Virginia Woolf affirms in To the Lighthouse the power of
art to strike stability and to establish permanence. Roberts,
for example, writes that the novel

discusses both human relationships and formal
relationships and, moreover, testifies to the truth
that permanent values lie not in the one, but in the
other: not in life but in art.1

Moody seconds this opinion:

In To the Lighthouse, having recognised that in
human life there is no ultimate stability or
permanence, she had shifted her attention from
life to art and stresses such stability and
permanence as art could offer.2

L close examination of the angle of narration and Mrs. ,<oolf's

rhetoric - of the kind advised by Leaska and made in this

chapter - does not negate the truth of the above observations:

the novel demonstrates that in life there is a preponderance

of uncertainty and doubt; in art, there is surety. But such

a close examination also reveals that in art there is some

chance and spontaneity, and that in life there is some

stability - for exaple, Mr. Ramsay standing very straight
A

in the boat. But because he resides in life and not in art,

the vertical line that he momentarily resembles becomes, as

he leaps into space, an invigorated oblique.

Whatever the ultimate significance of the ending of

To the Lighthouse (and given Mrs. Woolf's own opinion there

^Roberts, op. clt., p. 844.

%oody, op. cit., p. 46.



con be no ultimate significance), she has not only written

about an ideal visual work of art, she /.as herself created
its counterpart - an ideal literary work of art. hue has

found the meaning of life; moreover, she has doubly

expressed and doubly communicated that meaning.

• • •

As a postscript to this discussion, njgention should

be made of Between the Acts, the novel in which Virginia

„oolf makes her final statement about the relationship

between art and life.

In connection with Lily's painting, it was said

that the variety and the unforeseeable nature of life has

a great deal to do with the creation of a work of art. At

the performance of hiss La Trobe's pageant, the accidental

nature of life plays a not unrelated role, for it has a

great deal to do with the sustaining of the audience's

emotion.

There is to be a change of decor in the eighteenth-

century playlet; to cover this lull and to continue the

emotion generated by the previous scene, the chorus sings
as it threads its way through the trees. But all does

not go according to plan:

Then the wind rose, end,in the rustle of the leaves
even the great words became inaudible; and the
audience sat staring at the villagers, whose mouths
opened, but no sound came.



And the stage was empty. Miss La Trobe leant
against the tree, paralyzed. Ler power had left her.
Beads of perspiration broke on her forehead. Illusion
had failed. "This is death," she murmured, "death."

Then suddenly, as the illusion petered out, the
cows took up the burden. One had lost her calf. In
the very nick of time she lifted her great moon-eyed
head and bellowed. All the great moon-eyed heads
laid themselves back. From cow after cow came the
same yearning bellow. The whole world was filled with
dumb yearning. It was the primeval voice sounding loud
in the ear of the present moment. Then the whole herd
caught the infection. Lashing their tails, blobbed
like pokers, they tossed their heads high, plunged and
bellowed, as if 2ros hod planted his dart in their
flanks and goaded them to fury. The cows annihilated
the gap; bridged the distance; filled the emptiness
and continued the emotion.

Miss La Trobe waved her hand ecstatically at the
cows.

"Thank Heaven!" she exclaimed.
Suddenly the cows stopped; lowered their heads, and

began browsing. Simultaneously the audience lowered
their heads and read their programmes. (BA, pp. 1GG-167)

Reality preserves, at the same time it transforms, the artistic

illusion.

As for the novel itself, its ending, unlike those of

Mrs. Dalloway and To the Lighthouse, looks to the future which

is described as "a criss-cross of lines making no pattern"

(DA, p. 13G). Therefore the novel posits no ready answer

and no easy way out for either the artist-playwright or the

ordinary man. There is no resolution or sense of actual

achievement of the kind experienced in the other novels.

«hat resolution there Is comes in the potentiality of

fulfilment. Call it conditional, the resolution is

nonetheless not pessimistic: Miss La Irobe's vision for a

new play affirms life; and, by a clever sleight of hand, life,



in the guise of Giles end Ise Oliver, affirms that artistic
vision. In To the Lighthouse, neither art nor life confirms

each other as directly or as positively as this; the lines

run parallel, but they never intersect. That novel must
therefore close with either a scene of life (Mr. Ramsay

leaping into the future) or a scene of art (Lily freezing

the present moment in paint); it closes with Lily laying

down her paint brush. The inference is plain: only art

creates ordered and permanent values.^" Between the Rets

closes with a scpe of life, but life expressed in the very
terms of Miss La Trobe's artistic vision; not only do the

lines run parallel, but they intersect as well. The

meaning of the novel and the solution to the structural

problem of alternation and simultaneity, which plagues

1'The ending of To the Lighthouse caused Virginia Woolf
considerable difficulty, ©3 she noted in her diary entry for
September 3rd, 1926:

"The problem is how to bring Lily and Mr. R. together
and make a combination of interest at the end. I am

feathering about with various ideas. The last
chapter which I begin tomorrow is In the i^oet: I had
meant to end with Mr. R climbing on to the rock. If
so what becomes of Lily and her picture? should there
be a final page about her and Carmichael looking at the
picture and summit up R's character? In that case I
lose the intensity of the moment. if this intervenes
between R, and the lighthouse, there's too much chop
and change, I think. Could I do it in a parenthesis?
so that one had the sense of reading the two things
at the same time?" See A Writer's Liarv (London: The

Iiog8rth I-ress, 1953), p. 99.
Unfortunately, the sense of reading the two things at the
3ame time does not come across. Simultaneity eludes her
in this novel.



writers but not painters, are to be found in the rhetoric,

but more importantly in the theme that the shared rhetoric

conveys. This ending might appear to be the most

audacious, the most arbitrary, the most artificial, and the

most contrived in the Virginia ft'oolf canon. But it is for

these same reasons the most successful and the most

provocative. It encapsulates perfectly Virginia ,*oolf's

final message to the world: art and life harmonize

because they have as much in common as they do to learn from

each other.



PART III

NOVELIST *S SPECTATOR



FOREWORD

No exaggerated claims can be made for the handful of

essays and reviews which ore to be discussed in the following

chapters.beyond their immediate value which is to determine

Virginia ,^oolf' s attitude to painting. These pieces are

not among our author's most important works; nor are they

indispensable contributions to either aesthetic philosophy

or practical art criticism, «ere they never to have been

written, Mrs. Woolf's place in the vanguard of twentieth-

century writers would be as assured as it is today; were

they never to have been written, Roger Fry and Clive Bell

would have continued, individually and as a team, to

revolutionize British taste and aesthetic awareness. It

is unimaginable, however, that these articles could or would

have been written but for urs, woolf's close association

with Fry and Bell, For, in writing about painting, she

attempted with honesty, and not without some pain, to come

to terms with their famous doctrine of significant Form,

Therefore, any balanced critical evaluation of Virginia

•voolf's relationship to these two pioneers and to visual art

in general should and indeed must include evaluation of

these few essays and reviews. In tiie past, critics have



chosen to ignore them; the purpose of the following

chapters is to rectify this situation.
The first part of Chapter V, "The Common Reader",

defines,in general terms, the parameters of Virginia .voolf's
literary criticism and examines her critical method; the
second part of the chapter, "The Common Seer", pieces her
art criticism in this context.

Chapter 71 discusses the relationship, as I„rs, ,.oolf

views it, between the novelist and the painter, and asks,

as she herself asks in the essay entitled "Pictures", what,

if anything, the literary artist can learn from the visual

artist.

Chapter VII analyses Virginia n'oolf' s review of a

book of caricatures by Edmund X. Kapp in which she declares

her unfitness to examine these drawings as a professional

(where by professional one means formalist) art critic

would. She discovers that by responding as she does to

colour and to the literary and the ossociationol values of

pictures she is unable to regard visual art with the same

eye a3 either Roger Fry or Clive Bell.

Chapter VIII lock3 at the last of her essays on art,

.Valter Sickert: A Conversation. In this work, she brings
to art criticism one of the methods which she employs with

great expertise and to great advantage in her novels - namely,

multiple point of view narration. The result is not pure

art criticism. But her analysis of oickert's Ennui from



multiple angles advances her concept of the ideal work of art

as that ideal was presented in To the Lighthouse and as it

was discussed in Part Two of this thesis. The essay also

offers a criticism of formalist substance and procedure which

is not unfounded.

The theme that dominates these chapters is, of course,

that of the relationship between art and life. Inevitably,

Virginia vVcolf'3 attitude to life affects her sight and her

insight as a spectator.



CHAPTER V

VTAGIFIa rVOOLF) CRITIC OF THE ARTS

(i) The Common Reader

In the preface to The Common Reader of 1925, Virginia

ooIf defines herself as neither a critic nor a scholar. She

opts instead for a humbler, less controversial label - that

of reader. There is a community of amateur readers which,

because it seeks neither to inform nor to correct others,

creates out of its private reading end observation "some

kind of whole - a portrait of a man, a sketch of an age, a

theory of the art of writing".1 It is to this group and

its standards that Mrs. ,<oolf aspires.

Yet she is a professional among amateurs. The

volume which she prefaces, though composed of biographical,

historical, and theoretical essay3, is a calculated gleaning

from previously published material, much of it extensively

revised for the occasion. As if to draw attention away

from this professionalism, Virginia „oolf confesses what she

claims ore her limitations. These limitations are, however,

virtues.

^Virginia woolf, The Common Reader (London: The
Fiogarth Press, 1925), p. 11.



The essays venture from her private room not because

they are intrinsically sound - the ideas and opinions therein

are "insignificant" in themselves, she too modestly

insists - but because she trusts the common sense approach

to literature and criticism# It is a trust that she shares

with Samuel Johnson from whose Life of Grey comes the

name and concept "common reader".

Common sense - unbiased and unencumbered because

derived from certain primary beliefs of mankind - bestows

upon a work of art, i.e. a literary work of art, its most

worthwhile appreciation and its most enduring laurel

wreath. However, lest too much be demanded of common

sense, some qualification is thought necessary. This "say

in the final distribution of poetical honours" ccme3 from

a reader who is, by her own definition, "hasty, inaccurate,

and superficial" in her choice of reading matter. But none

of these adjectives apply to her judgement, if we infer

correctly.

This reader quite clearly wants to appear

indiscriminate. Such a teste should be labelled as

catholic, but that would hardly be in keeping with the

self-deprecating tone of the preface. The common reader is

a magpie, "snatching now this poem, now that scrap of old

furniture". A hat matters, however, is not what is read,
but how it i3 read. In other words, the common reader

applies to all works standards of judgement that are free



from prejudice and dogmatism.

what is more, as the final essay in the second series

of The Common Reader - "How should one read a book?" - concludes,

the common reader creates the very atmosphere "which writers

breathe as they work".1 ^nd if his opinions and judgements

be expressed "with great sympathy and yet with great

severity," Mrs. Woolf asks, "might this not improve the
— ?

quality of the writer's J work?" The common reader for

all his faults bears an important responsibility.

From his "affection, laughter, and argument" comes

an evaluation, not a critique; an impression, not a

treatise. Such informal prose is couched in everyday

language and it is conversational in tone, S3 David Daiches
3

points out. Nevertheless, it transcends the humble room,
4

the want of conventional education, and the self-deprecating

manner by virtue of that same quality championed throughout

all the works of Virginia woolf, whether fiction or

criticism - intuition, the motive force behind the creation

l'/irginia ,xoolf, The Common header: Second Jeries
(London: The Hogarth Press, 1932), p. 269.

2lbid., p. 270.

3David Daiches, Virginia Woolf (revised edition;
Norfolk, Connecticut: New Directions Books, 1963), p. 132.

4Virginia Woolf, according to Michael Holroyd,
"resented / Lytton Strachey's __7 superior education;" see
Michael Eolroyd, Lytton Strache.v: ^ Critical Biography
(2 vols.; J.ondcn: Heinemann, 1967), I, p. 403. Jhe
vented some of this resentment in k Room of one's uwn and
in Three Guineas.



of "some kind of whole".

If one approaches the essays with this in mind and

if one relates intuitive insight to that other great

regulating quality brought to Mrs. rfoolf's criticism, the

free use of an ample and incisive imagination to which can

be attributed the spinning of a delightful tale about

Laetitia Pilkington as well as the profound statement that

"life is not a series of gig lamps symmetrically arranged",1
then one recognizes at once a further dimension in her

criticism. It is as much the setting for the interplay

between instinct and reason as is her fiction; and the

ultimate triumph of theii' harmony is as assured.

Not for a moment, therefore, does one believe

Virginia nVoolf to be anything but the most uncommon of

readers. Unlike her prototype, she is not silent. She

has the capacity to articulate her "ideas and opinions".

(,'e see through the pose in the preface, as no doubt we are

meant to do. .*ere one inclined to take it at face value

and not for the attitude that it is, one would belie

Mrs. .ioolf's stringent standards, her exquisite literary

selection, and her refinement of execution. The moment

she sets pen to paper and "The Pastons and Chaucer" unfolds,

she leaves the common reader far behind. True to the spirit

of Dr. Johnson's creative, spontaneous, and instinctive

1,<oclf, "Modern Fiction," The Common header. I,
p. 189. ' " ~~~ '
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reader as she undoubtedly is, one has only to read the

essays themselves to discover how the spirit has been

allied to erudition.

For example, Virginia .ioolf has a criticism to make

of literature in this "age of fragments" Intellect is

impoverished. The delicate balance between instinct and

reason, which she herself strives to maintain, is upset

by her contemporaries. Modern writers rely "on their

senses and emotions, whose testimony is trustworthy, rather
2

than on their intellects whose message is obscure". Thus

it is that Mrs. »ool£ describes the decades in which she

herself was actively engaged in writing fiction and

criticism as transitional; the twentieth century, she writes,
3

i3 an age of "notebooks".

Since equilibrium had in former times been

meticulously preserved to great advantage, Virginia ^oolf

feels that one is compelled - critic and reader alike - to

consult the classics of the past in order to discover, as

it were, just what the moderns fail to achieve. For, if

anything, she conceives literature as being in a state of

continual evolution. she says that her "optimism is largely

i.ioolf, "How it strikes a contemporary," The Common
Reader, I, p. 296.

3Ibid., p. 302.

3Ibid., p. 303.
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1 2
instinctive • • • continuity and calm are in the depths".

One has only to weather the storm. ilasterpieces follow in

due course, a masterpiece being that book "where the vision
3

is clear and order has been achieved". In other words, a

masterpiece is a book in which intuition and intellect,

concept and expression, form and content are in perfect

agreement.

Each Common header is therefore more than an

anthology of Virginia .voolf's prose. Each is an anthology

of English life and letters. Each is a miscellany of the
4

literary masterpieces of English culture. Chronological

and representative, mindful of the obscure as they are

conscientious to strike the high notes of each period, the

collections as such ore informative and instructive in

spite of Mrs. iVoolf s claim to the contrary. They serve

admirably as primers for those anxious to find and fill

the gaps in their reading and for those whose judgements

pursue confirmation or challenge. The volumes, however,

best serve those readers who prefer criticism which is

characterized by imaginative insights and fine prose. If

llbid., p. 298.

2lbid., p. 304.

3„oolf, "Robinson Crusoe." The Common Reader. II.
p. 54.

^Essays on Greek, Russian, and French literature
figure, but only incidentally within the larger framework.



books are read for pleasure, then essays about those books

should be equally pleasurable to read,'*' The Common header

essays afford great pleasure in their own right,

Mrs. wooIf'3 jaundiced view of her contemporaries

somewhat qualifies this delight. There is hope for the

future but little hope for the present beyond the

encouragement to writers to carry on writing. One suspects

that in a volume so conspicuously free of unfavourable

comment about past literature (the particularly objectionable

works having been purged beforehand) some compulsion to

demonstrate literature's shortcomings as well as her triumphs

arose, if only to assert Mrs. <ioolf's premise that

presumable masterpieces do not spontaneously generate

themselves, but continuously grow and feed upon lesser as

well as greater precedents.

The format of each book superficially upholds this

notion of literary evolution - superficially because

chronology for chronology's sake is the least important

aspect of evolution. Come development must be shown to have

taken place at each stage if meaning is to arise.

Mrs. Woolf dips deep into the literary well. If

the format of her volumes respects chronology, her mind does

l"The principle which controls ^~&n essay__7," Virginia
woolf writes, "is simply that it should give pleasure; the
desire which impels us when we take it from the shelf is
simply to receive pleasure. Everything in an essay must be
subdued to that end;" see woolf, "The Modern Essay," The
Common Reader, I, p. 267.
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not. It ranges freely over the library shelves and there

is not a shelf which is unfamiliar. (In these books of

criticism, therefore, Virginia Joolf affects a balance, such
as was discussed in Part Two of this thesis, between the

masculine inclination to be linear and the feminine inclination

to be radial.) ^s essay follows essay, and period follows

period, comparisons inevitably arise. The boundaries of

time and place are easily scaled: heschylus and dhakeopeare

exist side by side; Jane ^usten, had she lived and continued

to write in the direction her novels were leading, would

have foreshadowed Kenry James and Marcel Proust. The

comparisons serve a purpose. They illumine the development

of a particular literary form - whether novel, essay, or

ploy. But ouch is the integrity of Virginia ifoolf's

erudition, there is nothing heavy-handed or didactic about

the occasional name-dropping. Mrs. «oolf is not s sciolist.

In another essay, reprinted in another volume,1 she

says of literary form that it is felt not seen. It rests

with the common reader, instinctive as he is supposed to be,

to stand back - figuratively speaking - and observe with his

mind's eye the pieces as they fall unobtrusively into place,

revealing as they do so the internal order of literature and

consequently the internal order of these collected essays.

In this respect, the volumes are beyond reproach. They

^-Virginia joolf, "On re-reading novels," The Moment
and other essays (London: The Hogarth Press, 1947), p. 130.
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re-establish one of the principle themes of /irginia Woolf's

work, namely, that beneath multiplicity there is unity.
But what are we to make of contemporary writers? Why

does no modern novel or play inspire a pleasant biography or

an enjoyable history? Why does the theory, which Mrs. .<oolf

devised for modern fiction, separate men into materialists

and spiritualists with hardly a nod to those who inhabit the

no-man's land between the two extremes? This is not to

question Virginia Woolf's ability to sense fairly and

accurately both the admirable and the censurable in this

"barren and exhausted age".'*' She would in fact live and
2

write in no other period, however, to articulate that,

to root out and expose, even to posit a cure and not just

a generalized prognosis of pessimism in the present and

hope for the future, demands a different approach. In

the case of Virginia ,<oolf, the approach is through fiction

rather than through criticism.

One cannot mythologize about the living until they

are dead. Nor can one recount history until the present

becomes the past, for even yesterday is too near to be

romanticized and not yet distant enough to be manipulated.

Nor can one theorize until there is some manner of stasis,

and if modern literary forms and subjects accurately reflect

lyoolf, "How it strikes a contemporary," The Common
Header. I, p. 298.

2Ibid.
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the tentativeness, variety, and order in disorder of life,

and if all methods are "right" as Mrs. ^oolf perhaps too

freely allows,1 then there can be no theorizing, no applying
2

the "eternal standards of literary excellence", for

generations to come. Take, for example, Virginia yoolf's

ambivalent attempts to come to terms with the most

controversial contemporary of them ell, James Joyce.

Joyce is a spiritualist and commendably so when

compared with that trio of materialists - »»ells, Dennett,

and Galsworthy - made famous by her ladylike scorn. ^oyce

writes of life as it has never been written of before. The

hitherto shadowy recesses of psychology comprise his milieu

as they do that of Virginia aoolf. Perhaps this explains

why her first impression of Ulysses, when admittedly only

a fragment - the cemetery scene - has been read, is one of
3

praise. The novel is "undeniably important"; it is a
4

"masterpiece". The last remark proves a hasty judgement;

the first impression is not trustworthy.0

lWoolf, "Modern Fiction," The Common Reader. I,
p. 192.

2harold Nicolson's phrase quoted by Mrs. woolf in
"Reviewing," The Captain's Death Bed and other essays (London:
The Hogarth Press, 1950), p. 123.

3„oolf, "Modern Fiction," p. 192.

4lbid., p. 191.

Softer the cemetery scene, Virginia ,<oolf is "puzzled,
bored, irritated end disillusioned by a queasy undergraduate

\
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The final essay in The Common Reader of 1925, "How

it strikes a contemporary," transmutes praise to an

eminently quotable, if unfavourable blurb: Ulysses is

"a memorable catastrophe - immense in daring, terrific in
1 2

disaster". The masterpiece is flawed.

The novel fails for any of a number of sound reasons.

Joyce's mind is poverty-stricken; he is too self-centred to

create and then sustain an external world that is credible

not only to the reader but to himself as well; his method
3

"perhaps didactically" emphasizes indecency. Joyce flexes

his emancipated muscles - perhaps it is the display itself

which offends propriety and contributes to the novel's
4

shortcomings. however, not one of these reservations

cancels the supreme virtue of Ulysses - it is original. But

perhaps too original, Mrs. Joolf opines, since its originality

makes it "easier to feel what it lacks than to name what it

scratching his pimples"; see Virginia Joolf, R ,yriter's
Diary (London: The Iiogarth Press, 1953), p. 47.

Ijoolf, "how it strikes a contemporary," The Common
Reader, I, p. 297.

2ulyases is "diffuse ... brackish ... under¬
bred ... tricky ... startling • . • very obscure;" see
.Voolf, L writer's Diary, pp. 49-50.

3,ii00lf, "Modern fiction," The Common Reader, I,
p. 191.

4Mrs. i»oolf says as much in 'bin Essay in Criticism,"
Granite and Rainbow (London: The Hogarth Press, 1958), p. 90,
when she writes: "Mr. Lawrence, Mr. Douglas, and Mr. Joyce
partly spoil their books for women readers by their display
of self-conscious virility."
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gives"•1
In common with all things that are new and original,

Ulysses proves especially vulnerable when it faces the

status quo for the first time. Vulnerable, that is, until

the stabilizing influences of time and taste consolidate

opinion either in favour or against the viork. Inevitably

some literary black sheep join the fold while the vast

majority go to slaughter. .»ere Mrs. «oolf to have any say

in the matter, the works of Joyce and those of that other

controversial Georgian, D.H. Lawrence, would be spared.

However, they would be relegated to the status of minor

masterpieces: Lawrence because "he echoes nobody, continues

no tradition, is unaware of the past, of the present save
2

as it affects the future"; and Joyce for the reasons

outlined above. In spite of her misgivings, they hove

survived. Their works ore more than mere notebooks. Joyce

and Lawrence are the prodigal sons who inherit the kingdom.

Virginia .Voolf' s otherwise shrewd literary taste,

a taste which is highly individual and at times eccentric,

lacks the additional force of prediction. This is one

contemporary who under-rates her contemporaries; but not

Irtoolf, "Modern Fiction," The Common header. I,
p. 191.

2|(oolf, "Kotes on L.Ii. Lawrence," The Moment and other
essays, p. 82.
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because she does not make the effort to understand them.

Sirs. ,,ooIf withholds full praise because she expects something

better, because sue is herself a novelist.

Virginia Joolf's finest literary criticism demands

security and a certain distance in time and in objectivity.

She is a novelist creating in a transitional age. Joyce's

problems are her problems. Therefore, it i3 to be regretted

that, because of her subjective involvement in fiction, she

is either unwilling or unable to develop a method as suitable

for her peers as the one which she developed for their

predecessors.

If one turns to the lest of the posthumous volumes,

Contemporary writers, disappointment very likely greets the

reader at every turning of the page. One hardly knows

whether to be more disappointed with the colourless list of

authors and their works reviewed or with the method of

review itself. One expects much, but receives little.

There is no biography, no history, no theory.

.absent is much of the technical dazzle; the wit is in hiding;

iRebecca .yest remembers Virginia ,<oolf's comments
about her pamphlet, A Letter to My Grandfather, which The
Hogarth Press published. "I don't believe you are being
obscure in these passages," Mrs. *oolf said on that occasion,
"but I must own to a quality of mine which is a great defect
in a critic. I don't really understand contemporary writers,
and when I read them a sort of blindness comes over me."
Rebecca .^est believes this to be an accurate self-appraisal
since,in her opinion, Virginia tfoolf "wrote about games
tovce in an astonishing, almost stupid way;" see Rebecca
..est's contribution to Joan Russell Noble, Recollections of
Virginia yoolf (London: Peter Owen, 1972), p. 91.
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the coy wink at the inside gossip falters and fades. The
reviews are anonymous by nature as much as by journalistic

convention. One hold3 in one's hand a volume of rather

uninteresting articles about rather uninteresting books.

And the sobering fact - which Leonard uoolf felt obliged

to append to his wife's characteristically exuberant plan

for a face-to-face encounter between reviewer and author (as

outlined in her pamphlet, Reviewing) - the truth is that

"the function of the reviewer is to give readers a

description of the book and an estimate of its quality so

that he may know whether or not it i3 the kind of book which

he may want to reed".^
Thus L'iss Stephen dutifully confesses in 1908 that

E.M. Forster's a Room with a View dissatisfies her because
2

"the view is smaller than we expected". However, lest this

in any way deter one from reading much less buying the book,

3he hastens to conclude that we should not "complain when

we have originality and observation, and a book as clever as

the other books that Mr. Forster has written already".

This account is correct as far as it goes within

the traditional formula as described by Leonard .voolf.

However, because it lacks that enthusiasm which she claims in

^•Leonard ,/oolf, Note to reviewing. as reprinted in
The Captain's Death Led and other essays, p. 132.

^Virginia aoolf, Contemporary writers (London: The
Hogarth Press, 1965), p. §0.



8 later review is "the life-blood of criticism",'*" the

assessment of a Room with a View is, by her own standard,

anaemic. It neither praises nor blames with vigour, but

tepidly approves.

Nor do the reviews improve in enthusiasm. To be

sure, there is the occasional flash of the accustomed tone

of voice and point of view. Galsworthy's Beyond is
2

memorable for "a great many most delightful dogs";

»V.E. Norris can be treated "like an old-established firm

of grocers".^ But these are only two examples. As such,

they reveal the personality of the reviewer and demonstrate,

however briefly, the ignition of her enthusiasm and hence

her imagination. Ghe may not like the books in question,
4

but she is ladylike in saying 30. *is for the rest, the

volume gathers together some of Virginia .i/oclf's most

unembellished writing.

The language of the reviews i3 direct; the tone dry

llbid.. p. 141.

2lbid., p. Gb.

Slbid., p. 131.

4There is a passage in C^uentin Bell's biography of hi
aunt which corroborates our judgement. Virginia yoolf was
brought up to please; but the art did not confine itself to
the drawing room:

"In later life Virginia thought that something of it
had leaked into her ink - not when she was writing her
novels, but in her reviewing. Ilere she was, she felt,
too polite, too much the young lady, altogether too
deferential;" see ^uentin Bell, Virginia «oolf. Bio¬

graphy (2 vols.; London: The Hogarth Press, 1972), I, p. 74
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and to the point. The precise statements are, for the most

part, free of linguistic ornament, whereas in other of her

essays the similes and the metaphors are, more often than

not, the statements of true admiration. ^aya head is "a good

novel",1 but "the Religio Medici is a coloured glass through
which darkly one sees racing stars and a strange and

O

turbulent soul". Shops and Houses is "a most valuable
3

work", but "the novels of Dostaevsky are seething whirlpools,

gyrating sandstorms, waterspouts which hiss and boil and
4

suck us in". On the strength of the impressionistic

images conjured up, it should not be difficult to choose which

books to teke down from the library shelf. One would like

to indulge in that kind of active reading experience, perhaps

even find a comparable image of one's own. In other words,

one is eager to read Browne and Dostoevsky, but not the

moderns.

The undeniable restraint and the striking imagination

held at bay in these reviews, though indicative of a certain

inferiority of material and consequently a diminution in

personal response and involvement, hardly presuppose a

correspondingly subdued insight. On the contrary, if the

l.voolf, Contemporary writers, p. 108.

2,,oolf, "Montaigne," The Common header. I, p. 84.

3„oolf, Contemporary writers. 101.

4«foolf, "The Russian Point of 7iew," The Common
Reader. I, p. 226.
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expression is minimal, the analysis is not. It is as

penetrating as one has come to expect, only the manner has

been adjusted to suit the demands of reviewing.

Fundamentally, compression characterises a review.

The reviewer, insofar as he is restricted by deadlines and

by space, trims away the superfluous. Oftentimes, he

moulds the form of his comments to fit the requirements of

the page and not those of the desired argument. Furthermore,

within the dictated limitations, a certain compression of

personality is exacted. The reviewer is to serve the book,

as Leonard <voclf rightly chastens, and not his own cleverness;

hence the self-effacement and the impersonal mask. a ere

^rs. .<00If to have her way, however, the mask of impersonality

would be stripped away and another, more personal mask

subsituted in its place. She does not want to be either

judge or executioner, but friendly doctor. She does not want

to terminate the illness, but to cure it. Oscar Ailde

observed, it is far easier to tell the truth from behind a

mask then it is without one.1 If Virginia </oolf is to assume

a persona, then she wants to choose the one which best suits

her.

The problem for the reviewer, if he subscribes to

Leonard <s'oolf' s criteria, is to say not what a particular

book makes him feel, but what in fact that book is and what

^Oscar ,<ilde, "The Oritic as «rtist," Lssa.ys b.y Oscar
<vilde (London: Methuen and Co., 1950), p. 104.
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its worth might be to the prospective audience. Feelings,

quite distinguishable from purely aesthetic judgements,
arise during the reading. They must be suppressed. In a

review, whose primary duty is to draw attention to the book
and in the context of Virginia Woolf's articles that new

and as yet untried book, personal emotions inevitably get

in the way. "A new book," Mrs. .voolf writes, "is attached

to life by a thousand million filaments."1 These associations

are incidental; they are even potentially dangerous. A

reader may not want to find himself in the eye of a storm,

but in a cosy room at teatime - a goal from which a sincerely

felt, if extravagant image might inadvertently distract him.

The essayist and the reviewer write for two different

audiences. The longer, more leisurely essay - surely

Mrs. tfoolf's forte - assumes an audience which, even if it

has not read the works discussed, is at least sufficiently

versed in the period or author to understand and appreciate

the gist of the argument. Nothing is so unknown as to be

unfamiliar; nothing so tested as to be unworthy of yet

another critic's opinion. The essayist resembles the

common reader; he is free to wander at his will, sampling

now this poem, now that novel. His interpretation is as

good as the next man's end as valid. However, if it is just

^oolf, "Lockhart's Criticism," The Moment and
other essays, p. G2. ~ * ~



that little bit better expressed - a more imaginative

rhetoric, say, or an audacious perspective - then the palm
1

is momentarily his, Mrs. ^oolf's essays have this

advantage of expression; they are creative in themselves.

The books and the people from the past serve as points of

departure for something new and imaginative. Therefore,

while the essays appeal mainly to the cognoscenti. they can be

read with equal pleasure by the untutoi^ed.

The reviewer does not expect an aware audience.

His articles are read not for pleasure, but for profit.

Invariably his readers have not read the work under review

and most probably will not do so unless they are given a fair

account of it. Thus the reviewer is in a responsible

position. The author wants a bestseller and a succes

2
d* estime, his publisher and bookseller profitable sales, and

lCertain writers, it must be said, appeal more than
others to the common reader. Horace <«alpole is one such
writer; and Virginia rtoolf praises him accordingly:

"An author who knows no more than other people,
who has no dignity to keep up, no conventions to
enforce, no philosophy to expound, can say what he
likes and think what he chooses. No one need attend
to him. But if, in addition, by a mere stroke of
luck, he possesses the wittiest of peris and the
most observant of eyes, if he knows everybody worth-
knowing and sees everything worth seeing, we shall
of course get every word he writes by heart;" see

<Voolf, "Horace «»alpole," Granite and Rainbow, p. 184.

2yhether sales are actually affected by reviews is
a debatable point. "My feeling," Virginia «oolf wrote to
Lytton Strachey, "is that no review counts either way as far
as making money is concerned;" see Virginia „oolf and Lytton
Strachey, Letters, ed. Leonard uoolf and dames Strechey ^London
The Hogarth Press and Ghatto and «indus, 195c), p. 70.
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the public a good read. As for himself, the reviewer has

his integrity to consider. Somehow whirlpools and reflecting

glasses must be condensed into pragmatic phrases. It is a

reverse alchemy; and because Mrs. ,*oolf customarily

expresses strong like or dislike through imagery, one can

appreciate the discipline which the subservience of the

emotional to the analytical faculty imposes.

For example, Virginia uoolf's quasi-favourable

review of Joseph liergesheimer*s Java Head, which appeared

in the Times Literary Supplement of 29 May 1919, offers a

splendid opportunity to publicize a pet theory and in so doing

substitute an alternative of her own device for that author's

failing. how she evades these temptations without sacrificing

the principles involved is proof of restraint and flexibility

in adopting herself to the type of writing at hand.

Two months before this review,there appeared on the

front page of the Times Literary Jupplement an article

entitled, "Modern hovels", in which the author outlined a

theory about materialism in contemporary fiction. Both

essay and review were at the time unsigned;"*" both were

representative of their respective genres. However, they

relate so closely that to interpret them as anything less

than mutually derivative would be to perform an injustice to

lA few years after its appearance, Virginia ooolf
resuscitated and reprinted the essay, after revision of a
thematic as well as a stylistic nature, as "Modern Fiction"
in the first series of The Common header.
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Virginia .iioolf's critical method. The theories of one

literary form furnish the standards of the other. In fact,

if the reviews in their present collected state may be said

to have one redeeming merit, it is this: they bring to

our attention, through specific examples, the extent to

which the malaise spread downwards from tfells, Dennett, and

Galsworthy.

Kergesheimer is a materialist, but by implication

alone - the actual title is not mentioned in this review as

it is not mentioned in others - so well does he conform to

at least one of the qualities described in "Modern Novels".

He creates "an air of probability so impeccable that if all

his figures were to come to life they would^themselves
dressed down to the last button in the fashion of the

hour" As evidence, the reviewer quotes in her review of

Java head a seemingly endless descriptive passage, only to

cut it abruptly and purposefully at the subject's bracelets.

It is too detailed in its diffuseness, she says; it simply

does not he an anything. For all Hergesheimer's observational

prowess and brilliant eye for sartorial minutiae, the

significance of Taou-Yuen's portrait cracks under the strain

of excess and an undiscriminating will to be representationelly

^Virginia dfoolf, "Modern Novels," Times Literary
Supplement (^pril 10, 1919), p. 189.



inclusive. In "Life and the Novelist", Virginia wooIf

writes:

For it is true of every object - coot or human being -
that the more one looks the more there is to see. The
writer's task is to take one thing and let it stand
for twenty: a task of danger and difficulty; but only
so is the reader relieved of the swarm and confusion
of life and branded effectively with the particular
aspect which the writer wishes him to see.-*-

Rergesheimer does not fulfill this task. lie photographs
2

where he should interpret.

Nor does Mrs. aoolf find him any the less inept in

his handling of the heroine's emotional life. here too

silks and jewels are called upon to illumine and to define

l,<oolf, "Life and the Novelist," Granite and Rainbow.
p. 45.

2it is not surprising that several of gergesheiair's
stories enjoyed success as Hollywood films. Among them
was the silent version of Tol'able David, which starred
Richard Barthelmess. The book, a piece of "bucolic nostalgia
became "one of the most beautiful fims ever made", in the
opinion of Julian Fox, "The Country Boys," Films and Filming.
X/III, No. 8 (May 1972), pp. 29 & 33.

Mrs. doolf herself recognized the great potential of
film as a visual medium; butiie was out of patience with
cinematic adaptations of famous novels. She offered the
following critique of an early film of ^nna ICarenina;
much of what she has to say about this film parallels her
comments about Java head, on obvious movie novel:

"The alliance is unnatural. Rye and brain are torn
asunder ruthlessly as they try vainly to work in
couples. The eye says 'Here is Anna Karenina.' A
volqjgptuous lady in olack velvet wearing pearls comes
before us. But the brain says, 'That is no more iinna
Karenina than it is Queen Victoria.' For the brain
knows Anna almost entirely by the inside of her mind -
her charm, her passion, her despair. All the emphasis
is laid by the cinema upon her teeth, her pearls, and
her velvet;" see moolf, "The Cinema," The Captain's

Death Bed and other essays, p. 168. ~
None of '/irginio ,voolf's novels have been filmed.
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character; here too such valuables are misused. Either the

lady in question transcends the most precious or the novelist
sounds a personal defeat because at one point in the

narrative a character voices his own and surely the author's

exasperation when he muses, "but the heart, Gerrit - that

isn't made of jade and ivory and silk". To which -.rs. «oolf

readily agrees. "The heart is neither gorgeous nor placid,"
she posits; "it is very difficult to write beautifully about

the heart."1
If one expects the novel to inquire further into the

heart and its non-physical dimensions only to be disappointed

as Mrs. woolf is by what she calls liergesheimer's "self-

indulgence" in doing what he habitually does well end in not

doing what might prove more difficult, likewise any expectation

that the reviewer will step in and follow criticism with an

exemplary digression, one which would place the affairs of the

heart in their pieper spiritual perspective, is thwarted.

Neither an excerpt from another, more successful novel nor a

piece of imaginative interpolation is forthcoming. This is

not the province of the reviewer. Objective rather than

subjective means maintain the critical balance. The reviewer

holds her mask securely in place.

To have done anything but continue her catalogue of

nergesheimer's misdemeanours would have been to vitiate the

Iwoolf, Contemporary writers, p. 110.
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strength of her calculated understatement. She would have

betrayed her status as reviewer.

Furthermore, the slender frame of allusion upon

which her argument rests would have been needlessly

jeopardized by an appeal to an outside arbitrator, one whose

function would be extraneous to the discussion. ^s it

stands, the force of Mrs. Aoolf's examination lies in her not

saying the obvious. Or at best in not hazarding an attempt
since the obviousness can be held in doubt. If the l:e art is

neither silk nor ivory, then it must be. ... That is for

hergesheimer to discover in his next novel. A reviewer can

only point the direction; he cannot write the novel. Mrs,

nVoolf points away from materialism.

It is unlikely that even the most regular and perceptive

readers of the Times Literary Supplement would have connected

these two 1919 compositions. If Hergesheimer had been

labelled a materialist, the connection, however subliminal,

would have been affected. Certainly such identity would not

have cast a flattering light upon the review of Java head.

The associations attached to materialian are far too damning

to support Mrs. rioolf's ladylike, but self-defeating

conclusion. In spite of the novelist's faults - his stilted

emotions, joyless dialogue, and violence and stiffness when

confronted by intangibles - the novel is "nevertheless" a

good novel. Criteria of goodness apart (what does make a

good novel if not those things which liergesheimer bungles?),
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that last phrase weighted though it is by the exhausted

appeal of "nevertheless" seems destined to catch the public's
eye. Do the more derogatory, yet helpful, opinions go by
the board? Do these remarks, aimed directly at the author,

fall victim to Mrs. Woolf's sense of fair play?

Again the identity of the reviewer's audience proves

crucial. Leonard ..oolf staunchly upholds the division

between literary criticism and reviewing when he writes

that "the reviewer, unlike the critic, in 199 coses out of

1,000 has nothing to say to the author; he is talking to the

reader".1 Mrs. .Voolf does not agree with him; she is the

single cose out of 1,000 who has something to say to the

author.

Virginia ,«oolf believes that the most valuable service

which a reviewer can render is to tell the author directly

why he likes or dislikes his book. Informing the public comes

secondary. It is true that constructive criticism of the

kind Mrs. uoolf offers in her reviews comes after the fact.

The book is finished; it cannot be rewritten. (An actor, on

the other hand, is in the process of developing a role; a

reviewer's constructive criticism can therefore benefit his

performance.) However, there is the next book to be

considered. A reviewer can help it to be better. Like the

common reader, he creates the atmosphere which writers breathe.

iLeonard aoolf, loc. cit.
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For this reason, Virginia «oolf encourages rather than dis¬

courages her fellow novelists.

Thus it is particularly edifying to read the opening

paragraph of the Java Head review. Twenty years in advance
of her pamphlet-treatise, Virginia Joolf plays doctor to

Lergesheimer's ailing novelist. The cure she dispenses is

simple; the medicine bitter. No doubt Hergesheimer will

wince. But that is all to the good if, by "the odious

discipline which we should prescribe for Mr. Hergesheimer

/~:_7 to write a novel in which there is no furniture, no

ladies' dresses, no still life","'" a better novel evolves.

There are other examples from the reviews, other

instances of advice to authors, but nowhere is the tone of

voice and the language, the very concept itself, so close

to that which she was to espouse later in her pamphlet,

neviewing. Nowehere is it more apparent that Mrs. Woolf

did not spin fanciful theories out of air, but grounded them

in practice. Furthermore, with no other writer did she trace

the course of her prescription through five consecutive reviews
2

only to find at each stage that it had not been followed.

1Virginia „oolf, Contemporary „riters. p. 108.

2virginis .voclf reviewed the following books by
Joseph Lergesheimer: The Three Black Pennies, TLB (12 December
1918); Java Iiead, TLS (29 May 1919); Gold and Iron. TLB
(25 December 1919); Linda Condon, TLB (8 July 1920); and
The Gappy Dnd, TLB (16 December 192057
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In 1923, her energies dissipated upon deaf authors

and a public too confounded by the profusion of contrary

opinion to gamble their seven and sixpence, Virginia «oolf

ceased to review works of modern fiction on a regular

basis. The date is prophetic. It coincided with the

beginning of her maturity as a novelist. The general

practitioner would henceforth be available for private

consultation only.

It is now possible to understand better Mrs. .<oolf's

pessimism. In spite of her efforts to endow the lesser craft

of reviewing with the benefits of criticism, to set up a

creative dialogue between the author and his reviewer, and

to exercise within that hybrid standards which, if they be

not the eternal standards, are by contrast uniquely of her

age and of her own experience - in spite of these efforts,

literary quality, in her opinion, was not improving.1 The

solution lay in the writing of her own novels. The

novelist, not the reviewer, would have to lead the way.

lVirginia Woolf voiced her dissatisfaction with
reviewing in a letter to Naomi Mitchison, 20 March (no
year): "Reviewing being what it is, one never gets any
criticism. Is that the reason why we don't write better
books?" (fragments published in Sotheby & Co., Catalogue
of Nineteenth Century and Modern First Editions, Presenta¬
tion cobles, Autograph Letters and i.itercr:/ ,,anascribts,
December 1972, p. ibo.j



(ii) The Common Seer

Thus far attention has been focussed upon Virginia

rfoolf's approach to literary criticism and reviewing.

Undoubtedly The Common header essays comprise her most

important and lasting contribution to the field. However,

the range of interest, while inclusive on the one hand, is

restrictive on the other.

itith the publication of each posthumous volume the

scope broadened to embrace a more representative sampling

of Mrs. .Voolf's articles. Interspersed among the literary

pieces are painting and drama appreciations and reviews,

political exercises, and pseudo-autobiographical sketches.

nevertheless, the emphasis of the editor's selection falls

upon the literary. Even those pieces which deal with the

dister arts are one3 which reflect some literary concern.

This is not to denigrate the choices which Leonard yoolf,

as editor of the posthumous collections, has made. On the

contrary, if Mrs. „oolf's criticism of the other arts is

more than incidental, it is not prolific. Nor are there

many instances when 3he forgets her identity as a writer

and is as disinterested a spectator in a gallery or in a

theatre as one would like. If there are to be a few pages

of criticism devoted to painting, Mrs. .Voolf may have

reasoned, let allusions be made to writing and to how similar
or dissimilar the two activities might be; if one is to write

a review of a play, let it be one in which the reader's mental
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version of the text contrasts with the staged production.

The inference is plain: Virginia ,1/oolf's knowledge of the

other art forms is not as profound as her experience of

literature. Furthermore, that experience colours her response

to life and to art.

The plays which she reviews are, with few exceptions,

revivals of English classical texts.Because drama through

the ages is recorded on the printed page, these written
2

texts tend to regulate an audience's perceptions. There¬

fore, an evening in the stalls at a performance of a well-known

play by either Shakespeare or Congreve could be much the same

as an evening spent in a comfortable armchair at home, the

calf-bound transcription in hand, were it not, that is, for

the distinctive nature of drama.

Drama, to define it in the crudest of terms, is the

written word come alive. Drama is the written word given

flesh by living, modulating voices and gestures, enacted

on a public platform and not in the mind alone. As a

lModern drams holds no fascination for Virginia
<ioolf; drama, she writes, "is the one form which seems
dead beyond all possibility of resurrection to-day;" see
Virginia .yoolf, "The Narrow Bridge of Art," Granite and
Rainbow, p. 12.

2of Tyrone Guthrie'3 production of The Cherry
Orchard, one of the few actual productions which she did
write about, Mrs. tfoolf could claim with assurance in
The New Gtatesman, No. 380 (July 24, 1920), p. 44o:

"Although every member of the audience at the Art Theatre
had probably read Tchekov's The Cherry Orchard several
times, a large number had, perhaps, never seen it acted
before."



consequence, drama is one of the most interpretive of the

arts and also one of the most collective in its effect.

Actor, director, set and costume designers collaborate with
the playwright and drape their particular vision upon the

framework which he provides. spectacle complements

literature.

Furthermore, there are no standard performances, only

precedents. Every interpretation of a text, whether

classical or modern, is, or should be, unique. This

uniqueness in turn poses a challenge to the reader extra¬

ordinaire like Mrs. ,Voo If. Every interpretation demands that

literary preconceptions and prejudices be scrapped, or at

least sufficiently relaxed in a momentary surrender to the

magic of the stage, and that any subsequent reading ofthe

play be refreshed and enriched by the experience of that

live performance. Confrontation is inevitable. Mrs. woolf

accepts and meets this challenge.1
Painting, on the other hand, is visual silence. It

is a non-verbal, non-literary art. The pictures which

Virginia wooIf scrutinizes, in contrast to the plays which

she reviews, are exclusively contemporary works from such

lilost notably in her review of Twelfth Night, as
reprinted in The Death of the Moth and other essays (London:
The Hogarth Press, 1342), p. 37. The production at the
Old Vic:

"has made us compare our Malvolio with Mr. Quartermaine'o;
our Olivia with Madame Lopokova's; our reading of the whol
play with Mr. Guthrie's; and since they all differ back we
must go to Shakespeare. we must read Twelfth Night again.



diverse and antipathetic sources as the Itoyal Academy and

the London Group. It follows that matters of art history,

analogous let us say to her theory of literature as an

art form in evolution, have no relevant part to play in

tiiis branch of her criticism.

Art history, however, is only one of several points

of view open to the critic of painting. For her scathing

account of a Royal Academy jammer ohow, Lrs. .ioolf

offers some stunning and acidic art sociology. For those

artists more in favour with her highly prejudiced taste,

she hazards a few psychological insights - half-joking,

half-sincere - into their states of mind. But by far the

predominant attitude is to be found in the conflict

between her allegiance to the prevalent aesthetic theory

of her dey, significant Form, and a strong, indeed a very

personal response to the representational content of

pictures. This last is a literary bias, derived no doubt

from her story-telling expertise and her experience of

travelling opposite anonymous and silent Mrs. Browns in

second-class railway carriages. The tension between the

two extremes and the desire to bring some manner of

reconciliation between form and content help to account

for the eminent readability of her articles and their

constant surprise.

Painting bewilders Mrs. ,voolf. Not only does its



mute communication through line and colour, mess and space

defy language's paraphrase, but it is an art form, unlike
her late flowering as a dramatist in Between the ^cts, in

which she does not publicly indulge.1 In her criticism,

therefore, she shies away from the finer points of

technique of which she does not have first-hand knowledge.

Yet, in spite of her handicap or because of it,

p-ainting i3 an activity towards which she is more than

sympathetic. witness the painters who consistently people

her novels. However, on any level other than the purely

fictive one in which the novelist can project within

reason a writer's sensibility into that of a painter, any

critical judgements which Mrs. woolf makes about painting

are speculative. If she knows what it is to be a

critic-novelist, she does not know what it is to be a

critic-painter in the manner of Roger Fry.

Virginia tfoolf categorizes Roger Fry as "first and

lShe did, however, sketch in private. During the
Christmas holiday of 1904, for example, Miss Stephen
drew "and a few weak but not insensitive copies of Blake
and Rossetti were the result;" see ^uentin Bell, Virginia
.4ooIf« u Biography. I, p. 94. -

As for drama, a comedy in three acts entitled,
Freshwater, preceded the pageant play of the lest of her
novels. The comedy told the domestic story of Virginia
i.oolf's aunt, Julia Margaret Cameron, the renowned /ictorian
photographer, and was given a private Bloomsbury performance
in 1935. Mrs. .noolf did not think highly of Freshwater, as
she noted in her diary: "The play rather tosh; but I'm not
going to bother about making a good impression as a play¬
wright; see moolf, xi writer's Diary, p.
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and foremost a painter's critic not a connoisseur's".1
Because he himself painted, even valued his pictures above

2
his criticism, he sympathized with other artists. Their

problems were his problems. Fry's situation is not unlike
that of his friend and biographer. In her reviews of

contemporary fiction, Mrs. «oolf is an author's critic

not a reader's. And if her reviews are characterized by

kindly tutelage and the sympathetically outstretched

helping hand, Roger Fry's pieces incorporate as well that

profound understanding and encouragement which only one

practitioner can give to another. But do professionals

necessarily make the best critics?

Oscar rtilde for one claims that "it is exactly

because a man cannot do a thing that he is the proper
2

Judge of it". The creative faculty inhibits vision;

contemplation enhances it. More recently, Raymond Mortimer

has taken the opposite point of view. The ability to

draw, he believes, is "an invaluable, perhaps even necessary

qualification for the art critic".4 Certainly Roger Fry's

lYirginia „<oolf, Roger Fr.v. A Biography (London:
The Hogarth Press, 1940), p. 238. ~ " "

2"He cared more for his painting than for his
writing;" see Virginia ;,oolf, "Roger Fry," The Moment and
other essays (London: The Hogarth Press, 1947), p. 8b.

30scar Wilde, "The Critic as Artist," assays by
Oscar »ilde (London: Methuen & Co., 1950), p. 179.

^Raymond Mortimer, "Critical Qualities," Review of
The Theories of the Future: Studies in Fxench ^,rt Criticism



criticism benefitted from his painting, "whatever the value

of those canvasses as work3 of ert", Virginia boclf qualifies

But even though she herself is not unfamiliar with drawing,

it is our contention that her limited knowledge of the

mechanics and the theory of formal design does not inform

her art criticism. Nor do we feel that her criticism

suffers as a consequence.

Virginia *»oolf' s art criticism is a creation in

its own right. It is not constrained within a theoretical

strait jacket. Like Duncan Grant, Mrs. .<oolf could not

help but be interested in aesthetic theories; but like

Grant it became for her "a question of picking one's way

2
through theories", before the theories came to dominate.

Compare Duncan Grant and Virginia ,toolf to Roger fry.

Theory dominated Fry's criticism and it infected his

painting. Thaugh in possession of an active and flexible

mind which constantly reworked theory, there are moments

when Fry's pictures in particular show the strain of

too much masculine intellect and too little feminine

spontaneity.

In addition, Fry was not, in Mrs. woolf's estimation^

by Anita Brookner, The Junda.y Times (January 16, 1972), p. 30

li'00lf» hoger Fry. Biography, p. 238.

2Duncan Grant quoted in John Rothen3tein, Modern
English Painters: Lewis to L'oore (London: Eyre ancT
Opottiswoode, 1956), p. 56.
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a born writer. If, as is the paradox, his criticism
"rouses sensation" and "has for the common seer something,

of the enchantment of a novel, something of the excitement

of a detective story while it is strictly about the art of

painting and nothing else",1 it does so without the aid
of a writer's skill or power of verbal seduction. For

2
example, Fry does not write prose poems.

His prose style is suspect, easily derided by the

fastidious Mrs. Woolf. A superfluous adverb such as

namely or a "hideous" concoction such as pastose, which

Fry devised on the spot in order to elucidate one of his

many nebulous feelings, she finds particularly annoying.

An artist might grasp by chance the meaning of a word such

as paotose but search as he will the common seer will not

find that word in his dictionary of the English language.

This is not entirely Fry's fault, however. The formalist

is bound on the one hand by an old language which does not

l,*oolf, Roger Fry, Biography, p. 227.

2There is one notable exception when Fry did
attempt such a prose description. To advance his theory
about Futurist pictures, that their forms and combinations
of forms symbolize ideas as words do on a page, he translated
a Survage painting using Virginia rfoolf's prose as his
model; see Roger Fry, "Modern French Painting at the Mansard
Gallery," The Athenaeum, No. 4C58 (August 8, 1919), p. 724.
Short bursts of detail separated by a plethora of commas and
semi-colons do not, however, parallel Mrs. uoolf's style.
At best, Fry's effort may be seen as a parody of early
;»oolf prose. However, to give Fry some credit, he does
prefer Mrs. <«oolf's writing to M. Survage's painting; her
"sequences of ideas" work, his do not. Painting and
literature are, in this instance, separate entities.
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serve him end on the other by a new language of his own

making which is unfortunately too abstruse for the
uninitiated. Fry is aware of the problem;x so too

is his biographer. In her art essays and reviews, even

Virginia «#oolf has to throw up her hands in exasperation
at the difficulty she experiences in putting her aesthetic

emotions into words.

John Middleton Murry holds that art criticism is

literature. The art critic*3 responsibility, he writes,

is to be articulate. He is to convey in the most exact

manner possible "the emotions that have been evoked in him
2

by the contemplation of a work of art". Once articulated,

and only then, can the emotions be shared and the artefact

evaluated. Roger Fry, according to Middleton Furry,

talks a foreign language. He instinctively shies away

from literary readings of pictures, abstracts to the point

of unintelligibility, and, most severe complaint of all,

"brings the art critic to the condition of the pure mystic".

lln "Retrospect," 'Vision and Design (London: Chatto
and .<indu3, 1920), p. 189, Roger Fry writes:

"rthen the critic holds the result of his reaction to
a work of art clearly in view he has next to trans¬
late it into words. nere, too, distortion is
inevitable, and it is here that I have probably failed
most of accuracy, for language in the hands of one who
lacks the mastery of a poet has its own tricks, its
perversities, and habits."

2john Middleton Klurry, "The Mysticism of Mr. Roger
Fry*" The Nation, Vol. XXVIII, No. 1C (January 15, 1921),
p. 548.
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But this, says Glive Bell, is exactly as it should

be. A critic can no more articulate his feelings than a

child. He can at best approximate and "make it clear he

has them".1 An art critic, inarticulate in his excitement,

is unable to do anything but, in the words of Bell, "jump
2

for joy". Enthusiasm is everything. The sign of an

inferior work of art is the amenability with which it can

be reduced to narrative facts and statements; the sign of

its superiority rests in the quantity of indefinable joy

aroused. And joy, a pseudonym for aesthetic emotion, is

provoked at all times by certain combinations of lines and

colours, that is, by significant form.

A critic must therefore be able to distinguish

good form from bad form. No ammount of enthusiasm on the

port of the critic can endow a painting with significant

form if that object does not in fact already possess it.

The artist's duty is to create form that is significant;

the critic's is "to put the public in the way of enjoying"
3

that significant form. The higher the critic jumps then

the higher in value the picture.

For example, Walter Sickert jumps very high indeed

lClive Bell, "Criticism," The athenaeum. No. 4655
(September 26, 1919), p. 953.

2ibid.

3Ibid., p. 954.
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in his Burlington Magazine article on Vanessa Bell. His

prose is distinctive and energetic, if chatty. Like fry,
he uses words freely and takes an especial delight in the

more obscure and colourful. At times, however, he speaks

a mumbo-jumbo.

There ere two schools of artists, he writes, "the

both-eyes, both-ears, both-hands, and both-feet school" and

the school to which Bmil Lessore and Vanessa Bell belong.1
Sickert prefers the latter school. To express his emotion

for the pictures of this school and to show that it is

different to the emotion which he feels for realistic

pictures of the other school, he lapses into a patois
2

known as parlyaree. For example, he describes the figures

in a picture by Lessore as "the multy donahs with the

quisby snitches that pullulate on the lu3tre teapots of
3

the cadet granddaughter of 2mil Lessore"." The description

lt,alter Sickert, "Vanessa Bell," Burlington Magazine.
Vol. XII (July 1922), p. 34.

2parlyaree is defined by Brie Partridge in
i. Dictionary of Slang and Unconventional English (5th ed.;
London: Routledge and Began Paul, Ltd., 1961), p. 606, as
a vocabulary of 90 per cent Itolianate words spoken by
actors in the eighteenth - mid-nineteenth centuries and by
coster mongers and showmen in the mid-nineteenth - twentieth
centuries. These are, of course, milieux in which Jickert
felt very touch at home.

3yith the help of Mr. Partridge's dictionary, the
passage can be translated to read as follows: "the ('multy'
being on expletive translates poorly as 'very*, therefore
we omit it) girls with the queer noses that pullulate on the
lustre teapots of the cadet granddaughter of Emil Lessore".
Further refinement yields this description: "the girls with
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1b as incomparable as it is incomprehensible. fet it
serves its purpose; it evokes a picture that appeals to

the eye and to the imagination.
In those few sentences actually devoted to

Mrs. Bell, Sickert writes a coherent, urbane, erudite, and

ultimately affectionate critique. She is a good painter,
an artist of "instinct and intelligence", whose medium

l
"bends beneath her like a horse that knows its rider".

She belongs to that second school, the school of common

kitchen, not Cerebos salt. yhy fuss if Sickert's mind

wanders; dissolves; careers recklessly from one end of

the gallery to the next? He proves that enthusiasm need

not be inarticulate. .Ve would not, however, call his

article literature.

Like Sickert, Virginia ,;oolf seduces her audience

with a vengeance. Only she does so with greater

° literary efficiency and organization. For example, not
an essay on art is without it3 narrative framework. There

is always some tale to be told. whether the writer finds

herself in Trafalgar Square poised between the National

Gallery and the National Portrait Gallery, or braves a

the queer noses that reflect on the shining teapots of the
younger granddaughter of Lmil Lessore". It goes without
saying that Sickert's account is infinitely superior. For
further examples of his prose criticism, see waiter Hichard
Sickert. ^ Free house!, ed. usbert Sitwell (London: Macmi11an
& Co. Ltd., 1947/.

lsickert, op. cit., pp. 33-34.
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private view at the Royal Academy, or dines cut in

Bloomsbufcy, or visits a one-artist show in a Bond otreet

gallery - none of the articles would be complete without
a precise sense of spectatorial time, place, and

circumstance. If it is impossible to enter the hallowed

mausoleums of art without first commenting upon the

mundane - the traffic or the weather or the errand one should

be doing but is not, then one concludes that it is impossible

as _it is unwise to grasp the meaning of art without a

pre-exi3tent hold upon ordinary life. In the world of

Virginia tfoolf, life and art interrelate.

Mrs. «Voolf's art criticism is therefore not

scholarly. She draws upon no artistic tradition; she

espouses no artistic tradition. The only time that matters

is the present moment; the only pointings that matter are

the ones before her eyes; and the only spectator of any

importance is herself. In this context, Virginia ,(oolf

does not presume to pas3 universal judgements. Each

spectator is to make up his own mind. Bhe examines a

picture; says directly whether it appeals to her or not and

why; and then moves swiftly on to the next. tfhen the time

comes to leave the serene hiatus, she re-enters with a rush

the mainstream of the everyday world, revitalized and

reeling from the impact between life and art. Life heightens

one's response to art and conversely art heightens one's



response to life.

It will be the intention of the following chapters

to see if Virginia «oolf, armed with a writer's felicity,

furthers Fry's sensibility and awakes the eye and arouses

sensation to the relationship between art and life which

he denied.1 For it i3 neither obstinancy nor ignorance

which prevents Mrs. tioolf from turning the full light of

her eminent prose upon the formal elements of design but

trepidation that in so doing she would be untrue to the

balance of that relationship.

xiO has already been noted, Virginia tfoolf never

claims a critic's distinction for her literary essays.

Nor does she presume a like honour for her comments about

pictures in front of which she feels, with perhaps more

candour than the false modesty of the first instance, no

more confident than the most ordinary of spectators. Ohe

is an amateur; a common seer. And her self-proclaimed

amateur status baulks at the unorthodox restrictions which

the significant form cf Olive Bell and Roger Fry imposes.

It is a theory to which she has not quite reconciled

herself. Yet it invariably attracts and taunts her. For

instance the vocabulary ensnares her. One of the most

ambiguous terms bandied about by amateur and professional

1according to Virginia wioolf, "Be wanted art to be
art; literature to be literature; and life to be life."
see Virginia Woolf, "Roger Fry," The Moment and other
essays, p. 85.



alike is "emotion".

If Virginia woolf fails to clarify what she means

when she says of a /anessa Bell still life, "there is

emotion in that white urn" (1930 Foreword), the fault

does not lie with her alone. The coiner of the phrase,

significant form, and the most adamant spokesman for

aesthetic emotion, Clive Bell, is no more illuminating

about the nature of this emotion.

Bell's elegant and logically impressive argument,

which he puts forward in his numerous treatises, declares

emphatically, and repeatedly, that one is moved "in a

particular way" by certain combinations of lines and

colours within the two-dimensional picture plane. However,

not once does he offer a positive hint as to how to

distinguish that nebulous aesthetic emotion from the

other feelings which one experiences in front of a work of

art - the instantaneous urge, say, to scratch one's ear or

to cry. The technical motivation for the spectator's

agitation, i.e. the elements of design, is clearly and

believably accounted for; but the mode of that agitation

is not. The theory of joy is too pat.

Nevertheless, one can appreciate Clive Bell's

difficulty. he pursues a response far more subtle and

less dynamic than an empathy whereby one tenses one's

muscles at each rhythmical curve. Nor is one meant to

associate the picture with one's own life experience. The



aeothetic emotion, he says, is so unlike anything else

within the realm of man's experience that it is better left

undefined than misrepresented. The nearest approximation

which Bell ventures is "ecstasy". To the precise

question - what exactly do you mean by "ecstasy"?- no

answer is forthcoming.

Significant form is credible because lines and

colours, masses and spaces, etc., are objectively verifiable
aesthetic emotion, as preached by Bell, is not so fortunate.

It inhabits the dark recesses of psychology into which

he does not pass. The best that he can say is that the

emotions of life and the emotions of art are two separate

entities.

The emotions of life are no easier to explain than

their counterparts. They are, however, easier to identify.

Otherwise Clive Bell could not dispose of them so readily.

One may say, superficially, that an emotion of life is a

means to action. The aesthetic emotions are, by way

of contrast, contemplative emotions. Yet who can deny

that Bell in comparing aesthetic emotion to the joys of a

good week-end (and all that that implies)"^" has smA had

recourse to the dreaded emotions of life. has he not

fallen into the very trap that he warns against? Therefore
it will also be the intention of the following chapters to

lClive Bell, dnjoylng Pictures (London: Ghatto and
Hindus, 1934), p. S. ~ ~



see if Virginia tfoolf as spectator, and therefore as common

seer, can, in her art criticism, make more sense than

Clive Bell of the relationship between the emotions of life

and the aesthetic emotions. For, it is certainly true

that her novels by dramatizing the psychology of the artist

in the act of painting or writing demonstrate to great

effect that the so-called emotions of life, far from being

divorced from a work of art, are, in fact, the impetus

behind the creation and the fulfillment of that work of

art. The emotions of life are inextricably bound to the

creative aesthetic emotions. Are they not also

inextricably bound to the spectatoriol aesthetic emotions?

If her literary reviews intend to promote better

books, then /irginia V/oolf's art essays and her novels

intend to promote a better, more perfect world which, for

the present moment, is possible only in art - that is,

in the imagination. Art informs life of the heights

to which it can and should aspire. As a spectator,

Mrs. Woolf responds to art on this level.

In her art essays and reviews, there is a perceptible

drive, a headlong rush towards personal understanding and

involvement that transcends the oftentimes artificial and

self-conscious argument of some of these pieces. For

example, one need only for the moment set the contrived,

though admirably cultivated dinner party patter of ,,alter

^ickert: A Conversation against the natural excitement



felt in a room full of Vanessa Bell's paintings to

ascertain the difference.

If the framework for the critical comment of the

pamphlet allows for easy mobility around the table and

diversification of opinion, one can be less sure of the

author who, from the table's periphery, controls the
presence

voices. Of the occasion and yet aloof, her voi»e if it

ever intrudes, and it never does directly, is so carefully

veiled and concealed in the continuous shuffle of multiple

points of view that one can never be certain which is her

attitude. At least the formalists among the party are

consistent - they talk only with their hands. If one has

first to break the form's code, decipher and distinguish the

points of view, only to conclude after much consideration

that all the voices must in fact belong to Virginia .Voolf,

then as a piece of pure art criticism nalter Sickert: A

Conversation is negligible. Yet, as a warm appreciation

of the painter, his personality and his achievement, and as

an enthusiastic ,jeu d'esprit of a capsule account of

Bloomsbury aesthetics, even as a light-hearted expose of

the folly of discussing art at all, it is sublime.

On the other hand, under no pretext other than that

of spectator in the Lefevre Galleries, Virginia Woolf in a

catalogue introduction takes us by the hand, as it were,

and leads us around the exhibition rooms. In her company,



we pause now and again to eavesdrop upon the "silent"

conversations of musical children; together we see haymakers

and cornfields, onions and eggs. It is to Mrs. noolf's

voice that we listen. It is she who acknowledges, as she

drifts from canvas to canvas, the formal elements of mass,

colour, and line; and it is she who abandons the delights

of form and the more academic though nonetheless "exciting
i

adventure" of tracing the arti3t*s evolution to the

professional critic - so much mor'e relevant and enjoyable

is it to feel oneself into the picture. "A plant bends

its leaves in the jar and we feel that we too hove visited

the depths of the sea," she writes, with enthusiasm, in her

1934 foreword.

There is a hint of empathy in that last observation,

albeit a more psychical empathy than physical contortion.

Mrs. (Voolfs is a direct emotional response to

representational not abstract forms. Leaves bend, not

lines. In this passage, her use of descriptive labels

reminds one of Clive Dell's own rhetoric which is also

derived from life experience. However, where Bell's

everyday labels are called upon to conve'y, inadequately and

inappropriately, the cause of his aesthetic emotion - the

configurations of lines and colours, Virginia .Voolf's

labels represent nothing more than the things to which they

refer: the leaves, a jar, etc.

A strict formalism would probably lock down upon an



identification of the kind Virginia Woolf experiences above.

In its purest state, that of Roger Fry, the aesthetic

emotion is cold and clinical; the involvement intellectual

in concept and intellectual in appeal. Mrs. Woolf, on

the contrary, cannot help but identify with a work of art.

The connection she affects with the artefact is real; it

is more human than aesthetic; and it i3 honest. This

does not mean, however, that a dip in the sea is to her

what a good week-end is to Clive Bell. Bell's absurd image

pretends to be an aesthetic emotion; Mrs. woolf's marine

image pretends to be nothing but a human sensation.

The leaves never visited the depths of the sea - they

are depicted, not real leaves; garden, not marine

vegetation. But the illusion created by Vanessa Bell is so

powerful that they might be imagined to have done so. The

painter uses her imagination, why then should the spectator

restrain hers? A picture is not an end, but a beginning.

Images gyrate around that still centre and whirl off into

other galaxies of thought. But at no time does Virginia

WooIf lose sight of the centre. In this respect, her

creative approach to contemporary pictures is not

dissimilar to her creative approach to literary masterpieces

from the past. Iler art essays exude the same atmosphere

as do her literary essays.

Mrs. Woolf's finest art criticism has this

spontaneous, eye-witness aura about it. Hers is on active



and subjectively felt liaison between object and viewer.

It is in this form of criticism that she comes closest

to answering the question: how does one look at and

experience a work of art? Or, to put it another way, the

hitherto professional literary critic wonders aloud what

it would mean to be a disinterested spectator, an unschooled

observer, equipped only with eyes, unburdened of words.

In this criticism, Mrs. tfoolf is free to enjoy

herself. She bears no moral responsibility to the

advancement of painting as she does to the advancement of

literature. Her art reviews, therefore, have all the

advantages of her literary reviews but none of their

disadvantages.

It is al3o in this criticism that Virginia vYoolf,

in contending with the matter and the meaning of the visual

arts and to a lesser degree the drama, exercises a

sensibility which is indispensable to her own craft of fiction

and consequently to the exploration of that sensibility in

To the Lighthouse and Between the Acts. To create a work

of art, Virginia tfoolf believes, one has to be as much a

witness to life and human relations as one is to art and

formal relations. Art is neither all content nor all form,

but a marriage (an apt llrs. Ramsay word) between the two.

Finally, in writing about art, Virginia .Voolf best

exhibits those qualitje s which she ascribes to the common reader.

In front of pictures, she is a true amateur - a common seer.



CHAPTEH VI

THE NOVELIST AND PAINTING

Let us assume that Virginia Woolf, after writing two

•traditional* novels and after rejecting Royal academy

verisimilitude, began to nourish her fiction upon pictures

and in particular upon post-impressionist pictures. Suppose

one were enterprising enough to view her subsequent novels

as being derivative of contemporary trends in painting,

what, if anything, did she absorb or emulate?

Mrs. iVoolf opens her essay, "Pictures", which was

published in The Nation and Athenaeum on April 25, 1925,

with a controversial declaration, "Were all modern paintings

to be destroyed," she writes, "a critic of the twenty-fifth

century would be able to deduce from the works of Proust

alone the existence of matisse, Derain, and Picasso."1 Let

us turn this volatile statement inwards upon herself.

Given the information that Virginia //oolf surrounded

herself with painters and aestheticians in the free-flowing,

indisputably artistic precincts of Bloomsbury where even the

lVirginia Woolf, "Pictures," reprinted in The Moment
arid other essays (London; The Hogarth Press, 1947) , p. 140.
(In future, references to this reprinted essay will be made
in the text and will be signified by the notation, P, followed
by the appropriate page number.)
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young Picasso and fellow artistes of the Diaghilev Ballet
found a sympathetic and a social welcome^" - given this

information, one could argue that cultural milieu

developed into direct artistic influence. To such en

extent, one could continue, that the form of l,:rs. -Dalloway
and the form of Lily Briscoe's painting in To the Lighthouse

exhibit certain characteristics of the post-impressionist,

cubist, and other formalist doctrines then sweeping the
London art scene.

Dalloway, Virginia A'oolf creates a multi¬

dimensional space within which she fragments personality;

space is constantly redefined, and so too is personality as

both are pieced together from a variety of perspectives.

In the novel which follows this exercise in literary cubism,

Lily Briscoe Juxtaposes messes of colour and thus re-interprets

the classic mother and child pose in strictly architectural

and therefore non-representational terms; she paints a

post-impressionist picture. By inference, Mrs. «voolf may

be said to Juxtapose character with character and situation

with situation in this book in an attempt to re-interpret

the novel form with post-impressionist painting as her guide,

several critics hove discussed her novels, with varying degrees
of success, along these lines.

Dr. Allen McLaurin inquires into the relationship

lfor an account of a Bloomsbury soiree, see Clive Bell,
Old Friends (London: Chetto and Hindus, 1956), pp. 171-172.



between the aesthetics of Roger Fry and the novels of

Virginia w'oolf. what he has to say is always interesting
and several of his observations are apposite. On occasion,

however, enthusiasm for his subject leads him into
unintentional parody of Fry. For example, he interprets

Night and Day as if it were a modern painting:

there is the beginning of an attempt in Night arid Day
to give a more solid •geometrical* structure, an attempt
to move from impressionism to post-impressionism by the
use of the recurring image of the web. This is an
attempt to give a net, a grid, on which the impressions
can fall at random, and yet retain some symmetry or
design. But there is only this slight hint of an
underlying structure here, and we must turn to her
later novels, especially To the Lighthouse and The waves,
to see this kind of design fully developed.!

McLaurin's analogy rings false for several reasons.

Night and Day i3 not the first novel in which Virginia

wooIf employs recurring imagery to achieve what McLaurin

unfortunately labels "'geometrical* structure". In The

Voyage Out, the prescient motif of Helen Ambrose's embroidery

and the symbolism contained in Rachel Vinrace's dream and the

repetition of that symbolism, with variations, in her

delirium give to that novel a foundation, a grid, such as the

one McLaurin attributes to Mrs. «Voolf's second novel. From

the outset of her career, then, Virginia tfoolf's grasp of

solid and logical structure is sure. The proof of this comes

in the reading of The Voyage Out - the reader is at all times

lhllen McLaurin, Virginia woolf, The Echoes Enslaved
(Cambridge: The University I-ress, lliViiJ , p. '37,



conscious of the thematic threads as they come together in

a meaningful pattern. Therefore, whet Virginia tfoclf hopes
to achieve in her later novels is not greater solidity of

symmetry or design, but the illusion of spontaneity in that

symmetry or design - in other words, the "quality of a sketch
in a finished and composed work" which, as she writes in

her diary at the time of krs. Da 11oway, is her aim.1 The

subtlety of the repeated "as if" constructions in Part Three

of To the Lighthouse and the particularly daring, and

shocking (in the sense of surprising), note which ends

Between the i.cts work to this end.

Then there is McLaurin's use of the term "'geometrical*

structure" which is totally Inappropriate. Literature

expresses ideas and these ideas in turn structure a novel.

The image of the web, which he singles out, because it

presents an idea about life and because that idea is repeated,

thematically unifies the novel. The repetition does not

give to the novel a "'geometrical' structure"; it gives an

ideological structure. The image is the ides and not some

abstract structure upon which other ideas and impressions

fall.

McLaurin asks us to test the novel's ideas and the

structural presentation of these ideas with our eyes and to

measure the effectiveness of each by a mathematical yardstick.

1/irginia .Voolf, u ><riter's Diary (London: The Hogarth
Press, 1953), p. 56.



This is unacceptable. Virginia ^'oolf herself criticizes

Percy Lubbock for this same reason:

Whenever Mr. Lubbock talks of form it is as if something
were interposed between us and the book as we know it.
»«e feel the presence of an alien substance which requires
to be visualised imposing itself upon emotions which we
feel naturally, and name simply, and range in final
order by feeling their right relations to each other.1

Pictorial form is form which one sees and latterly is it

form for which one feels an emotion. Literary form is

form which one feels immediately, but never sees. To speak

of the form of Virginia Woolf's novels in visual terms is

to misunderstand this fundamental difierence between the

two arts.

It is perhaps right that the country which gave birth

to the movements in paint known as Impressionism and

Post-Impressionism (the latter being a title coined by

Roger Fry) should also give birth to critics who relate

these movements to contemporary literature. Jean Guiguet,

for one, disclaims a purist approach to literature when he

writes in his thorough critique of Mrs. .i/oolf:

If we were purists enough to reject any transposition
of terms from one art to another we should leave out
of account on essential quality of Virginia //oolf's
writing, which, as we have seen, invariably tended
towards an integration of those genres that literary
tradition keeps separate, and which was based on the
identity and unity of art underlying the multiplicity
of its forms and its methods.2

3-„oolf, "Gn re-reading novels," The Moment and other
essays, p. 130. """" ~ ~~ """

2Jean Guiguet, Virginia „oulf and Her ,<orks. trans.
Jean otewart (London: The liogarth Press, 1965), p. 437.



He sees in Virginia „oolf's novels certain indications

that she looked at pictures with more than a passing

interest:

This static character, this use of the tableau form,
particularly striking in To the Lighthouse and between
the i^cts, this tendency to symmetry and balance and
strong line suggests that the novelist's method has
been affected by the technique of painting.1

These devices also suggest, we would like to add, that works

of art about other work3 of art, as indeed To the Lighthouse

and between the Acts are, emulate the artistic techniques

which they dramatize because the exposition of their

content - the coming into being of the artefact if it is

a painting and the literary-visual presentation of that

artefact if it is a play - demands that this be the case.

This means that the method of such a novel is not influenced

by technique alone. On the contrary, the form is closely

allied to the thematic content and in each of the two novels

which Guiguet cites this is certainly true.

Lily Briscoe must balance one mass with another, if
her painting is to succeed as a visual statement; similarly
Virginia ,voolf must balance Part One with Fart Three, if her
novel is to present not a unified visual image but en

ideological Justification for her central theme which is

that art creates order out of chaos and thus makes permanent

events aid permanent emotions out of chimerical events and

llbid.
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transitory emotions. At the end of between the nets,

Virginia tfoolf does not counterpoint the visionary
tableau of Miss La Trobe's imagination to the real-life

situation of Giles and Isa Oliver because such symmetry

is pleasing to the eye. She balances these two scenes

because it is themstically expedient to do so. Furthermore,

she is willing, as was pointed out in Chapter IV, to deform

the logic of the novel if by that means her message will

be received and understood by the reader. The message

contained in the symmetry is this: in life as in art man

must return to the first principles of creation if peace

and order are to reign.

rthile Guiguet's confident assertion that Virginia

Kiioolf learned her verbal method from painting is highly

debatable (certain formal procedures ere indigenous to

and therefore shored by all art forms - for example, selection,

accent, rhythm, symmetry, balance, etc.), there can be no

question that art, and net the individual forms of painting

end drama, affects the conclusions of these two novels.

Morris Beja recognizes the rightful place of art in

Mrs. ,1'oolf' s fiction when he writes: "Just as the portrayal

of Lily Briscoe had demonstrated Mrs. ..oolf's views about

the origins of art, so the portrayal of Miss La Trobe

indicates her views about its aims and functions". artistic

1;,*orris Beja, "Matches Struck in the Lark," Critical
quarterly. Vol. VI, No. 2 (Summer 1964), p. 151.



technique for its own s&ke does not interest Virginia „oolf.
If Guiguet refrains from naming the particular

technique which influenced Mrs. «oolf, his countrywoman,

Monique Nathan, is not so reticent about drawing direct

parallels. Virginia tfoolf, in her opinion, is like a

pointillist:

Like the pointillist painters, who tried with a certain
assembling of coloured spots to render the faintest
vibrations of light, bathing their canvasses in ©
colourful atmosphere from which the objects emerge new
and fresh as on the first day of creation, Virginia
.iioolf appeals less to the mind than to the eye, "the
English unaesthetic eye." She showers us with images
as life showers us with sensations, she dumps down
wholesale the confused package of impressions that
compose us, in order to seize, by means of isolated
and discontinuous flashes a continuous reality.1

The comparison is patently ridiculous. Nor is it

complimentary, the English unaesthetic eye being what it is.

Virginia ,;oolf's art is not o visual art. "The 'book

itself'she writes, "is not form which you see, but
2

emotions which you feel." If the sensations and the

impressions collude, as Monique Nathan is right in saying

that they do, they do so in the mind, not on the eye. Mrs.

«<oolf does not cling to the outside of things. Therefore,
if her novels are about light, they ere not about the play

of sunlight on objects. For example, Katharine liilbery and

lMonique Nathan, Virginia iioolf, trans. lierma
Briffault (London: Evergreen Books Ltd., 1961), p. 129.

2oolf, "On re-reading novels," The Moment and other
essays, p. 130.
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Ralph Denham become friends in Right and Ray. Their

friendship is described as "a spiritual light burning steadily
and steadfastly behind the erratic disorder and incoherence
of life" (N&D, p. 398). This spiritual light is the true

subject of Virginia rfoolf's fiction.

Jacques-anile Blanche, painter and teacher of

Duncan Grant at La Palette in Paris, i3 even more explicit

than either Guiguet or Monique Nathan. Virginia rfoolf is

not merely like a painter, she Jjs a painter:

Des touches de couleur d'une legerete, mais d'une
precision, d'une densite incroyables, ici et la,
construisent le tableau, le dessinent a l'int£rieur
d'un contour invisible. Les peintres impressionistes
procedaient ainsi. Mais vous feriez la moue, Madame,
3i je vous qualifiais impressioniste. L'on est plus
en ovant que cela, dans Blocmsbury. C'est par hasard,
peut-etre,vque vous ete3 ecrivain. Vous fussiez-vous
consacree a la peinture, vou3 auriez ete le majitre
de le jeune ecole, en^ngle^erre. Lais auriez-vous
votre technique, la meme maitri3se? Peu probable
que vous 1'eussiez acquise, cette possession du m£tier
que n'ont plus les peintres; mais chez vous, peindre
et ecrire eussent procede^ de la meme op6ration mentale.
Jacob's Room, Mrs. Dalloway sont d'un peintre.
"Jynchronisme ^ futurisme" a-t-on dit as3ez erbitrairement
de votre maniere.l

i
iihile Blanche puts forward some interesting propositions, his
fantasies, as criticism, are negligible.

Andre Laurois, the illustrious novelist and devotee

of Virginia ,*oolf, also draws the comparison between the

English writer and the French painters. however, because

ljacques-Emile Blanche, "Entretien avec Virginia
aooIf," Les Nouvelles Littereires. Artistiques et Jcientifiques
(13 aout 1927), p. 2.



he is himself a writer, he knows that that technique which

is only technique is empty. I-le attributes this same

knowledge to the woman whose novels he so admires:

Virginia Aoclf apercoit plus clairement que personne
le danger et la faiblesse d'un impressionisms qui ne
sera que cela. Le peintre qui s'obstine a vouloir
3eisir le moment 3ans vouloir reconnaltre, sous les
apparences mouvantes, les formes permanentes des (Hres,
va vers la folie de la lumiere et finit comme le heros
de la Recherche de l^bsolu, ou comae le Monet des
L'ymph^as, par e3sayer de fixer sur sa toile 1* insaisissable.
Un artiste ne peut £puisser l'infini; il doit choisir,
accepter ses limites.^

1 rs. .v'oolf, in the opinion of Maurois, is not an impressionist.

Eer fictional writing possesses a solidity and this solidity

is derived from her choice of subject matter: "Virginia

<Voolf, .'telle, depasse 1* impressionisme par cette vision

qu'elle a de la beaute et de la grandeur de la vie consideree
2

dans ses actes les plus simples". Maurois talks sense.

In this last phrase from his appreciation, he hits

upon the essential aspect of Virginia .<oolf*s content which

is her profound love of ana respect for simple actions and

simple things and her ability to see in such commonplaces

the true and the enduring meaning of life. In "Modern

Fiction", she exhorts novelists: "Let us not take it for

granted that life exists more fully in what is commonly thought

Andre Maurois, "Premiere Rencontre avec Virginia
ooolfLes houvelles Litteraires. Artistiques et
->cientifiques (19 .jsnvier 1029). p. 1.

2Ibid.
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big than in what is commonly thought small".-1- In her

novels, she follows her own instruction.

There are no murders, no political intrigues, no

uprisings, no society scandals in Virginia tfoolf's fiction.

Apart from one scene of an air raid over London in The

I ears, the thunder of war is heard offstage. The clash of

armies on an alien field, the macabre dance of metallic

birds in an imposing sky, and the locked combat of armoured

ships on a rough snd unwelcoming sea do not provide the

settings for her books. tfhile there is no novel by

Virginia »Voolf in which war does not play an important, if

subliminal part, it is to the private not the public face

of strife that she turns her attention. Mrs. <Voolf describes

war as it affects the individual, not the state. Political

diatribe she reserves for her tracts, especially Three

Guineas, in which she attempts to find the means by which

women can put an end to war which is, after all, a manly

occupation and profession and therefore the fit subject for

masculine novels by masculine writers, such as Kipling and

Galsworthy. A trip to a lighthouse, a missing brooch,

innumerable meal3 and parties, a pair of old boots, walks in

gardens and in towns by moonlight and by light of day - these

ore the incidents andthe props, the permanencies, of

Virginia .Voolf' s private and feminine world. But she is no

^Virginia tfooif, "Modern Fiction," The Common header
(London: The Ilogarth Press, 1325) , p. 190.



more an intimiste than she is an impressionist. lieneath

the diaphanous skin move the great emotions of life, the

bones of her literary genius, which elude the canvasses of
her sister, Vanessa Dell.

Among all this talk of artistic names end techniques

derived from painting there is one name that escapes and

that is spiritualist. Virginia Woolf is, by the definition

she gives in "Modern Fiction", a spiritualist. Dpiritualism,

unlike impressionism, pointillism, and any other visual

idiom, is not a technique. It is a way of feeling, a way

of looking at, and a way of interpreting people, objects,

events, circumstances, and sensations as they are filtered

through the human consciousness, the dot fringed with flames.

The task facing the spiritualist, then, is the representation

of the inner landscape.

Photographic representation was to Roger Fry as

heinous in literature as it was in painting. he believed,

his biographer informs us, that "literature was suffering

from a plethora of old clothes. Cezanne and Picasso had

shown the way; writers should fling representation to the

winds and follow suit".1 John Kawley Roberts maintains

that Virginia ,/oolf herself heeds this advice; he writes:

Dhe did 'fling representation to the winds,' and along
with it, the established notion of plot. Afhat is left,
or rather, what is substituted for photographic

1/irginia <»oolf, Roger Fry. Biography (London:
The Hogarth Press, 1940) , p. 172.



representation and plot? I should like to suggest that
what Cezanne and Picasso did in the art of painting, as
explained by Roger Fry, L'rs. .Yoolf attempted to do in
the art of the novel,1

However, if flinging representation to the winds
means freeing one's prose of adjectives and metaphors, the

old clothes of which Roger Fry complains, then Virginia

Woolf does not fling representation to the winds. If

flinging representation to the winds means denuding
characters and objects of associations and poetical

resonances, then Virginia ,/oolf does not fling representation

to the winds, if revolution in plot means writing books in

which no one falls in or out of love, marries, has children,

goes to parties, and dies, then Virginia <*oolf is not a

revolutionary novelist. If being an innovator means

writing a novel about abstract, geometric formal relation¬

ships - the only subject matter of pictures, according to

Clive Bell and Roger Fry - then Virginia „oolf, because

she writes about the human consciousness and human

relationships, is not an innovator in this sense.

The fact remains that neither Cezanne nor Picasso

fling representation to the winds. Their greatest visual

statements are always embodied in paintings in which the

human figure or a natural form is the raison d'etre of their

technique (Plate XV). Representation is, as Roger Fry

Ijohn Kawley Roberts, "'Vision and Design' in /irginia
.voolf," KvlLa, Vol. LXI, No. 3 (Jeptember 1946) , p. 836.
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PLATE XV

Fig. A: Pablo Picasso: Nude Woman in a Red Armchair (1932)

Fig. D: Paul Cezanne: The Gardener (c. 1906)
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knows, indispensable to the illusion of three-dimensionality,

however, whereas some modern painters and 30me critics of
modern painting would deny representation a purpose other
than a formal one (and in so doing, would oiiss in Picasso's

Nude ,,:oman in a Ped armchair (1932), say, the brilliant

visual interpretation of the human psyche, consciousness and

the unconscious), Virginia ,/oolf would never deny human

experience - her representational content - its rightful and

its primary place in her books. She insists that "among

all this talk of methods, that both in writing and in reading

it is the emotion that must come first".^ In other words,

content determines form. her reply to certain critical

interpretations of hrs. Da 1 lows;/ puts this in the proper

perspective:

The book, it was said, was the deliberate offspring of
a method. The author, it was said, dissatisfied with
the form of fiction then in vogue, was determined to
beg, borrow, steal or even create another of her own.
But, as far as it is possible to be honest about the
mysterious process of the mind, the facts are other¬
wise. Dissatisfied the writer may have been; but
her dissatisfaction was primarily with nature for giving
an idea, without providing a house for it to live in.
The novelists of the preceding generation had done
little - after all why should they? - to help. The
novel was the obvious lodging, but the novel it seemed
was built on the wrong plan. Thus rebuked the idea
started as the oyster starts or the snail to secrete
a house for itself. and this it did without any
conscious direction. The little note book in which
an attempt was made to forecast a plan was soon abandoned,
and the book grew day by day, week by week, without any

l.ioclf, "On re-reading novels," The foment and other
essays, p, 130.
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plan at all, except that which was dictated each
morning in the act of writing. The other woy, to make
a house and then inhabit it, to develop a theory and
then apply it, as Wordsworth did and Coleridge, is, it
need not be said, equally good and much more philosophic.
But in the present case it was necessary to write the
book first and to invent a theory afterwards.l

The above critics share the tendency to talk about

the technique of this writer as it compares to the technique
of certain painters. Whet they do not discuss, or at best

gloss over, is the possibility that Virginia ,<oolf and

painters might meet, if not on a technical, then on a

metaphysical level. For example, listen to these words

of Cezanne:

Everything we see is dispersed and disappears. Nature
is always the same, but nothing^emains of it, nothing
of what we see. Our art should give to nature the
thrill of continuance with the appearance of all its
changes. It should enable us to feel nature as
eternal.2

Now eavesdrop on Mrs. Kamsay's thoughts at her dinner party;

there is a coherence in things, a stability; something,
she meant, is immune from change, and shines out (she
glanced at the window with its ripple of reflected lights)
in the face of the flowing, the fleeting, the spectral,
like a ruby; so that again tonight she had the feeling
she had had once today already, of peace, of rest.
Of such moments, she had thought, the thing is made
that remains for ever after. This would remain. (TOL, p.103)

Cezanne's subject is nature; Virginia ..oolf's is life and

character. Yet their aim is the same - to find the enduring

IVirginia ./oolf, Introduction to Sirs. Dallcwa.y (New
York: The Modern Library, 1028), pp. vii-viii.

2Paul Cezanne quoted in Herbert head, The meaning of
Art (3rd ed. rev.; London: Faber and Faber, 1051), p. 202.
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in the transitory, the unity in the multiplicity. however,

their methods of realizing their common theme are vastly

different, as different as words are from pigment.
Nor do the above critics discuss Virginia Woolf's

splendid visual sense, that aspect of her writing which is

most legitimately like a pointing. Arnold Kettle makes a

tentative move in this direction when he observes:

But what is reminiscent of a painting is her overriding
concern with texture and form. j-- touch is added here,
a line extended there, a moment of apparently casual
conversation posed against a break in the hedge, in order
to achieve not story, not conflict, not character-insight,
though all these elements may hover around, butthe effect
of the lived moment in time, the complex of colour and
shape and shadow and tone of voice and prejudiced
opinion and indigestion which is, Virginia Woolf insists,
"life"

To take an example from her prose, this is how Iv'.rs, „oolf

describes Jacob Flanders*s room at Cambridge:

Jacob's room had a round table and two lew chairs.
There were yellow flags in a jar on the mantelpiece;
a photograph of his mother; cards from societies with
little raised crescents, coats of arms, and initials;
notes and pipes; on the table lay paper ruled with a
red margin - an essay, no doubt - 'Does history consist
of the Biographies of Great Men?' There were books
enough; very few French bo._ks; but then anyone who's
worth anything just reads what he likes, as the mood
takes him, with extravagant enthusiasm. Lives of the
Duke of Wellington, for example; ^pinoza; with the
petals of poppies pressed to silk between the pages;
all the Elizabethans. his slippers were incredibly
shabby, like boats burnt to the water's rim. Then there
were photographs from the Greeks, arid a mezzotint from
Sir Joshua - all very English. The works of Jane ^usten,

l^rnold Kettle, "Mr. Dennett and Mrs. «oolf: Virginia
,<oolf:

. To the Lighthouse," An Introduction to the mnglish
" ovel (London: Hutchinson's University LiDrary, iOOO/,
II, pp. 102-103.
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too, in deference, perhaps, to someone else's standard.
Cerlyle was a prize. There were books upon the Italian
painters of the renaissance, a Manual of the diseases of
the Horse, and all the usual text-books. Listless is
the air in an empty room, just swelling the curtain;
the flowers in the jar shift. One fibre in the wicker
armchair creaks, though no one sits there. (JB, pp. Co-Cl)

The lest two sentences, in particular, evoke the atmosphere

of the empty room, both visually and aurally. They tell us

nothing about the occupant, except that he is not there.

The image which these sentences project on the reader's

eye and ear is therefore pleasing and effective in its own

right; however, this same image becomes profoundly moving

and poignant when it is repeated, verbatim, at the end of the

novel when Mrs. Flanders's and Donamy visit the room of the

dead Jacob;(JR, pp. 289-290). Altering circumstances

decree that associative emotions alter as well. But what

about the contents of the room which the narrator so

assiduously lists?

Virginia Joolf's apparently haphazard grouping of

objects in her description of Jacob's room brings to mind

some of Vanessa Bell's interiors. There is the same

concern in both artists for an enclosed living space that

is brought into contact with nature by flowers and open

windows. There is the same provocative silence at the

heart of their rooms, the same sense of time standing still,
the same skillful juxtaposition of superficially inharmonious

objects drawn from everyday life, and the same sense of an

intrusion upon privacy. In a few sentences, Mrs. „oolf
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cr«oi«5
pnrrnl ^4--" an environment that corresponds to that of many

of Vanessa Bell's scenes. However, the literary room is at

the same time revelatory of the hero's character. The

deliberate, illogical mixing of objects elicits a vivid

sensation of the life of the student and the magpie nature

of his mind. This environment is the cocoon which

envelopes uacob; it is the shadow by which we come to know

the absent substance. Virginia tfoolf's interior decoration

therefore tells, whereas that of Vanessa Bell shows.

Another of Virginia tVoolf's masterful visual images

is to be found in To the Lighthouse. There is a pig's

skull in the nursery which frightens Cam but which dames will

not allow to be removed. Mrs. Ramsay, to quiet her

troubled daughter, wraps her green shawl around the offending

object: "It was like a bird's nest," she soothes, "it was

like a beautiful mountain such as she had seen abroad, with

valleys and flowers and bells ringing and birds singing and

little goats and antelopes." (TOL, p. 177) She cloaks

reality in illusion. This deception lulls the girl to

sleep and because the 3kull has not been dislodged, but is

beneath it3 green shroud as real to his touch as before, the

realistic dames is placated.

The dissolution of fantasy and complacency and the

gradual intrusion of reality in the form of death and

destruction, which befall the Ramsay family and their house,. c<"

are expressed in "Time Passes" by many images, among them that of



Mrs, Ramsay's shawl:

Once in the middle of the night with a roar, with a
rupture, as after centuries of quiescence, a rock rends
itself from the mountain and hurtles crashing into the
volley, one fold of the shawl loosened and swung to and
fro. (TOL, pp. 201-202)

Through the repetition of Mrs. Ramsay's fanciful language and

her imagery, Virginia Woolf shows that that woman, though

dead, still exerts a hold, albeit a tenuous hold over the
situation. Her influence, however, is weakening. Time

and the elements claim the shawl for their victim. Only

the skull, death, remains constant and indestructible.

Some years later, Mrs. McNab reclaims the house, but

the shawl is beyond redemption. "Idly, aimlessly, the

swaying shawl swung to and fro" (TOL, p. 213). Mrs. Ramsay

and fantasy are no more. Reality persists.

Virginia ,/oolf crystallises in the recurring image

of the shawl and the skull human relations, the passage of

time, endurance, decay, reality, and fantasy. Jhe also

creates, and repeats, a direct and powerful transcription of

a visual phenomenon. we literally see the shawl flapping.

But we know something about it; we know what it represents.

It therefore goes without saying that in this novel the image

i3 more valuable for the connections which it arouses within

the reader's mind than it is in and for itself. These

connections are established by Mrs. .Voclf's use of the tools

of her trade, her adverbs "idly" and "aimlessly". The

scene is not a word picture alone; it is a symbolic
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representation of one of the themes of the novel, namely, that
in life nothing is permanent.

,,e have dwelled at some length upon the above critics

and their thesis that /irginia iioolf was influenced by the

technique of painting because there is evidence that Mrs.

rf'oolf herself envisioned the aims of her writing to be not

dissimilar to the aims of painting. Jacques Raverat drew

her out on this point.

writing, he informed her, is by nature linear and

therefore sequential. But within this rigid structure,

the meaning of the individual word is two-fold: "there are

splashes in the outer air in every direction, and under the

surface waves that follow one another into dark and

forgotten corners"."1" To accomplish this simultaneity, a

writer would have to become like a painter to whom simultaneity

poses no problem. Raverat puts forward the suggestion

that a word be placed in the centre of a page and that

around it associations be arranged radially. This visual

image would of course accord with /irginia rfoolf's own

visual concept of the human consciousness as being a dot

surrounded on all sides by flames. However, where Raverat

and Mrs. Moolf theorized, the Italian Futurists, led by

F.T. Herinetti, actually experimented with poetry written in

^Jacques Raverat to Virginia tfoolf (September 1924)
quoted in tuentin Dell, Virginia ,/QoIft L Biography (2 vols.;
London: The Hogarth press, 1972), II, p. 106.



this manner. Llarinetti's own SCRABrrBrraaNNG (1919) best

illustrates this technique (Plate XH). In a single image,

the Italian brilliantly conveys the stability of art

and the flux and uncertainty of life.

The reclining figure of a woman fills the lower

right hand corner of the page. Radiating from thi3 static

figure are words - some actual, others invented. Bold face,

italic, script, and typed words of varying sizes end intensities

of imprint explode at random all over the page. .Vords

overlap; words collide. And every word is descriptive

of a noise associated with war and gunfire. .tords which

themselves suggest sound accentuate the illusion of sound.

Furthermore, the visual arrangement, or rather the

non-arrangement of these words which even look like exploding

shells enhances the aural illusion. The cacophonous image,

disorganized and brutal, magnificently evokes war by giving

its sound a visual equivalent.

However, the success of this work does not depend

upon its visual dexterity alone. :.iarinetti's image also evokes

the 3tate of mind of the woman who is reading the letter and

the state of mind of her boy friend who experienced the

battle and lived to retell the incident. By exploring psychology,

then, the work of art is decidedly literary in nature.

Marinetti transcribes lived experience directly to

his page. He fuses form and content boldly and imaginatively.

SCRABrrBrraaHNG is visually and emotionally satisfying. However,



PLATE XVI

F.T. Marinetti:

SCBABrrRrraaNNG (1919)

That evening, in bed, she read again the
letter from her gunner at the front*



Futurist literature in its extreme form tends to be

incomprehensible. Marinetti himself calls for "parole in

liberta" and consequently a "maximum of disorder".''" This

extreme is, of course, antipathetic to Virginia ^oolf's
. 2aims •

Ifrorn marine11i1s Technical manifesto of Futurist
Literature (1912), quoted in Futurismo (1909-191971 catalogue
'of an exhibition of Italian Futurism organised by Northern
Arts end the Scottish Arts Council, 1972-1973, pp. 80, 81.

2Futurism did not appeal to either Koger Fry or
Clive Bell, for obvious reasons. To Roger Fry, trie movement
represented a new kind of literary painting, an illegitimate
offspring of Cubism:

"Ideas, symbolized by forms, could be juxtaposed,
contrasted and combined almost as they can be by
words on a page, and Futurism came into being. That this
idea was seized on, perhaps originated, by a group of
rather crude Italian journalists, and in all countries
appealed to painters of a journalistic turn, has
stigmatized this offshoot of Cubism;" see .Roger Fry,

"Modern French Art at the Mansard Gallery'," The athenaeum,
NO* 4G58 (August 8, 1919), p. 724.
As for Clive Bell, he harangued Futurist pictures for being
descriptive pictures:

"Futurist pictures are descriptive oecause they aim at
presenting in line and colour the chaos of the mind at
a particular moment; their forms ore not intended to
promote aesthetic emotion but to convey information.
These forms, by the way, whatever may be the nature of
the ideas they suggest, are themselves anything but
revolutionary. . . . As works of art, the Futurist
pictures are negligible; but they are not to be judged
as works of art. A good Futurist picture would succeed
ais a good piece of psychology succeeds; it would
reveal, through line and colour, the complexities of an
interesting state of mind. If Futurist pictures seem
to fail, we must seek an explanation, not in a lack of
artistic qualities that they never were intended to
possess, but rather in the states of which they are
intended to reveal;" see Clive Bell, ,>rt (London:

Chatto and Hindus, 1914). p. 21.
The response of these two men indicates yet again

their inability to accept or to sympathize with pictures whose
aims are antipathetic to those which they deem to be the
proper aims of painting.



In her reply to Saverat's letter, Mrs. .*00If wrote

that the novelist's duty i3 to transcend the "formal railway

line of sentence /""for_7 people don't and never did feel
or think or dream for a second in that way; but all over

the place, in your way".1 She transcends the sentence by
her choice of content.

As was maintained in an earlier chapter, the external

structures of Mrs. woolf's narratives proceed in orderly-

fashion from point to point, event to event. It is within

the minds of her characters, beneath the surface of life and

the linear flow of the sentences, that the radial vision of

thoughts, feelings, and events out of time and space is

acted out. 7irginia doolf's real innovations occur tie n in

her content. having decided early in her career what it is

that she wishes to write about - the dot fringed with

flames - the method naturally follows. She adapts the

sentence to her purpose. For example, in outlining her

plans for To the Lighthouse, she describes her aim as being

"to find a unit for the sentence which shall be less

emphatic and intense than that in Mrs. D: an everyday

sentence for carrying on the narrative easily". In other

l/irginia ft00If to Jacques Raverat (3 October 1924)
quoted in Quentin Bell, loc. cit.

^yirginis ftoolf, To the Lighthouse MBS, dated Monks
house, August G, 1925 - March 16, 1927 (in the Berg Collection,
New York Public Library).



words, content (in thi3 cose a domestic content) demands

and receives an equivalent expression.

Of a book itself, the conglomeration of sentences,

Virginia Woolf writes in Room of One's Own: "A book is

not mode of sentences laid end to end, but of sentences

built, if an image helps, into arcades and domes" (AROO,

p, 116), This we shall call, for want of a better term^-,

the domestic architecture of Virginia «»oolf's books.

Notice how it i3 described as neither linear nor perpendicular,

but as curvilinear and globular. Therefore, the form of a

book, while it is built up of masculine elements - chronological

sequences of words and phrases, i3, as an ensemble, rounded

and feminine. And it is perhaps no small coincidence

that Lily Briscoe when she describes the form of her painting

uses similar imagery; she conceives her pointing as being

a union of masculine and feminine structural components:

"the light of a butterfly's wing lying upon the arches of

a cathedral" (TOL, p, 78)• The aim of all art is therefore

the reconciliation of opposites and the creation of something

whole, rounded, and complete.

However, Virginia vVoolf arrived at this ideal only

after she had explored fully the traditional and the linear

possibilities of both form and content. This explains why

The Voyage Out aid Niyht and Lay must be seen as rehearsals

for her later book3 and not be dismissed out of hand.

Before on arti3t, any artist, can destroy and



manipulate appearance, genre, etc., he must first know
what that appearance, genre, etc. is. The Voyage Out

and Night and Day are therefore products of a compulsory

apprenticeship. This is how Mrs. rtoolf evaluates her second
novel: "Oh, it's a dull book, I know . . . but don't you

see you must put it all in before you can leave out"."1'
The Years, she feels, benefits from the discipline of

writing a book like Night and Day: "I can take liberties
with the representational form which I could not dare when

I wrote Night and Day - a book that taught me much, bad
2

though it may be". Similarly, Vanessa Bell's Iceland

Poppies (Plate XVII), exhibited at the hew English art

Club in 1909, is en apprentice work. Compare it to a

still life, ,yild Flowers (PlateXVIII), pointed c. 1915.

This last picture is a freer, less sober, and less inhibited

canvas; the brushstroke is rapid and loose, the colour

less academic and more individual in its expression. let

Vanessa Bell was able to paint this still life only because

the other preceded it. _>o too Virginia .voolf was able to

write Jacob's Room and the rest only because she wrote

The Voyage Out and Night and bay first and not because she

studied modern pictures. ..e offer these observations and

illustrations as evidence that certain fundamental procedures

ly/oolf, A writer's Diary, p. 35.

Zjbid., p. 193.
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are common to all art forms end that Virginia »*oolf would

have written the same novels she did and in the same order

had she never seen a modern picture.

Virginia Aoolf described the age in which she

lived and worked as on age of fragments. ^ more accurate

way of referring to this period would be to call it an age of

fragmentation. For this was the age in which man, creative
and scientific man alike, became dissatisfied with the

outward appearance of things. This was the age in which

man pulled apart, dissected, plumbed the depths, and

reconstructed what had hitherto been accepted as reality.

The sound of the age was rightly described by Mrs. .^oolf

as being "the sound of breaking and falling, crashing

and destruction".1 She lived at the time of the split

atom, the split personality, films, crystallography, and

Cubism. It is possible to conceive of J.J. Thomson,

Jr. Freud, Sergei Sisenstein, Niels Bohr, and Picasso

living and working in rooms adjacent to her own. But did

the individual, though fundamentally related, achievements

of the age mingle? Did their originators leave their

respective rooms and flirt in the corridor? „e are back

at the beginning of this discussion.

Virginia ,/oolf' s novels may be like paintings, but

!virginia woolf, "Mr. Bennett and Mrs. Brown," The
Captain's Death Bed and other essays (London: The Hogarth
Press, 1950), p. 108.



they are not paintings. Nor are they books about

crystal structure. They are works of art about people,

ideas, and human situations. The premise must be

rejected that soys that because the technique of these

novels superficially resembles the technique of modern

painting it must therefore have been influenced by painting.

Mrs. w'oolf may have been doing in words what other artists

were doing in paint - the depiction of simultaneity, for

example - but she was also doing something akin to what

Dr. Freud was doing in psycho-analysis. Where then does

one draw the line?

Virginia »(oolf was a writer. She proceeded

steadfastly by her own method and on her own terms, which

were distinctly literary. Her art was an art of verbal

image and metaphor, of resonance and associative rhythm, of

sentence and idea. In the essay, "Pictures", she prescribed

the limits to which this unique art can be influenced by

the equally unique art of painting.

"Pictures" is a complex essay. Discussion ranges

from Proust to Cezanne to an imaginary and sprightly writer's

tour of a picture gallery. The conclusion of the essay is

less a summing-up of these various threads than it is a

plea to painters to come and revenge themselves upon the

crimes committed against their croft by writers and their

words. For, in the opinion of Mrs. ,«oclf, "writers are, of

all critics of pointing, the worst" (P, p. 141). Perhaps thi
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explains why she never writes about painting without

prefacing her remarks with some declaration of the inadequacy
of words to express or to do justice to the visual media.

Given this inability to transpose one medium by means of

another, there lies at the heart of the essay the question

whether or not a writer is or can be influenced by painting.

The essay is one of Virginia «oolf's more generalized

art critiques. Its primary interest does not derive from

a direct confrontation between herself and specific works of

art, as for example in the forewords to the Vanessa Dell

exhibitions of 1930 and 1934. Instead Mrs. w'oolf invents

a group of writers and places them in a room full of what

one assumes to be imaginary pictures by living artists.

She records her writers's reactions and these reactions form

the heart of the essay. That she herself is a writer of

fiction is, of course, germane to the article. The two

points of view which come to dominate the piece are in fact

aspects of her own thoughts on the relationship between

writing and painting.

"Pictures" relies for the effectiveness of its

exposition upon two juxtaposed, though not irreconciliable

points of view. On the one hand, the harrator contends

that "it is extremely doubtful whether /""a writer_7 learns

anything directly from painting" (P, p. 141). On the other*
the fictional writers claim that there is a great deal to be
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leerned from painting.1 The operative word is "directly".
The writer who approaches a visual work of art in

search of some utilitarian application to his own metier, end

in so doing sees not what is on the canvas but rather what
he wills there, cannot learn directly. as the narrator

puts it, "they are not there to understand the problems of

the painter's art. They are after something that may be

helpful to themselves"{P, p. 142). Such writers overlook

the true nature of painting which is to depict things as

ends in themselves. In writing, things are never ends in

themselves.

The essay speaks of writers, but means novelists.

Of this class, Virginia »»oolf singles out the admirable

Proust, Hardy, Flaubert, and Conrad. They use "their eyes

without in the least impeding their pens," she says.CP, p. 141)

Because the exploration of character and human emotion as

opposed to the exploration of significant form and aesthetic

lln real life, David Garnett, the author and intimate
of Bloomsbury, belongs to this group. He writes in his
Foreword to xiecent Paintings by Duncan Grant. Catalogue of
an exhibition' organized by The London Artists' Association and
held at The Cooling Galleries, 1931:

"I am inclined to believe that all writers have a

greet deal to learn from painters, for painting is a
purer art than story-telling and in my generation, a
far more living one. Moreover, painters always seem
less corrupt and more serious about their work.

"Whether this be true or not it is certainly the fact
that Duncan Grant was a moot inspiring influence for
me and that I should never have got the hang of being an
artist but for him."
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emotion distinguishes the literary arts from the visual

arts, the pictorial atmosphere of the novels by the writers
above exists as neither an end in itself nor an impediment

to the psychological analyses of character and motivation

which words alone can portray. The eye works in

conjunction with the emotion and harmony occurs between that

which is seen and that which is felt. A crystal jar,

Urs. <Voolf says, is never described by any of the aforementioned

novelists as an end in itself:

the jars on their mantelpieces are always seen through
the eyes of woman in the room. The whole scene,
however solidly and pictorially built up, is always
dominated by an emotion which has nothing to do with
the eye. But it is the eye that has fertilised their
thought. (P, p. 141)

The same principle applies to her wwn fiction. The recurrent

image of the whip, for example, which was discussed in

Chapter III, gives tangible and relevant shape to the

masculine personality. It is not merely a prop. .and the

objects in Jacob's room, they too do not exist as ends in

themselves. They are the means by which the reader comes

to know and to understand the young man who selected and

arranged the items which go to make up his environment.

Because the visual and conceptual elements are

interdependent in the ideal novel, they function as

background one to the other. However, allow one element to

dominate the other - in this essay, Virginia rfoolf singles

out the pictorial - and difficulty arises. "»<e can say for



certain," she opines, "that a writer whose writing appeals
mainly to the eye is a bad writer." (P, p. 140) Joseph

Kergesheimer, as was pointed out in the preceding chapter,
is ouch a writer. Lis head-to-toe description of

Taou-Yuen's person only hints, end not very well, at

"ideas, motives, impulses, end emotions" (P, p. 14J), the

very stuff of which characters in fictional writing are made.

Hence Kergesheimer, in failing to correlate visuals to

intangibles, is "incapable of using the medium for the

purpose for which it was created" (p, p. 140).

xit the opposite extreme, the novelist who gives

predominance to intangibles, that is to say, to sensibilities

writes a book such as Virginia «oolf's The Javes. Distilled

intense, and above all unsparing in its honest and direct

presentation of thought and emotion, The »aves i3 bodiless.

Its mental pictures obliterate objects and transform them

into signs and symbols. Even that novel's italic prose

poems serve not as concrete reality with which to anchor

the miasma of neuroses but rather as symbolic extensions of

of the unrelenting and tortuous landscape of the mind.

The persistent psychological close-ups isolate the characters

from the support of their surroundings ana from each other,

thereby putting them interminably on the spot. The psyches

exist in a vacuum. The lt?aves is artistically daring;

however, as a reflection of life, it is pale end it is
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monotonous.

Somehow a balance must be struck between physical

life and mental life, that is to say, between what /irginio

iVoolf in her appreciation of Turgenev terms the photograph

and the poem. The novelist

has to observe facts impartially, yet he must also
interpret tliem. Beny novelists do the one; many-
do the other - we have the photograph ang the poem.
But few combine the fact and the vision.

Virginia .*oolf successfully, and obviously, achieves this

synthesis in any novel in which she employs omniscient

narration as well as stream of consciousness, in other words,

in all her novels with the exception of The naves.

.(hen a novelist looks at a picture, he cannot learn how

to use objects as ends in themselves; neither can he learn

^Virginia rfoolf herself was not unaware of the
difficulties posed by such a book, as the following extract
from a letter to John Lehmann, quoted in John Lehmann,
The whispering Gallery, Autobiography I (London: Longman,
Green and CoT^ 1955), p. 171, proves:

"I agree that it's very difficult - bristling with
horrors, though I've never worked so hard as I did
here, to smooth them out. But it was, I think, a
difficult attempt - I wanted to eliminate all detail;
all fact; and analysis; and myself; and yet not be
frigid and rhetorical; and not monotonous (which I
am) and to keep the swiftness of prose end yet strike
one or two sparks, and not write poetical, but purebred
prose, and keep the elements of character; and yet that
there should be many characters and only one; and also
an infinity, a background behind - well, I admit I
was biting off too much."

%oolf, "The Novels of Turgenev," The Captain's
Death Bed and other essays, p. 56.



hew to tell stories. Virginia »,oolf vehemently condemns

story-telling pictures.1 In this, she takes her cue from
Clive Bell. 'V story-telling picture," she writes in this

essay, "is as ludicrous and ridiculous as a trick played by
a dog, and we applaud it only because we know that it is as

hard for a painter to tell a story as it is for a sheep-dog

to balance a biscuit on its nose." (P, p. 142) Yet if a

writer persists in reading stories into even those pictures

whose aims and conceptions are less lofty, and less obvious,

than those of, say, j-.lme-Tadema, that is because some

painters taunt and tempt him to fabricate teles. The

novelist is, at times, the innocent, if willing, victim

to the conspiracy that goes on within the frame of a

painting.

ii novelist, according to Virginia «oolf, is like a

fish. He "can no more cease to receive impressions then

a fish in mid-ocean can cease to let the water rush through

lpor example, Benjamin lisydon, a historical painter,
should have been a writer in Mrs. «oolf's opinion. <<hen
she reviews a new edition of his diaries, edited by /.ldous
I.uxley, she laments the fact that "some malicious accident"
made him a painter and not a writer:

"those vast pictures of crowds, armies, raptures, agonies
begin, even as he sketches them in words, to scar and
wound our eyes; and finally we catch ourselves thinking,
as some felicity of phrase flashes out or some pose Or
arrangement makes its effect, that his genius is a writer'
he should have held a pen; of all painters, surely he was
the best reed;" see «oolf, "Genius," The I. oment and other

essays, p. 154.
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his gills".1 Painters are also fishlike. They receive
impressions, but more importantly they incite impressions.

They flash their fins, tug at the line, and evoke aesthetic
emotion by means of significant form. Painters,

Mrs. .*00If maintains,

must say what they have to soy by shading greens into
blues, posing block upon block upon block. They must
weave their spells like mackerel behind the gloss at
the aquarium, mutely, mysteriously. (P, p. 142)

This is the nearest that Virginia ,«oolf comes to making a

definitive formalist declaration with regard to the

creative process. In effect, she, like Glive Bell before

her, says that a painter's duty is to create significant form.

In comparing the painter to a mackerel, she stresses as well

the autonomy of visual art and defines the boundary between

painting and literature. The latter speaks; the former is

dumb. The one communicates by means of words; the other

by. means of non-verbal shapes. There are, however, 3ome

painters who tap on the glass. Matisse, Degas, Duncan urent

tap; whereas Cezanne, Picasso,and Vanessa Bell "are all as

mate as mackerel" (P, p. 143). Before discussing writers'/i
reactions to these two classes of painters anu their works,

let u3 clarify what Mrs. „oolf means by pictures that are
2

silent and pictures that talk. In Between the ^cts. she

^Virginia yoolf, "Life and the Novelist," Granite and
hainbow (London: The Hogarth Press, 1958), p. 41.

^it is not the purpose of this chapter to dispute
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dramatizes the distinction.

In the dining room of Pointz Iiall, there are two

paintings. The narrator introduces these elements of
interior decoration directly and without comment:

Two pictures hung opposite the window. In real life
they had never met, the long lady andthe man holding
his horse by the rein. The lady was a picture, bought
by Oliver because he liked the picture; the man was an
ancestor. he had a name. He held the rein in his
hand. He had said to the painter:

"If you want my likeness, dang it sir, take it when
the leaves are on the trees." There were leaves on the
trees. He had said: 'hain't there room for Colin as well
as Buster?" Colin was his famous hound. But there was
only room for Buster. It was, he seemed to say,
addressing the company not the painter, a damned shame
to leave out Colin whom he wished buried at his feet,
in the same grave, about 1750; but that skunk the
•reverend Whathisname wouldn't allow it.

lie was a talk producer, that ancestor. But the lady
was a picture. In her yellow robe, leaning, with a
pillar to support her, a silver arrow in her hand, and
a feather in her hair, she led the eye up, down, from
the curve to the straight, through glades of greenery
and shades of silver, dun and rose into silence. The
room was empty. (BA, p. 46.)

A silent picture is a picture whose forms, its lines

and its colours, move one aesthetically. *i.bout such a picture

there is everything to be felt and nothing to be said. It

evokes no associations; tells no tale; strikes no chord of

either Virginia „oolf•s classifications or her appointments
to those classifications; that task is better left to the
art historian and the art critic. I can only say that the
theory is not worked out sufficiently in this essay to warrant
its use as a yardstick for objectively evaluating either
artists or pictures. It is difficult to see Mrs. woolf's
logic, for example, in putting Picasso among the non-tappers;
he is, in anv of his many and varied periods, a most provocative
painter as Plate TV , Fig. A only too clearly demonstrates.
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memory. In this case, the portrait is significantly of
en unknown lady and not of an ancestor. The appreciation

of such a picture is therefore primarily aesthetic: first,

there is the perception of the forms - the isolation and the

definition of those elements which combine in right

relationships; second, there is the emotion - silence.

Virginia Vv'oolf shows yet again that to lock at a picture is
to exercise one's rational as well as one's intuitive powers.

She also infers in this passage (and this is particularly

interesting in light of the importance which Clive Bell and

Roger Fry place upon the disinterestedness of the pure

aesthetic emotion) that it is far easier to experience an

aesthetic emotion for a picture, especially a representational

as opposed to an abstract picture, when one has no personal,

historical, or inquisitive connection to satisfy.

Roger Fry accedes to this point in 1926 when he

writes that there is a certain phenonmenon, which he calls the

"phenomenon of evaporation", whereby a pointing loses

whatever ©ssociational appeal it may have once hod and

becomes with the passage of time an artefact which inspires

only pure plastic interest:

I believe that in nearly everyone, wherever a psychological
appeal is possible this is more immediately effective,
more poignant than the plastic, but that with prolonged
familiarity it tends to evaporate and leave plasticity
as a more permanent, less rapidly exhausted motive
force. So that where pictures survive for a long period
their plastic appeal tends to count more and more on each
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succeeding generation.^
In The Years, the novel that precedes Between the Acts,

Virginia Woolf demonstrates how the phenomenon of evaporation
works when she traces the metamorphosis of response to the

portrait of Mrs. Abel Pargiter. Y/e pursue the course of
that metamorphosis in order to show the various stages through

Ipoger Fry, "home Questions in Esthetics,"
Transformationa (London: Chatto and vVindus, 1926) , p. 25.

If one thinks back to the portraits of Edith Gitwell
and the anonymous Renaissance lady which were discussed in
Chapter II (Figs. A & D, Plate III) the veracity of Fry's
statement soon becomes apparent.

There is no obvious psychological interest in;the
Beldovinetti. The smile intrigues, but it is not nearly so
captivating an expression as, say, the much interpreted, much
abused smile of da Vinci's La Gioconds. Therefore, the
intrigue lests a moment only. The sitter betrays little;
her artist reveal3 even less. And, since there is nothing
else within the picture's frame to set our imagination in
motion, as for example in the da Vinci where the plein air
setting heightens the psychological mystery of the figure,
whose identity, in any case, is known, the eye seeks out
other pleasures. Fortunately, the plastic values are
exceptionally noteworthy: for example, the placement of the
figure in the enclosed and claustrophobic space and the
superbly tight, eggshell modelling of the brushstroke. Then
the intricate decoration of the sleeve offers a feast for
the eye. And le3t one forget it, the communication between
the anatomically curious swell of the bosom and the answering
curve of the sleeve occasions a rudimentary delight.

On the other hand everyone knows Edith Sitwell; everyone
knows what she looks like. She is a woman much recorded in
paint and by the camera; and the image generally recorded is
one of eccentricity. But Roger Fry has captured, or invented,
a side of Lame ^dith which is not often seen, much less known
by the public at large. Fry presents a sedate and subdued
personage, the very antithesis to the sartorial gimcreck - the
mock Renaissance garb - so much associated with her and
perpetuated through documents such as Cecil Beaton's multifarious
photographs. It is this revelation which holds the attention of
the spectator; and until such time as Dame Edith Sitwell is no
more than a few rotting books of verse on a dusty shelf and a
sheaf of cracking photographs, the intrigue of her person and its
obverse in the Fry portrait will continue to supersede that
which expresses it.
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which a picture, like that of the anonymous lady which hangs
in Pointz Ilall, passes on its way to becoming a silent work

of art.

The novel opens in 1880, the locale of its first scene

being the drawing-room of the Pergiter's home where

over the fireplace the portrait of a red-haired young
woman in white muslin holding a basket of flowers on
her lap smiled down on them. (Y, p. 9)

.,'ithin minutes of this objective introduction of the picture,

Delia, one of the daughters of the sitter who is now dying in

an upstairs room, projects her emotions - anguish, hatred,

and frustration - onto that picture. The smile becomes, to

her eyes, a simper:

So you're not going to die, she said, looking at
the girl balanced on the trunk of a tree; she seemed
to simper down at her daughter with smiling malice.
You're not going to die - never, never! she cried
clenching her hands beneath iter mother's picture. (Y, p.40)

As the ordeal of death drags on, and the coil of "suppressed"

and "unreal" emotion (Y, p. 46) winds tighter, the smiling

malice turns into something even more infuriating - smiling

indifference. Delia'3 anger intensifies:

Candles were burning on the mantlepiece; they lit up
the picture of her mother. She glanced at the portrait
of her mother. The girl in white seemed to be
presiding over the protracted affair of her own death¬
bed with a smiling indifference that outraged her
daughter. (Y, p. 47)

Shortly afterwards, „.rs. Pargiter dies.

Twenty-eight years later, ^artin, Delia's brother,
returns to the house in Abercorn Terrace; the portrait still

hangs in the drawing-room, but it has become with the passage
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lie stood in front of the fire and looked at his mother's
picture. In the coarse of the past few years it had
ceased to be his mother; it had become a work of art.
But it was dirty.

There used to be a flower in the grass, he thought,
peering into a dark corner: but now there was nothing
but dirty brown paint. (Y, p. 160)

Later, he draws the attention of Eleanor, his elder sister,
to the portrait:

"That picture wants cleaning," he said, pointing to
the picture of their mother.

"It's a nice picture," he added, looking at it
critically. "But usen't there to be a flower in the
grass?"

Eleanor locked at it. She hod not looked at it, so
as to see it, for many years.

"Was there?" she said.
"Yes, A little blue flower," said Martin. "I can

remember it when I was a child. ..." (Y, p. 171)

People have begun to take it for granted, both as a picture

and as a portrait. Only Martin sees its aesthetic value.

In the lost section of the novel, Eleanor, after an

interval of twenty years, has had the picture cleaned. The

peeling away of layers of dirt and of varnish does not mean,

however, a corresponding peeling away of layers of long-

forgotten memories. On the contrary, for Eleanor, as for

Martin, the picture no longer represents her mother; it is

instead a work of plastic art:

Bhe turned and looked at the picture. The face, the
dress, the basket of flowers all shone softly melting
into each other, as if the paint were one smooth coat
of enamel. There was a flower - a little sprig of
blue - lying in the grass.

"It was hidden by the dirt," said Eleanor. "But I
can just remember it, when I was a child. That reminds
me, if you want a good man to clean pictures - "



"But was it like her?" Peggy interrupted her.
Somebody had told her that she was like her grandmother

and she did not want to be like her. She wanted to be
dark and aquiline: but in fact she was blue-eyed and
round-faced - like her grandmother. ...

"Was it like her?" she asked again.
"Not as I remember her," said Eleanor, glancing once

more at the picture. "V,hen I was a child perhaps - no,
I don't think even as a child. ..." (Y, p. 350}

associations, like her mother, are dead.

The final stage of evaporation come3 when Peggy,

with no living memory or association to placate and with only

her own vanity to appease, looks to the painted figure for

advice. The picture rebuffs her:

She looked at the picture of her grandmother as if to
ask her opinion. But she had assumed the immunity of
a work of art; she seemed iia she sat there, smiling
at her roses, to be indifferent to our right and wrong.
( x , p . 3 5^)

The indifference to death has, with the years, become an

indifference to life. The picture is silence itself.

A provocative picture, a "talk producer", on the

other hand, does not deserve the appellation picture or the

dignity attendant upon that appellation. Such an object

neither evokes aesthetic emotion nor leads one down avenues

of silence; it is, to use Clive Bell's phrase, a descriptive

painting. It tells a story; imparts information;

perpetrates a myth. It may be badly executed or it may be

well executed, its forms never command as much attention as

does its subject. Such on object stimulates conversation

without stimulating either the mind or the sensibility of

its audience.
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At lunch, the roles of the two pictures in Pointz

hall are tested by the Oliver family and their guests. This

is how Virginia .Voolf amplifies her interior decoration with

dialogue:

"That," /""Bartholomew 01iver_7 indicated the man with
a horse, "was my ancestor. He had a dog. The dog was
famous. The dog has its place in history. He left it
on record that he wished his dog to be buried with him."

They looked at the picture.
"I always feel," Lucy broke the silence, "he's saying:

'Paint my dog.*"
"But what about the horse?" said Mrs. Manresa.
"The horse," said Bartholomew, putting on his glasses.

He looked at the horse. The hindquarters were not
satisfactory.

But William Dodge was still looking at the lady.
"Ah," said Bartholomew who had bought that picture

because he liked that picture, "you're an artist."
Dodge denied it, for the second time in half an hour,

or so Isa noted.
what for did a good sort like the woman Manresa bring

these half-breeds in her trail? Giles asked himself.
And his silence made its contribution to talk - Dodge
that is, shook his head. "I like that picture." That
was all he could bring himself to say.

"And you're right," said Bartholomew. "A man - I
forget his name - a man connected with some institute,
a man who goes about giving advice, gratis, to descendants
like ourselves, degenerate descendants, said . . •
said ..." He paused. They all looked at the lady.
But she looked over their heads, looking at ixothing.
She led them down green glades into the heart of silence.

"Said it was by Sir Joshua?" Mrs. Manresa broke the
silence abruptly.

"No, no," william Dodge said hastily, but under his
breath. (BA, pp. 61-62)

Several interesting points emerge from this discussion.

Because objects in Virginia Woolf's novels do not

exist as ends in themselves, the two portraits in this

scene elicit responses from the company which reveal facets

of their personalities. Bartholomew is something of a

connoisseur beneath his gruff exterior; he has an eye for
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detail and significant form and knows when a painting is

well-executed and a horse well-proportioned. Mrs. Llsnresa,

on the other hand, is vulgarly unae3thetic and rather proud

of the fact; she expresses an interest in the picture's

attribution, but not in the picture itself. As for her

companion, William Dodge, he is shy and ill at ease, unsure of

his identity and afraid to admit that he paints and that he

knows a thing or two about art. He likes the portrait of

the lady in yellow, but he cannot say why. At the end of her

career, Virginia V/oolf still insists that it is difficult, if

not impossible, to express verbally what one feels emotionally

or aesthetically. No one at table jumps for joy in the

manner of Clive Bell; but then no one talks either. The

portrait exercises a control over its audience because it

has a life of its own which it refuses to mingle with the

cheap concourse of mortal man. It is an integrated whole :

a unity of curve and straight, feminine and masculine elements.

The lad3' is Olympian and one is reminded of Virginia woolf's

pronouncement on a Vanessa Bell picture:

It would never lose its lustre. It would never mix
itself with the loc.uecities and trivialities of doily
life. It would go on saying something of its own
imperturbably. (1930 Foreword)

The highest accolade which a silent picture can receive, then,

is further silence. This portrait receives that tribute.

The paintings in Virginia Aoolfs essay, "Pictures",

are less fortunate. »yhen confronted by descriptive images,
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even of the mo3t mundane variety, the novelists find

themselves devising conceits the existence of which they

had not dared to imagine previously. Unknown phrases and

strange comparisons loom grotesquely before the misguided

though ecstatic spectators as they try desperately to grab

hold of their emotions. 'hx jar of red-hot pokers is to us

what a beefsteak is to an invalid - an orgy of blood and

nourishment," they exude; a Degas dancer is as "witty" as

a speech by Congreve, they enthuse (P, p. 143). There would

seem to be no limit to this kind of visceral and literary

infiltration, that is, until the self-seekers themselves

come to realize that they "laugh, but not with the muscles

that laugh in reading". Painting and literature are

distinct: Degas comments upon his scene, but he does so

silently. It follows that reactions to the two arts are

also different. Despite this knowledge, writers persist in

reducing and transforming visuals into words;

ne fling words like nets upon a rocky and inhospitable
shore; they fade and disappear. It is vain; it is
futile; but we can never resist the temptation, (p, p.142)

±>ven Cezanne, that mmst silent of all contemporary painters,
does not escape unscathed the curiosity of words.

The reader, attuned as he is to shifting points of

view in Virginia „oolf'3 novels, must follow as closely in

his study of her essays the rhetorical signposts which lead

to recognition of speaker and consequently to the attitude
to be accepted or the attitude to be rejected. her narrative
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frameworks are dense, often circuitous, and on occasion

purposefully inconsistent. Furthermore, the attitude
when finally deduced is more often than not seen to be

expressed, not by direct statement, but by tone of voice
or by a syntactical quirk such as a parenthetical expression.
There is one such expression in "Pictures".

'Virginia ».oolf's imagined writers pause before a

Cezanne landscape, They are about to say what emotions

stir within them when they are momentarily interrupted by

a parenthetical stege direction. The insert informs us

that the spectators, even if they are not aware of it

themselves, are "(standing before a rocky landscape all

cleft in ridges of opal colour as if by a giant's hammer,

silent, solid, serene.)" (P, p. 142)

Robert Humphrey claims that Virginia ,Voolf uses

parenthesis;"to control the representation of consciousness

movement".^" The parenthetical expression in "Pictures"

indicates such a shift in the angle of perspective. It

separates the objective narrator from the subjective

speakers because it displays how the painting can be described

by a speaker who strives to be disinterested.

The picture's genre - landscape, its subject - a

mountain, and its mode - post-impressionist are succinctly

^Robert Humphrey, Stream of Consciousness in the
Modern Novel (Berkeley and tos ^ngeies: The university of
California press, 1954), p. 58.
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identified. In feet, so cleverly ere the deteil3 handled

that were it not for the simile which draws one into a

synthetic association the description might be derived from
direct observation of nature. however, unlike other images

conjured in front of other pictures in the essay, this

image of a mighty giant's hammer, since it is neither

gastronomic nor literary in substance, deepens rather than
detracts from the picture's intrinsic meaning.

,i!ithi£ the parameters of the parenthesis, Cezanne

is seen as geologist, architect, builder, and sculptor.

He wields his brush - the interpretive hammer of his

vision and hence the instx^ument of artistic discovery,

destruction, and re-creation - in much the same manner end

for much the same purpose as some quasi-divine hand must

have swelled, sculpted, and re-arranged the swirling masses

of rock and molten magma many millions of ye ars ago.

Everyone knows that Cezanne in turning awey from the study

of light which ethereslized impressionist canvasses found

in solid natural forms the ideal of structural and

architectonic design. Only Virginia woolf, by putting a

metaphorical hammer in his hand, profoundly understands

both the source of his inspiration and the power of his

accomplishment.

To learn directly from painting, as to learn directly
from nature, theimaginative and responsive image-making eye

of the unprejudiced spectator must interpret what is perceived
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must learn to see and to appreciate that object in and for

itself. That is the ideal contained within the

parenthesis. In practice, however, it is an illusory
ideal.

Cezanne offers a particular challenge to the

novelist:

No painter is more provocative to the literary sense,
because his pictures are so audaciously and provocatively
content to be paint that the pigment, they say, seems
to challenge us, to press on some nerve, to stimulate,
to excite. (P. p. 142)

In accepting this challenge, the narrator attempts a word

equivalent for a visual experience. ne forges in a

meaningful sentence certain salient points about the painting'

form and its content. however, the verbal description, like

the painting, is an illusion. The words no more describe

the painting than the pigment describes Mont Sainte Victoire.

barrator and artist alike select point of view, detach data,

discard data, and distort the reality before them. Cezanne

U3es his art to interpret the forms of nature; the

narrator uses his art to interpret Cezanne. Cezanne takes

nature as his model; the narrator takes Cezanne's painting

as his model for another, albeit more modest creation - a

descriptive sentence. The allusion to the giant's hammer

then, apposite though it is, is a qualitative and therefore

a subjective appreciation. It is not a statement of

fact, but a statement about fact. Out then neither is
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Cezanne's painting a statement of fact. It too is a

statement about fact.

The parenthetical expression proves that there can

be no such thing as a disinterested work of art or a

disinterested judgement about a work of art. The very

fact that the artist selects what object or objects he is to

paint and the critic selects what aspect or aspects he is to

criticize precludes disinterestedness. the narrator

demonstrates, the best that any one can do is to give the

details of the picture and one's response to those details

in as simple and as straightforward a manner as possible,

knowing as one does so that while part of the picture's

message con be thus translated, the rest cannot be put

exactly into words.

inhere other artists place the onus upon the soectator

to superimpose meaning upon their works, Cezanne dares the

spectator to find the meaning in the work itself. Cezanne

humiliates the self-seekers. he offers them nothing that

they can take away. lie makes a mockery of literary men

because he defies complete translation. he slips the nets,

but not before he has been sighted by Virginia tfoolf.

If a novelist car not learn how to use objects as

ends in themselves, if he cannot learn how to tell stories,

and if he cannot even put into words an acceptable transcription
of a painting and his emotions for that painting, whet then

is the continuing appeal of paint to him? <vhy does he still
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Insist that there is much to be learned from the sister art?

The article spends much energy in exposing the man

of letters on the prowl for faces, interiors, bric-a-brac,

anything that he can ransack from the dustbins marked

graphic arts. Virginia w'oolf sees the humour in the

ridiculous sight of the writer sneaking off with his swag

before he is caught and reprimanded, but she does not

condemn the writer for being like this. on the contrary,

because the writer's imagination has been set in motion by

pictures, she can Justify the pilfering. Furthermore, some

pictures tap and hence it is the writer's duty to respond to

that tap Just as it is the writer's duty to respond to

experiences in life. A writer can no more not respond to

pictures than he can ao aeiH? net respond to life. And the

possibility arises that from one work of art another may

derive.

For example, the 3ame Cezanne, who humiliates some

writers, inspires hoger Fry to write a book which, in

hrs. vVoolf's opinion, is a masterpiece. This is how she

estimates the 1927 monograph, Cezanne. A btudy of His

Development:

It suggests that if Aoger Fry receives the impulse to
create from the work of art rather than from the thing
itself, it was because a work of art posed an intellectual
problem and thus gratified that intense intellectual
curiosity, the desire "to pull apart and to analyse,"
which, when he came directly into contact with the thing
itself, was either too active, or too separate, to let
him submit, as perhaps an artist must submit, completely
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end unconsciously to the experience itself."5"
The writers in Virginia joolf's essay, like Fry, are inspired

by art and not by life.

These artists admit that they are wanting in the

capacity to "see for ourselves the greens and silvers, the

shining streams, the gusty willows shivering in the wind"

(P, p. 143). Therefore, they appreciate the significant
selection of physical detail which painters set before their

eyes fox* these details release their slumbering 3enses.

"Our sense of colour seems miraculously sharpened," they

marvel (P, p. 143). However, it is imperative that they

do not immediately analyse their physiological excitement.

If they are going to reap the benefit of colour, that is,

if they are going to render the sensation linguistically,

they must first submit to the full sensory experience and

since painters of all people best understand colour it is to

pictures that writers turn. ^ still life of red-hot

pokers suits their purpose: ",»e nestle into its colour;

feed and fill ourselves with yellow and red and gold till

we drop off, nourished and content" (P, p. 143). afterwards,

if the intensity of the moment persists, it will be

transferred into words. In the ideal situation, a writer

carries "these roses end red-hot pokers about with us for

days, working them over again in words" (P, p. 143). The

1,'iOolf, Koger Fry, Biography, p. 284.
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mind takes over from the body.

In a draft of "Pictures" , Virginia ,voolf expresses

the appeal of painting's visuelity even more boldly than

in the polished essay. "It is pleasant," she writes,

"to plunge one's proboscis into a nasturtium in a blue
vase, or a bunch of white, purple lilac to lie and bask
on a hill side, to float down some grey wide river, or
plunge into the thin blue waters of the warm mediterranean
to feed and gratify all these senses which the art of
writing must perforce ignore above all the sense of
colour, which, starved,as it is, darts like a humming-
bird, right acx^oss a room, to luxuriate on a picture of
hot pokers, or a bowl of roses, hang and feeds and fills
itself with red and gold-yellow till it drops off
nourished and content."!

with characteristic impetuosity, wire. .<oolf describes her

emotions in hedonistic terms. Jhe swims; eats; drinks; and

falls asleep. Physically, she is amphibious, but also

airborn; androgynous, but also animal and birdlike.

spiritually, she never stands still in front of a picture,

but actively partakes of it. Pictures make her more

conscious of her senses and consequently more conscious of

life itself.

Painting awakes the senses. Therefore, if one

learns to submit to art, one will learn to submit to life,

^nd that, as /irginia ,/oolf says in her account of Roger Pry's

bock on Cezanne, an artist must do. Therese Lessore shows

the way: "how she quickens our sense of the point and gaiety

^Virginia joolf, "Pictures," Holograph h.SS, in notebook
Hogarth House, Richmond, dated Jan. 7, 1924 (in the iierg
Collection, hew York Public Library).
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of life by tapping on the other side of the wall!" (P, p. 143)
Painting does not teach the novelist technique, that

is to soy, how to write a book; nor does it teach him how
to look at life and experience. Pointing merely exhorts

one to look et life. for a novelist, as Virginia vVoolf

points out in her contemporaneous essay on modern fiction,

there can be no greater nor more necessary a lesson.

• • •

In "Pictures", Virginia .Voolf constructs an argument

around what one assumes initially to be a hypothetical trip

to a hypothetical gallery. ^.n unsigned paragraph in the

Nation and Athenaeum of 18 October 1924,^ since attributed
2

to Virginia rfoolf, proves that the situation far from

being imaginary is in fact inspired by a visit to en

exhibition of The London Group at the Mansard Gallery.

The long paragraph functions more as an announcement

of the exhibition than it does as a review. However, when

read in conjunction with the contemporaneous essay,

published in the same periodical some months later, it
¥W

assumes a distinction beyond its immediate purpose.

Iparegraph commencing "It is strange as one enters
the Mansard Gallery today • . .," Nation and athenaeum,
Vol. XXXVI, No. 3 (October 18, 1924;, p. 111.

2gee D.J. Kirkpatrick, Bibliography of Virginia
vVoolf (revised ed.; London: Rupert hart-Davis, 1967),
p. 119.
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The opening remarks set the scene es the private

view. The artists on 3how had previously caused great

consternation in the public. Now they elicit a single

giggle and that from a woman "elderly and infirm to boct".
The rebels have become respectable and this delights the

reporter. It i3 proof, she says, that spectators have shed

their self-consciousness - "dignity", she terms it - and

now force theii* full attention upon the pictures. Equal

cause for rejoicing i3 the indication that public acceptance

has not brought with it artistic compromise: "The Group has

not lost its sting in coming of age". A decisive victory

has theredre been won. xhe3e artists are demotic where

once they were elitist. the speaker, having expressed

her concern and delight in the outcome, is free to examine

specific works of art.

mere she is brief. She bestows capsule judgements

and these on only a handful of those artists and their works

represented. For example, "there is a very fine example

of Mr. Sickert; Mr. Thornton proves himself an artist to

be reckoned with seriously; Mr. Matthew Smith follows his

bent rather too pugnaciously, for there is danger that his

marked personality may stereotype and confine him". In

these remarks, Mrs. ,/oolf judges; she does not analyse.

.< e ere reminded of her own evaluation of haedeker's sign

language:

tihen he wishes to say that a picture is good, he uses
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one star; if very good, two stars; when, in his
opinion, it is a work of transcendent genius, three
black stars shine on the page, and that is all. So
with a handful of stars and daggers the whole of art
criticism, the whole of literary criticism could be
reduced to the size of the sixpenny bit - there ere
moments when one could wish it.l

In her London Group paragraph, Virginia tfoolf very nearly

fulfills that wish.

It is with a start, however, that we recognize the

next link in her semi-coloned chain: "Mile Lessore is

exquisitely witty". She quickens our sense of life, we

recoil. heading on, we discover that the pokers, alias

beefsteak, belong to Buncan Grant and the roses, whose

colour writers work into words for days on end, to Vanessa

Bell. These identifications substantiate our contention,

made in the previous chapter, that Virginia ,Voolf's

criticism is composed of intricately woven threads - essay

woof, review warp. We are also reminded that each

critical form carries out a particular function. An essay

posits theories; a review puts these theories into

practice.

For example, this is how the reviewer describes

Vanessa Bell's still life: "Mrs. Bell illumines a' .whole

wall, in spite of the drizzle outside, with a flower piece

in which every rose seems instinct with brilliant life, yet

seized in a moment of intense stillness". The balm which

l'Virginia .voclf, "Craftsmanship," The ueath of the Moth
and other essays (London: The Hogarth Press, 1942), p. 128.



the self-seekers in "Pictures" so assiduously cultivated has

little or no importance in the restrained atmosphere of the

review-cum-announcement. Unless one reads more into the

drizzle without and the illumination within than one is

meant to, the picture does not administer to personal or

authorial needs. It awakes the senses to light and to

colour, but it also exists in and for itself. The reviewer,

therefore, puts her personal involvement in proper

perspective and bypasses self-indulgence when she recognizes

the autonomous nature of her sister's flowers. Vanessa Bell

captures movement and stasis, change and continuity on a

two-dimensional plane. About this phenomenon, this

extraordinary duality, there can be no further talk. Mrs,

Bell is as mute as a mackerel. Her picture nays something

of its own imperturbably.

,Vhen Duncan Grant follows next in line, the tone

reverts to that of critical aloofness - the judgment delivered

his picture of the pokers is quite simply "superb". There

is no hint of its latent recuperative powers. Instead the

critic takes up an art historian's stance - rare for Virginia

«oolf. Ghe hopes that Grant "has reconciled the diverse

gifts which for the last year or two have been tugging him

asunder and puzzling his admirers". One notices a recurrence

of that doctorly concern which plays such an important part

in her literary reviews. ^nether vestige from those reviews

is the emphasis which she places upon the individual artist's
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personal development. Missing in this piece,however, is

some sense of the larger development within which the

individual artist functions and to which he contributes.

Virginia ,/oolf does not place Duncan Grant in a tradition.

iler subsequent remarks about the erratic i.,ark Gertler

express disappointment in the works that he has selected for

the current exhibition. A "mood of dissatisfaction and

experiment" and " a certain stolidity" characterize his

present work. If these were to be the only pictures from

Gertler, then "as an end they are disappointing". However,

the artist is still young; he is going through a stage and

therefore "as a stage in his progress these pictures are

as__7 interesting as usual". Is this damning with faint

praise? To say that something is interesting is oftentimes

the polite way to say that one really does not like it.

Equivocal though the final judgement may be (here the lady

of the literary reviews is very much in evidence), it does not

rule out the possibility and indeed the fervent expectation

that masterpieces are still to come from Mr. Gertler. The

reviewer may be a!)lady, but she is also an pptimist.

In this brief announcement, then, Virginia .Voolf,

the novelist, manages to achieve a large measure of elusive

critical detachment. No painter would chose her out of the

Mansard Gallery on the evidence of these dry and concise

judgments.



CHAPTER VII

PICTURESV PORTRAITS, AND CARICATURE^

There is a book of caricatures, Edmund X. Kapp's

Personalities, Twenty-four Drawings,1 which must be reviewed.

How does one, if one signs the piece V.W., set about writing

such a review? One says that one is quite unfit to do

so and then one gets on with the job at hand.

The fulcrum of the argument comes when V.,7. remarks

that Kapp's "critics are all agreed that he combines the
2

gifts of the artist with those of the caricaturist". As

artist, he concentrates upon form; as caricaturist, upon

content. Since he successfully integrates the two,

critics of the book should, and apparently most do, take

into account both of these aspects and their combination.

However, Virginia .Voolf is not of this persuasion. ",ye

have nothing to say of the artist," she declares. She

intends to deal with the plots of Kapp's drawings, that is to

^Edmund X. Kapp, Personalities, Twenty-four Drawings
(London: Martin Seeker, 1919)•

2Virginia Joolf, "Pictures and Portraits," Athenaeum
No. 4680 (January 9, 1920), p. 46.
(This article has not been collected; therefore, all quotation
will be taken from this its first and only appearance. Since
the article covers only two pages (46-47) in the periodical,
no further references have been thought necessary.)



say, with his depiction of character, because 83 a novelist
she is equipped to do so, and not with th£ir formal design,
because as a novelist she knows nought about visual forip.

However, before she can tackle that which is more

congenial to her spirit, she must set the formalist house

in order. In other -words, she must first prove her

unfitness to discuss Kapp's caricatures from that point of

view. And so she does what one should never do in a

review, she theorizes. She outlines the eternal

standards of formalist aesthetics which she is not going

to follow. Hence, Mrs. Woolf writes a long opening in

which she generalizes about life and art and how she

personally looks at pictures in what she considers to be a

non-artistic, and therefore non-aeothe tic wey.

There are two avenues of approach to the

heterogeneous Edmund X. Kapp. There is the artist; there

is the caricaturist. To make the distinction between the

two more definite, Virginia Woolf places herself in

Trafalgar Square. The National Gallery stands to her

left, the National Portrait Gallery to her right. However,

something prevents her from entering either the one or the

other. Life holds her fixed to the spot. This is how

she defines life in this review:

But always, on the paving stone at the doorway, it seems
as if the pressure of humanity glued you to its side.
As easily might a pilchard leap from the shoal and join
the free sport of dolphins or a single individual
ascend those steps ana enter those doors. The current
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of the crowd, so swift end deep, the omnibuses
swimming bravely on the surface, here a little string
of soldiers caught in an eddy, there a hearse, next a
pantechnicon van, then the discreet coach of royalty,
followed by a black cell upon wheels with a warder at
the grating, - all this, floated along in a stream of
sound at once continuous and broken up into a kind of
rough music, makes it vain to think of pictures.
They are too still, too silent.

Images of the sea, fish, and currents symbolize life in this

review; they also give a feeling for the lived moment in
actual time and space as opposed to mind time and space.

Similar images perform the same functions five years later

in Mrs. Dalloway. A brief examination of the use of these

images in that novel proves interesting and valuable.

Mrs. Dalloway is a splendidly fluid novel. .Vater

end images of water are to be found everywhere. There is

water in the interior decoration, water in the atmosphere,

and water in the characters themselves. Clarissa straightens

the crystal dolphin on the mantelpiece in her drawing room

(MD, p. 59); talks on occsion "oceans of nonsense" (185);
and wears a silver-green mermaid's dress to her party (2G1).

Peter welsh, when he pursues an attractive girl, thinks of

himself as a buccaneer (82). Elizabeth, Clarissa's

daughter, is out and already men compare her to running

water (203). But she only carea, as yet, for the outside

of things. The development of her 'gift', her womanly

presence inherited from her mother, has not made her think

that she is above enjoying simple experiments - to ride on

a bus is to ride on a pirate ship (204). Hugh ,«:hithread,
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the admirable Hugh, is also afloat, but on the cream of

English society - a buoyancy which he has maintained for

fifty-five years (156). As for the city itself, Bond
Street purveyors sell salmon and pearls (18); cabs

rush around corners "like water round the piers of a

bridge" (247) ; and everybody floats off as if to a

carnival. At night, the evening light transforms London

into "e submerged city" (244).

Water imagery describes the life of the novel;

water imagery also structures the novel. For example, the

sound of Big Ben floods the action at intervals. Thematicelly,

the leaden circles, because they dissolve in the air every

quarter hour, give assurance that amongst ell the flux of

human activity and human emotion there is one sure

continuity, time. Structurally, the circles of time,

because they wash over all precincts and all citizens end

thus make of them one collective sea, allow the author to

move easily end logically from one locale to another, from

one consciousness to another. However, for that continuity

which is neither temporal nor spatial, there is another

sound - the human voice which creates a work of art in song.

Virginia Woolf wants to shift perspective from

Peter Walsh to Septimus Warren Smith and his wife, liezia.

She sets her scene opposite .Regent1s park Tube Station

towards which Peter is walking. Suddenly his thoughts are

interrupted by the sound of an old woman's song:
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s frail quivering sound, a voice bubbling up without
direction, vigour, beginning or end, running weakly and
shrilly and with an absence of all human meaning into

ee um fah um so
foo swee too eem oo -

the voice of no age or sex, the voice of an ancient
spring spouting from the earth; which issued, just opposite
Kegent's Park Tube Station, from a tall quivering shape,
like a funnel, like a rusty pump, like a wind-beaten tree
for ever barren of leaves which lets the wind run up and
down its branches singing

ee um fah um so

foo swee too eem oo,
and rocks and creaks and moans in the eternal breeze. (123)

The woman represents the collective consciousness. She

traverses historical, social, end ethnic barriers in a work

of art which is ageless - of all ages, yet of no age in

particular; she has also, in her crude way, achieved the

ideal of all artists- the transcendence of sex. She sings

of a universal human situation, of love "which has lasted a

million years", of love "which prevails". She is the

inheritor and the one who passes that inheritance on; like

Clarissa Dalloway, she makes en offering for the sake of

offering. And so the sound from the rusty pump spreads

outwards, "fertilizing, leaving a damp stain" (124).

The watery music ebbs and flows in the memory. A

voice answers a voice. Peter .valsh, who is himself in love,

gives the songstress a shilling as he gets into his taxi;

and i\ezia Warren Smith, who is also in love, pities the

woman as she crosses the street with her husband on their wey

to see Sir «illiam Bradshaw. The characters move off,

leaving the woman alone on the pavement, her artistic task of
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joining them temporarily in time, space, and response

having been accomplished# But the song itself goes on;

the woman performs her function for others:

and the passing generations - the pavement was crowded
with bustling middle-class people - vanished, like
leaves to be trodden under, to be soaked and steeped
and made mould of by that eternal spring# (125)

As a structural device, the woman's voice does not

recur as the sound of Big Ben recurs; it unifies the

characters for the moment only. Gn the other hand, the

nature of the old woman's song reiterates the theme that

beneath multiplicity there is continuity. Time is

continuous end so too is art. Like time itself, the

woman "would still be there in ten million years" (124).

The "supreme mystery" of life, Clarissa Dallowsy

reflects, is this:

here one room; there another. Did religion solve
that, or love? (193)

In other words, how does one scale the palisades that

separate individuals? How does one communicate with

one's fellow man? One communicates in time; but one

does not communicate by means of time. Time unites people,
but only superficially. It passes over one; it dissolves;
it does not penetrate. one communicates in art; and one

communicates by means of art - either a party, a song, or

a painting. Art sends down roots; it comes from the depths
of one's being and it soaks into the fibres of one's being;
it moves up and down, in snd out, rather than across and over
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point of significance - an old woman singing of love. In
her review of Kapp's book, V.W. ©sks directly if art, the

eternal spring, expedites understanding of life, the

swift and deep current. She turns her gaze towards the

National Gallery.

Pictures, unfortunately, ore .indifferent to man and

his problems.

In private stress or public disaster we can wring no
message from them. what they see across the room I
am not sure: perhaps some gondola in Venice hundreds
of years ago. But let who can and will indulge his
fancy thus; the little token, the penny bunch of
violets brought in from the street, is silently
rejected. Our loves, our desires, the moment's
eagerness, the passing problem, receive no sort of
sympathy or solution. Under the solemn store we fade
and dwindle and dissolve.

Life is amorphous; pictures are crystalline and therefore

they appear to be aloof. But if a man seeks a solution

to his personal problems in the terms of those problems,

that is to say, in the terms of life or in the terms of

words if he is a writer, then pointing will hove nothing to

say to him. But if he meets painting on her own terms,

that is to say, on theterms of formal design, then he will

odd something to his appreciation and to his understanding

of life and therefore indirectly find a solution to his

problems. Art invariably sends one back to the source -

life itself. This is the stance which Virginia Aoolf

takes in "Pictures" when she writes that painting arouses
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her senses to colour and hence to life and its

possibilities. It is a stance which she shares with
Glive Dell.

In Art, Clive Bell explains his position vis-a-vis

the consoling power of art like this:

If art were a mere matter of suggesting the emoticn3
of life a work of art would give to each no more than
what each brought with him. It is because art adds
something new to an emotional experience, something
that comes not from human life but from pure form,
that it stirs us so deeply and so mysteriously.!

What then is the something new which Virginia Woolf finds

when she looks at pictures? It is derived from pure form,

but notice in what way it is derived:

It cannot be denied that our resurrection, should it come
to pass, is singularly august. «Ve rise, purged and
purified; deprived, it is true, of a tongue, but free
from the impertinences and solicitations of that too
animated and active member. The sileence is hollow
and vast as a cathedraldome.

The image of a cathedraldome aptly describes what it is

that moves the speaker. The architecture, that is to say,

the formal structure of pictures evokes the aesthetic

emotion. This is indeed a noble image to conjure up and

Mrs. Woolf repeats it in To the Lighthouse and A Boom of

One's Own. Moreover, Virginia Woclf's pseudo-religious

outburst, far from being alien to either of her two mentors,

Clive Bell or Roger Fry, would, in fact, seem to be

condoned by them.

lClive Bell, Art (London: Chatto and Windus, 1914),
p. 244.
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In 1909, Roger Fry wrote:

I think the artist might if he chowse take a mystical
attitude, and declare that the fullness and completeness
of the imaginative life he leads may correspond to an
existence more real and more important than any that we
know of in mortal life.1

He went on to say that spectatorial response to an art of

this mystical nature would likewise partake of spiritualism

as opposed to materialism:

Most people would, I think, say that the pleasures
derived from art were of an altogether different
character and more fundamental than merely sensual
pleasures, that they did exercise some faculties which
one felt to belong to whatever port of us there may be
which is not entirely ephemeral and material.2

Virginia .Voolf is a spiritualist and she responds to art

accordingly.

Clive Dell supports Fry's point of view. Both art

and religion, he writes, express emotions which are different

from the emotions of life; both present "two roads by which
3

men escape from circumstance to ecstasy". As for the

states of mind invoked, "we may say that both art and religion

ore manifestations of man's religious sense, if by 'man's

religious sense' we mean his sense of ultimate reality".4

iRoger Fry, "An Essay in Aesthetics," Vision and Design
(London: Chatto and Hindus, 1920), pP« 14-15.

2ibid, p. 15.

3Bell, op. cit.« p. 92.

4_Ibid., p. 93.
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The truly religious person acknowledges the supremacy of the

spiritual life over the material life. Virginia Woolf is
a religious person in this sense.

Not to be tolerated by either Fry or Bell, however,

are specific religious denominations or the accusation that

certain pictures express the tenets of certain religions.

Art depicts universal emotions; pictures that depict

particular dogmas or doctrines are descriptive pictures and

therefore ere not works of art. (As was demonstrated in

Chapter One, this rather arbitrary dismissal of dogma and

doctrine weakens any critical evaluation of religious

painting for the simple reason that the impetus behind the

creation of this type of art is sacred rather than aesthetic.)

Nor should one expect painting to affect one's morals as

religion does. Religion dictates right conduct; art does

not. Art is amoral. Therefore, the ultimate reality of

which Clive Bell speaks is not a celestial, but a terrestria 1,
a secular heaven. The possibility of a richer, a fuller,

and a better life belongs to the present lived moment, not

to some future afterlife. Resurrection is now, as Virginia

»voolf knows.

Therefore, L'rs. aoolf's rhetoric, while it would

appear to be antipathetic to the agnostic formalist cause,

is, in fact, relevant, appropriate, and even welcome as the

expression of her ecstatic state of mind. It is her way

of saying that sne has been moved by the beauty of pictures,
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that she has been freed of the emotions of life and the

demands of writing, and that words, which are in any case

impure,1 fail her. She is as silent and as reverent when

she thinks cf the National Gallery and its treasures as

she would be were she to find herself in a church. However,

the church-goer is a sightseer who admires the architecture;

she is net a divine worshipper.

Up to this point in her review of Lapp* s book,

Virginia rfooIf is a loyal formalist. There is little to

distinguish her from either Roger Fry or Clive Bell, except

perhaps a greater command of the English language and a

freer use of the imagination. However, the rift with

formalism comes directly she begins to consider pictures,

even imaginary pictures.

In Chapter One, the individual stages of what we

believe to be the complete aesthetic response to a work of

art were set out. These stages arefirst, the intellectual

perception of forms; and second, the emotional appreciation

of these forms. Virginia rt'oolf's response to pictures

fellows this pattern. The sequence of her involvement

can therefore be charted and with it her divergence from

formalism.

1'Writing is an impure art much infected by life,"
Virginia Woolf observes in "Memories of a Working Women's
Guild," The Captain's Death Bed and other essa.ys (London:
The Hogarth Press, 1950), p. 223. It follows that "words
are full of echoes, of memories, of associations;" see
Virginia <«oolf, "Craftsmanship," The Death of the Moth and
other essa.ys (London: The Hogarth Hress, 1942)',' p. 129•
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"After the first shock and chill" delivered by the

silent art, V.W. writes,

"those used to deal in words seek out the pictures with
the least of language about them - canvasses taciturn
and congealed like emerald or aquamarine - landscapes
hollowed from transparent stone, green hillsides,
skies in which the clouds are eternally at rest."

This spectator discerns in certain pictures forms and

combinations of forms which are right and necessary.

What is more, she sets out to find such relationships.

This primary, conscious, and deliberate realization of right

forms is what we mean by aesthetic perception.

Mrs. Woolf's response here is not all that

dissimilar to that of either Roger Fry or Clive Dell.

(Does not Dell have to admit, however backhandedly, that

intellectual perception precedes aesthetic emotion?) She

discriminates between good form and bod form, and

recognizes what is valuable in the former: the formal

balance and harmony of design which she likens to the

crystal structure of certain gems. In so doing, she

acknowledges some basic tenets of formalist aesthetics:

firstly, art and life are distinct, art being static and life

in a state of flux; and secondly, art is a visual not a

literary medium end therefore there is everything to be

felt and nothing to be said.

Next, having recognized the truth of these forms

and their combinations, she contracts an emotion for them

and in particular for colour. Virginia v.oolf's attitude



towards and her response to this element of pure form sets

her apart from the formalists who think of colour as the

least significant of all the elements of design# This is
how she pronounces her sensation: "Let us wash the roofs

of our eyes in colour; let us dive till the deep 3eas

close over our heads". This physiological response to art

also alters her first impressions of pictures a3 being

unrelated to life.

And finally, catharsis such as this implies 3ome

form of exorcism. To feel the colour does not suffice;

the emotion must be enunciated. And because this is the

case the emotion is not an aesthetic emotion {remember

Clive Bell's emotion is neither articulate nor does it

want to be articulate):

That these sensations are not aesthetic becomes
evident soon enough, for, after a prolonged dumb
gaze, the very paint on the canvas begins to distil
itself into words - sluggish, slow-dropping words that
would if they could stain the page with colour; not
writer's words.

Let us look more closely at Mrs. doolf's non-aesthetic

response.

Virginia woolf's immediate and most consistent

reaction to pictures is one of intense and released

sensuous appreciation of colour. In front of a picture, then,
she is not passive but active. And, if water characterizes

life, she finds to her amazement and to her delight that it

does likewise for colour in art; she invariably plunges into



both seas - the thunderous waters of life end the silent

waters of colour. Art and life are therefore related:

they may be described in similar terms; they elicit
similar responses.

In Chapter IV, Virginia Woolf's concept of the

ideal work of art was discussed. Lily Briscoe's painting,

in theory and In practice, is that ideal - an artefact in

which the flux of life and the stability of art are

brought together and co-exist. As was demonstrated, the

flux of life i3 symbolized by the colour, "feathery and

evanescent", and the stability of art by the shape which

is "clamped together with bolts of iron" (TOL, p. 2G4).

This artistic equilibrium reflects the human equilibrium,

which Lily Briscoe also achieves, between the masculine and

the feminine elements of her being, between her mind and

her body, between her need for stability and her equal need

for flux.

If the artist's duty is both to create and to

express duality (and the novel declares that it is), then so

too is it the spectator's duty to respond to that duality.

There is therefore on ideal response to an ideal work of

art. Virginia »Voolf performs this duty and achieves this

response when she thinks of hypothetical pictures in her

review of Kapp's boi-k of caricatures. (airs, woolf's

complete response is, of course, not just directed towards

hypothetical ideal pictures; on the contrary, her reactions
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to Vanessa Dell's canvasses, see Chapter II, reveal a

spectator who is acutely aware of the exquisite tension to

be found in works of art.) Her mind perceives the

stability, the gem-like nature of pictures, while her

body experiences the flux, the waters of colour. In other

words, the way in which Virginia »Voolf reacts to pictures

corresponds to what she believes pictures to say. And what

she goes through,an artist goes through,
A pattern emerges. In her review of Kapp's book

(1919), Mrs, tfoolf recognizes the dual nature of certain

pictures and the dual nature of her response to these

pictures. In "Pictures" (1925), she advances this

concept when she posits that one's responses to art should

also be applied to life. In rs. Palloway (also 1925),

she puts this into practice when she draws a direct connection

between art and life by means of her use of watery imagery

to describe both the life of the novel and its single

artefact, the old woman's song. In To the -Lighthouse

(1927), these threads coalesce. There is the reaction to

life: Lily standing on the cliff, mesmerized by the movement

of the coloured waters but compelled to balance this flux

by the stability end surety of the dunes in the far off

distance. And there is the painting itself, which reflects

in its evanescent colour and its iron girders Lily's

concept and her vision of life.

In art as in life, for artist as well as spectator,



colour is therefore important. I would now like to discuss

in greater detail Virginia Woolf's attitude to colour in
order to see how it differs from that of her formalist

cohorts.

On Roger Fry's scale of the emotional elements

of design, colour is the least important and therefore

the most expendable element both to the artist and to the

spectator."^" In Virginia Woolf's art criticism and in her

novels, it is the element to which she most enthusiastically

warms. Evidently, her priorities are at variance with

those of her formalist friend.

It must be pointed out that Roger Fry does not

altogether deny colour a place in life. On the contrary,

he believes that colour affords great pleasure to the

artist as well as to the ordinary man:

It is true that there are some things at which we
look for the mere pleasure of locking - they are
nearly always brightly coloured things - flowers,
sunlit meadows, sunsets, and in locking at these
we do see more as the artist does.2

However, the artist is different from the ordinary man in

this respect, he

does not need to be attracted by bright colours; he
is always looking even at the drab ordinary things of
everyday life, and he looks not merely to enjoy, though

lFry» QP« cit.. pp. 22-23.

^Roger Fry, "The Meaning of Pictures: I - Telling
a Story," The Listener. Vol. II, No. 38 (October 2, 1929),
p. 429.
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he must also enjoy, but in order to find certain
general qualities in the appearances of things.1

This last contention is debatable. One need only think

briefly of two passages from Virginia woolf's fiction to

realize how she does not draw so fine a line between the

artist and the ordinary man. The first is the splendid

reverie provoked by wood in the short story, "The Mark on
2

the wall"• The second is the scene of Lily Briscoe on

the cliff which has just been discussed above. William

Bankes joins Lily and "they both felt a common hilerity,

excited by the moving waves ... and then, with a

natural instinct to complete the picture, after this swift

movement, both of them looked at the dunes far away" (TOL,

p« 36). In other words, artist and ordinary man can be

said to respond to life and to visual sensation in exactly

the same way. They share an instinct. Lily thinks of

eternity and of a world at rest; William thinks of his

friendship with Mr. Ramsay and how that too is eternal

"like the body of a young men laid up in peat for a century,

with the red fresh on his lips" (TOL, p. 37). As for the

implications in Fry's remarks that colour is not an essential

3-1 bid.

2This passage was extracted from the story and issued
as The Chelsea Book Club Broadside No. I. Vanessa Bell
executed two masterful and delightful woodcuts for this
printing and I have included a copy of this page in my
portfolio of her designs, Appendix A, Plate XXXIV.



ingredient in either life or formal relationships and that
the enjoyment and the appreciation of colour is neither so

great nor 30 important as the enjoyment and the appreciation
of shapes and patterns, Virginia ,yoolf does not agree with
them.

She describes the human eye as being "like a

butterfly £"~because_7 it seeks colour and basks in warmth".1
For example, in Night and Day. Mary Detchet possesses such
an eye:

High in the air as her flat was, some beams from the
morning sun reached even in November, striking straight
at curtain, chair, and carpet, and painting there
three bright, true spaces of green, blue, and purple,
upon which the eye rested with a pleasure which gave
physical warmth to the body. (N&D, p. 74)

This physiological response holds true for colour in art

as well. Virginia ^oolf's own eye reacts, as we have seen,

like that of a butterfly when she experiences colour in

pictures. But that is as it should be given the nature

of artistic colour. For does not Lily Briscoe think of

her colour scheme as "one colour melting into another like

the colours on a butterfly's wing" (TOL, p. 264)? Mrs.

itoolf therefore responds to colour in what she feels to be

its own terms and these terms are derived from life.

I.A. Richards would unhesitatingly applaud

Virginia tfoolf's reaction as being a right reaction. He

l.voolf, "Street Haunting: A London Adventure," The
Death of the Moth and other essays, p. 21.
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posits a thesis in Principles of Literary Criticism which

is antipathetic to that of Roger Fry and Clive Bell. In

brief, he soys that human response to visual as well as to
literary works of art is no different from human response to
life. Therefore, if one responds passionately to colour
in life, one will respond as passionately and in much the
same way to colour in art. Richards accords colour as

important a place in visual art as does '/irginia Woolf:

"colour is of course primarily the cause and the controlling

factor of emotional response to painting"."'" As a secondary

function, colour "may, and commonly does, help to determine
2

form". In formalist par^lance, I.A. Richards's and

Mrs. tfoolf's secondary function is the primary function.

Glive Bell writes that "in practice colour becomes

significant only when it is used as an attribute of form;

that the function of colour is to emphasize and heighten
3

the value of forms". In other words, significant form

can be defined as an aesthetically moving combination of

lines or'an aesthetically moving combination of lines and

colours, but never as an aesthetically moving combination

of colours. Colour is relative within the picture-space.

ll.A. Richards, Principles of Literarv Criticism
(London: Kegen Paul, Trench, Trubner and Co., Ltd., 1925).
pp. 156-157. ' '

2lbid., p. 157.

^Bell, op. cit., p. 12.



Consequently, Mrs. rtoolf's preoccupation with the

lesser dement might be interpreted by some as being

detrimental to the exposition of the ensemble which is,

according to Bell, the function of art criticism. She herself

assumes, wrongly, that she is unfit to review Kapp the artist

because of her predilection for colour. In fact, she

achieves what Bell never achieves - the complete aesthetic

response.

Clive Bell is critical of men of science who,

having got us into the habit of attempting to Justify
all our feelings and states of mind by reference to
the physical universe, have almost bullied some of
us into believing that what cannot be so Justified
does not exist.1

Roger Pry is a scientist. In "An Essay in Aesthetics", he

gives a scientific, that is to say, a material foundation

to the formal elements of design when he posits that gravity

and muscular activity lie behind plastic mass, space, etc.

Colour, on the other hand, because it does not have a point

of reference in physical life, is not as important as the

other elements. In life it is negligible; so too in art.

For a scientist like Fry to dismiss colour so

categorically is indeed peculiar. There is Newton's

discovery that all colours exist in a ray of sunlight and

can therefore be segregated by refraction. Then there is

Goethe who took issue with the Newtonian concept of colour

as a pre-existent and therefore invariable reality. In its

llbid.t pp. 90-91
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place, he envisioned colour as a creative process actively
determined by the play of light and dark. A ray of

sunlight travels through a cocoon of atmosphere. The air,

dust, and clouds which carvelope the sphere of man's existence
and his experience unmistakably control that ray of sunlight
and therefore colour. Even the pre-Newtonian belief, that

light creates colour, insufficient though it is as a scientific

explanation, would have served Fry's dialectic purpose.

««hich is to say, had he been at a loss for a scientific and

therefore material justification of colour he would only

have had to call upon either of these three interpretations

in order to bring colour into line with the other elements

of design. For some unfathomable reason he saw fit to treat

light and colour separately.

Neither is the emotional effect so shallow nor the

universal importance of colour so negligible as to be

written off in the manner Fry has chosen. One can only

hazard e guess that the emotive adjectives which colours

on occasion elicit end which Fry cites - "gay, dull,

melancholy"^ — indicate an affinity on the pert of colour

with the dreaded emotions of life; hence the unsuitability

of colour as anything but an exponent of form. Then there

are his own pictures where the colour is not something that

"you could ruffle with your breath" (TOL, p. 264); it is

l?ry, Vn Essay in Aesthetics," Vision and Design,
p. 22.
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welded to the form.

Colour is relevant to man and to his way of life.

Man's awareness of sun and the lack of it i3 as much, if

not more prevalent than his awareness of gravity. Gravity
is easily taken for granted, whereas the emotional impact
of changing sunlight cannot be. Take for example Virginia
Woolf's brilliant description of an ec^lipse of the sun

which she wrote in 1928.

Mrs. Woolf is no scientist, but her layQnan's
understanding and her observation of light and colour is

formidable. What is more, her appreciation of the

natural phenomenon is deeply and sincerely felt. If at

times she seems to take her cue from Goethe, that is as

it should be. For Virginia Woolf, like Goethe, understands

colour.

The relevant passage from the essay, "The Sun and the

Fish", is long, but it will not beer indiscriminate cutting.

It is therefore quoted in its entirety.

The sun had to race through the clouds and to reach
the goal, which was a thin transparency to the right,
before the sacred seconds were up, lie started. The
clouds flung every obstacle in his way. They clung,
they impeded. He dashed through them. he could be
felt, flashing and flying when he was invisible. Lis
speed was tremendous. Here he was out and bright;
now he was under and lest. But always one felt him
flying end thrusting through the murk" to his goal.
For one second he emerged and showed himself to us
through our glasses, a hollowed sun, a crescent sun.
Finally, he went under for his last effort. Now he
was completely blotted out. The moments passed.
Watches were held in hand after hand. The sacred
twenty-four seconds were begun. Unless he could win



through before the lest one was over, he was lost.
Still^one felt him tearing end racing behind the clouds
to win free; but the clouds held him. They spread;
they thickened; they slackened; they muffled his
speed. Of the twenty-four seconds only five remained,
and still he was obscured. And, as the fatal seconds
passed, and we realized that the sun was being defeated,
had now, indeed, lost the race, all the colour began to
go from the moor. The blue turned to purple; «!"' the
white became livid as at the approach of a violent but
windless storm. Pink faces went green, and it became
colder then ever. This was the defeat of the sun, then,
and this was all, so we thought, turning in disappointment
from the dull cloud blanket in front of us to the moors
behind. They were livid; they were purple; but
suddenly one became aware that something more was about
to happen; something unexpected, awful, unavoidable.
The shadow growing darker and darker over the moor was
like the heeling over of a boat, which, instead of righting
itself at the critical moment, turns a little further
and then a little further on its side; and suddenly
capsizes. So the light turned and heeled over and went
out. This was the end. The flesh and blood of the
world was dead; only the skeleton was left. It hung
beneath us, a frail shell; brown: dead; withered.
Then, with some trifling movement, this profound
obeisance of the light, thi3 stooping down and abasement
of all splendour was over. Lightly, on the other side
of the world, up it rose; it sprang up as if the one
movement, after a second's tremendous pause, completed
the other, and the light which had died there rose agsin
elsewhere. Never was there such a sense of rejuvenescence
and recovery. All the convalescences and respites of
life seemed rolled into one. Yet, at first, so light
and frail and strange the colour was, sprinkled rainbow-like
in a hoop of colour, that it seemes as if the earth could
never live decked out in such frail tints. It hung
beneath us, like a cage, like a hoop, like a globe of
glass. It might be blown out; it might be stove in.
But steadily and surely our relief broadened and our
confidence established itself as the great paint-brush
washed in woods dark on the valley, and massed hills
blue above them. The world became more and more solid;
it became populous; it became a place where an infinite
number of farmhouses, of villages, of railway lines have
lodgement; until the whole fabric of civilization was
modelled and moulded. But still the memory endured that
the earth we stand on is made of colour; colour can be



blown out; end then we stand on a dead leaf; and we
who tread the earth securely now have seen it dead.l

Colour is not a mere attribute of life; it is a condition

of life.

There is no sound reason for excluding colour

from the physical universe. Virginia woolf's extraordinary

image of the sun as a paint-brush says all that needs to be
said. Nor is there a sound reason for excluding colour

from man's biological being. *e have only to look to our

own bodies for the presence of colour. Melanin, the

organic colouring matter, is to be found in the basal cell

layer. True, the ammount of pigment present varies from

individual to individual, race to race; but all men

possess melanin and therefore all men possess colour.

In "An Essay in Aesthetics", Hoger fry puts forward

the theory that the formal elements of design appeal to

certain primary and universal physical needs of man.

Mrs. Woolf doe3 not disagree with this. In fact, she

dramatizes on at least two occasions the effect of visual

lVirginia Woolf, "The Sun end the Fish," The Captain's
Death Bed end other essays (London: The I-Iogarth Press, 1950),
pp. lSO-137.

Nor is this the only instance in which Mrs. tioolf
recognizes the indisputable connection between light and
colour. while travelling in Spain, the landscape appears
to her bathed in brilliant light:

"a million razor-blades have shaved off the bark and the
dust, and out pours pure colour; whiteness from fig-trees
red and green and again white from the enormous, the
humped, the everlasting landscape;" 3ee Virginia »Voolf,

"To Spain, The Moment and other essays (London: The Hogarth
Press, 1947), p. 17b.



form on the human body. For example, Jacob Flanders

stands before the Erechtheum:

There are still several women standing there holding
the roof on their heads. Jacob straightened himself
slightly; for stability and balance effect the body
first. These statues annulled things so! (JR, p. 246)

And Martin Pargiter stands before St. Paul's Cathedral:

He crossed over and stood with his back against a
shop window looking up at the great dome. All the
weights in his body seemed to shift. He had a
curious sense of something moving in his body in
harmony with the buildings; it righted itself: it
came to a full stop. It was exciting - this change
of proportion. He wished he had been en architect.
(Y, pp. 244-245)

However, whereas Roger Fry states that colour does not

correspond to a primary biological function and therefore

does not evoke emotion by means of that correspondence,

it is my belief that Virginia Woolf in writing about colour

accords to that element and to her response to that element

a physiological nature comparable to that experienced by

Jacob and Martin when they are moved by architectural

forms, the forms with the least of colour in them. It

is therefore conceivable that Mrs. woclf has physiology

in mind when she writes, in be r review of Kopp's caricatures,

about the sensual luxury of washing her eyes in colour.

An immediate parallel can be drav/n to a physiological

process common to all men whereby tears are secreted by the

lachrymal glands. Every time one blinks the surface

of the eyeball is bathed and cleared of dirt and grime and

potentially harmful organisms. On a mundane level, then,



lachrymation, as well as pigmentation, more than satisfies

Roger Fry's requirement that aesthetic emotion be "based upon

the fundamental necessities of our physical and physiological

nature",1 On a symbolic level, that is to say, the level

of art, the waters of colour are baptismal waters. Under
the csthedraldome, Virginia ,i/oolf's being submerges itself

and rises reborn, a soul fit to enter the kingdom of

earthly paradise if not to review Kapp's book. Whether

she intends her rhetoric of sensual pleasure to be on

alternative to Fry's dour, pedantic, and intellectual

evaluations of plastic colour will perhaps never be known.

Nonetheless, the rhetoric is an alternative. And more

importantly, by means of it she makes sense of colour - its

place in life and its place in art.

It is axiomatic that Mrs. Woolf's attitude to life

and to art be expressed in both physical end spiritual,

materiel and abstract terms. She defines reality in the

diary entry of 10 September 1928 as being "a thing I see

before me: something abstract; but residing in the downs

or sky; beside which nothing matters; in which I shall
2

rest and continue to exi3t". Spiritual well-being is

inseparable from physical well-being. Iier aesthetic emotion,

lFry, "An Essay in Aesthetics," Vision and Design.
p • 2 £3 •

^Virginia Aoolf, A .Vriter's Diary (London: The
Hogarth Press, 1953), p. 132.
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like her human emotion, takes physical shape. This is

indicative of Mrs. tfoolf's obsession with ordinary things*

The things of the mind and of the heart ore transmuted
through selection into things we see, touch, feel round,

end experience. ,Vords stain the page; colour washes tie

soul; a landscape becomes an emerald. whereas Koger Fry
and Glive Bell are content to remain on the abstract,

geometric level, Virginia woolf must have the hard, tangible
realities to hand. She keeps in touch with the everyday,

human world while at the same time she converses with the

gods. This duality distinguishes her art criticism from

that of her mentors.

However, because she responds to colour in art as

she does to colour in life, Virginia woolf is guilty of a

serious offence against formalism. She confounds the velues

of art with the values of life. Furthermore, because

she gives a linguistic record of pictorial colour in terms

derived from life, Mrs. tfoolf commits her second

misdemeanour. Laudatory as the proposition to paint rather

to write a critique might be, she would still be untrue to

her model. She would distort it yet further. It is at

this point that Virginia Woolf declares herself unfit to

write of Kapp the artist. Hence she turns away from the

National Gallery, citadel of significant form, end looks to

the National Portrait Gallery for guidance in dealing with

Kapp the caricaturist.



Standing outside the National Portrait Gallery,

the reviewer comes to think of Mrs# John Stuart Mill;

"noble, magnanimous, inspired thinker, reformer, saint,
she possessed every gift and every virtue". However,

one does not know what she looked like. One turns to the

National Portrait Gallery for enlightenment; but in vein.

Mot being a person to pass up an opportunity to deliver a

genteel feminist di£ at masculine authorities and

institutions, Mrs. Woclf complains that "the National

Potrait Gallery, interrogated, wished to be satisfied that

the inquirer was dependent upon a soldier, pensions they

provided, not portraits". The curious inquirer, "set

adrift in Trafalgar Square once more", is left to the

devices of her imagination. However, she cannot begin to

visualize Mrs. Mill. Faces are, she claims, of great

importance. For "without a face Mrs. John Stuart Mill

was without a soul".

Soul is not a term readily defined by Virginia jioolf.

Yet it ploys an important role in her criticism and in her

fiction. Therefore, we must understand what Mrs. </oolf

means when she speaks of soul before we can proceed with

her analysis of Kapp's caricatures. For in looking at

these portraits she invariably looks for the soul of the

subjects.

The Nussian soul, for example, is alien to the

Snglishman:



It has little sense of huraour and no sense of comedy.
It is formless. It has slight connection with the
intellect. It is confused, diffuse, tumultuous,
incapable, it seems, of submitting to the control of
logic or the discipline of poetry.1

The soul is, according to Mrs. V«oolf, "the chief character
p

in Russian fiction"; as such, it is revealed primarily

through talk. The external signposts of time, place, and
action prove incidental to the incessant flow of talk.

Hence the difficulty of Russian literature for the English

reading public who depend upon these signposts.

The moral stature of the Russian soul also poses

a difficulty to the English public who tend to think in

terms of black or white, good or bad. The Russian soul is

not divisible, but protean. To this may be attributed the

excitement which Virginia .Voolf feels when she reads a

Russian novel. Russian fiction is tremendously releasing:

It is the soul that metters, its passion, its tumult,
its astonishing medley of beauty and vileneas. And if
our voices suddenly rise into shrieks of laughter, or
if we are shaken by the most violent sobbing, what more
natural? - it hardly calls for remark. The pace at
which we are living is so tremendous that sparks must
rush off our wheels as we fly. Moreover, when the
speed is thus increased and the elements of the soul are

seen, not separately in scenes of humour or scenes of
passion a3 our slower English minds conceive them, but
streaked, involved, inextricably confused, a new
panorama of the human mind is revealed. The old
divisions melt into each other. Men are at the same
time villains and saints; their acts are at once

lVirginia woolf, "The Russian Point of View," The
Common Reader (London: The Hogarth Press, 1325),
pp. 225-226.

2Ibid., p. 225.
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beautiful and despicable. We love and we hate at the
same tirne.-1-

Mrs. Woolf recognizes in the Hussion soul the image of what
she calls "the true self":

When j/fnature^Z set about her chief masterpiece, the
making of man, she should have thought of one thing
only. Instead, turning her head, looking over her
shoulder, into each one of us she let creep instincts^
and desires which are utterly at variance with his main
being, so that we are streaked, variegated, all of a
mixture; the colours have run. Is the true self this
which stands on the pavement in January, or that which
bends over the balcony in June? Am I here, or am I
there? Or is the true self neitbe r this nor that,
neither here nor thre, but something so varied and
wandering that it is only when we give the rein to its
wishes and let it take it3 way unimpeded that we ore
indeed ourselves.2

This "true self" is,of course, the chief character in her

own fiction.

The problem for the writer of English novels is how

to communicate the capricious soul through the traditional

means at his disposal, that is to say, how to combine the

poem with the photograph. Of the modern English writers,

E.M. Forster, in Virginia Woolf's opinion, speaks of and to

the soul.

In his fiction, the soul is private and this private

life of the soul matters above all else. (This is, of

course, a trait which Dloomsbury painters shore with

Bloomsbury novelists.) Yet the soul in Forster's books, if

llbid., p. 227.

2woolf, "Etreet haunting: A London Adventure," The
Death of the Kioth and other essays, p. 24.
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it is not enshrined in s broad social context, is "caged

in a solid villa of red brick somewhere in the suburbs

of London".1 There ere two realities at work then: the

reality of the setting and the reality of the soul.
Somehow the spiritual light of the latter must shine through
the former. "The paraphernalia of reality has at certain

moments to become the veil through which we 3ee infinity,"

Mrs. Woolf posits in this appreciation. Forster,

unfortunately, does not achieve this end: "He has given on

almost photographic picture on one side of the page; on the

other he asks us to see the same view transformed and radiant

with eternal fires".

Where Forster fails, Ibsen succeeds: "we feel

simply that the thing we are looking at is lit up, and its
2

depths revealed". So too does Montaigne:

In these extraordinary volumes of short and broken, long
and learned, logical and contradictory statements, we
have heard the very pulse and rhythm of the soul, beating
day after day, year after year, through a veil which, as
time goes on, fines itself almost to transparency. Here
is some one who succeeded in the hazardous enterprise of
living; who served his country and lived retired; was
landlord, husband, father; entertained kings, loved
women, end mused for hours alone over old books. By
means of perpetual experiment and observation of the
subtlest he achieved at last a miraculous adjustment of
all these wayward parts that constitute the human soul.3

l'Woolf, "The Novels of E.M. Forster," The Death of
the Loth and other essays, p. lo8. ~

2lbid.

3,toolf, "Montaigne," The Common Reader, p. 90.



And so too does Virginia Woolf.

The soul in Mrs. Woolf's novels is the human

consciousness and that which surrounds the innermost flame

she describes es a semi-transparent envelope. Externals

are continuously filtered through the consciousness;

objects, as has been pointed out elsewhere in this thesis,

do not exist in and for themselves. There is therefore no

arbitrary division between the thing as it exists in actual

time and space and the thing as it exists in mind time and

space. For this reason, characters in Virginia „oolf's

fiction can say what the soul is like. To explain it,

they conjure up metaphors which are drawn from the physical

and the natural world of their experience. Like their

creator in her art criticism, they use images of total

exteriority to convey inner states of being. They define
the soul es something you can almost lay your hands on.

For example, in Mrs. Da 11 oway. Peter .yalsh

describes the soul as being

our self, who fish-like inhabits deep seas and plies
among obscurities threading her way between the boles
of giant weeds, over sun-flecked spaces and on and on
into the gloom, cold, deep, inscrutable; suddenly she
shoots to the surface and sports on the wind-wrinkled
waves; that is, has a positive need to brush, scrape,
kindle herself, gossiping. (MD, p. 242)

This is, of course, an accurate account of Clarissa Dalloway

herself; it is also perfectly in keeping with the watery

atmosphere of the novel to which she gives her name.

In the morning, Clarissa inhabits "the depths of
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thet leaf-encumbered forest" which is her soul (MD, p. 21)."*"
In the evening, she disentangles herself from the weeds
and leaves, dons her mermaid's dre33, and gives a party

where, "lolloping on the waves and braiding her tresses"

(MD, pp. 261-262) , she assembles and gossips. .Vhen

death, the uninvited guest, gatecrashes her party, Clarissa

plunges once again into the depths of her being. In the

private and empty room off the drawing room, she chastises

herself for abusing her soul:

A thing there was that mattered; a thing, wreathed
about with chatter, defaced, obscured in her own life,
let drop every day in corruption, lies, chatter.
This /_ Septimus Warren Sraith_7 had preserved. (MD, p. 277)

However, there is the life outside the private room to be

considered. This life is symbolized by the old lady who

is going to bed in the room opposite Clarissa's house. The

urgent need, as it has always been for Mrs. Dallowey, is to

connect that room with her own room. The only way to

achieve that end is to communicate her soul, her essence,

the sum total of her experience and feelings. Having come

to terms with death and having glimpsed the glory thet can

attach itself to that form of communication, Clarissa opts

for life. Illusion is to think that the soul is communicable

lVirginia Woolf repeats this image in her pamphlet,
On hieing 111, when she writes that

"there is a virgin forest in each; a snowfield where
even the print of birds' feet is unknown. here we
go alone and like it better so;" see /<oolf, "On Being

111, reprinted in The moment and other essays, p. 17.
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only in death; reality is the communication of the soul
in life. First, one sums up the moment in oneself; then
one imparts that moment to others. If the communication
takes the outward form of lies end chatter - Clarissa

fully realizes that she is a society matron - then one must

accept the means which are at one's disposal and work

within those means, even if they are limited. The manner

of the communication is not as important as the communication

itself. The lies and chatter wreath the soul; they do not

send down roots. The soul is inviolable. For Clarissa

Dalloway, health, as it is for Montaigne, is the communication

of the soul.'*' Hence she returns to her party.

Virginia y/oolf establishes the pattern of the feminine

soul in Mrs. Dalloway. In To the Lighthouse, she repeats

the pattern. Mrs. Ramsay sits in the window and knits; as

she does so, she sinks into herself:

She could be herself, by herself. And that was what
now she often felt the need of - to think; well not
even to think. To be silent; to be alone. All the
being end the doing, expansive, glittering, vocal,
evaporated; and one shrunk, with a sense of solemnity,
to being oneself, a wedge-shaped core of darkness,
something invisible to others. Although she continued
to knit, and sat upright, it was thus that she felt
herself; and this self having shed its attachments was

lAccording to Virginia ,Voolf, Montaigne
"wishes only to communicate his soul. Communication
is health; communication is truth; communication is
happiness. To share is our duty; to go down boldly
and bring to light those hidden thoughts which are the
most diseased; to conceal nothing; to pretend nothing;if we ere ignorant to say so; if we love our friends to
let them know it;" see «<oolf, "Montaigne," The Common

Reader, p. 93.
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free for the strangest adventures. ,Vhen life sank
down for a moment, the range of experience seemed
limitless. (TOL, p. 99)

The soul is a point of stability, of rest. In aloneness,

one recharges the batteries of that force. but the soul
is two-fold: it is private, a wedge-shaped core of darkness;

but it is also public, the personality. "Beneath it is all

dark, it is all spreading, it is unfathomably deep,"
Mrs. Ramsay muses; "but now and again we ritse to the

surface and that is what you see us by." (TOL, p. 100) Like

Mrs. Dallowey, Mrs. Ramsay rises to the surface at social

gatherings.

The alternative to these two soul-si3ters is the woman

who has a soul, but who, for one reason or another, cannot

communicate it. This type of woman is represented by

Sasha Latham in the short story, "A Summing Up".

Mrs. Latham is a guest at Clarissa Dalloway's party.

However, she stands on the periphery:

Shy though she was and almost incapable when suddenly
presented to someone of saying anything, fundamentally
humble, she cherished a profound admiration for other
people. To be them would be marvellous, but she was
condemned to be herself and could only in this 3ilent
enthusiastic wey, sitting outside in a garden, applaud
the society of humenity from which she was excluded.f

i

She imbues the world of the party with fantasy until she

looks over the garden wall and sees reality in the form of

lVirginia »,oolf, "A Summing Up," A Haunted House and
other short stories,(London: The Hogarth Press, 1943),
p. 123.
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"8 bucket or perhaps a boot". Startled, 3he demands to

know which is real and which illusory: Clarissa's party or

"the vast inattentive impersonal world; motor omnibuses;

affairs; lights before public houses; and yawning

policemen". She asks this question of her soul, which she
describes as if it were a bird:

the soul - for she was conscious of a movement in her of
some creature beating its way about her and trying to
escape which momentarily she called the soul - is by
nature unmated, a widow bird; a bird perched aloof on
that tree.l

An accident precipitates the answer:

At that moment, in some back street or public house,
the usuel sexless, inarticulate voice rang out; a shriek,
a cry. And the widow bird, startled, flew away,
describing wider and wider circles until it became (what
she called her 3oul) remote as a crow which has been
stortled up into the air by a stone thrown at it.2

If Mrs. Latham's soul reveals to her that it is the

world outside the party which is real, her soul does not go

out to meet that reality. It flies off in the opposite

direction. The portrayal of this soul, therefore, adds

another dimension to the concept.

llbld.. p. 124.

2ibid.
Compare this image of the solitary^ unmated bird to

Mrs. Kemsay!s projection of married strife and bliss on the
rooks which calls Joseph and Mary:

"Joseph and Mary were fighting. Anyhow they all went
up again, and the air was shoved aside by their black
wings end cut into exquisite scimitar shapes. The
movement of the wings beating out, out, out - she could
never describe it accurately enough to please herself -
was one of the loveliest of all to her." (TOL, p. 126)
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The soul in Virginia .."oolf's fiction, like the

soul in the novels of E.M. Forster, does not have a social

conscience. The soul holds the answer for the individual;

it does not hold the answer for the masses. Hence the

soul, when it leaves the private chamber, enters an

equally small public arena. Mrs. Latham, like her hostess

returns to the party; however, unlike Clarissa, her soul

retreats from all contact with life, be it illusory or

real.

In The Years. Nicholas remarks that the soul is "the

whole being" (Y, p. 319). The soul is everything that a

person is, everything that he feels, everything that he

thinks, and everything that he does. To emphasize his point

to Eleanor Pargiter, he "hollowed his hands as if to enclose

a circle". The soul is therefore unmistakably associated

with the feminine nature. As such, it wishes to expand,

to communicate, to merge itself with other souls. (Terence

Hewet's image of bubbles £~TVO, p. 125_7 is obviously the

forerunner of this concept.) This is the creative and the

necessary activity of the soul in which Nicholas places his

hope, in 191$, for a new and a better world. And if this new

world is to become a reality, then the soul must not retreat

from contact with life. The secret is first to know

oneself. That accomplished, the future of mankind and

civilization will follow. This is the message

contained in a painting by Vanessa Bell and expressed most



eloquently in Between the Acts.
The heroines in Virginia Woolf*s novels give of

themselves; it is also true that they retreat into their

private core to revitalize themselves. The true self,

then, is neither the personality one presents to others
nor the essence one keeps to oneself - neither the wick,

nor the flame (to use Terence hewet's terminology) - but

an amalgam of the two. As it is impossible for another

person to penetrate the inner sanctum, it follows that

it is indeed very difficult to get to know other people.

Lily Briscoe puts it this way when she asks herself; "How

then ... did one know one thing or another thing about

people, sealed as they were?" (TOL, p. 03) One can read

a face. Mrs. »Voolf places much emphasis upon faces. For

through the face one peers into the soul. Witness Miss

La Trobe's bits of glass and mirror.

"The face is the thing", V.W. says apropos

Mrs. John Stuart Mill. lisd the woman a face, her being

would be meaningful and complete; as it stands

without eyes or hair, cheeks or lips, her stupendous
genius, her consummate virtue, availed her nothing.
She is a mist, a wraith, a miasma of anonymous merit.

No character in a Virginia woolf novel is anonymous in the

way Kra. Mill is anonymous. Every character bears a

physical mark, some physiognomical idiosyncrasy which sets

him or her apart and lends symbolic substance to the books.

Take, for example, the face of Helen Ambrose which is



"much warmer than a Greek face" (TVO, p. 8); Clariasa

Dallowey's "ridiculous little face, beaked like a bird's
(MD, p. 18); Augustus Carmichael's yellow cat's eyes

which "seemed to reflect the branches moving or the clouds

passing, but to give no inkling of any inner thoughts or

emotion whatsoever" (TGL, p. 21); Lily briscoe's "little

Chinese eyes and her puckered up face" (TOL, p. 31);
Percival's "blue and oddly inexpressive eyes" (w, p. 37);

and the "fierce, untamed" expression of Giles Oliver

(DA, p. 60). It is not by chance that Mr. Ambrose is a

dry, pedantic classical scholar - the very antithesis to his

wife's warm, outgoing nature; or that Clarissa when she

takes succour from her husband, as often she must, feels

relieved that in his presence "she could crouch like a bird

and gradually revive" (MD, pp. 278-279); or that the poet

Carmiehael is as inscrutable an observer as the painter

Lily Briscoe is a wise and communicative observer; or that

Percival is a cipher, indifferent to the six characters who

make him their pagan god; or that Ciles squashes a

his frustration. An individual's soul - his character,

emotions,, and actions - in other words, his psychology - may

be etched on his face. hence the attention which Mrs. rioolf

accords to the nuance of facial expression.

•Vith this in mind, Virginia .Voolf turns to the Kapp

drawings to glean what she can of the souls of his subjects.

beneath his foot and in so acting relieves
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She is s novelist in search of character; and character is

synonymous with soul; and soul resides in the iace.
One would expect in a review of a book of

caricatures some attempt at a definition of the art of

visual satire, especially as caricature is to be distinguished
from its near neighbour portraiture. No definition is

forthcoming. The terms of reference must therefore

come from outside the review.

D.S. MecColl, the distinguished art critic and

painter, offers the following, serviceable explanations.

"The essence of caricature," he writes, "is distortion, but

distortion not for the sake of formal beauty but for an

emphasis of the artist's idea about the subject; its root,

in a word, is significance."^ If the caricaturist is at

liberty to indulge in significant deformity for the sake of

psychological values, the portraitist is not. MacColl

goes on to say that "whatever other draughtsmen may do the

realistic portrait draughtsman sets out to represent his

sitter and render a likeness: he is not free to be 8

p
•pure artist': he must accept the forms of his subject." Iience

any psychological values come though the plastic forms

which are themselves mimetic rather than interpretive.

ID.3. LlecColl, "Letter - Mr. Fry on Drawing," The
Ourlington Lagezine. Vol. XXXI/, No. CXIV (Lay 1319),
p. 205.

2ibid.
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The difference between the two may summed up like

this: a caricature presents visually a state of mind

whereas a portrait presents a state of visual being. In
the one, psychology is paramount; in the other, appearance.

Virginia Woolf discerns the difference, in her own

inimitable way, when she warns in "Pictures" that

the portrait painter must not attempt to speak; he must
not say "This is maternity; that intellect", the utmost
he can do is to tap on the wall of the room, or the
glass of the aquarium; he must come very close, but
something must always separate us from him. (P, p. 143)

I, caricaturist has licence to shiver the glass of the

aquarium; a portrait painter must be mute as a mackerel.

By all accounts, a caricature is comic. It pokes

fun, satirizes, mocks the subject. It affords pleasure,

but it also informs the public. It suggests, by overemphasis

and foreshortening of physical forms, an inner truth.

Caricature is conceptual art. h caricaturist draws not whet

he oees, but what he knows. The result is oftentimes

grotesque and merciless; it is seldom less than true.

Of the Bloomsbury Group, Hoger Sry proved to be

one of the most fruitful subjects for the caricaturist's pen.

No less that three distinguished British artists - hex

Beerbohm, .velter oickert, and Henry Tonks - satirized him.

One notices immediately an affinity between the

lThese very devices of visual caricature Virginia
A'ooIf attributes to Lytton Jtrachey's pen portraits in
Bminent Victorians; see *voolf, "The ^'.rt of Biography," The
-^eath of the Both and other essays, p. 122.



three in their depiction of Fry's eyes. In the drawings

which we are specifically thinking of - Deerbohm*s

Significant Form (Plate XIX), Sickert's Vision, '/plumes and

Recession (Plate XX), and Tonka's The Unknown God (Plate

XXI) - the eyes enlarge behind wire-rimmed spectacles to

such a-degree that in the latter two works the spectacles

become the eyes. But it is Beerbohm who captures the

manic in the expression. Fry's eyes stare wildly and bug

from behind their glass partition. The formalist is seen to

be slightly crazed in his determination to carry the

theory of significant form not a little further, as Clive

Bell (the other figure in the drawing) suggests, but a great

deal further.

The most devastating of the three caricatures,

however, belongs to Tonks. he depicts Roger Fry the

lecturer as he holds forth on his favourite subject, Cezanne.

Fry is a magician, a conjurer. But he is also a high

priest. A cherub (Clive Bell?) rings the communion bell

and chants "Cezannah, Cezannah" while Fry raises high the

transubstantiated essence of the artist. How does Tonks

portray that essence? It is a wraith, a puff of smoke,
a formless whisp. In other words, it is as impossible

for Tonks to define visually as it is impossible for Fry

to explain in concrete verbal terms. The picture is

irreverent, but it holds an element of truth: Fry does
make a religion of Cezanne; he does indulge in mysticism;
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PLATE XIX

Significant Form, by Max Beerbohm.
'Mr Clive Bell: I always think that when one feels one's been carrying a
theory too far, then s the time to carry it a little further.
'Mr Roger Fry: A little? Good heavens man! Are you growing old?'
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PLATE XX

Walter Richard Sickert:

Vision, Volumes and Recession
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PLATE XXI

Henry Tonks: The Unknown God



he does ask his audience to see and to feel what can perhaps

never be seen and felt or if so then only by him and his

followers. He has, in any case, chosen a difficult
audience to indoctrinate. Members of the congregation

at this black mass include Walter Sickert, D.3. MacColl,

George Moore, Wilson Steer, and John Singer Sargent; they
may be seen to doze, knit their brows, or start with
terror at the sacrilege. However, nothing deters Fry.

He possesses the ardour of the keenest missionary. lie is

a travelling medicine man; maybe even a con man. His
eyes enlarge as he displays his product; his smile grows

broader and more seraphic; and that shock of hair jut3

enthusiastically, if slightly madly, from hi3 head. The

caricaturist's art is unimpeachable.

"The secret of a good caricature," Professor

E.H. Gombrich has written, is thet "it offers a visual

interpretation of a physiognomy which we can never forget

and which the victim will always seem to carry eround with

him like a man bewitched.""'" These three caricatures are

good caricatures. Roger Fry's eyes are indelibly imprinted

on our mind. And through the eyes the caricaturists

speak to us. "This is formalism," they say. "This is

formalism," we repeat.

Then there is Lady Gttoline Morrell, a notorious

1H.H. Gombrich, Art end Illusion (3rd ed.; London:
Phaidon Press, 1968), p. 291.



Bio cams bury hostess much immortalized in peinto Lady Ottoline

poses a particularly perplexing problem to the portrait

painter: the woman is herself a caricature. whether in
an Augustus John portrait painted in the grand manner1 or

in an intimate Gimon bussy panel (Plate XXII) the physiognomy

is startling and compelling. her mouth gapes; her chin

juts; her luxurious hair messes and spills out from under
ridiculous hats. There is something risible about the

woman in these paintings. The temptation is to say, "This

is trumpery". let -we are not meant to laugh. The

eccentricity belongs to the sitter; it is not put there by

the artist. The artist paints what he sees; he has not

distorted for either literary or psychological effect.

Neither John nor Dussy criticizes his subject. But how do

we know this? how do we know that all we are permitted to

say when we look at these portraits is "This is Lady Ottoline

Home11"?

Clive Bell decrees that in order to appreciate a

work of art a spectetor need bring nothing from his own
2

life. However, to appreciate the portraits of Lady

Ottoline, mentioned above, as works of art the spectator

must first test the aura of caricature which clings to the

Iheproduced in Sir John Rothenstein. British Art
Gince 1900 (London: Phaidon Press, 19G2), Plate 27.

Sbell, Art, p. 25.
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PLATE XXII

Simon Bussy:

Portrait of Lady Qttoline Morrell



very paint surface. In this instance, he can set the

painted portrait against a photographic record and see

in fact that the likeness in pigment corresponds to the

likeness on film. Having determined that the portraits

are portraits and therefore that they lay claim to being

works of art, he has the choice to discuss either the

likeness or, if he is a formalist, the distribution of

the forms - the relationship of the hat to the dress in the

John portrait, or the harmony between nose, chin, and

strap in the Bussy rendition.

Lady Ottoline Morrell i3, of course, not our

concern in these page3. We use her and her portraits

as a digression because the point at which we leave them

is the point at which Virginia Woolf finds herself when

she decides that she must stop shillyshallying and begin

to discuss Kapp's drawings themselves. Having

disqualified herself as a formalist, the reviewer turns to

the subjects of these caricatures. However, a new problem

arises. Initially, she confuses the aims of caricature

with the aims of portraiture. She looks for likeness,

but finds interpretation instead.

Katharine Hilbery in Night and Day realizes "how

infinitely repulsive the body of life is without its soul"

(N 11 D, p. 431); Virginia Woolf shares this idea. Of

the twenty-four subjects in Mr. Kapp's book, few are physically

unknown to the reviewer: "We turn the pages, therefore,



to see not what their bodies look like, but whether Mr. Kapp

can add anything to our estimate of their souls". Mrs. vYoolf

looks therefore for a very special likeness.

Lord Morley, for example, shook the hand of the

reviewer when she was a very young child. It did not matter

then that he was a public figure of great and important stature.

',7hat mattered was his kindness in noticing a very small and a

very insignificant little girl. The thrill of his manner

sticks in the memory; it is associated with his name and with

every mention of that name. But "where is the handshake in

Mr. Kspp's portrait?" the grown-up woman demands to know.

The artist's vision does net match her own: "The lean, smoke-

dried pedant's face looks as if scored upon paper by is pen

clogged and corroded, as pens are in advertisements, with old

ink". The textural quality of his line - his sensibility -

does not tally with the quality of her remembrance. It soon

becomes apparent that when Mrs. Woolf thinks of Lord Morley's

soul she thinks of the private part of his soul, his feminine

nature as expressed in his worm handshake. Kapp, on the other

hand, captures only the public face of the soul, the masculine

figure of power. Virginia .Yoolf thinks of the human being;

whereas the caricaturist draws the representative of a class.

The reviewer concedes that Kapp'a interpretation is

a viable one given the terms of his craft. "The handshake,"

she writes, "could only be rendered by a wash of sepia,

which would hove spoiled the picture as a work of art." And



as a caricature. Significantly, Mrs. *Voolf once again

connects colour with the associationel emotions of life;

once again she indicates that colour is important to her
if not to the formalists.

Mr. Kapp lis not a sentimentalist; nor is he a

great colourist. he works in black and white and

therefore must think in extreme terms. There is no place

in caricature for shades of meaning. A caricaturist

makes a blatant statement. He dare not compromise the

satiric sting indigenous to his exposition of universal

malaise through specific offenders. he must at all

costs be objective and impersonal; as objective end

impersonal, that is to say, as any selection of data in an

artistic context will allow. Furthermore, a caricaturist

must never be ambiguous. He must say whet he has to say

directly and concisely. The spectator should not have

to complete his idea; the idea should be complete in itself

as in Tonk's brilliant expose of Fry.and in Kapp's drawing

of Lord orley.

What is one to make of Bernard Shaw, another

familiar figure? There is Mrs. Woolf's private remembrance

in which the public as well as the private man is much in

evidence:

Gazing from the gallery of some dismal gas-lit hell,
one has seen him, often enough, alert, slight, erect,
as if combating in his solitary person the forces of
inertia and stupidity massed in a sea upon the floor.
On a nearer glance, he appeared much of a knight-



errant, candid, indeed innocent of aspect; a Don
Quixote born in the Northern mists - shrewd, that is
to 3ay, rather than romantic.

Mr. Kspp perpetuates the public legend, the stereotype,
the "diabolic" Bernard Shaw:

Moustache and eyebrows are twisted into points. The
fingers are contorted into stamping hooves. There is
no hint of blue in the eye.

Colour, then, has a potent interpretive and psychological
function over end above its significance as a formal

element of design. The blue eye belongs to Bernard Show's

private soul, his femininity; the cloven hoof to his

public image, his masculinity. To have depicted a blue

cast to his eye would have weakened, indeed would have

changed hspp's idea about his subject. The conclusion

is simple: caricature is public mutilation of private data.

Virginia rtoolf feel3 frustrated because the personal

qualities, i.e. the soul, which she finds in certain

people in life go by the board when they are translated

into art. She credits thi3 frustration to the vicissitudes

of form. She cautions that "one must remember the limitati

of black and white". However, if the caricaturist were

to feel himself compelled to depict a blue eye or a

handshake and whet either might stand for, he would find

a way to circumvent the limitations; quite simply, he would

change his theme - his idea about his subject. It is

therefore not as Mrs. «<oolf says "a question of design,

texture, handwriting, the relation of this with that, of art



in short", but a question of content and point of view
which determines the illusion and the quality of the clues

which suggest that illusion.
For example, there is a picture by Vanessa Bell

which claims to be a portrait of Virginia »Voolf (Plate

XXIII). A figure reclines in a deckchair in a luminous

garden. The picture is suffused with refracted green

light. However, there is one startling aspect in this
otherwise tranquil and ordinery scene. The figure has no

face. It is utterly featureless. A fleshy-coloured,

green-tinted void fills the focal space. There is even some

ambiguity as to the 3ex of the figure. Once again, the

spectator must 3ift for clues amongst the data given - the

coiffure, the apparel, the triangular whitish fold (an open

book?) - and compare these clues to a set of responses

derived fromhis experience end knowledge of life before

determining that the figure is in fact a woman. As to the

identity of the woman, there is nothing within the picture

plane which points to Virginia rt'oolf. Nothing, that is,

except the title which says that this i3 a Portrait of

Virginia ,yoolf.

"The complete portrait," John Pope-Kennessy writes,

"demands psychological interest in addition to the pictorisl

faculty by which good painting is conditioned,"x He gees

Ijolin Pope-hennessy, "Vanessa hell," The hew statesman
and Nation, Vol. VII, No. ICO (New series) (March 17, 1934),
p. 408.
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on to say that "in a sense ^rs. bell is too essentially a

painter to accede to extra-pictorial demands".1 (As was

pointed out in Chapter II, Mrs. Woolf makes a similar point
in her Foreword to Vanessa Bell's 1930 exhibition.)

Certainly,in this portrait of Virginia Woolf, she accedes
to nothing. The picture cannot be classed a caricature

since it not only deforms physiognomy but literally defaces

it. Without a face, the figure is clearly without a soul.

Nor con the picture be classed a portrait since there is no

likeness. Vanessa Bell has painted instead a very satisfying

work of art whose colours and forms afford immense pleasure;

especially fine are the brushstroke, the modelling of the

background, and the geometric shapes. however, in labelling

the picture as she does, Mrs. Bell sets off an inevitable

chain of responses.

Once that title informs us that the figure,

faceless though it i3, is Mrs. Woolf, myriad impressions

crowd into that vacant space. We 3ee the woman we knew;

the hand we shook; or the photograph in a magazine. In

other words, we superimpose upon the piece of cardboard

the actual face as we have seen it and also our associetional

ideas about that woman's soul. But the Mrs. woolf whom we

might visualize is not necessarily the true or the only

Mrs. Woolf. Our situation, viz, this picture, exactly

ilbid.



parallels that of Virginia Woolf when she confronts
caricatures of people whom she knows. Like her, we compare

our version of reality with another version of reality.

Like her, we discover that whet one thinks one knows about
another person is only a port of what that person really

is. Furthermore, the face, and by implication the soul,

which I see might not be the face which you see; yet

paradoxically it is the same face, Vanessa Bell, by labelling

her picture as she does, has very cleverly allowed for many

interpretations of her subject or for no interpretations at

all. She dares the spectator tc 3ee anything other than

significant form, And thi3, according to Roger Fry, is

exactly as it should be:

In fact the pointer, whatever the title or pretext of
his picture may be, is really always dealing with
volumes and spaces end their relations - these are
his real subject matter.1

As sweeping and as debatable as this generalization is, it

is apposite in the instance of this so-called portrait of

Virginia Woolf.

The eponymous Mrs, Dallowey muses that

she would not say of anyone in the world now that they
were this or were that. ... she would not say of
Peter, she would not say of herself, I am this'l I em
that. (MD, p. 15)

Nor can we, when we look at Vanessa Bell's portrait of her

lRoger Fry, "The Meaning of Pictures - II. The
Relations of Volumes and Space," The Listener. Vol. II.
No. 40 (October 16, 192S) , p. 500":
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sister, say of I.Irs, ,,'oolf that she is this or she is that.
There could he no more fitting illustration for

Mrs. Dalloway than this picture; in fact, the fenquin Modern

Classic edition of the novel has this portrait reproduced on

its upper cover.

Undoubtedly some of this must have occurred to

Virginia WooIf when she set down to write her critique of

Kapp's caricatures because after talking about known

quantities she realizes that she is associating far too

much end snolyzing far too little. hence the rather

feeble appeal to an objective formalism, which, after she

acknowledges its superiority, she very rightly "pass^j es__7
by with our eyes shut". Satisfaction is to be found in the

drawings of people about whom V.V/. knows nothing? "when we

know little or nothing about the subject," she writes, "and

thus hove no human or literary susceptibilities to placate,

the effect is for more satisfactory". Nevertheless,
satisfaction is still to be found in the content of these

drawings, not in their significant farm.

Accordingly, Mrs. Woolf applauds the humour in the

caterpillar-like 'Politician", Mr. ^.ostermen; what is more,

she believes in the illusion:

Tfcere is something sinister about him; he swarmsrapidly ecross the roads; he smudges when crushed;he devours leaf after leaf.

She is also greatly amused by the seal-like Duke of

Devonshire; and expresses her amusement in a delightful



verbel account of the picture:

The Duke of Devonshire for all the world resembles
a seal sleak from the sea, his mouth pursed to a
button signifying a desire for mackerel. *->ut the
mackerel he is offered is not fresh, and, tossing
himself wearily backwards, he flops with a yawn into
the depths.

Nor does she fail to take notice of the innuendo in Repp's

symbolic portrayal of the mouth of "The Bishop", the

Bishop of Norwich:

he is emitting something sonorous through the oblong
slit of a mouth; you can almost hear the heavy particle
descending through the upper stories of the elongated
countenance until it pops with a click out of the
orifice.

Mr. Kapp, in short, is a magician of rare and mysterious

powers:

By what sleight of hand Mr. Kapp has conveyed the fact
that the golden thread extracted by Sir henry flood
from the sound of the Queen's hell Orchestra is really
a hair from his soup we do not know. The truth of
the suggestion, however unpleasant, is undeniable.

The effect of Mrs. floolf's words, like the effect

of Kapp's drawings, is devastating. her creative interpretation1

^Compare Virginia floolf's evaluations to those of the
anonymous reviewer of the English Review, Vol. XXX (January
1920), p. 93. The latter strings together a rapid succession
of qualitative, if unilluminating responses;

"The picture of Augustus John is hardly a caricature,
but the Right Hon. -lostermen is crushing, whereas Lord
Morley is the worst in the book. There is a new note
in Bernard Shaw, something big; Masefield,again, is
hardly a caricature; Epstein is weirdly good; Norman
Angell is admirable; Reginald Mackenna is annihilating."

The admiration of Kapp's "poetic fantasy" may be deeply felt
by this reviewer, but it is not profoundly expressed. ' It
suffers by comparison. "fle shell certainly see and hear
more of this artist," he writes; whereas Mrs. floolf bestows
the higher accolade when she rounds off her article with the
coda: K0h (in short) to be Mr. Kapp!"
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adds as much to our understanding of the art of caricature

as the caricatures themselves add to our understanding of

human nature. With no literary susceptibilities to

placate, Virginia Woolf has nonetheless exercised these

susceptibilities; she delivers caricatures of caricatures -

distortions of distortions.

If Kapp's version of a subject is only one of many

possible versions, thenars, .soolf's interpretation of

that burlesque is also only one of many possible

interpretations. And neither is necessarily right or

true. A discrepancy inevitable exists between one set of

responses and another set of responses to the identical

stimuli. hoger Fry is well aware of this, ss he reveals

in the following extract from a 1929 broadcast:

seeing is not merely a question of what sensations may
occur, but of what the mind makes of these sensations.
Even if there were no individual differences in people's
eyes, the differences in their minds, their characters,
and their past life would all affect what they would
see. Each one of us has his own private personal way
of dealing with what is before his eye s, and this
largely determines what lie sees, making one man blind
to one whole set of visible signs, another man blind to
another.1

And so too is Virginia Woolf. when, in Mr. Bennett and Mrs.

Brown, she remarks;

You see one thing in character, and I another. You
say it means this, and I that. And when it comes to
writing, each makes a further selection on principles
of his own. Thus Mrs. Brown can be treated in an infinite

Ipry, "The Meaning of Pictures: I - Telling a otory,"The Listener, p. 429.
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variety of ways, according to the age, country, and
temperament of the writer.1

This point con best be illustrated if we compare Virginia
Moolf' s readings of some of these prints with our own

readings.

For example, our Mr. Masterman is different to

Mrs. »iOolf's Mr. masterman; and both are different to

Mr. Kapp's. Mr. masterman (Plate XXIV) does not impress us

as being physically like a caterpillar, though one can

appreciate the suggestion in the tread-like hand. To us,

he is nothing other than an ingratiating politician, his

human hand resting solicitously on his inhuman heart in the

manner of his ilk. Nor do we insist, as Mrs. iVoolf does,

upon the limitations of black and white in these drawings.

In his rendition of the politician's face, Kapp defines

contour in broad sweeps of black crayon. The reviewer

finds it "easy and illuminating to believe" that these are

"the alarming black bars of the Oak Sggar caterpillar".

These sweeps suggest nothing of the kind to us. Instead,

they suggest a florid complexion, which is to say, the

politician sports a well-fed, slightly inebriated look.

And Mastermen's lips, being darker, suggest something

else: a politician's smirk, his ready smile that is more

painted on than genuine. Mr. masterman is, as Mrs. MooIf

lyoolf, "Mr. Bennett and Mrs. Drown," The Captain's
heath med and other essays, p. 97.



Edmund X. Kapp: "The Politician"
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says, a not altogether trustworthy public figure. But, if
caterpillars become butterflies, then he is not a

caterpillar.

Again, in the caricature of the Duke of Devonshire
(Plate XXV), we see the animal likeness which Virginia
WooIf accords him, but that likeness is not our first

impression of him. To us, the Duke appears more like a

Mandarin. His Grace's eyes slant in the Oriental

manner; there is the slightest hint of a drooping moustache
and a stubble under his chin; and his hair recedes to form

a skull cap. The effect is one of eastern wisdom and

inscrutability mixed with an impish good humour, not

pique; his mouth suppresses a giggle, his eyes contain a

laugh.

And, finally, in the drawing of Sir Henry Wood

(Plate XXVI), one looks in vain for a bowl of soup or the

suggestion of a bowl of soup. The artist _is hairy, but

the poise of his hands indicates, more prosaically perhaps

than what Mrs. Woolf sees, a conductor who is precise,

demanding, and intense in his work - a man who splits hairs.

Nor is the suggestion of the visual image unpleasant as

Virginia Woolf would have it. On the contrary, the drawing

is beautifully executed and immensely pleasing. For

example, the economic needle-point of the vertical baton,
which occupies the left-hand picture space, balances by some

exquisite artistic chemistry the heavy, almost overpoweringly
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dense mass of hair, cravat, and broad black back, which

fills the largest area of the composition. The conception

works because the caricaturist has seen fit to include only

one vertical in his formal arrangement; everything else

is oblique and therefore instinct with life. Significantly,

Sir uenry wood's baton - his artistic end interpretive

instrument - is the stable reality, while he himself is

compressed movement. Kapp has, therefore, mastered (in

every sense of the word) the knack of reconciling opposites.

He is artist and caricaturist. And that, no matter how

one interprets the physiognomies, is an unassailable

conclusion.

however, some uncertainty as to the rectitude of

her own highly subjective impressions steals into Virginia

Woolf's confidence. For, after gallantly describing what

she perceives and feels for those drawings of people whom

she does not know, she ends her review on an extraordinary -

though characteristic - note. She questions, yet again,

the efficacy of be r words:

Dut words, words! IIow inadequate you are! How
weary one gets of you! How you will always be saying
too much or too little! Oh to be silent! Oh to be
a painter! Oh (in short) to be Mr. Kapp!

Mrs. nVoolf is to be excused her wishful exuberance,

but only just. She feels strongly in this, as in other

pieces,that words perform an injustice to that which is

visual. She is rapidly running out of space. Some



connection, however tenuous, must be contracted between the

elaborate prologue and the single paragraph devoted to

Kapp and his drawings. Painting is fsr simpler and

more silent than words, V.rt. remarked at the outset; one is

mercifully unencumbered there by one's tongue. Yet she

spends more than half her review in discoursing upon the

unspeakable and only with a sudden wrench fills the

remainder with talk not about "the pictures with the least

of language about them" (of this class, landscapes are

cited in particular), but about caricatures, the pictures

with the most of language about them. Caricature is an

illustrative art. More than that, it is a literary art.

Therefore, if Mrs. WooIf is unfit to review Kapp's

caricatures as works of art because 3he reacts to colour

more than to any of the other formal elements of design,

then 3he is also unfit to review the drawings as satires

because at the end of her article she confounds the aims and

functions of caricature with the aims and functions of pure

art. Oh to be Mr. Kapp? But he is not silent. He is

a caricaturist. The validity of her argument totters and

would topple were it not for the successive exclamation

marks which punctuate each final absurdity. They at

least set the level at ironic, breathless farce.

This article is not a paragon of organization.

It falls between two 3tools, being complete neither as a

review nor as an essay. Above reproach, however, is the



long paragraph devoted to Kapp. There the critical value

is 3uperb. Mrs. .Yoolf zeroes in with an uncanny deftness

of touch on salient points, holds them up to the light of

her prejudices, but evaluates them according to their

individual merits. Perhaps unwittingly through the

unleashing of her imagination and the subsequent distortion,

i.e. reading, of the caricatures Virginia tfoolf defines,

if not the artistic merits, then the literary nature of that

endeavour and more particularly its affinity with fiction.



CHAPTER VIII

SICKERT AND THE IWULTIPLE POINT OF VIEW ESSAY

The pamphlet, ,.alter Sickert: A Conversation, is

one of Virginia Woolf's most interesting and informative

essays."^ Because the central argument of the piece

focusses upon the general question - how does one look at

a picture? - the essay functions not only as a critique of

this particular artist, but also as an inquiry into

spectatorial response. The pamphlet is Virginia Woolf's

most complete aesthetic statement. To this end, Sickert,

we are assured, is eminently suited.

Sickert is, by birth, a hybrid. A mixture of

Danish, English, and Irish blood courses through his veins.

He is also a hybrid artist, that is to say, he mokes forays

into the sister arts, the booty of which he uses to enrich

the mechanics of painting. He loots literature most

frequently and sometimes quite shamelessly. He claims for

himself the honour of being a "literary painter, thank

iQuentin Bell dismisses the pamphlet as "a minor work"
However, the reason which he gives for its minor interest -
"it shows Virginia adventuring into an unfamiliar field" -
substantiates its importance as well; see Quentin Bell,
Virginia Woolf! A Biography (2 vols.; London: The Hogarth
Press, 1972), II, p. 174.



goodness, like all decent painters. Do be the first to say

so".1 At the same time, however, Sickert's masterly handling

of the mechanics, irrespective of the representational image

(he is at all times a figurative painter), warrants the

admiration of the most severe of formalist critics. His

position, then, is one of infallible universal appeal. He

is all things to all men. t'md therefore a fitting subject

for the kind of analysis Virginia .voolf proposes.

The pamphlet too is a hybrid. Inspired by

Sickert's one man show at Agnew's in the autumn of 1933 and

encouraged by Her sister, Vanessa Bell, Virginia ,;oolf

recorded her impressions of this artist, who had always

been one of her favourites. The resulting essay began life

as a contribution to the Yale review of September 1934

and was entitled "A Conversation about Art". It was

printed the following month in England by the Hogarth

Press after being slightly revised; Vanessa Bell executed

the line drawing which decorates the upper cover (see Plate

XLV). Since then the essay has been reprinted in The

Captain's Death Bed collection; and as recently as 1960

it was exhumed to serve as the catalogue introduction to

the Sickert Centenary Exhibition at Thomas Agnew and _ion3,

the scene of Virginia //oolf's initial inspiration.

As for the substance of the essay, that toe is hybrid.

^Letter from waiter Hichard Sickert to Virginia woo If
quoted in Ibid.



A number of themes which have appeared in other of Lira.

,,oolf* 3 essays on painting find their ultimate expression

in this piece: in particular, her attitude to the place of

colour in art and in life and her attitude to the

relationship between literature and painting. And then,

in her analyses of specific pictures by Sickert, the

critic must, as usual, make a tenuous peace with formalism.

As will be demonstrated, she experiences and advocates yet

again the principles of the complete aesthetic response:

perception, emotion and the attempt at articulation.

However, it is the form of the pamphlet itself that commands

immediate attention. For many of the thematic problems and

ambiguities which this essay poses for the reader arise

from its conversation structure, its mixture of critical and

fictional writing. The form must therefore be understood

before the contents can be evaluated.

The form is not unique to Walter oickert; A

Conversation. It was employed by Virginia ;/oolf on at

least two other occasions;"*" and there i3 evidence that

she intended to organize The Common Reader essays around

conversations. The concept is simple enough: to

record a dialogue, preferably between two individuals, on

lSee Virginia .voolf, "A Talk about Memoirs," reprinted
in Granite and .Rainbow (London: The Hogarth Press, 1958)
and Virginia ,'voolf, "Mr. Conrad: A Conversation," reprinted
in The Captain's Death bed and other essays (London: The
Hogarth Press, 1950).
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some literary topic — a book, an author, en age. The result,
frs. Woolf believed, would be satisfactory both for the
writer and for the reader. In her diary, she outlined her

enthusiastic plans for such a book of essays:

The question I want to debate here is the question
of my essays: and how to make them into a book. The
brilliant idee has just cone to me of embedding them in
Qtway conversation. The main advantage would be that
I could then comment and add what I have had to leave
out, or failed to get in, e.g. the one on George Eliot
certainly needs an epilogue. Also to have a setting
for each would "make a book"; and the collection of
articles is in my view an inartistic method. but then
this might be too artistic; it might run away with me;
it will take time. Nevertheless I should very much
enjoy it. I should graze nearer my own individuality.
I should mitigate the pomposity and sweep'*all sorts of
trifles. I think I should feel more at my ease. bo
I think a trial should be made. The first thing to
do is to get ready a certain number of essays. There
could be an introductory chapter. A family which
read3 the papers. The thing to do would be to envelope
each essay in its own atmosphere. To get them into a
current of life, and so to shape the book; to get a
stress upon some main line - but what the line is to be,
I can only see by reading them through. No doubt
fiction is the prevailing theme. Anyhow the book
should end with modern literature.!

One of the first authors to be treated in this original

manner was Joseph Conrad.

fenelope utway and her friend, David Low, sit under

a yew tree on Tenelope's lawn end discuss the relative

merits of Conrad's genius. Conrad is a great writer;

Conrad is not a greet writer. Conrad writes powerful prose;

Conrad does not write powerful prose. The give and take is

TVirginia Woolf, A ^riter's Diary (London: The
Hogarth Tress, 1953), pp. 53-59.
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elastic; the talk sparkling and delightfully captured.
Conrad is a man and a writer of numerous facets; he i3, as

Penelope soys, "not one and simple; no, he is many and

complex".1 The conversation form, therefore, provides a

suitable platform upon which to display the different

aspects of this complex personality. It succeeds in

delineating the problem.

Not satisfied with this, however, the speakers try

tc draw the fragments together and to reconcile opposites.

Here the form is less than helpful. Agreement cannot be

reached within the context of the essay, that is to 3ay,

within the context of differing points of view. One must

read Conrad for oneself and make up one's own mind. Ihere

is something contrived and alien to criticism in the way the

essay reaches no other conclusion but that.

Perhaps it is because we listen to readers who ore

so obviously amateurs that we distrust the opinions; or

perhaps it is because the opinions emerge from a garden

setting rather then from a book-lined, airless scholar's

study. ye question the aura and therefore question, perhaps

wrongly, the judgements which emerge from the impressionistic

aura. After ell, who is renelope Otway? Jhe is an

unmarried woman of forty with a "complexion a little

roughened by country life"; a woman who

lyoclf, ";.;r. Conrad: A Conversation," The Captain's
Death bed and other essays, p. 7C.



was never dull, gallantly ambitious of surmounting
little hillocks of learning, and of en enthusiasm
which greater knowledge might perhaps have stinted and
have diverted less fortunately into the creation of
books of her own.^

In other words,she is a simple country women who, between

running the household and acting the weekend hostess,

escapes from the routine of her ordinary life aboard one

of Conrad's innumerable sailing vessels. He Is a greet

writer for many a reason other than his story-telling prowess

or technical agility; he fills a gap in Miss Otway's life

and therein lies the problem with the essay as it stands#

,«e learn more about -Penelope Otway than we do about Conrad.

As a potential short story, a vignette, or a character

study, it has its delights; as a critique of Conrad, it is

negligible. Thi3 is impressionist criticism at it3 worst.

This essay did not go down well with Virginia ,»'oolf's

friends and associates. Naturally, this disappointed her;

but it did not deter her from pursuing her vision, as she

notes in her diary:

I'm slightly dashed by the reception of my Conrad
conversation, which has been purely negative. No one
has mentioned it. I don't think M. or B. quite approved.
Never mind; to be dashed is always the most bracing
treatment far me. A cold douche" should be taken(end
generally is) before beginning a book. It invigorates;
makes one say "Oh all right. I write to please myself."
and so go on ahead. It also has the effect of making
me more definite end outspoken in my style, which I
imagine all to the good. At any rate, I began for the
fifth but last time, I swear, what is now to be called
The Common header; and did the first page quite

llbid., p. 74.
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moderately well this morning. After all this stew,
it's odd how, as soon as I begin, a new aspect, never
all this two or three years thought of, at once becomes
clear; and gives the whole bundle a new proportion.
To curtail, 1 shall really investigate literature with
a view to answering certain questions about ourselves.
Characters are to be merely views; personality must be
avoided at all costs. I'm sure my Conrad adventure
taught me this. Directly you specify heir, age, etc.
something frivolous, or irrelevant gets into the book.1

In reviewing Edmund X. Kapp's volume of caricatures,

Virginia Woolf remarked that her concept of the soul of

^rs. John Stuart mill depended upon that woman's face, upon

her hair, eyes, etc. without a face, that woman was

without a soul. In giving to Penelope Otway a face end a

distinctive personality, hrs. «oolf defines that women's

soul; but at the expense of Conrad. If it is literature

which the critic wishes to illumine, then she must

suppress the personal existence of her speaker, as she soon

realizes. This is not to say that personality goes by

the board. On the contrary, personality finds expression

in the choices which the critic makes (Virginia woolf's

own individual and eclectic choice of subjects is a case in

point) and in the way that critic writes (no one would deny

Airs. Moolf her personal idiom). However, personality is

not to be expressed by means of external signs. Nothing

must come between the reader end the subject of the essay.

The pose which Virginia W'oolf eventually adopted for her essays

fulfills this requirement. The Common reader has no face.

li(oolf, A „rlter's Disr.y. pp. 60-61.



He is classless, ageless, and of indeterminate sex. The
common reader is everyraan. And therefore he is easier to

identify with then Miss Penelope Otway.
When Virginia Woolf revived the conversation form

for her discussion of Sickert, she followed the

instructions which she had laid down in her diary after the

failure of her Conrad piece. The voices in the pamphlet

are disembodied; the outer signposts of name, sex, age, and

physiognomy non-existent. ne are told that seven or eight

people gathered for dinner on a cold night in December but

nothing more. As in a work of Russian fiction, it is the

talk that matters. And the talk at the dinner party is

of art.

If the identity of Lenelope Otwey poses one set of

problems, the non-identity of the speakers in the pamphlet

poses another. In »<alter Sickert; ; Conversation, the

reader wants to find out what Virginia Woolf's attitude to

painting is. However, to do so, he must crack the code

of the essay's form. i,e must scrupulously attend to the

voices in order to determine whether the multiple perspectives

clarify the meaning of painting to Mrs. *oolf and whether

they odd to our interpretation of that meaning.

Aalter Cickert; A Conversation is a multiple

point of view essay, the counterpart in criticism to To the

Lighthouse. Mitchell A. Leaska in the summing—up to his
invaluable study of that novel rightly points out that
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multiple narration is impersonal."'' Different aspects are

presented, any or all of which may or may not be
sanctioned by the author who does not himself comment

explicitly upon what he presents to the reader. A similar

impersonality characterizes the narration of the pamphlet.
To begin with, there is the third-person narrator

who functions in several ways. Initially, he sets the

scene and defines his place within that scene:

Though talk is a common habit and much enjoyed, those
who try to record it are aware that it runs hither end
thither, seldom sticks to the point, abounds in
exaggeration end inaccuracy, and has frequent stretches
of extreme dullness. Thus when seven or eight people
dined together the other night the first ten minutes went
in saying how very difficult it is to get about London
nowadays; was it quicker to walk or to drive^ did the
new system of coloured lights help or hinder?40

This nerrator may be said to stand outside the scene end

to taperecord the dinner party dialogue verbatim; but he

also edits, at a later time, the transcript of that tape.

He takes out the dull passages and leaves in the interesting,

or at least what he judges to be the interesting. he marks

the pregnant pauses in the flow of the conversation, but

keeps it moving at a fast clip. he tells what pictures

lhitchell A. Leaska, Virginia floolf's Lighthouse,
A Ttudy in Critical method (London: The Hogarth Press,1970) , p.' lO'O.

Virginia woolf, »alter hickert; i. Conversation
(London: The Hogarth Press, 1934), p. 5.
(In future, references to the first Lnglish edition of this
essay will be made in the text and will be signified by the
notation, <sJ, followed by the appropriate page number.)



ere on show in London end thereby points the talk to

Sickert. He also identifies the speakers but only by their

generic names of other, someone, another, etc# He gives
the occasional stage direction# However, the third—person
narrator neither participates in nor comments upon the

action. He shows rather than tells. a-ence the conversation

takes on dramatic form.

The classic dramatic unities of time, place, and

action are strictly adhered to in the re-telling. Furthermore,

at no point does the narrator enter into the minds of the

characters which he dramatically presents. All that they

think is expressed verbally; all that he thinks is kept

to himself. In fact, only once does the narrator break the

dramatist's neutrality and then it is to fill in a

momentary lull in the conversation. However, the statement,

"Perhaps they were thinking that there is a vast distance

between any poem and any picture; and that to compare them

stretches words too far" ($S, p. 21), since it belongs to

the realm of possibility rather than probability (and therefore

reflects, in its own way, some of the tentetiveness of life),

hardly qualifies either as bias or as psychological insight
into the characters. The narrator interpolates; he does
not interpret. As neutral observer-dramatist-recorder, this
voice neither offers an opinion of his own nor judges the

thoughts or opinions of others. iHien the talkers agree

that Sickert is the best painter living in Lnglend, he simply



records the fact; he does not say whether he agrees with
them or not.

Yet underlying all impersonal dramatic presentation
is the paradox that judgement has been exercised, if not

by the narrator, then by the author himself. We read
only what we are meant to read and nothing more. Therefore,
it is the author's hand which rests upon the taperecorder's

control; it is he who edits and splices the tape. As
Leaske puts it, "even when the author is presenting something

dramatically, he renders the scene through his eyes rather

than through the eyes of his characters"."'" Hence the

situation arises in Walter Sickert: A Conversation in which

the banter between the assembled party of seven or eight
e,

individuals is severely telescoped. The impression given
is that art dominated the meal to the exclusion of all other

topics, including the relative merits of the dishes served.

It is an impression cunningly contrived by an author who-j
as controlling figure, is the opposite of an impartial

observer.

As the diners assemble, the talk turns to colour.

There are new traffic lights in town and this leads one of

the guests to remark upon the practical purpose colour has

in life: for example, "in the eyes of a motorist red is

not a colour but simply a danger signal" (WS, p. 5). Another

^-leaska, op. cit., p. 34.



sees these flashing reds end greens es threets to men's

aesthetic sense of colour. If colour becomes merely

indicative of action, he posits, then its contemplative

function, not to mention its emotional function, will be
seriously endangered. It is a fair warning, sounded in
the face cf modern technology,

rthen the conversation turns round to colour agein,

it is to investigate further human response to this

stimulus. There are various points of view on this topic

and by means of a succession of phrases separated by semi¬

colons the author presents a wide sampling of these

individual points of view in as brief and as anonymous a space

as is possible:

In the course of time the talk turned, as talk has a
way of turning back on itself - to colour; how different
people see colour differently; how painters are effected
by their place of birth, whether in the blue South or
the grey North; how colour blazes unrelated to any
object, in the eyes of children; how politicians and
businessmen are blind, days spent in an office leading to
atrophy of the eye; and so, by contrast, to those
insects, said still to be found in the primeval forests
of bouth America, in whom the eye is so developed that
they are ell eye, the body a tuft of vision, (,vh, p, 7)

The fifth speaker's voice disengages itself from the rest and

he continues the tale of the tropical insects; he

had met a man whose business it was to explore the
wilder parts of the world in search of cactuses, and from
him had heard of these insects who are born with the
flowers and die when the flowers fade. A herd-headed
men, used to roughing it in all parts of the world, yet
there was something moving to him in the sight of these
little creatures drinking crimson until they became
crimson; then flitting on to violet; then to vivid
green and becoming for the moment the thing they sew - red,



green, blue, whatever the colour of the flower might be.
At the first breath of winter, he said, when the flowers
died, the life went out of them, and you might mistake
them as they lay on the grass for shrivelled air-balls.
(V»r3, pp. 7-8)

This story encourages another, the sixth speaker, to ask some

pertinent questions:

Were we once insects like that, too, one of the diners
asked; all eye? Do we still preserve the capacity
for drinking, eating, indeed becoming colour furled up
in us, waiting proper conditions to develop? For as
the rock3 hide fossil3, so we hide tigers, baboons, and
perhaps insects, under our coats and hats. on first
entering a picture gallery, whose stillness, warmth ana
seclusions from the perils of the street reproduce the
conditions of the primeval forest, it often seems as if
we reverted to the insect stage of our long life.
(V.S, p. 8)

In asking these questions and in positing for a pre-human

state of aesthetic response, this speaker sets up the first

issue that is to divide the company, which up to that

moment has been in agreements

There is a pause in the conversation while the

protagonists presumably consider this rather daring proposal

and sift through their experience of pictures then on

viewr in London. The silence is broken by a single voice

which may or may not be the same as the preceding voice.

Since he is also crytically referred to as "one of the diners"

and since this new speaker goes on to recount a personal

experience as regards colour in Sickert's pictures, it is

a fair assumption that he is the same speaker and that he

presses his own theory further:

A'hen I first went into Jickert's show, said one of the
diners, I became completely end solely an insect - all



eve. I flew from colour to colour, from red to blue,
from yellow to green. Colours went spirally tiirough
my body lighting e flare as if a rocket fell through
the night and lit up greens and browns, grass and trees,
and there in the grass a white bird. Colour warmed,
thrilled, chafed, burnt, soothed, fed and finally
exhausted me. For though the life of colour is a
glorious life it is a short one. Soon the eye can hold
no more; it shuts itself in sleep, and if a man who
looks for cactuses had come by he would only have seen
a shrivelled air-ball on a red plush chair. (wS, p. 9)

Colour in this, as in other of Virginia Woolf's essays on

painting, is inextricably associated with the eye and in

particular with the eye of an insect. Furthermore, the

association is primitive, as fundamental and as necessary in

its physiological service as food and light. This voice

unmistakably echoes that of Ars. Woolf herself.

■••he others, however, cannot and will not accept

these remarks. They turn on their comrade. he is talking

rubbish; he is dramatizing. In theory, perhaps; but in

practise? - never! Alan is something more than en eye:

Nobody who can walk down Bond Btreet in the ye8r 1933,
without exciting suspicion in the heart of the police¬
man, can simplify sufficiently to see colour only,
one must be a fly in order tc die in aromatic pain.
And it is many age3 now since we lost 'the microscopic
eye'. Ages ago we left the forest and went into the
world, and the eye shrivelled end the heart grew, and
the liver end the intestines and the tongue end the hands
and the feet. Sickert's show proves the truth of that
soon enough. nook at his portraits: Charles Bredlaugh
at the Bar of the house of Commons; the Right Honourable
Winston Churchill, U.P.; near-Admiral Lumsden, C.I.E.,
C.7.Q.; and Dr. Cobbledick. These gentlemen are by
no moons simple flowers. In front of Sickert's portraits
of them we are reminded of ell that we have done with
ell our organs since we left the jungle. The face of a
civilized human being is a summing-up, an epitome of a
million acts, thoughts, statements and concealments.
US, pp. 9-10)



Virginia .Voolf would not dispute that last sentence. As
the preceding cliapter demonstrated, she believes that a

person's face reveals his soul and that that soul is composed
of everything that he as a private and as a public individual

is, thinks, feels, and does. It is conceivable, then, for
a painted portreit to depict being as well as physiognomy,

however, there are limitations to spectatorial interpretation
of portraiture. This is the second issue that divides

the company.

A lone voice spoke out in praise of colour; it was

put down by the majority. Now a lone voice speaks out from

that majority in praise of Sickert's powers as a biographer:

Yes, Sickert is a great biographer, said one of them;
when he paints a portrait I read a life. Think of his
picture of the disillusioned lady in full-evening-dress
sitting on a balcony in Venice. She has seen every
sort of sunrise and sunset whether dressed in diamonds
or white night-gown; now all is ruin and shipwreck;
end yet the tattered ship in the background still
floats. For though Sickert is a realist he is by no
means a pessimist. (,V'S, pp. 9-10)

This voice is also derisively put down by the majority:

Laughter drowned the last words. The portrait of the
lady on the balcony had suggested nothing of the kind
to most of the others. had she lovers or not - it did
not matter; did the ship sail or did it sink - they did
not care. And they fetched a book of photographs from
Sickert's paintings and began cutting off a hand or a
head and made them connect or separate, not as a hand
or a head but as if they lied some quite different
relationship. (WS, p. 11)

The formalists among the party - for how else can they be

named? - declare themselves at last. They deride the primacy

of colour in aesthetic response and the associations! emotions
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of life as well as the psychological interpretation which

goes beyond the immediately perceptible data, i.e. forms.

Having expressed their displeasure, these speakers retreat
into silence for the remainder of the meal. Only their

pantonine betrays the intensity of their emotion for the

forms in Sickert's work and at the seme time their bemused

contempt for their peers. Virginia Woolf parodies

formalists.

Two voices remain: the voice of the speaker who

is so passionately fond of colour and the voice of the

speaker who reads a biography whenever he looks at a portrait

by Walter Sickert. Together thy acknowledge the "silent

land" into which the others hove so eagerly wondered;

together they lament the feet that they cannot immediately

follow suit:

We must resign ourselves to the fact that we are
outsiders, condemned forever to haunt the borders and
margins of this greet art. Nevertheless that is a
region of very strong sensations. First, on entering
a picture gallery, the violent rapture of colour; then,
when we have soused our eyes sufficiently in that, there
is the complexity and intrigue of character. (yb, p. 11)

When these diners outline the order of their

spectatoriel response, they outline as well the order in

which sensations strike Virginia Woolf. We base this

judgement not on any information received directly in this

essay but on our readings of her other art essays and in

particular on our reeding of the review of Kapp's book in

which her feeling for colour and her feeling for character run



counter to formalist feelings for colour and character.

Therefore, we can be fairly sure that Lrs. doolf speaks
through the two remaining voices and that they represent
her own experience. However, if we persist, for the time

being, in discussing these voices as distinct rather than
as a single voice, we do so for a very good reason: we wish
to show how Virginia »,roolf arrives at and comes to terms

with the complete aesthetic response.

The conversation form was chosen fox^ Sickert as it

was for Conrad as a means of display for the multiplicity

of the subject's endeavour and as a means of display for

the multiplicity of opinion vis-a-vis that endeavour.

Structurally, both essays are awkward. In effect, Mrs. «oolf

is telling several stories in each. In the Conrad piece,

there is the Penelope Otway story and the Penelope Gtway-David

Lowe story in which they discuss the author (in the second

storyline, there are, of course, unrevealed but seething

layers of interplay between these two characters as people

which affect their criticism of Conrad); in the Sickert

piece, there is the story of the dinner party, the story of

the defection of the formalists from the conversation, and

the story of the two narrators who labouriously tunnel their

way towards the inner core and meaning of bickert's art.

In ,y alter uickert: A Conversation, the stories are better

integrated; the fabric is of a piece and doubtless this is

owing to the definite conclusions reached. both essays set



out to prove the greatness of their respective subjects, but

only in the pamphlet does agreement between the factions
make a strong case for that greatness.

In "Conrad: A Conversation" , Virginia tfoolf

seeks to entertain and to inform; what is more, she asks

her reader to believe in both - the entertainment and the

information. Mrs. tfoolf wants one to feel that these ore

real people in a real situation, possessed of real critical

insights and therefore capable of real critical judgements,

however, the suspension of disbelief is that much more

difficult to achieve since the reader believes in neither.

In Walter Cickert: A Conversation, the stories are not to

be believed - why else would the author deliberately denude

the plots of all handles? Nor is the reader to believe in

the speakers as real people. They are completely wanting

in personality and they speak in interminable monologues that

ere better read than spoken. However, one is to believe

the information - the views - which these anonymous voices

convey. About Gickert, the talkers tell us much; about

the act of looking at a picture they reveal much more.

The two voices which Virginia tfoolf selects to

advance her view of painting alternate until the end of the

essay. As they do so, they reveal further dimensions to

their individual involvements. The narrator who is

attracted to colour is also fascinated by hickert's abilities

as a novelist^ the narrator who is interested in hickert S3
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a biographer also considers him to be an outstanding poet of

everyday things and events and a designer of formidable

achievement. In other words, Sickert is a consummate

artist and Mrs. .Voolf appreciates him as such. Therefore,

the reason which the critic for The Spectator gives for

her appreciation - Sickert, he writes, "is a painter of

the school of i.irs. nioolf"1 - has some truth to it. They

may not literally belong to the same school, either common

kitchen or eierebos salt to use Sickert's own classification,

but they share a kindred spirit. Virginia ,/oolf, like

Sickert, is a consummate artist; she is a novelist, a

biographer, a poet, and a stylist. Therefore, it is right

that one raconteur should write of another, that one technician

should write of a fellow technician. For example, if we

analyse an early exchange between the two narrative voices, we

can better understand what Sickert and Mrs. yyoolf mean by a

literary painter and what we mean by literary significant form.

The picture Ennui (Plate XXVII) is one which

greatly appeals to Virginia .Voolf's imagination end to her

plastic sense of words. (vVe take this picture to be Ennui

because we recognize the situation and not because it is so

named in the pamphlet.) She, or rather one of her alternate

voices, makes a literary still life of it:

You remember the picture of the old publican, with his

^''Current Literature, ,('alter Sickert: I. Conversation
by Virginia Woolf," The Spectator. Ho. 5,549 (November 2,
1934), p. 694.
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Walter Bichard Sickert: Stad.v fop



 



glass on the table before him ancl a cigar gone cold at
his lips, locking out of his shrewd little pig's eyes
at the intolerable wastes of desolation in front of
him? A fat woman lounges, her arm on a cheap yellow
chest of drawers, behind him. It is ell over with
them, one feels. The accumulated weariness of
innumerable days has discharged its burden on them.
They are buried under an avalanche of rubbish. In the
street beneath, the trams are squeaking, children are
shrieking. Even now somebody is topping his glass
impatiently on the bar counter. Bhe will hove to
bestir herself; to pull her heavy, indolent body
together and go and serve him. The grimness of that
situation lies in the fact that there is no crisis;
dull minutes are mounting, old matches are accumulating
and dirty glasses and dead cigars; still on they must
go, up they must get. (<VB, pp. 13-14)

There is only one tense in the picture itself: the

present. The narrator's curiosity, however, endows that

present with a past and a dismal future. Furthermore, this

voice develops a story where there is initially only a

slice of life, interpolates an existence for the figures,

extends the room to the world outside the window, and

generally heightens the emotional tone of the scene. In

reacting to Ennui a3 he does, the narrator who believes

Sickert to be a very fine novelist transforms the painting
from a mere visual communication into a thesis with an

ideological centre. Boredom, desolation, waste - the human

condition resides in the centre of that vignette.

There is a literal and an implied meaning of 'see',
■ie see a picture and in seeing it we see its naming. The
above passage confirms that double standard.

This verbal account of Ennui progresses by means of

alternating phrases of fact and fantasy, that is to say, of



perception end emotion. At first the narrator sets down

exactly what is to be seen: a man sitting at a table in

the foreground of a piece of painted canvas. Sixteen
words into the sentence, he breaks with objectivity and

surmises that the cigar in the man's mouth has gone cold.

In the following phrase, which begins "looking out of his

shrewd little pig's eyes", the narrator interprets the

figure. The man's appearance is pure conjecture, as is

his desolation. As the narrator's eye recedes into the

background of the picture, objectivity returns. The next

sentence records the figure of the woman who is resting

there. This factual sentence of only fifteen words observes

her presence and her posture with the minimum of obtrusive

detail. only the two adjectives, fat and cheap, are in

fact products of narrative invention. A short burst of

pure fantasy - "It is all over with them, one feels" -

succeeds this hybrid sentence. The remainder of the

descriptive passage continues in that hypothetical and

subjective vein.

A rhythm of phrasing develops in these sentences.

Idea succeeds idea; truth alternates with fiction,

perception with emotion until the imagination having gained

supremacy obliterates ell distinction. The picture

becomes a literary illusion.

A novelist, this same narrator informs us later in

the pamphlet, can learn from a painter. The two artists



have much in common. For example, a novelist, like a painter,

make3 his audience see. But he knows that "to describe

a scene is the worst way to show it" (Joseph nergesheimer

comes immediately to mind); he must learn that "it must be
done with one word, or with one word in skilful contrast
with another" (WS, p. 22). A painter tells swiftly in

visibly juxtaposed strokes of colour; a novelist uses words
in much the same manner. This economy of method, an

example of which we hove just been looking at in the

description of Sickert's Ennui, is the literary equivalent

of significant form.

Words have a plastic sense. However, literary

significant form does not mean typography. (This is not

to deny that there is an aesthetic response to the physical

quality of the paper, to its texture, size, colour, 'weight,

even smell, or to the size and style of typeface, or to

the width of the margins. These aspects play a substantial,

if subconscious role in the reading experience. However, it
is what i3 printed rather than how it is printed that

occupies the critic of literature and his energies.)

Whereas the painter is at all time3 in control of the visual

appearance of his vision (the visual appearance being the

sole means by which that vision is communicated), the writer

exercises little control over the printing of his book. He

provides the composition of sentence, paragraph,and chapter;

the compositor transposes that form into format. (The



corresponding situation for a painter would arise in the case

of a reproduction of one of his paintings. There the colour
tones often vary drastically from those of the original;

size is also expendable. And unless the artist is directly

involved in the printing process, mutations may go out and

become misrepresentations of his vision.) Literary

significant form, then, takes a shape in the mind quite apart
from the physical object in hand.

Nor is a single word analogous to a single dab of

paint. A word has a reference; a dab of paint does not.

A word may therefore stand on its own. A dab of paint, on

the other hand, is meaningless unless it is related to other

dabs of paint, to other strokes end patches of colour

end ultimately to the point of reference which these dabs,

etc. compose. A. relevant example is the final straight
line which Lily Briscoe gives her painting. meaningless in

itself, this line is significant because it renders the

design complete and conveys the impression of human as well

as aesthetic harmony and balance.

In writing, the primary meaningful unit is the

sentence. iiords assemble into sentences, sentences into

paragraphs, and paragraphs into chapters until the work

reaches its natural conclusion. That is to say, the

effect is cumulative as idea piles upon idea. Literary

significant form means then a linguistic pattern of words and

sentences expressing ideas and emotions^ This is how Virginia



vVoolf describes a novel:

it is a structure leaving a shape on the mind's eye,
built now in squares, now pagoda shaped, now throwing
out wings and arcades, now 30lidly compact and domed
like the Cathedral of oeint Sofia at Constantinople.
This shape, I thought, thinking back over certain
famous novels, starts in one the kind of emotion that is
appropriate to it. But the emotion at once blend3
itself with others, for the •shape* is not mode by
the relation of stone to stone, but by the relation
of human being to human being. (ARC0, pp. 106-107)

In her account of Brmui, krs. ,*oolf builds such a persuasive

rhetorical and human fabric.

Her narrative voice skilfully juxtaposes materiel

detail: 8 cigar is more meaningful for having gone cold;

squeaking trams contrast splendidly with the muteness of

the figures; the activity of youth playing without sets in

relief the repose of age within. her choice of the right

word is unfailing as well: the woman - her body not simply

fat, but indolently fat - neither stands nor leans, but

lounges; the man and woman are neither dead nor alive,but

buried alive under a grotesquely evocative avalanche of

rubbish. xhese people ere helpless victims. As for the

mood of the picture, an ineffable sadness hongs like a heavy

pell. The circumstances of the emptying glass, the

cheapness of the furnishings, the oldness and the fatness

of the couple arouse our sympathy. But it is all too

obvious that without the novelist's command of an evocative

vocabulary and an active imagination there would be no

sympathy as there would be no story.



To achieve this end - the sympathy as well as the

story - the narrator selects adjectives superbly well.
Take for example cold and cheap. They impart the

worthlessness of the cigar and of the chest of drawers;

concurrently| they reflect the mental and the moral malaise
of the figures. Even the colour, .yellow, contributes an

ironical comment to the general shabbiness.

been through the eyes of Virginia tfoolf and her

narrator, objects in this picture by Walter bickert are

symbolic. If not representative of a class of people, the

objects specifically illuminate those individuals to whom

they belong within the picture plane. (One thinks of

Jacob's room where tangible data also intimates
r

psychology.) There is a figu^tive dead end in a cold
cig8r; a cheap chest of drawers deteriorates quickly - it

therefore makes a poor and a temporary support for a

dejected woman. selective materialism, both in the picture

itself and in the literary account of that picture, throws

light upon spiritual experience; think again of the whip

and the other weapons in Virginia rtoolf's own novels. In

the hands of this novelist, then, Sickert's figures cease

to be figures and become characters cast in a domestic

drama whose only drama is simply that there is no drama.

But is this reading of Ennui an accurate reading?

Moreover, is it a justified reading?

^uentin Bell defines bickert's literature as being



"a reticent literature", by which he means

a kind of realism which insists upon banality, upon
the normal, the mediocre. Drama, anecdote, pathos,
he excludes, as his master Degas had excluded them,
they can at best (or at worst; be inferred ...
Gickert's literature is then a literature of mood, a
literature of suggestion and above all, a literature
which achieves its end by charging the commonplace
with a current of high tension.1

Intrinsically, then, Ennui says nothing. Strip away the

interpolations, that is to say, the distortions made by

Virginia Woolf's narrator and there remain the bore bones

upon which another altogether different interpretation

can be 3et.

For instance, the picture, of which at least five

painted versions as well as several drawings and etchings

are known to exist, suggests no story to Roger Fry.

What he does see is form and the form he judges to be

amongst the best that Gickert has ever produced:

Only in one plate, by some strange caprice or miracle,
has Gickert really constructed o design, made it
complete and continuous, and that is the large plate
of "Ennui" (No. 07). The same is true of the picture
in the Tate Gallery, which is substantially the same
in design, and which, so far as I know, stands alone
in all Gickert's oeuvre. Here the quality of the
masses is perfectly understood in relation to the
picture space, end the two figures build up a perfectly
consistent and rhythmic whole.2

lQuentin Bell. Victorian Artists (London: Houtledce
end Kegan Paul, 1967), p. 92. &

2Roger Fry, "Walter Eickert, A.R.A.," The Hew
Etatesmen. Vol. XXIV, ho. 612 (January 17, 1925), p. 418.



The language of plastic art and its criticism is decidedly
non-literary.

Then there is Lilian Browse who, in the earlier of

the two books which she has compiled on this artist, offers

the following straightforward account of the 1913 Ennui:
An interior, showing a man seated half-length in
foreground with a woman leaning on a chest of drawers
behind him. The man, facing right, leans slightly
backwards smoking a cigar, which he holds in the hand
nearest the spectator; the woman, facing left, wears a
white blouse and dark skirt, her attitude is one of
complete boredom. On the chest stands a Victorian
flower decoration in glass cose, a picture hongs on
the wall behind. The background is yellowish-green,
the nan's suit brown, general tones are warm and light.
Underpainting thin and smooth, broad, swift strokes
indicate highlights.1

Miss Browse's description is a delight to read; it conjures

up the scene concisely and splendidly. If we have one

criticism to make, it is that she (like others before and

after her) has read the title of the picture and in so

doing has projected that title too literally upon the

pcsture of the female figure. Aside from the fact that the

male figure and his attitude might also be read as boredoia,

any qualitative interpretation, such as the one Lilian

Browse makes, affectively weakens objective analysis.

In the preceding chapter, the effect which a title

brings to bear on a picture ana on the response to that

picture was discussed. Special reference was made to

^Lilian Browse (ed.), Sickert (London: Feber and
Feber Limited, 1943), p. 53.
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Vanessa Bell's faceless portrait of Virginia .<oolf and how

knowledge of the title and therefore of the sitter'3
identity alters a spectator's impression of the picture.
.since the title impedes disinterested appraisal of the

formal design, one associates and invents stories with
which to fill the focal space. Sickert's titles are

no less provocative and inhibiting to the spectator.

.Vendy Baron, who has written the definitive

monograph on Sickert,1 warns in her notes to a recent

exhibition of this artist's work that "the particular

anecdotal titles with which Sickert christened his finished

pictures were often chosen a3 almost arbitrary
2

afterthoughts". Dr. Baron does not deny that, in the

figure groups from Sickert's Camden Town period, for example,

psychological end emotional interest and realistic

situations are to be found; however, according to this

authority, the artist's primary concern was for "the formal

potential" of the relationship between the members of a

3
grouping. a too literal interpretation of en arbitrary

title might mislead one in one's appreciation of the forms

as forms and consequently in one's evaluation of the artist's

l.Vendy Deron, Sickert (London: Phaidon, 1973).

2<yendy Baron, Note to exhibition No. 61. Sickert.
Catalogue of an exhibition held by The Fine ^rts Society Ltd.
at their galleries in London and Edinburgh, 1973.

3lbld.
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intention. Virginia rfoolf's first narrator has obviously
fallen into this trap.

Sickert himself was not unaware of the pitfalls

attendant upon titles. Titles are a necessary and a

practical evil, he wrote in 1910: "pictures, like streets

and persons, have to have names to distinguish them".

However, the subject of a picture, he went on to insist,
is not its title:

The real subject of a picture or a drawing is the
plastic facts it succeeds in expressing, and all the
world of pathos, of poetry, of sentiment that it
succeeds in conveying, is conveyed by means of the
plastic facts expressed, by the suggestion of the
three dimensions of space, the suggestion of weight,
the prelude or the refrain of movement, the promise
of movement to come, or the echo of movement past.l

In other words, the tform, not the title, suggests the

situation.

.^arjorie Hilly reads the title, Ennui. but she

interprets that title as it relates to the picture's spatial

composition;

The composition of 'Ennui', with its ,/histlerian
spacing, reinforces the theme; the high empty walls,
devoid of statement save for one picture placed there
to strengthen the design, enhance the feeling of utter
blankness that overpowers not only the protagonists of
the drama but the spectator a3 well. The emptiness is
part of the meaning.^

Is.alter hichard oickert, A Free House! or The artist
as Craftsman, ed. Qsbert Gitwell Thondon: kacmillan and
Co., Ltd., 1947), p. 89.

2l,;arjorie Lilly, Jickert: The Painter and His Circle
(London: Elek, 1971), p. 46.

kiss Lilly also reveals something about gickert's
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This is a just reading of the picture and one which Sickert
would no doubt approve.

The situation in Ennui may be summed up as follows:

a mole figure faces in one direction, a female figure in
the opposite. If we interpret this relationship on the

psychological level, we find that there is isolation and
non-communication between the figures as characters within

the prescribed space. Their minds do not relate because

the physical positioning of their bodies indicates

alienation. Each stares blankly into space; each

occupies a mental world of his own.

If we interpret this same physical relationship on

the plastic level, we come up with a different set of

values. There is balance and communication between

the figures as forms within the identical prescribed

space. for example, the oblique line of the male body

parallels the oblique line of the female body; the angle

of the raele head echoes the angle of the female head; the

weight of his head on his right arm and hand corresponds to

the weight of her head on her right arm end hand. Bisect

the composition of this particular subject in any of its

versions and the mass on one side of the axis - the crucial

personal view of boredom when she writes:
"boredom is a greet theme; one that Sickert hed much at
heart. Nothing shocked him more. once, wnen someone
confessed to frequent attacks of boredom, he was distressed
beyond measure. 'But it's so stupid to be bored,' he
protested."



central vertical line of the picture - will be seen to weigh

equally with the mas3 on the other side. Look, too, at
the repetition of certain shapes in the version here

reproduced: for example, three cylinders - drinking glass,

glass case, and vase - form a triangle that mirrors the

triangle formed by the pictureframe and its wire. There is,

then, a symmetry in the placement of the forms that

represents order and that corresponds to the spectator's

human desire for order. There is, at the same time, a

sameness - a tedium, if you will - in the symmetrical

disposition of these forms that suggests monotony; there

is little variety and no surprise in the arrangement.

The theme, then, i3 to be found in the picture's

composition; and, ao has just been demonstrated, that

composition performs a dual role: it is harmonious order

and it is monotonous order. The real theme of a picture,

as Walter Sickert rightly points out, i3 fuller and more

complex than it3 title would have one beliove.

Virginia tfoolf's second narrator interprets the

plastic facts of hnnui; but it is the harmonious rather

than the monotonous order that he perceives. This narrator,

therefore, acts as the alter-ego to the first. he applies

a system of checks and balances whereby the non-artistic

fantasies of his associate speaker are curbed by a more sober

sckcwledgement and articulation of some of the formal

properties of the picture's design. By means of the



interplay between the narrative voices, then, Virginia ,.oolf

successfully evaluates the tension in Ennui between the

mimetic illusion and the plastic reality.

The first narrator prefaces his anecdotal rendering

with the remark that the artist's show at Agnew's contained

many pictures "that might be stories, as indeed their names

suggest - Rose et harle; Christine buys a house; a difficult
moment" (,Vo, p. 13). The conditional "might" is, in this

context, significant. The narrator allows that the pointer's

intention and his subject matter are possibly other than

his titles suggest; nevertheless, he succumbs to the

temptation proffered by those titles and scenes. In

"Pictures", Virginia vYoolf writes that Sickert - like

Cezanne, Picasso, and Vanessa Bell - is a silent painter,

as mute as a mackerel behind the glass of an aquarium.

The 1034 pamphlet suggests a dramatic, and truthful,

reappraisal of this judgement: Jickert taps and the glass

cracks. But this narrator, in responding to the tap, reeds
a dismal tale. Vinutes are dull, matches old, glasses

dirty, cigars dead. The world of the picture is (to his

eyes) ugly, hopeless, and pessimistic.

.vhere the first narrator sees dreariness and

uncertainty, the second narrator sees beauty and order.

This beauty resides in the rendition of the subject matter,
not in the subject matter itself. in other words, Ennui's
form is perfect. This is how the second narrator describes



that perfection and gives voice to his perception of form and
to the emotion provoked in him by that form:

And yet it is beautiful, said the other;
satisfactory; complete in some way. Perhaps it
is the flash of the stuffed birds in the glass case,
or the relation of the chest of drawers to the woman's
body; anyhow, there is a quality in that picture
which makes me feel that though the publican is done
for, and his disillusion complete, still in the
other world, of which he is mysteriously a part
without knowing it, beauty and order prevail.
(„G, pp. 14-15)

The first narrator comperes the world of the picture

with the real world and judges the fictional situation and

the fictional characters by the standards of that world.

Therefore, the movement which he envisages as likely to

happen without the frame is human, not plastic in nature.

To him, the sentence, "A fat woman lounges, her arm on a

cheap cheat of drawers, behind him", is an element of

plot, a slice taken from an uneventful, monotonous life.

To the second narrator, "the relation of the chest of

drawers to the woman's body" is en element of design - it

signifies the harmonious placement of mass and weight; it

has nothing to do with the story. This narrator names

the components simply and perceives in their composite the

right relationship of each to each. Though not himself a

formalist - it is he who makes the case for Sickert the

biographer - this speaker approaches that aesthetic postion1

/

when he finds within the temporal and spatial boundaries of

the picture itself his standards of reference ana his emotion.



A formalist cannot disavow representation; at best he claims

that it is irrelevant as it relates to anything outwith the

picture's frame. The second narrator does not repudiate

the life which the first narrator devises for the figures;

but he implies that that hypothetical existence alone is

neither as significant nor as satisfying as the stable

reality beneath the transitory appearance of things. Only

his diffidence in citing the formal relations and his

rhetoric rooted as it is in the mundane (but is not Clive

Dell's rhetoric similarly rooted?) exclude him from that

confident band of non-talkers. That, and his response to

the human pathos of the scene. Like Virginia ,.oolf, he

sees the abstract in the human, and the human in the abstract.

In Part Two of this thesis, the ideal work of art

was shown to express duality. In responding to Sickert's

Ennui as she does, that is to say, by means of multiple

point of view narration, Virginia Woolf responds to it as

though it were an ideal work of art. In fact, on the basis

of this twofold response, I shall posit that, in Mrs. boolf's

estimation, Ennui is on ideal work of art.

.vhen the second narrator turns to his companion

for support and asks if he too does not feel the formal

reality and hence the beauty of the picture, the other

dismisses him with the curt reply: "Perhaps that is one of

the things that is better said with a flick of the fingers"

CwS, p. 15). But there is evidence that the first narrator



has taken his fellow protagonist's message to heart. For,

as talk resumes and he recounts his stories, this narrator

recognizes and appreciates the power of colour to transmit
the required duality:

Now a novelist who told that story would plunge - how
obviously - into the depths of sentimentality. How
is he to convey in words the mixture of innocence and
sordity, pity and squalor? Sickert merely takes his
brush and paints a tender green light on the faded
wallpaper. Light is beautiful falling through green
leaves. he has no need of explanation; green is
enough. Then again there is the story of Marie and Rose -
a grim, a complex, a moving and at the same time a
heartening and rousing story. Marie on the chair has
been sobbing out some piteous plaint of vows betrayed
and hearts broken to the woman in the crimson petticoat.
'Don't be a damned fool, my dear,' says Rose, standing
before her with her arms akimbo. 'I know all about it,'
she say3, standing there in the intimacy of undress,
experienced, seasoned, a woman of the world. And ^.arie
looks up at her with all her illusions tearfully exposed
end receives the full impact of the other's knowledge,
which, however, perhaps because of the glow of the
crimson petticoat, does not altogether wither her.
There is too much salt and 3avour in it. She takes heart
again. Down she trips past the one-eyed char with a
pail, out into the street, a wiser woman than she wont in.
'3o that's what life is,* she say3, brushing the tear from
her eye and hailing the omnibus. (,yS, pp. 15-16)

In the painting, Rose et Marie, the crimson petticoat puts

illusions in perspective not only because it represents

reality, but also because it is itself an illusion - a

painted form that imbues hardship with gaiety and wit.

Marie is not the only one to discover in the glow of that

crimson the twofold nature of life.

After further discussion, the narrators come together;
as a single voice, they reach the emotional "zone of silence:



But we have gossiped long enough, they said; it is
time to make en end. The silent land lies before us.
»7e have corae within sight of it many times while we were
talking; when, for example, we said that Hose's red
petticoat saitsfied us; when we caidthat the chest of
drawers and the arm convinced us that all was well with
the world as a whole. dhy did the red petticoat, the
yellow chest of drawers, make us feel something that
had nothing to do with the story? V/e could not say;
we could not express in words the effect of those
combinations of line and colour. And, thinking back
over the show, we have to admit that there is a great
stretch of silent territory in Bickert's pictures.
Consider once more the picture of the music-hall. At
first it suggests the husky voice of Llerie Lloyd singing
a song about the ruins that Cromwell knocked about a
bit; then the song dies away, end we see a scooped-out
space filled curiously with the curves of fiddles,
bowler hats, and shirt -ronts converging into a pattern
with a lemon-coloured splash in the centre. It is
extraordinarily satisfying. let the description is so
formal, so superficial, that we can hardly force our
lips to frame it; while the emotion is distinct,
powerful, and satisfactory. (.75, pp. 24-25)

The pattern of Virginia .Voolf' s response to pictures is here

stated in no uncertain terms. First, she reacts to illusion,

the picture's skin - the suggestion of a story. Second,

she perceives the aesthetic reality, the picture's skeleton -

the formal design. Third, she articulates the elements that

go to make up that skeleton - space, line, mass, and colour -

but not in abstract terms; rather she describes thorn in the

terms of the representational, the superficial images which

she sees and which relate to life experience. And finally,
she contracts en aesthetic emotion for that which she

perceives. j_-ut, and this is crucial, the combined effort of

Virginia Voolf's surrogates, the two speakers, cannot put
that emotion into words that ere as satisfying as the emotion
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itself. In desperation, they lock to the formalists for

guidance:

But what sort of meaning is that which cannot be
expressed in words? »v'hat is a picture when it has
rid itself of the companionship of language and of
music. Let us ask the critics.

But the critics were still talking with their
fingers. They were still bristling and shivering
like dogs in dark lanes when something passes that
we cannot see. (WS, p. 26)

Formalist emotion is felt; it cannot be verbalized. Under

the given circumstances, formalists talk in sign language.

That is to say, they express visually an emotion that is

prompted by visual stimuli. But this is not how non-formalists,

especially if they are writers, wish to express their emotion.

hence their frustration.

Criticism is communication; communication is

understanding. The aesthetic emotion of the formalists in

,,alter Jickert,: h Conversation, though genuinely felt and

to a degree expressed, is not communicated. The said

emotion, therefore, cannot be classified as an emotion of

critical importance since it is neither- conveyed to nor

understood by the uninitiated. fuite simply, the formalist

critics help the others neither to comprehend aesthetic

emotion nor to articulate their own emotional responses to

pictures. This is,of course, one of the main criticisms

which have been levelled at Clive Bell in this thesis.

Virginia ,<oolf makes the same criticism when she parodies

formalist procedure and its shortcomings.
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A more direct censure of formalism was made in a

passage which Virginia Woolf included in the first version
of the essay published as "A Conversation, about Art" in the
Yale Review, but which she excised when the essay was

subsequently published in England. The passage occurs

after the formalists among the party burst into derisive

laughter and declare themselves unable to accept Bickert's

forms as either representational or biographical forms; they

look for some examples from his work in order to prove their

point: namely, that his art (and, by implication, all

visual art) is exclusively plastic - in both its nature and

its appeal. They find instead when they look at some

Max Beerbohm drawings that picture.; possess literary and

human as well as aesthetic values. The passage reads as

follows:

A bookcase was handy, and in searching for a volume
of reproductions of Mr. Sickert's paintings to confirm
this statement fate ordained that the speaker should
light on a book of Max Beerbohm's caricatures which
seemed to refute it. A painted face, they had said,
was what a primrose was to leter Bell. here, on the
contrary, the primrose, by name Rossetti, was not only
primrose but poet; it was a criticism of the man and
a portrait of the face. It was design end also
comment - or how else did it serve at one and the same
time to excite the painters to praise its lines while
it caused the others to recite "The Blessed Damozel";
and and not only to recite the poem but to tell stories
of the house in Chelsea and the wombat and the bear;
to recall how Ceorge Meredith had there breakfasted on
eSSs bleeding to death on bacon; in short to remember
the whole age of blue china, thick-coated women,
Japanese fans, and the dim blue reaches of whistler's
Thames? A picture contained this and much more then
this.

Ah, but let us return to Gickert, said the other,



who hod found the book he looked for. he began to
cut off . . .1

There are several possible reasons why this passage

should have been deleted from subsequent printings. For

one thing, the narrator breaks his neutrality and comments,
as he judges, with more than a little glee upon the revelations
to be found in a caricature. In cutting out this passage,

then, Virginia «:oolf preserves the appearance of disinterested
narration - one of her essay • s most valuable assets. The

narrator is to be, as he in fact is, a dispassionate, passive

observer.

As for the inclusion of Beerbohm and one of his

well-known drawings, it momentarily takes the spotlight away

from Sickert. Furthermore, Beerbohm is primarily a

caricaturist while Sickert is not. And, as was demonstrated

in the preceding chapter, the rules that govern caricature

are different from the rules that govern portraiture. oO

that even though Beerbohm, like hdmund X. Kapp, would appear

to have the good fortune in being able to reconcile the

opposites of pure design and descriptive content, his

psychological volumes are to be judged by different standards

than the psychological volumes of Sickert. Beerbohm

satirizes; Sickert portrays.

Nor does the jettisoned passage tell the reader

^Virginia woolf, "A Conversation about Art," Yale
Review. Vol. XXIV, No. 1 (September 1934), pp. 5h-56.
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anything that he deea not already know. Everyone knows that
caricature is a literary art, and that it is to be interpreted
as such. Furthermore, quite a few readers would be aware

when they read this passage that Roger Fry, as prominent a

formalist 83 one could hope to find, also realizes this.

For, in 1926, he declared in public as well as in private
that caricature is a mixed art.x This admission of fact

therefore preceded, by a good eight years, the acquiescence

and embarrassment of the imaginary formalist in ,<alter -ickert:

i Conversation.

One of Virginia ,;;oolf*s aims in this essay is to

show that those figurative pictures that are examples of

mixed art, though not themselves caricatures, con be discussed

from the literary as well as the aesthetic point of view.

Moreover, the essayist wants to show that these pictures

should be interpreted on two levels, that is to say, as

form and as content. This is her experience; and this is

the experience that she wants to pass on to her reader.

Furthermore, she wants to show that this dual interpretation

is far richer than either of the two extremes on its own.

This is one of the norms of the piece.

bo one critical method, however, can be said to

understand a work of art or its artist better than any other

critical method. All critical methods are right if they

^Jupra, chap.i, pp.
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respect whet they criticize; all critical methods are

right if they eventually reach the emotional "zone of silence".
To substantiate this, all members of the dinner party —

formalists and non-formalists alike - agree at the end of

the discussion that Walter Sickert is the finest painter

living and working in England. He is above criticism, any

manner of criticism. Therefore, the end Justifies any

means to that end. Gome means, however, are more complete

than others. Gone means are more true to the entire concept

of a painting. And this/essay does demonstrate with the

help of multiple point of view narration.

• • •

The limits of formalism should be obvious by now.

It cannot pretend to illuminate other arts - for example,

literature and music. In its own realm of visual art, it

does not discriminate between representational end

non-representational paintings, between pointings with

literary and human proclivities snd paintings with neither

of these tendencies. It applies the same inflexible

standards to every picture that comes its way, singlemindedly

forcing the work of art to submit to the theory rather than

adapting the theory to each individual work.

Virginia woolf, on the other hand, because she understands

that the reality of a picture con no more be found in a

standard of structural beauty then in a myth fabricated by a



spectator's vivid imagination, reports exactly what she sees

before 3he hazards an examinetion/conjecture. For, just as

a painter has first to know appearances before his vision
can destroy them, so too a critic has first to acknowledge

appearances before he can interpret them, an endeavour which,
like the artistic endeavour he seeks to understand, is itself

a deformation of visible dote. Hence a sentence such as

"A fat woman lounges, her arm on a cheap yellow chest of

drawers, behind him", which a formalist would deem beside the

point carries great vveight in Mrs. Woolf's criticism. First,

it is simply a statement of fact. To sum up in words so

precise the visual image is no mean accomplishment. But to

follow it with an observation of the calibre, "It is all over

with them, one feels", indicates acute sensitivity to the

human message in the picture. Upon further inspection, the

same posture - the woman leaning on the chest of drawers -

assumes universal significance. There is beauty and order

in the form of that figure and in its relation to another

form that transcends the particular story; by implication,

then, there is beauty and order in the world as well, Mrs. «oolf

observes. here is yet another reason why Fnnui can be

classified as an ideal work of art: it tells a story, but
it also makes a universal statement.

The formalist in rushing headlong into the "zone of

silence" misses along the way much that is valuable. Virginia
rfoolf meanders and stops en route in order to examine detail



after detail, and by her slower, accumulative method reaches
the sane point beyond which no words can venture - the
inscrutable "effect of those combinations of line and

colour" which is the emotion felt for the reality beneath

the appearance of things and for the beauty and order that

accompany sordity and uncertainty# Like a detective, she
examines the circumstantial evidence (in this, she is

abetted by that same facility for close textual scrutiny

evinced in her literary reviews) which the others, bloodhounds

though they may be, bypass.

Virginia ^oolf's response to texture, that is to soy,

Sickert's sensibility, is also outstanding. It has been

pointed out elsewhere that strictly speaking when one locks

at a picture one sees neither figures nor geometric objects,

but paint. Mrs. woolf holds her spyglass to the canvas and

observes of Sickert's craftsmanship: "his paint has a tangible

quality; it is made not of air end star-dust but of oil end

earth" (AS, p. 20). nut, as if it were not enough to

examine this paint with her eyes, she wants to te3t it

further, "to feel his colours round and his pillars herd

beneath his touch". Furthermore, "onge can almost hear his

gold and red Gripping with a little splash into the water of

the canal". unly through supplementary sensory evidence
can the appearance be verified; only through the attendant

sensations can the artist's vision be wholly realized and

appreciated by another. The impulse to touch and the
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intimations of sound mark the emotion as being unmistakably

related to an emotion of life. But it matters little

whether the commitment to involvement - the actual touch -

is enacted or not; subjective criticism of the kind
demonstrated by Virginia Woolf in her brief remarks about

the quality of Sickert's paint asks only that the entire

physical, psychological, and spiritual being of the spectator

be opened, aroused, and stimulated by the relevance of the

materials. If the formalists return art criticism to the

important first principles of architectonic design, their

contemporary goes even further in her recognition of the

materials which suggest illusion end create design, and which

themselves elicit a powerful emotion.

7irginia tfoolf would seem to have had little

difficulty in finding the apposite words and phrases with

which to voice her discoveries. i^ach phrase rings true, so

true that one wonders why the essay is fringed with

characteristic self-doubt, frustration, and modesty.

Brilliant observations notwithstanding, Mrs. aoolf laments,
via her twin narrators, that

we catch a glimpse now and then of what lives there;
we try to describe it and we cannot; we recognize
the limitations which Nature has put upon us, and so
turn back tothe sunny margin'where the arts flirt and
joke and pay each other compliments. US, p. 26)

±n other words, if she cannot talk about one thing, she will
talk about another. Stcry-telling is her forte; so story¬

telling it will have to be. Though how much of a penance



this refuge in words imposes is a moot point. There is
Dickert's encoura0ement, approbation, end praise for her
endeavour.1 And there is the endeavour itself. To treat

pictures as though they were autonomous unit3 ends in a

cul-de-sac of sterile silence^ to read pictures as though

they were adjuncts of life without in any way forgetting that
they are orimarily interpretations of life is fun and

pleasurable. The sun may shine on the margin, but the soil
there is never arid.

Therefore, one conveniently classifies Virginia ,<oolf*s

complaint as e p03e round which to rally her art criticism

in much the 3a^e way as her literary essays were united by an

assumed amateur 3tatus. This is the stamp that unmistakably

franks her critical work. The personality of the critic, however,

even if under a derisive guise, cannot be stif|fled. from
this ventage point, protected by a transparent ignorance,

she puts forth her belief that, contrary to formalist

tuition, art and life are not incompatible but eager and

willing bedfellows in both the creation of an artefact and

the criticism of that artefact.

,,, J 1Sickert, according to Quentin Dell, declared that "hercriticism had been the only criticism that nad ever been worth
having in all his life;" see Dell, Virginia „oolf. A Biography.
II, p. 174.



CONCLUSION



CHAPTER IX

THE FINE ART OF BEINC A SPECTATOR

Olive Dell believes that "men and women who have been

thrilled by the aesthetic significance of e work of art go

away into the outer world in a state of excitement and

exultation which makes them more sensitive to all that is

going forward about them".1 As the analysis of Virginia

^oolf's art criticism clearly demonstrates, ilrs• »<oolf

sees life differently when she looks at it through a

gallery perspective. But the "excitement and exultation"

she experiences is due only in part to the "pure aesthetic

significance of a work of art". Other considerations -

other, more human aspects of art - complement the aesthetic

significance. Characters in Virginia .Voolf's novels

follow her lead when they too become spectators. Xany of

the themes end ideas that have been discussed in this thesis

can therefore be summed up by a study of these characters.

For they, like their creator, find that it does not suffice

to react intellectually to a work of art; one must also

Iclive Bell, Art (London: Chatto and Hindus, 1914),
p. 243.



become passionately involved with that work of art. That is

to say, one must relate the work of art to one's total being -

mind, body, arid heart, and then to the world without that
individual sphere. For art can neither be understood nor

retained except that it. be carried into life.

In Night and Day, Nary Datchet confronts her repressed

love for Ralph Denhom during a lunchtime break in the British

Museum. There the Elgin marbles attract her attention;

She looked at them, and seemed, as usual, borne up
by some wave of exaltation and emotion, by which
her life at once became more solemn and beautiful -

an impression which was due as much, perhaps, to the
solitude and chill and silence of the gallery as to
the actual beauty of the statues. (N & E, p. SO)

Mary's response bears certain similarities to Virginia ,*oolf's

own response to visual art. Take, for example, the image

of the wave and the dual meaning of that image; the

dazzling crescendo of spiritual and physical sensation,

and the strong intimation of order and beauty beneath flux

and ordinariness. Mary's emotions, like those of her

maker, are therefore not altogether aesthetic, as the

nerrator goes on to observe:

One must suppose, at least, thst her ©notions were
not purely aesthetic-, because, after she had gazed
at the Ulysses for a minute or two, she began to
think about Ralph Denham. So secure did she feel
with these silent shapes that she almost yielded to
an impulse to say 'I am in love with you' aloud.
The presence of this immense and enduring beauty
made her almost alarmingly conscious of her desire,
and at the same time proud of a feeling which did
not display anything like the same proportions when
she was going about her daily work. (N & D, p. 80)



,7hen Mary moves to onother gallery in the museum,

her emotions change as well# The winged Assyrian bulls

that she now regards reveal to her Ralph's heroic nature

and the potential joy in their relationship. The bos

reliefs stoke her imagination. She make3 myths, weaves

illusions: Ralph leads a band of natives across a desert

while she rides on a camel's back. But these highly

subjective illusions and associations soon begin tc grate,

and Mary's customary reserve and pragmatism prevent the

fantasies from lingering:

She wes, indeed, rather annoyed with herself for having
allowed such an ill-considered breach of her reserve,
weakening her powers of resistance, she felt, should
this impulse return again. For, as she walked along
the street to her office, the force of all her customary
objections to being in love with any one overcame her.
Bile did not want to marry at all. It seemed to her
that there was something amateurish in bringing love
into touch with a perfectly straightforward" friendship,
such as hers was with Ralph, which, for two years now,
had based itself upon common interests in impersonal
topics, such as the housing of the poor, or the taxation
of land values. (N & D, p. 81)

She re-enters the world of traffic, women's rights, and

spinsterhood where she will not allow herself to succumb

to personal dreams. But, in spite of her determination,

art and the hybrid emotions experienced in the British

Museum, have some effect, even if only momentarily:

the afternoon spirit differed intrinsically from the
morning spirit.^ Mary found herself watching the
flight of a bird, or making drawings of the branches
of the plane-tree upon her blotting paper. (N & D, p. 81)

Mary is decidedly more sensitive tc nature, and, appropriately,



gives vent to this heightened awareness in art.
,/hen Mary Dntchet next has a vision it does not come

in a gallery, but on a crowded street; and the vision,
instead of being of love and romance, is of a life alone:

Strange thoughts are bred in passing through crowded
streets should the passenger, by chance, have no exact
destination in front of him, much as the mind shapes
all kinds of forms, solutions, images when listening
inattentively to music. From an acute consciousness
of herself es an individual, Mary passed to a
conception of the scheme of things in which, es a
human being, she must have her share. She half held
a vision; the vision shaped and dwindled. She
wished she had a pencil and a piece of paper to help
her to give a form to this conception which composed
itself as she walked down the Charing Cross Road.
But if she talked to any one, the conception might
escape her. lier vision seemed to lay out the lines
of her life until death in a way which satisfied her
sense of harmony. It only needed a persistent effort
of thought, stimulated in this strange way by the
crowd and the noise, to climb the crest of existence
and see it all laid out once and for ever. Already
her suffering as an individual was left behind her.
Of this process, which was to her so full of effort,
which comprised swift and full passages of thought,
leading from one crest to another, es she shaped her
conception of life in this world, only two articulate
words escaped her, muttered beneath her breath - "Rot
happiness - not happiness." (N & D, p. 2.73)

The form that Mary's vision takes in her mind is comparable

to an aesthetic form. ^ere pen and paper at hand, she would

not depict a representational iamge such as the branch of

the plane-tree. Moreover, in a novel whose very title

suggests duality and the peaceful reconciliation of opposites,

Mary's mind opts for the linear rather then the curvilinear

path. The world that she chooses to inhabit and to serve

is therefore not a translucent, fragile globe, but a hard



reality - masculine in that it is ordered, logical, and

public-minded:

Shu sew to the remote spaces behind the strife of the
foreground, enabled now to gaze there, since she had
renounced her own demands, privileged to see the larger
view, to share the vast desires and sufferings of the
mass of mankind. She had been too lately and too
roughly mastered by facts to take an easy pleasure in
the relief of renunciation: such satisfaction as she
felt came only from the discovery that, having renounced
everything that made life happy, easy, splendid,
individual, there remained a hard reality, unimpaired
by one's personal adventures, remote as the stars,
unquenchable as they ore. (N & D, p. 275)

But having glimpsed the thing itself, what she believes and

wonts to be universal truth, Mary has, sadly, lost sight

of the particular' application of that truth. The reality

that she ultimately chooses has no illusion, no golden haze

around it. This is exemplified by her final attitude to

Ralph:

Once more she thought herself back to her old view of
him and could, with an effort, recall the haze which
surrounded his figure, and the sense cf confused,
heightened exhilirstion which lay all about his
neighbourhood, so that for months at a time she had
never exactly heard his voice or seen his face - or so
it now seemed to her. The pain of her loss shot
through her. hothing would ever make up - not success,
or happiness, or oblivion. But this pang was
immediately followed by the assurance that now, at any
rate, she knew the truth; and Katharine, she thought,
stealing a look at her, did not knew the truth; yes,
Katharine was immensely to be pitied. (N & D, p. 478)

The magic of art does not endure for Mary Datchet.
The broken fragments of the Parthenon frieze and the displaced

obelisks and Assyrian bulls, which are among the most

beautiful and, paradoxically, complete works of art extant,



fail to communicate their particular duality and hence the

duality of life itself. The marbles are not at fault,
but the spectator herself. She cannot believe that the

core of reality is surrounded by illusion, that life is

whole but also fragmented, and that it is possible, as it

is imperative, that one be a fully integrated individual at

the same time one serves a universal cause. Bary's work and

her knowledge of a spurious truth are therefore cold comfort,

for Helph and Katharine are happy in their love and in their

more complete knowledge of the duality of life.

The capacity of art to console a3 well as to instruct

is put to the test in The d'avea. Percivsl, the linchpin of

the novel, dies; and two of his friends, Bernard and Khoda,

seek solace in art: Bernard in painting, and Rhoda in

music. The demands that they make upon and the returns that

they receive from art are central to this discussion.

Bernard, upon learning the tragic news, rejects the

"usual order" (»'/, p. 1C8) , by which he means the linear

sequence of events that, because it has become a routine,
con offer scant consolation for his personal loss. lie

escapes for half an hour into the Italian Room in the

National Gallery, The pictures there ere silent pictures:

here are pictures. Here are cold madonnas among their
pillars. Let them lay to rest the incessant activity
of the mind's eye, the bandaged head, the men with ropes,
so that I may find something unvisuel beneath. Here
are gardens; and Venus among her flowers; here are
saints and blue madonnas. mercifully these pictures



make no reference; they do not nudge; they do not
point. Thus they expand my consciousness of him
and bring him beck to me differently. I remember
his beauty. (tf, pp* 158-169)

The paintings evoke no associations; they perpetuate no

myth about the dead Percival. Rather they bring to mind

the essential man. Percival's beauty is not 3kin deep;

nor does his heroism consist simply in the fact that he sat

astride a proud horse, was a leader of men, and died in an

exotic lend. The lines and colours, the formal elements,

intimate this. They also intimate that nernard, with the

potentiality to be a hero in the maimer of his friend, is,

in fact, that man's opposite. Percival did not exaggerate;

Percival did not make phrases and thrive on illusions;

Percival knew instinctively the art of living - how to be

himself at the same time he was compassionate to his

fellow men. Nov/ that this paragon among men is dead,
Bernard must face his infirmities and his inadequacies alone.

There is no one to show him the way.

Bernard cannot find adequate words to express either

his grief or his self-pity - the projected vision of a

shattered existence:

<ve have no ceremonies, only private dirges and no
conclusions, only violent sensations, each separate.
Nothing that has been said meets our case. (w, p. 109)

he therefore chooses a silent, visual statement - "the blue

madonna streaked with tears" - to be the funeral oration for

Percival. It represents a conclusion. Bernard, however,



recognizes at first neither the neture nor the import of that
conclusion.

In common with most people who not only suffer but

are also acutely conscious of their suffering, Bernard

believes that his plight i3 unique. he is the only person

in the world who senses that life is composed of disorganized

scraps and fragments. Titian, for example, never suffered

as he suffers. "I doubt that Titian ever felt this ret

gnaw," Bernard misguidedly claims. The painter is

different from the ordinary man; he is even different from

his fellow artist, the poet, because he is divorced from

life:

Painters live lives of methodical absorption, edding
stroke to stroke. They ere not like poets - scapegoats;
they are not chained to the rock. hence the silence,
the sublimity. (W, p. 170)

This is, of course, an erroneous idea which Bernard

immediately corrects:

Yet that crimson must have burnt in Titian's gizzard,
ho doubt he rose with the great arms holding the
cornucopia, and fell, in that descent. („, p. 170)

The spectator recognizes, like Virginia tfoolf, that forms in
a picture ore not only logically correct, but also vital and

alive. Their effect is physiological as well as intellectual.

Consequently, these same forms represent and carry on the

flux and the uncertainty of life of which all men - painter,

poet, and non-artist alike - partake. Not surprisingly,
brilliant colour harmonies (where colour is not only determined



by light, but is light itself) attract Bernard as they

attract Mrs, tfoolf:

I am titillated inordinately by some splendour; the
ruffled crimson against the green lining; the march
of pillars; the orange light behind the black,
pricked ears of the olive trees, (w, p« 170)

In ouch a v/ay, Bernard begins to understand the picture of
the madonna on its own terms: it is not en oration, but

a work of visual art. Consequently, his individual

suffering subsides as he loses himself in the picture's

aesthetic and universal forms, Titian too faced a world

of fragments; but this painting shows how he came to terms

with that disorder and resolved it without losing its

flavour,

<yhat sensations Bernard's e,> e and body experience,

however, his mind is not prepared, at the present moment,

to consolidate:

the silence weighs on me - the perpetual solicitation
of the eye. The pressure is intermittent and muffled,
... Arrows of sensation strike from my spine, but
without order. („, p. 170)

Nonetheless, Bernard realizes that he has undergone a

beneficial adventure:

something is added to my interpretation. Something
lies deeply buried. For one moment 1 thought to grasp
it. But bury it, bury, bury it; let it breed, hidden
in the depths of my mind someday to fructify. After
a long lifetime, loosely, in a moment of revelation, I
may lay hands on it, but now the idea breaks in my hand.
Ideas break a thousand times for once that they globe
themselves entire. They break; they fall over me.
'Lines end colours theyisurvjve, therefore . . .'
(.., p. 170)



If there is permanence in art, then there might be a

comparable permanence in life; if there is order in art,

then there might be a comparable order in life, the subject
of art. The aesthetic vision, therefore, coi.tains a human

message. sensing this, Bernard willingly returns to the

fray: to the chaos, loneliness, end desolation of a life

without Percivel. The National Gallery can only function

as a temporary refuge, for man lives in life and not in art.

,Vixen death, the final stage in the linear process

begun at birth, is fast upon Bernard, his sensations collude,

and the message received in the National Gallery comes to

fruition. Throughout his life, mernard, like Titian, Lac

been adding stroke to stroke, sensation to sensation. Kow

he has reached the point where sensations cease and the line

curves inwards and forms a globe. In ether words, he has

arrived, after long years, at the moment of stasis which

Titian achieved and communicated in his painting of the madonna.

In grasping the formal pattern of the Italian masterpiece,

then, Bernard had an intimation of the pattern of his own life

and the fulfilment of that pattern in death. his long

summing-up is equivalent to Titian's painting in this respect:

he successfully applies aesthetic principles to his own life

when he selects end orders the essential lived and felt

experiences of his life.

The final experience that makes a glebe of one's



life, however, is outwith man's control. Bernard accepts
death because it is inevitable; but he also challenges it.

q

Laving realized in his summin-up his essential self, he also
A

keeps his illusions alive - he goes to meet death as a true

hero:

Death is the enemy. It is death against whom I ride
with ray spear couched and my hair flying back like a
young man's, like Percival's, when lie galloped in
India. I strike spurs into my horse. Against you
I will fling myself, unvanquished and unyielding, 0
Death! GV, p. 325)

after the revelation globes itself in Bernard's

mind, it breaks. The final phrase of the novel - the

italic "The waves broke on the shore" - affirms the continuous

pattern of the alternation between order and disorder,

between moments of revelation and moments of blind searching,

between unity and multiplicity that make up man's earthly

existence. The globe of life is, after all, not a solid

substance.

Rhoda is Virginia »*oolf's mo3t pathetic character, a

harrowing and masterful study of neurosis; she is therefore

a far more complex and perplexing character then either

Bernard or her nearest equivalent, Septimus barren Smith.

From the opening of The w'aves. Rhode is portrayed as

an outsider. As a child, she does not chase after butterflies

or collect wild flowers or "brush the surface of the world"

(<•, p. 10) as do her friends. At each stage of her

development, this isolation increases; she physically and



psychically shrinks from contact until, in a moment of

paranoiac revelation, she laments her fate: "1 am to be
broken. I em to be derided all my life." (*V, p. 115)

however, as Bernard rightly observes in his summing-up,
Rhode is the victim as much of her innate mental disorder as

she is of the baiting of her fellow stifferers:

Rhode came wandering vaguely. She would take
advantage of any scholar in a blowing gown, or donkey
rolling the turf with slippered feet to hide behind.
,<hst fear wavered and hid itself and blew to a flame
in the depths of her grey, her startled, her dreaming
eyes? Gruel and vindictive as we are, we are not
bod to that extent. »e hove our fundamental goodness
surely or to talk as I talk freely to someone I hardly
know would be impossible - we should cease. („, pp. 275-
27o)

Consequently, Virginia woolf allows no glory to attach itself

to Rhode's suicide as happens when Mrs. Dalloway in applauding

Geptimus's act of defiance makes of it a personal triumph.

Rather, a sense of sad waste pervades Rhode's end. oeptimus

is a victim of masculine forces, a sane man who is crushed

by war and the machine of continuity; Rhode, on the other

hand, is from the outset mentally unbalanced and therefore

psychically unable to cope with life. The novelist pulls

no punches in this portrait, and a sure sign of her maturity

in delineating - realistically - psychological types

manifests itself in the uncompromisingly bleak internalization

of Rhode's suffering and its cause.

Rhoda kills herself because the contrasexual part of

her psyche, her masculinity, malfunctions or simply does not



function at oil. This imbalance between the male and the

female constituents of her being takes the form of an

inability to consolidate her experience of the flux of life
into a continuum, that is to say, into a meaningful pattern.

This puts her in torturous opposition to other people who,
she supposes, have this ability;

I am afraid of the shock of sensation that leaps upon
me, because I cannot deal with it as you do - I cannot
make one moment merge into the next. To me they are
all violent, all separate; and if I fall under the
shock of the leap of the moment you will bo on me,
tearing me to pieces. I have no end in view. I do
not know how to run minute to minute and hour to hour,
solving them by some natural force until they make the
whole and indivisible mass that you coll life. (,., p. 141)

Rhcda's ideal is a masculine ideal; end, as has already been

demonstrated, that ideal is not life, but only the surface of

life. Rhode's tragedy i3 that she mistakes it for the

whole of life; she fails to sec or to understand that the

"shock of sensation" and "the whole and indivisible moss"

con and must co-exist. For example, ^ernard, the phrase-

maker and story-teller, keeps a notebook in which he records,

for future literary reference, his ideas end his sensations

in alphabetical order. However unsatisfactory this system

eventually proves to be, and it is very unsatisfactory, it

nevertheless assuages that port of him which demands

regularity. Rhoda has no such means ofstriking a masculine

stability. Rhode is not an artist. Jhe does, however, have
a strong intimation of that order when, after hearing the
news of Hercivol's death, she goes to a concert.
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As she listens to the music, Rhode becomes annoyed

with herself for making metaphors. her femininity, that is
to say, her inclination to fantasize rather than to record
stimuli directly and dispassionately, over-reacts. "'Like'
end •like* end 'like'," she cries, "but what is the thing
that lies beneath the semblance of the thing?" (, p. 176)

This, of course, is whet artists seek; and this is what

Rhode, as spectator, perceives in the music:
There is a square; there is an oblong. The players
take the square and place it upon the oblong. They
place it very accurately; they make a perfect dwelling
place. Very little is left outside. The structure
is now visible; whet is inchoate is here stated; we
are not so various or so mean; we have made oblongs
and stood them upon squares. This is our triumph;
this is our consolation. („y, pp. 176-177)

Rhode's vision is complete in that she*, unlike Bernard,

articulates it at the moment it appears to her. The

anonymous music reveals to her the symbols of artistic

order which, if her personality is to be integrated, it must,

if not duplicate, then at least emulate. The male girders

of formal structure - the geometric symbols which pervade

the fabric of Roger fry's art criticism and which uphold in

To the Lighthouse both Mrs. Ramsay and the effulgent colour

of Lily Briscoe's painting - momentarily give ballast to

Rhode's life. For the music discloses to her the perfect

union and balance between two diverse and opposing forces,
the square and the oblong. The union, furthermore, is

man-made; it does not pre-exist in nature. This restores
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Rhode's faith in her fellow men. her vision, therefore, is

not e purely ©esthetic vision, since she discerns the hand
of men in the abstract symbols. w'ith art as her guide and

her inspiration, Rhode enters unafraid into the melee from
which she hod previously shrunk. She makes an offering of

flowers to Percival.

In the long term, however, the lesson learnt that

day in the concert hall does not come to her assistance.

Rhode's dilemma is that having encountered the vision of

perfect artistic integration she does not know how to achieve

that integration in her own being between her masculin^.iiy
and her femininity. The ideal is, for her, unattainable.

To be sure, some improvement in her condition dates from

that concert, as Rhoda herself realizes. For instance, she

no longer skulks behind ti*ees end lampposts. At the

Hampton Court reunion, she enthuses: "I walked straight up

to you instead of circling round to avoid the shock of

sensation as I used" («, p. 243). In other words, she

brings her masculinity to the fore. Such comportment,

however, is due to an effort of will; "it is only that I

have taught my body to do a certain trick," she admits. In

modelling herself on a work of art, then, Ahoda becomes

self-consciously like a work of art,and in particular like

a work of art as Clive Bell describes it. She marshalls her

forms, but there is no spark of spontaneity. This new

directness does not come naturally; it is forced. The male
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attributes, therefore, cling to the surface personality only.
Inwardly, Rhode's persecution mania intensifies; the lies
and the pretence wear her thin; she comes to rest only in
the two things in which she believes: "solitude and the
violence of death" p. 252). As her friends approach

her at Hampton Court, the old fears and images of terror

besiege her; her self-induced equilibrium totters:
Now what a shrinkage takes place! Now what a shrivelling,
what a humiliation! The old shivers run through me,
hatred and terror, as I feel myself grappled to one spot
by these hooks they cast on us; these greetings,
recognitions, pluckings of the finger and searching of
the eyes. (W, p. 252)

Rhode, like Septimus, is obssessed by recurrent

images of torture. "A million arrows"pierce; "tongues with

their whips" lash (W, p. 114); tigers leap (,y, p. 115 6c

141). her body lies pinioned to a rock and is metaphorically

torn to pieces. A frigid and a barren woman, Rhode detests

her body (when travelling on an omnibus, for example, she

envisions herself as flesh "to be hung with other people like

a joint of meat among other joints of meat" /~\v, p. 175_7) J

she conjures up scenes of pseudo-rape of the most brutal and

animal nature. If she is denied the outlet of masculine

art which her temperament demands end needs, she is equally

denied the outlet of feminine sexuality and motherhood: not

for Rhode the physical compensations of the fecund Susan and

the promiscuous Jinny. She has an affair with the precise

Louis. hut Louis, like herself, is obssessed by the drive to
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"reduce these dazzling, these dancing apparitions to one

line capable of linking all in one" (»V, p. 239). Because

they are searching for the same tiling and therefore parallel

rather than complement each other, their affair ends in

disillusionment. Rhode's physical inadequacies and

deprivations throw into relief her mental disorder - her

state of psychic imbalance. Neither her mind nor her body

fulfills the other's needs.

In her fantasy life, Rhoda sublimates her frustrated

sexual and creative instincts in visual imagery at once

strange and haunting. For example, when she offers a bunch

of violets to the memory of Percival on the day of the concert,

she gives vent to her ecstasy in this way:

we / she and Percival_7 gallop together over desert
hills where the swallow tips her wings in dark pools
and the pillaro stand entire. («, p. 178)

Coming as it does after the concert, this waking dream

contains images which are similar to those experienced in

the concert hall: the pools and the pillars correspond to

the squares and the oblongs. The ideal presented in the

offering is therefore as apparent: masculine and feminine

elements ore juxtaposed. However, the ecstasy is ironic

because the image presents a psychic landscape in which the

male and the female, the pillars and the pools respectively,

are not placed one ot top of the other as the square is

placed upon the oblong, but are individually sterile and
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unrelated one to the other; the waters are dark and the

marble complete in itself. This disunity which Rhode holds
as her perverse ideal is not the message which art has just

given to her.

Some years later, Rhoda recalls the day when she

"prayed that I might thunder for ever on the verge of the
world where there is no vegetation, but here and there a

marble pillar" («', p. 223). Although she no longer thinks

of Percival, the quest for the stability represented by the

pillars continues to involve and motivate her. Knowingly,

she seeks only the male image, the phallus, the hard, straight

vertical line which, in this context, symbolizes an

infertile 3tsbility (compare it, for example, to Lily

Briscoe's final, fertile straight line): it does not

nourish the ground around it. what Rhode should seek, but

doe3 not, is the androgynous integration of her personality

towards which the image directs her: the chimerical

feminine pools should unite with the erect male pillars

to make of the psychical wasteland a lush and healthful

paradise. Outwardly, the world and her bed are hard to

Rhode's touch; what is more, she is content that they are

thus, for they reflect the state of mind which 3he has come

to deem proper. Rhode is a cold madonna among her pillars.

Bernard, in his eulogy for Rhoda, encapsulates her

personality when he reiterates her own images. he hopes

that the consummation which she so determinedly sought in
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death, that is to su^, the destruction of the human thing
that feels and suffers, brought with it elusive peace:

The willow as she saw it grew on the verge of a grey
desert where no bird sang. The leaves shrivelled as
she looked at them, tossed in agony as she passed them.
The trams and omnibuses roared hoarse in the street,
ran over rocks and 3ped foaming away. Perhaps one
pillar, sunlit, stood in her desert by a pool where
wild beasts came down stealthily to drink. (,f, p. 27C)

Bernard respects Hhoda's images, but he improves upon them

through selection end amalgamation. He is, after all, an

artist of sorts, and therefore he deforms reality at will.

In putting his own house in order, he idealizes Rhode's

plight. he simplifies and selects detail which, in the

selection, becomes significant. where Rhoda's imagination

saw several pools, he sees one; where she saw multiple

phalluse3 scattered at random, he sees only one and that one

stands in direct relationship to the lone pool. What is

more, he i3 a romantic; sunlight dispels the greyness and

hence the unproductivity of her life." Rhode's personality

is, to his mind, integrated at death.

There i3 a suggestion of harmony in Bernard's eulogy,

but only a suggestion. From what the reader observes of

Rhode, she dies disintegrated. Therefore, the epitaph

exists only in the realm of possibility, that is to say, in

la lien LIcLaurin in his book, Virginia ..oolf. The
Echoes Enslaved (Cambridge; The University Press, 1970),
pp. 81-03, discusses the significance of the colours grey
and white to the exposition of Rhoda's character.
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the realm of art; it is not what her life experience
amounts to. Poised at all times between fertility and

infertility, unity and fragmentation, Rhoda allov/s death
to decide her fate; dominated throughout her life by

paranoia, she has neither the will nor the ability to assume
a role other than that of the eternal sufferer. The message

of art does not fructify for Rhode as it does for Bernard.

In between the ^cts, the traditional values of art

offer little consolation to Isa Oliver. Isa is a frustrated

poet who must secrete her creativity "in the book bound like

an account book" (BA, p. 21) lest her estranged husband, Giles,

suspect that she has that side to her nature. She is also

a child of the age of the newspaper. This puts an additional

burden on her, since she yearns for the comfort and security

of a book, but finds in its place the harsh reality of an

artless form:

"The library's always the nicest room in the house,"
she quoted, and ran her eyes along the brooks. "The
mirror of the soul" books were. The Pyie lueene and
Kinglake's Crimea; Keats and the Areutzer ->ona'ta.
There they were, reflecting. what? «hat remedy was
there for her at her age - the age of the centiry,
thirty-nine - in books? Book-shy she was, like the
rest of her generation; and gun-shy too. Yet as a
person with a raging tooth runs her eye in a chemist
shop over \ . green bottles with gilt scrolls on them
lest one of them may contain a cure, she considered:
Keats and bhelley; Yeats and Donne. Or perhaps not a
poem; a life. The life of Garibaldi. The life of
Lord Polmerston. Or perhaps not a person's life; a
county's. The Antiquities of Durham: The Proceedings
of the Archaeological boclet.\ of Ko11Ingham. Or not a
life at all, but science - Eddington, Darwin, or deans.

None of them stopped her toothache. For her generation



the newspaper wa3 a book; and, as her father-in-law
had dropped the Times, she took it and reed: "A horse
with a green tail ..." which was fantastic. hext,
"The guard at Whitehall ..." which was romantic and
then, building word upon word she read: "The troopers
told her the horse had a green tail; but she found it
was just an ordinary horse. And they dragged her up
to the barrack room where she was thrown upon a bed.
Then one of the troopers removed part of her clothing,
and she screamed and hit him about the face. • •

That was real; so real that on the mahogany door
panels she saw the Arch in Whitehall; through the
Arch the barrack room; in the barrack room the bed,
and on the bed the girl was screaming and hitting him
about the face • . ."(DA, pp. 2C-27)

In the modern world in which she lives, fantasy axid romance

add up to aacdily and cruelty. Harsh realism i3 the order

cf the day; and the staccato, dispassionate phrasing of

journalese best serves that realism for it leaves little to

the imagination.

Art and life having lost their customary magic, Isa

turns for solace to the pleasant, recurring routine of the

summer. But even this does not go untainted:

Every summer, for seven summers now, Isa had heard
the same words; about the hammer and the nails; the
pageant and the weather. Every year,they said, would
it be wet or fine; end every year it was - one or the
other. The same chime followed the seme chime, only
this year beneath the chime she heard: "The girl
screamed and hit him about the face with a hammer."
(BA, p. 29)

Throughout Virginia .Voolf's writings, order consistently

lays beneath the flux of life; this order encourages as it

bolsters the author as well as her characters. In her last

novel, however, there is a level beneath order itself:

uncontrollable and unpredictable barbarity. Therefore, as
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war clouds gather across the Channel and savagery rears its

ugly head on home soil, Isa takes her place with the rest of
the audience who hove gathered at Pointz Loll to bear witness
to art's final message before the catastrophe comes to on

irremediable head. 'The principal concern is what, if

anything, they will be able to glean from the.pageant they
ere about to see, and what effect the message contained in

that pageant will have on the future.

In contrast to its predecessors, the emphasis in

Between the Acts subtly shifts from the individual to the

collective consciousness. The pageant's function is

to integrate the human race and not Just the individual

psyche. To this end, the audience sits S3 a group: to

observe, but more importantly to participate. This is best

illustrated when the music unites what the cubistic display

of broken reflections had shown to be chaotic:

Like quicksilver sliding, filings magnetized, the
distracted united. The tune began; the first note
meant a second; the second a third. Then down
beneath a force was born in opposition; then another.
On different levels they diverged. On different levels
ourselves went forward; flower gathering some on the
surface; others descending to wrestle with the meaning;
but all comprehendirig; all enlisted. The whole
population of the mind's immeasurable profundity came
flocking; from the unprotected, the unskinned; and
dawn rose; and azure; from chaos and cacophony measure;
but not the melody of surface sound alone controlled it;
but also the warring battle-plumed warriors straining
asunder: To part? No. Compelled from the ends of
the horizon; recalled from the edge of aopalling
crevasses; they crashed; solved; united. And seme
relaxed their fingers; and others uncrossed their legs,

-as that voice ourselves? gcraps, orts and fragments,
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ere we, also, that? The voice died away. (DA, pp. 220-
221)

Minds and bodies respond to the universal message in the

anonymous music, which might be "Bach, Landel, Beethoven,
Mozart or nobody famous, but merely a traditional tune"

(DA, p. 220): there is unity in disparity.
But need this mesage - in fact, can it - be

articulated? words ore once again shown up as inadequate
means of communicating emotion. When the Rev. G. W. Gtreatfield

rises to deliver, if not a sermon, then an exegesis on what

has just transpired, the audience with a single, silent

voice denounces him for the abomination he moke3 of their

experience:

0 Lord, protect and preserve us from words the defilers,
from words the impure! Whet need have we of words to
remind us? Must I be Thomas, you Jane? (BA, pp. 221-
222)

For to articulate the emotion is to make of it an idea. And

while the emotion is communal, the idea is multifarious.

Therefore, the moment one resumes one's identity the community

feeling disperses. This is clearly demonstrated in the

snatches of dialogue recorded as the audience departs, and in

the scene of the Olivers at supper that same evening:

They all looked at the play; Isa, Giles, and
Mr. Oliver. Lech of course saw something ' differ{"rent.
(BA, p. 249) w

Moreover, one's own interpretation is neither constant nor

consistent as one mulls over what one has experienced:
"Did you feel," /~Mrs. ^within_7 asked "what he said:
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we act different ports but ore the same?"
"Yes," Isa answered. "No," she added. It was

Yes, No. Yes, yes, yes, the tide rushed out
embracing. No, no, no, it contracted. The old
boot appeared on the shingle. (DA, p. 251)

Significantly, Isc detects multiple levels in her experience;

significantly too, these levels are here defined by mean3 of
7irginia ,,'colf' s indigenous and ubiquitous water imagery.

In Between the Acts. Virginia v.oolf does not divulge,

as she does in her other novels, the long-term effect art

has on her characters. In the short term, there is

activation of the mind, body, and heart of her assembled

company; and from the human embrace of Giles and Ise that

ends the novel, new life may be born. But in setting up a

situation that is to be resolved later, outwith the

boundaries of the novel itself, lira, woolf places her reader

in a curious and not unwelcome position. In this novel,

more then in any other that we have been looking at, the

reader is to complete what the author has left incomplete.

For Virginia „oolf has written a novel about silence;

therefore, the reader must supply not just the dialogue,
but the outcome of that dielogue as well. Only he knows

what words Miss La Trobe's fictional characters and their

real-life counterparts, Giles and Ise, speak. And whet

they speak and do will invariably differ from reader to

reader. As a spectator, then, we become whet Virginia «oolf
in her novels and in her art criticism has always advocated
that we become - an active participant of art as well as of
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life. If Miss Le Trobe stirred the "unacted part" in her

audience (DA, p. 179), then Virginia Woolf stirs the unacted

part in her own audience.



APPENDIX A

A Portfolio of Vanessa Bell's Designs
for Virginia Woolf's Books

A detailed critical analysis of Vanessa Bell's

contributions to Virginia V/oolf's books is not within the

scope of this thesis, I can but acknowledge that such an

association existed and that, in my opinion, it represents

the finest collaboration between writer and designer in

modern English literature. The long and fruitful

partnership between the sisters - recognized masters of

their respective media and women of genius and profound

sensibility - deserves a considered and, alas, a long

overdue 3tudy. Therefore, I would like to offer this

comprehensive portfolio of 2*:rs. Bell's designs in the

anticipation that it will inspire research and in the

knowledge that a complete set of these woodcuts,

decorations, line drawings, and dust-jackets becomes with

each year end with each fall of the auctioneer's hammer a

rarity.

I would like to thank the following for their

kindness in making available to me photocopies of

dust-jackets either in their possession or in their cere:



Mrs, Norsh Smallwood of The Hogarth Press; Dr. A* N. L, Munby,

Librarian of King's College, Cambridge; Mr. George Rylands,

Fellow of King's College, Cambridge; and Mr, Michael

Ileseltine of Sotheby's. I would also like to express my

gratitude to Caroline Cuthbert and Mr. Anthony d*Offay of

the Anthony d*Offay Gallery, London for their generosity

in supplying me with photographs of the original designs

for the dust-jackets of Mrs, Calloway and On being 111.

These sketches hove proved invaluable for the insight they

afford into the evolution of a design of this nature; they

also confirm that Vanessa Bell, as Mrs. Angelica Garnett

informs me, "took the job very seriously".
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Woodcuts



PLATE XXVIII

Woodcuts from the first end second (separate)
editions of Kew Gardens (1919)
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PLATE XXIX
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PLATE XXX

"A Haunted House"

(p. 8, Monday or Tuesday )



"A Society"

(p. 12, Monday or Tuesday )



"An Unwritten Novel"'

(p. 38, Monday or Tuesday)



(P

"The String Quartet"

58, Monday or Tuesday)



PLATE XXXIV

l/if O O D is a pleasant thing to think about. It comes from a
'

tree; and trees grow, and we don't know how they grow.
For years and years thtf/grow, without paying any attention to us,
in meadows, in forests and by the side of rivers - all things one likes
to think about.'Thecowsswish their tails beneath them on hot after¬
noons; they paint rivers so green that when a moor-hen dives one
expects to sec its feathers all green when it comes up again. I like
to think of the fish balanced against the stream like flags blown
out; and of water-beetles slowly raising domes of mud upon the bed
of the river. I like to think of the tree itself; first the close dry sen¬
sation of being wood; then there is the grinding of the storm; then
the slow, delicious ooze of sap. I like to think if it, too ,on winter's
nights standing in the empty field with all leaves close-furled, nothing
tender exposed to the iron bullets of the moon, a naked mast upon
an earth that goes tumbling, tumbling, all nightlong. The song of
birds must sound very loud and strange in June; and how cold the
feet of insects must feel upon it, as they make laborious progresses
up the creases of the bark or sun themselves upon the thin green
awning of the leaves, and look straight in front of them with huge
diamond-cut red eyes... One by one the fibres snap beneath the im¬
mense cold pressure of the earth; then the last storm comes and,
falling, the highest branches drive deep into the ground again.
Even so, life is'nt done with; there are a million patient, watch¬
ful, lives still for a tree, allover the world,in bedrooms, in ships, on
the pavement, lining rooms where men and women sit after tea,
smoking their cigarettes.

From the mark on the wall by virginia woole
blocks by vanessa bell
The Chelsea Boo£ C/ul Broadside No.Iptd. at 43 Belsize Park Gdns.



(ii) Border Decoretions for Kew Gardens

I have selected four of the twenty-one decorations
executed by Vanessa Bell for the third (separate) edition of
Kew Gardens, published by The Hogarth Press in 1927. These
four seem to me to encapsulate certain themes and elements
of technique characteristic of Mrs. Bell.

PLATE XXXV illustrates the economy of means by which this
artist suggests naturalistic forms.

PLATE XXXVI displays Mrs. Dell's love of sinuous line and
energetic curves; the design is free and joyously
spontaneous - an arabesque.

PLATE XXXVII represents in simple and obvious architectonic
terms the principles of decorative structure which are
germane to her art. The hard, clear verticals; the
softening scallops. Mrs. Bell has also translated into
a direct visual statement the function of border
decoration. She creates a proscenium which literally
frames the words and which at the same time drsws the
attention of the reader to the fact that he is a spectator,
someone outside looking in.

PLATE XXXVIII offers a striking contrast to PLATE XXVirg
Fig. A. Both accompany the same passage from the story;
but where PLATE XXVIII, Fig. A succeeds brilliantly as
illustration, PLATE XXXVIII fails as border decoration.
Symbolically, this large flower represents the
candlestick. The scale, however, is too grand; the
reference unforgiveable. In a book of elegant, suggestive,
marginal shapes, this one intrudes upon the typography;
it is the only one to do so. It breaks up the text,
forces the words to fit around the design (and not
vice-versa), and makes the page difficult to read; and
because it is a symbol, it Impinges upon rather than
adorns the text.
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From the oval-shaped flower-bed there rose

perhaps a hundred stalks spreading into
heart-shaped or tongue-shaped leaves half ;j

way up and unfurling at the tip red or blue or

yellow petals marked with spots of colour raised
/

upon the surface ; and from the red, blue or yellow
gloom of the' throat emerged a straight bar,
rough with gold dust and slightly clubbed

\ at the end.



PLATE XXXVI

Lily," he thought. " We sat somewhere over
there by a lake, and I begged her to marry me

all through the hot afternoon. How the dragon¬
fly kept circling round us; how clearly I see

the dragon-fly and her shoe with the square
silver buckle at the toe. All the time I spoke
I saw her shoe and when it moved impatiently
I knew without looking up what she was going
to say: the whole of her seemed to be in her shoe.
And my love, my desire, were in the dragon-fly ;

for some reason I thought that if it settled
there, on that leaf, the broad one with the
red flower in the middle of it, if the

dragon-fly settled on the leaf she would
say ' Yes' at once.

517.
:



PLATE XXXVII 518.

L
This time they were both men. The

younger of the two wore an expression
of perhaps unnatural calm; he raised his
eyes and fixed them very steadily in front
of him while his companion spoke, and
directly his companion had done speaking
he looked on the ground again and some¬

times opened his lips only after a long pause

and sometimes did not open them at all.
The elder man had a curiously uneven and
shaky method of walking, jerking his hand
forward and throwing up his head-^ abruptly,
rather in the manner of an impatient carriage
horse tired of waiting outside a house; but
in the man these gestures were irresolute and
pointless. He talked almost incessantly; he
smiled to himself, and again began to talk,
as if the smile had been an answer.

"

li

, op o ooo o OOPo
POO—O



( The ponderous woman looked through the pattern of falling ])
< .

■^-vwords at the flowers standing cool, firm and upright
in ^ie earth, with a curious expression. She saw themx?^^

H as a sleeper waking from a heavy sleep sees a brass
) candlestick reflecting the light in an unfamiliar way, and j I

PSr • t 1 n ° ^ fP ( I
a, a closes his eyes f and opens them, xw'T J
C^iand seeing the / brass candlestick again, \ }
W< . W:'• .,■>• /
/ J finally starts wide awake and stares at the candle-

1 stick with all his 1 (y j Powcrs- So the heavy ' I {
j woman came to aN^\\J{' ^standstill opposite the | /oval shaped flower \ \ ^3 J* bed, and ceased even

\ to pretend to listen to \ I ft what the other woman (Pat
U - ) " ^7\
jlwas saying. She stood / there letting the words fall /St \rj . i)
£/over her, ^ \if swaying the top part I

J slowly backwards JS"^} \
/'J / looking at the \SlP
\ / h
/ <7 she suggested that J)1 r 1 ^ IJ lind a seat r <?&<\ » /J

flowers

should

PLATE XXXVIII 519.



(iii) Line Drawings for the First Edition of Flush (1933)



PLATE XXXIX

Miss Mitford takes Flush for a vjalk

(Facing p. 16)



PLATE XL

The back bedroom

(Facing, p. 28)



At Casa Guidi

%

(Facing P* 112)



PLATE XLII

(Facing p. 145)



(iv) Upper Cover Illustrations
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PLATE XLIII

THE HOGARTH ESSAYS

MR. BENNETT AND
MRS. BROWN

THE HOGARTH PRESS
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PLATE XLIV
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PLATE XLV

a converse By '■ ViY<p iim a o" \a/o ©iiJk \



(v) Dust-jackets

Vanessa Dell's dust-jackets are, I believe, her
finest and her most perishable contributions to Virginia
rtoolf's books. Few are illustrative, many ore symbolic,
but most are purely decorative. The jacket for The waves
(PLATE LI, Figs. A & D) works on all three levels and for
this reason is the most completely satisfying of the designs.

Mrs. Dell illustrates the scene in which Rhoda makes
her offering of flowers tc the dead Percival. Symbolically,
she is portrayed as both a child and a woman. Notice the
range of gesture: the open, out-flung arm of the upright
child balanced against the retracted, protective arm of the
crouching woman. The artist has captured the essence of the
psychology of this extraordinary character. Then there
is the style of the design which commands our attention; I
am thinking in particular of the splendid stippling of the
figures and of the scalloped waves - so evocative of reflected
light on water. The design is further embellished by one
of Mrs. Dell's decorative trademarks - the vase of flowers
in Fig. D. But the most daring and provocative (for me)
aspect of the dust-jacket is the vertical frame. On one
level, the parallel rows of dots echo and define the stippling
motif of the enclosed narrative. On another level, the
lines, because they enclose the design, bring to mind on
aguerium - in other words, we lock at subterranean life
through a glass partition. And of course this is true.
In this novel, we eavesdrop upon the human consciousness.
We hear disembodied voices; we do not 3ee whole figures.

Of further interest is PLATE L (Fig. D). This
design for On Dein^; 111 invites comparison to Vanessa Dell's
early oil painting, Iceland Poppies, reproduced in the text
of this thesis as PLATE XVII. ■'•'he subject matter is identical
an urn and three flo.vers. But notice howi, under the influence
of ^atisse, the accent shifts from realism to pure decoration.
The flat patterning, for example. The recurrent motif of the
frame within the frame is here represented by the curtain.

The jackets which follow are exclusively those for
English First Editions.
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PLATE XLVII
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PLATE L (Fig. A)
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PLATE L (Fig. B)
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PLATE LI (Fig. B)
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PLATE LV

! VIRGINIA WOOLF
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PLATE LVI
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PLATE LIX:
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PLATE LX

I be Giplairis Dealt) Bed
ond ofhev essays
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PLATE LXII
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THE

HOGARTH

PRESS

| GRANITE
AND

RAIN¬

BOW

V/r£ini2L
Woolf



PLATE LXIV

Dust-jacket. design for
the Uniform Edition of the works

of Virginia Woolf



APPENDIX 3

Virginia .voolf wrote two essays about the painting

of her sister, Vanessa Bell. These essays took the form

of catalogue forewords, neither of which has been collected.
The first appeared on the occasion of Mrs. Bell's exhibition

at the Cooling Galleries in 193u and was limited to a

printing of approximately 500 copies.

That a woman should hold a show of pictures in Bond
Otreet, I said, pausing upon the threshold of Messrs. Cooling's
Gallery, is not usual, nor, perhaps, altogether to be
commended. For it implies, I fancy, some study of the nude,
and while for many years it has been admitted that women are
naked and bring nakedness to birth, it was held, until
sixty years ago, that for a woman to look upon nakedness with
the eye of an artist, and not simply with the eye of mother,
wife or mistress was corruptive of her innocence and
destructive of her domesticity. Hence the extreme activity
of women in philanthropy, society, religion and all pursuits
requiring clothing.

Hence again the fact that every Victorian family has in
its cupboard the skeleton of an aunt who was driven to convert
the natives because her father would have died rather than
let her look upon a naked man. And so she went to church;
and so she went to China; and so she died unwed; and so
there drop out of the cupboard with her bones half a dozen
flower pieces done under the shade of a white umbrella in a
Surrey garden when Queen Victoria was on the throne.

These reflections are only worth recording because they
indicate the vacillations and prevarications (if one is not
a painter or a critic of painting) with which one catches at
any straw that will put off the evil moment when one must go
into the gallery and make up one's mind about pictures.
.<ere it not that Mrs. Bell has a certain reputation and is
sometimes the theme of argument at dinner tables, many would
no doubt stroll up Bond Street, post Messrs. Cooling's,
thinking about morality or politics, about grandfathers or
great aunts, about anything but pictures as is the way of the



English.
But Mrs. Bell has a certain reputation it cannot be

denied. She is a woman, it is said, yet she has looked
on nakedness with a brush in her hand. She is reported
(one has read it in the newspapers) to be "the most consi¬
derable painter of her own sex now alive". Berthe Morisot,
Marie Laurencin, Vanessa Bell - such is the stereotyped
phrase which comes to mind when her name i3 mentioned and
makes one's predicament in front of her pictures all the
more exacting. For what ever the phrases may mean, it
must mean that her pictures stand for something, are some¬
thing and will be something which we shall disregard at our
peril. i*s soon as not go to see them as shut the window
when the nightingale is singing.

But once inside and surrounded by canvasses, this
shilly-shallying on the threshold seems superfluous. <»hat
is there here to intimidate or perplex? Are we not
suffused, lit up, caught in a sonny glow? Does there not
radiate from the v/alls a serene yet temperate warmth,
comfortable in the extreme after the rigours of the streets?
Are we not surrounded by vineyards and olive trees, by-
naked girls couched on crimson cushions, by naked boys ankle
deep in the pale green sea? Even the puritans of the
nineteenth century might grant us a moment's respite from
the February murk, a moment's liberty in this serene and
ordered world. But it is not the puritans who move us on.
It is Mrs. Bell. It is Mrs. Bell who is determined that
we shall not loll about juggling with pretty words or
dallying with delicious sensations. There is something
uncompromising about her art. Ninety nine painters had
nature given them her susceptibility, her sense of the
lustre of grass and flowers, of the glow of rock and tree,
would have lured us on by one refinement and felicity after
another to stay and look for ever. Ninety nine painters
again had they possessed that sense of satire which seems to
flash its laughter for a moment at those women in Dieppe in
the eighties, would have caricatured and illustrated; would
have drawn our attention to the antics of parrots, the pathos
of old umbrellas, the archness of ankles, the eccentricities
of noses. Something would have been done to gratify the
common, innocent and indeed very valuable gift which has
produced in England so rich a library of fiction. But look
round the room: the approach to these pictures is not by
that means. No stories are told; no insinuations ore
made. The hill side is bare; the group of women is silent;
the little boy stands in the sea saying nothing. If
portraits there are, they are pictures of flesh which happens
from its texture or its modelling to be aesthetically on an
equality with the China pot or the chrysanthemums.

Checked at that point in our approach (and the 3nub is
none the less baffling for the beauty with which it is



convened) one can perhaps draw close from another angle.
Let us see if we can come at some idea of Mrs. Bell herself
and by thus trespassing, crack the kernel of her art.
Certainly it would hardly be possible to read as many
novels as there are pictures here without feeling our
way psychologically over the features of the writer: and
the method, if illicit, has its value. But here, for a
second time, we are rebuffed. One says, .anyhow Mrs. Bell
is a woman; and then halfway round the room one says, But
she may be a man. One says She is interested in children;
one has to add, But she is equally interested in rocks.
One asks, Does she show any special knowledge of clothes?
One replies, Gtark nakedness seems to please her as well.
Is she dainty then, or austere? Does she like riding?
Is she red haired or brown eyed? „S3 she ever at a
University? Does she prefer herrings or Brussels Sprouts?
Is she - for our patience is becoming exhausted - not a
women at all, but a mixture of Goddess end peasant, treading
the clouds with her feet and with her hands shelling peas?
Any writer so ardently questioned would hove yielded some¬
thing to our curiosity. One defies a novelist to keep his
life through twenty 3even volumes of fiction safe from our
scrutiny. But Mrs. Bell says nothing. Mrs. Bell is as
silent as the grave. Her pictures do not betray her.
Their reticence is inviolable. That is why they intrigue
and draw us on; that is why, if it be true that they
yield their full meaning only to those who can tunnel their
way behind the canvas into messes and passages and relations
and values of which we know nothing - if it be true that she
is a painter's painter - still her pictures claim us and
make us stop. They give us emotion. They offer a puzzle.

And the puzzle is that while Mr3. Bell's pictures are
immensely expressive, their expressiveness has no truck with
words. Her vision excites a strange emotion and yet when
we have dramatised it or poetised it or translated it into
all the blues and greens, fines and exquisites and subtles
of oug^ocabulary, the picture itself escapes. It goes on
saying1/ of3its own. A good example is to be found in the
painting of the Foundling Hospital. Here one says is the
fine old building which has housed a million orphans; here
Hogarth painted and kind hearted Thackeray shed a tear, here
Dickens, who lived down the street on the left-handed side,
must often have paused in his walk to watch the children at
ploy. And it is all gone, all perished. House breakers
have been at work, speculator's have speculated. It is dust
and ashes - but what has Mrs. Bell got to say about it?
Nothing. There is the picture serene and sunny, and very
still. It represents o^fine^eighteenth century house and
an equally fine London plane tree. But there are no
orphans, no Thackeray, no Dickens, no housebreakers, no
speculators, no tears, no sense that this sunny day is



perhaps the last. Our emotion has been given the slip.
And yet somehow our emotion has been returned to us.

For emotion there is. The room is charged with it. There
is emotion in that white urn; in that little girl painting
a picture; in the flowers and the bust; in the olive
trees; in the provemjal vineyard; in the English hills
against the sky. Here, we cannot doubt as we look is
someone to whom the visible world has given a shock of
emotion every day of the week. And she transmits it and
makes us share it; but it is always by her means, in her
language, with her susceptibility, and not ours. That is
why she is so tantalising, 30 original and satisfying as a
painter. One feels that if a canvas of hers hung on the
wall it would never lose its lustre. It would never mix
itself up with the loquacities and trivialities of daily
life. It would go on saying something of its own
imperturbably. And perhaps by degrees - who knows? - one
would become an inmate of this strange painters' world, in
which mortality does not enter, and psychology is held at
bay, end there are no words. But is morality to be found
there? That was the very question I was asking myself as
I came in.

Virginia uoolf, Foreword to Aecent Paintings
by Vanessa Bell, catalogue of an exhibi'
tion organized by The London Artists'
Association at The Cooling Gallei^ies,
London, February 4th to March 8th 1330.



APPENDIX C

The second of Virginia tfoolf's catalogue forewords

introduced Vanessa Bell's 1934 show at The Lefevre Galleries

it is of particular interest in that it is not recorded in

B.J. Kirkpetrick's A Bibliography of Virginia Joolf (revised

ed.; London: Rupert Hart-Davis, 1967).

As Keats wrote to Baydon, "I have never been too
sensible of the labyrinthian path to eminence in Art ...
to think I understand the emphesis of Painting." Let us
leave it to the critics to pursue the exciting adventure
which waits theni in these rooms; to trace the progress of
the artist's brush beginning, shall we say, with the
chocolate-faced nursemaid and the monolithic figures of
1920; to note the birth of other sensibilities; how
blues and oranges trembled into life; how this mass mated
itself with that; how the lines grew taut or slack; how
with an infinitude of varied touches the finished picture
came into being. For us the experience has its excitement
too. A meaning is given to familiar things that makes
them strange. Not a word sounds and yet the room is full
of conversations. JVhat are the people saying who are
not sitting on that sofa? what tune is the child playing
on her silent violin? Nobody moves and yet the room is
full of intimate relationships. People's minds have
split out of their bodies and become part of their
surroundings. where does the man end and Buddha begin?
Character is colour, and colour is china, and china is
music. Greens, blues, reds end purples are here seen
making love and war and joining in unexpected combinations
of exquisite married bliss. A plant bends its leaves in
the jar end we feel that we too have visited the depths of
the sea.

Cornfields bask in the sun of man's first summer;
the haymakers are primeval men. Everywhere life has been
rid of its accidents, shown in its essence. The weight
of custom has been lifted from the earth. Iiampstead is
virginal; Ken ,»ood ecstatic. The onions and the eggs
perform together a solemn music. Flowers toss their heads



like proud horses in an Eastern festival. In short,
precipitated by the swift strokes of the painter's brush,
we have been blown over the boundary to the world where
word3 talk such nonsense that it is best to silence them.
And yet it is a world of glowing serenity and sober truth.
Compare it, for example, with I-iccadilly Circus or _»t.
James's Equare.

Virginia *<00If, Foreword to iiecent 1 aintiry:,s
by Vanessa Bell, catalogue ox an exhibi¬
tion at The Lefvre Galleries, London,
March 1934.
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